Program Review Committee (PRC) AGENDA
February 11, 2022
COMMITTEE CHARGE:
The Program Review Committee operates under the rules of the Brown Act. This committee is charged with
fulfilling the institution’s commitment to college-wide dialog on program review and other data for the purposes
of recommending improvements to the College Council on student services, instructional programs and
administrative support services as well as the processes for governance and identifying institutional improvement
needs. It will disseminate information on its findings to the college community.
DATE
TIME
CO-CHAIRS

COMMITTEE
MEMBERS

FEBRUARY 11, 2022
LOCATION
10:00 AM -12:00 PM
MEETING TYPE
KATY AGNOST AND JENNIFER TEJADA
NOTE TAKER
KATY AGNOST, EILEEN BEIL, JEAN CHIAR, VANESSA DARLING, MIKE MEETING DATES
DARR, JAMES HOFFMAN, LINDSAY KONG, CONNIE KONSAVAGE,
LAN (LAURA) LO, NIKKI MOULTRIE (EX-OFFICIO), TATIANA PAK,
BRET PEPPO, LIZETTE PONTHIER, CARMINA QUIRARTE, GLENN
SCOTT, JENNIFER TEJADA, CATHY WALTON-WOODSON, STEPHEN FRIDAYS
WATKINS

ZOOM
GOVERNANCE
KISHA LEE
SEPT 10
OCT 8
NOV 12
DEC 10

FEB 11
MAR 11
MAR 25
APR 8*
MAY 13

10AM - 12PM

STUDENT
ALTERNATES

XAY HANMONTY

*NEW TIME: (11AM-1PM)
PRC 2/11/22 Agenda

LIANNA KATRINA REYRAO

PRC 12/10/11 Minutes
RELATED

PRESENTERS &

DOCUMENTS

INVITED GUESTS

Subgroup Signup Sheet
PR Request Spreadsheet
Ranking Rubric

AGENDA ITEMS
TOPIC
1. Adoption of February 11, 2022 Agenda
2.
3.

Review and approval of December 10,
2021] minutes
Public Comment
(limited to 3 minutes per person)

4. Committee announcements/Updates

PRESENTER

TIME ALLOTTED

DESIRED OUTCOME

Co-Chairs/All

5 min. 10:00-10:05 Approval/ Action

Co-Chairs/All

5 min.

All

5 min. 10:10-10:15 Discussion

All

5 min. 10:15-10:20 Discussion

10:05–
10:10

Discussion/Approval/Action

5. Introductions

All

5 min. 10:20-10:25 Discussion

6. College Council report

Co-Chairs

5 min. 10:25-10:30 Discussion

PR Ranking Timeline/due dates
7.

8.

Finalize Sub Groups, and Request
Categories
Initial Recommendations for transition
from WEPR to eLumen

9.

Subgroup Work Time

10. Adjourn
11.
12.

10
Co-Chairs, Nikki min.
Moultrie

10:30-10:40 Discussion

Process
Improvement
Group
All

10:40-11:10 Discussion

30
min.

50 min 11:10-12:00

Diablo Valley College

321 Golf Club Road

Pleasant Hill, CA 94523

MINUTES– PROGRAM REVIEW COMMITTEE (PRC) FOR 12/10/2021-UNAPPROVED
COMMITTEE CHARGE:
The Program Review Committee operates under the rules of the Brown Act. This committee is charged with fulfilling the institution’s commitment
to college-wide dialog on program review and other data for the purposes of recommending improvements to the College Council on student
services, instructional programs and administrative support services as well as the processes for governance and identifying institutional
improvement needs. It will disseminate information on its findings to the college community.
DATE
TIME
CO-CHAIRS
COMMITTEE
MEMBERS
PRESENT

12/10/2021
10:00 AM -12:00 PM
Florence Espiritu and Jennifer Tejada
Katy Agnost, Eileen Beil, Jean Chiar, Mike Darr, Florence
Espiritu, James Hoffmann, Lindsay Kong,Lan (Laura) Lo,
Tatiana Pak, Nikki Moultrie (ex-officio), Bret Peppo, Lizette
Ponthier, Carmina Quirarte, Glenn Scott, Jennifer Tejada,
Cathy Walton-Woodson, Stephen Watkins

LOCATION
MEETING TYPE
NOTE TAKER
RELATED
DOCUMENTS

ZOOM
Governance
Kisha Lee

COMMITTEE

Vanessa Darling, Connie Konsavage

MEETING DATES

SEPT 10
FEB 11
OCT 8
MAR 11
MAR 25
NOV 12
DEC 10
APR 8***
FEB 4***
MAY 13
*
***NEW TIME: 11AM – 1PM

MEMBERS
ABSENT

RELATED

PRESENTERS &
INVITED GUESTS

DOCUMENTS

TOPIC
Adoption of 12/10/21 Agenda

PRESENTER
Co-Chairs/All

TIME ALLOTTED
5 min
10:00-10:05

2.

Review and approval of
11/12/21Minutes

Co-Chairs/All

5 min

3.

Public Comment

All

5 min

DESIRED OUTCOME
Motion: Approve agenda as presented.
1st: Hoffman
2nd: Scott
All in favor.
10:05–10:10 Motion: Approve minutes as presented.
1st: Peppo
2nd: Quirarte
All in favor.
10:10 – 10:15 There were no public comments.

4.

Committee announcements/Updates

All

5 min

10:15-10:20

There were no committee announcements.

5.

Validation Recap

All

5 min

10:10-10:15

•

1.

•

6.

Ranking Process Review

James
Hoffman,
Glenn Scott,
Jean Chiar

40 min

10:30-11:10

•

•
•
•
•

Robert Burns will be scraping Program Reviews and
putting them in Excel spreadsheets. That information
will be ready for the committee at the beginning of the
spring semester.
We will be transitioning to eLumen in Fall 2022 and
Nikki hopes to provide professional development
training to departments over the course of the
semester.
Ranking processes were presented to help
members efficiently and fairly rank the
resource requests. When ranking, each
subcommittee should do what works best
them.
Subcommittees should agree on a uniform
spreadsheet to use.
There are typically 80-100 requests and the
requests are ranked using letter grades.
Glenn presented the ranking method his
subcommittee uses.
When ranking, subcommittees should be

Diablo Valley College

321 Golf Club Road

Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
thinking about common themes.

7.

Rubric Application Exercise

All

20 min

11:10-11:30

The committee went into breakout rooms to review sample
resource requests and presented back to the larger
committee on the justifications.
Recommendation:
Writers should be advised to include rubric keywords in
their justifications.

8.

Subgroup sign-up

All

15 min

11:30-11:45

9.

Spring Timeline

All

15 min

11:45 – 12:00 Co-chairs presented the Spring timeline document.

Adjourn

Committee members signed up for subcommittees.

Diablo Valley College

321 Golf Club Road

8.

2021-22 Timeline & Meeting Dates

Co-Chairs

15 min

Pleasant Hill, CA 94523

10:40-10:55

o Hold separate trainings for writers
and validators so that we can focus
on the goals for each group.
Co-Chairs presented the 2021-22 Program Review
calendar.
• In Fall 2021, the committee will be thinking
through and discussing this year’s goal
including the rubric.
• In Spring 2022, the committee will scrape, sort,
and rank Program Review requests.
• Remove meeting date 2/4/22 from the timeline.
• Program Review will move from WEPR to
eLumen with a full launch in Fall 2022. Those
discussions will happen this academic year.
Motion: Approve the amended timeline (with removal of
2/4/22 meeting date).
1st: Hoffman
2nd: Watkins
All in favor.

9.

Review 2020-21 Accomplishments
and Goals (Year End Report)

Co-chairs

20 min

10:55-11:15

2020-21 PRC Highlights
• More trainings were offered for writers and
validators (all trainings were recorded).
• Reviewed and improved the ranking process.
• Brought in committees where there are
additional funding sources.
• Challenges:
o Requests for budget augmentation.
o Requests that came in to WFD or
Perkins were for small amounts like
$40 bundle items. Should there be
another process or include minimum
thresholds?
o May need to re-think messaging and
purpose of Program Review
Committee and what requests should
come through PRC.
o Messaging should extend to the
entire campus.
o Categoricals are using the program
review process for funding and
muddying the messaging.
o Requests came in from departments
that are not directly affecting students
or addressing equity. Do we create a
2nd rubric for those types of requests?
Reinterpret the ranking? Should
requests go to Todd Hampton or
another body for rankings?
• Goals:
o Improve the feedback loop process
to PR writers
o Message the campus on where to go
for funding if Program Review is not
the right process.

10

Review 2020-21 Survey Results

Co-Chairs/All

15 min

11:15-11:30

• The end of year survey results of PRC members
was presented.
• Improvements:
o Having larger subgroups
o Discuss how to support student reps
in the Program Review process.

Diablo Valley College

321 Golf Club Road

Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
•

11

2021-22 Membership

All

10 min

11:30-11:40

The survey will be administered every year.
Members are encouraged to offer suggestions
throughout the year.
• Membership needs:
• Counseling representative
• Admin. Classified representative
• Two student representatives
•
•
•

Adjourn

Committee representation needs to be renamed
to be consistent with new division names in light
of Interest Area realignment
Membership changes require senate approval.
Nikki has agreed to do a side by side with new
and old interest area names.

E?. Category Score Sheet

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Unit [code]

Request

Total
Cost

Prog
Trans
(1-10)

DVC
Value
(1-10)

Stdnt
Exp
(1-10)

Stunt
Achv
(1-10)

Collg
Scale
(1-5)

Cnsq
(1-10)

Imprv
(0-10)

Just
(0-5)

Total
(0-70)

Let
Grad
(A-F)

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

4cd

Program Review Group Assignments – SP22
Group 1: Technology (Hardware and Software) – E.2, E.3 - 70 requests
Name
Email
Lan Lo

LLO@DVC.edu

Jean Chiar
Carmina Quirarte

Preferred Name
Laura

Jchiar@dvc.edu

Jean

Cquirarte@dvc.edu

Carmina
Tatiana

Group 2: Supplies/Budget Augmentation (one time) – E.8 and E.4- 58 requests
Name

Email

Preferred Name

Stephen Watkins
Cathy Walton-Woodson

Cwoodson@dvc.edu

Vanessa Darling
Tatiana Pak

Tpak@dvc.edu

Group 3: Equipment & Professional Development – E.1, E.6 - 63 requests
Name

Bret Peppo
James Hoffmann
Mike Darr

Email

Preferred Name

Bpeppo@dvc.edu

Bret

Jhoffmann@dvc.edu
Mdarr@dvc.edu

Group 4: Ongoing Operating Budget Augmentation & Other Needs – E.9, E.10 - 68 requests
Name
Lizette Ponthier

Email

Preferred Name

Lponthier@dvc.edu

Lizette

Glenn Scott

Gscott@dvc.edu

Eileen Beil

Ebeil@dvc.edu

Eileen

Lianna Katrina Reyrao

Group 5: Process Improvement – Rubric, Template, Innovation, Timeline, Funding Sources, Handbook Updates
Name

Email

Preferred Name

Nmoultrie@dvc.edu

Nikki

Katy Agnost

Kagnost@dvc.edu

Katy

Lindsay Kong

Lkong@dvc.edu

Lindsay

Jennifer Tejada

Jtejada@dvc.edu

Jennifer

Nikki Moultrie

Group descriptions
Group 1: – E.2 Technology/hardware, E.3 Technology/software,
Group 2:- E.8 Supplies budget augmentation (one time)
Group 3: - E.1 Equipment (not technology), E.6 Professional Development
Group 4: - E.9 Operating Budget augmentation (ongoing), E.10 Other Needs
Group 5: Process Improvement: Timeline, template, innovation, funding sources, rubric, handbook updates, transition to
eLumen recommendations

Changes for 2019-20
Removed D.1; rearranged groups based on number of requests received in each category in 2018-19.
Changes for 2020-21
Moved E7 (services), E4 (furniture), E8 (Supplies Augmentation), and E6 (PD) to even out number of requests in each category
Changes for 2021-2022
Removed E.4, E.5, E.7 (Marketing, M&O and VPBS will handle all the requests through their processes)

Unit [code]
Custodial [D1010]
Custodial [D1010]
Custodial [D1010]
Custodial [D1010]

Category
E.1 EQUIPMENT
E.1 EQUIPMENT
E.1 EQUIPMENT
E.1 EQUIPMENT

Ran
k
1
2
3
4

Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]
Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]
Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]
Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]
Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]
Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]
Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]
Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]
Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]
Music [D3025]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

1

Request
Stake bed with a lift gate
Ford Rangers
1 ton pick-up with left gate
3 Aqua Plus Carpet Extractor with wand
attachments 2 DVC 1 SRVC
Stake Bed with a lift gate

E.1 EQUIPMENT

2

1 Ton Utility Truck with lift gate

E.1 EQUIPMENT

4

E.1 EQUIPMENT

5

3 Ford Rangers - 1 for day custodial 1 for
night custodial 1 for Facilities Assistant
New Van for building Maintenance worker

E.1 EQUIPMENT

6

1 65 ft Boom Lift

E.1 EQUIPMENT

7

2 riding mowers

E.1 EQUIPMENT

8

1 ton utility truck

E.1 EQUIPMENT

9

Walk behind concrete saw

E.1 EQUIPMENT

3

Large Ford Transit Cargo Van

E.1 EQUIPMENT

7

Drama [D3031]
Drama [D3031]
Drama [D3031]
Art Digital Media
and FTVE [D3032]

E.1 EQUIPMENT
E.1 EQUIPMENT
E.1 EQUIPMENT
E.1 EQUIPMENT

2
3
4
3

Art Digital Media
and FTVE [D3032]
Art Digital Media
and FTVE [D3032]
Art Digital Media
and FTVE [D3032]
Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

7

Upgrades and replaced of small percussion
equipment
Industrial Cooktop
Hat & Wig Rack Materials
Foam Wig Heads
Camera package updates: 6 Sennheisser
shotgun microphone packages, including
shockmount, windscreen and cables,3 new
Camera zoom lenses with lens adaptors and 1
TV Studio Wireless Clear-Com System

E.1 EQUIPMENT

8

Motion Capture Tracking Cameras

E.1 EQUIPMENT

9

Motion Capture Suits

E.1 EQUIPMENT

4

Class set of life jackets

1

Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

2

-80 degree freezer for Microbiology

Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

3

New refrigerator for Microbiology Lab

Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

5

Digital camera and mounting equipment for
teaching microscope for Human Anatomy

Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

6

Zoological and Botanical models

Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

9

Vibration Platforms for Microscopes

Horticulture
[D3530H]
Horticulture
[D3530H]
Horticulture
[D3530H]
Horticulture
[D3530H]
Horticulture
[D3530H]
Horticulture
[D3530H]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

3

25' extension cords

E.1 EQUIPMENT

4

E.1 EQUIPMENT

5

Extech Thermo-Hygrometer Pen (Model
445580)
Carbon dioxide meter

E.1 EQUIPMENT

7

Light meter-XTECH LED Light Meter

E.1 EQUIPMENT

6

E.1 EQUIPMENT

9

Soil thermometers, mortars & pestles,
resistographs, sifters, test kits
Leak detection equipment

E.1 EQUIPMENT

1

BigRed CPR Manikin with LED Light CPR
Feedback - Adult

2

Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Culinary Arts
Kinesiology
[D3900]
Sports Medicine
Program Manager
[D3900B]
Sports Medicine
Program Manager
[D3900B]
Construction
[D4105C]
Construction
[D4105C]
Engineering
[D4105E]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

2

Lung bags for BigRed Adult CPR Manikin
with LED Light CPR Feedback (Pk/24)

E.1 EQUIPMENT

3

BigRed Adult CPR Manikin with LED Light
CPR Feedback- 4 Pack

E.1 EQUIPMENT

4

First Aid and CPR Combination Training Kit
with No Splint, Pk/100

E.1 EQUIPMENT

5

E.1 EQUIPMENT

6

E.1 EQUIPMENT

7

E.1 EQUIPMENT

8

E.1 EQUIPMENT

9

E.1 EQUIPMENT
E.1 EQUIPMENT

8
2

Food Truck
New Sports Medicine Golf Cart

E.1 EQUIPMENT

2

Electric Golf Cart

E.1 EQUIPMENT

1

Keiser Functional Trainer

E.1 EQUIPMENT

1

Pedestal grinder for machine shop

E.1 EQUIPMENT

2

E.1 EQUIPMENT

5

General replacement of aging tools and
equipment.
Concrete Cylinder Crusher and supplies

Engineering
[D4105E]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

6

Soil Extractor and supplies

3

Engineering
[D4105E]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

7

Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]
Electricity/Electroni
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]
Electricity/Electroni
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]
Electricity/Electroni
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]
Electricity/Electroni
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]
Electricity/Electroni
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]
Electricity/Electroni
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]
Electricity/Electroni
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

6

Miscellaneous Tools and supplies for the
material lab, including thermal gloves, heat
treatment samples,tongs for handling hot
samples finishing trowels weights etc
Consumable materials, cutters, and tools.

E.1 EQUIPMENT

3

PLC

E.1 EQUIPMENT

5

Oscilloscopes in ET107 TDS2992C

E.1 EQUIPMENT

4

Computers in ET105 and ET 107 - OptiPlex
7080 small form factor 7" by 7" by 2"

E.1 EQUIPMENT

6

Fluke meters 87V

E.1 EQUIPMENT

7

Printer with scanning ability for ET107

E.1 EQUIPMENT

8

Dobots Magician

E.1 EQUIPMENT

9

vc-tr1 full hd auto-tracking camera

Astronomy
Geography
Geography
Geography
[D4130G]
Computer
Information
Systems and
Life Sciences
[S4750L]
Life Sciences
[S4750L]
Life Sciences
[S4750L]
Life Sciences
[S4750L]

E.1 EQUIPMENT
E.1 EQUIPMENT
E.1 EQUIPMENT
E.1 EQUIPMENT

3
1
3
4

18 inch telescope
Weather station
Sling psychrometers (10)
Anafi Parrot drone batteries

E.1 EQUIPMENT

1

Books and Ebooks for the SRC Library

E.1 EQUIPMENT

5

E.1 EQUIPMENT

1

Binoculars for BIOSC 126 (shared, one per 2
students for field trips).
Compound Microscopes

E.1 EQUIPMENT

7

Microscopy Slides

E.1 EQUIPMENT

8

Exercise bike for BIOSC 140

4

Life Sciences
[S4750L]
Life Sciences
[S4750L]
Physical Sciences
[S4750P]
[SAMPLE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

6

blood pressure cuffs

E.1 EQUIPMENT

2

Dissection Microscopes

E.1 EQUIPMENT

1

Gas emission spectroscopy kit

E.1 EQUIPMENT
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

4
1

Table
Chromebooks

2

WiFi Hotspots

Music [D3025]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

8

MTC Bundle

9

Viking Studio Bundle

1

Macintosh Computer Workstations

2

Tricaster(Live Broadcasting System)

3
2

Speakers Roland BA-330 Portable Stereo PA
System
Computers in every classroom.

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

3

Document Camera in every classroom.

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

7

Microsoft Surface Pro Tablet computers

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H

8

Leak detection equipment

Music [D3025]
Art Digital Media
and FTVE [D3032]
Art Digital Media
and FTVE [D3032]
Dance [D3034]
Biol/Health Sci Div
Admi&n Phys
Sci/Eng Div Admin
[D3500]
Biol/Health Sci Div
Admi&n Phys
Sci/Eng Div Admin
[D3500]
Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]

Horticulture
[D3530H]

10 Computers and the necessary software
programming to upgrade the current energy
management system from Andover to ALC.

5

Kinesiology
[D3900]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

6

Kinesiology
[D3900]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

5

Smart Classroom Capabilities for the
Kinesiology Activity Building and KIN 3
including improved Wi-Fi, streaming
capabilities, four mounted screens, large drop
down screen with projector system and
Wi-Fi at all athletic events and classrooms

Admissions and
Records [D4001]
Admissions and
Records [D4001]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

1

Computer monitors

3

Lobby kiosks

8

Laptop Computers

1

Fanuc Fenceless Tabletop Robotic Arms

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE
Industrial Design
E.2
[D4105I]
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE
Electricity/Electroni E.2
cs and Energy
TECHNOLOGY/H
Systems [D4105Y] ARDWARE

4

PolyJet 3D Printer

5

RTek 3D Scanner

2

Fanuc Fenceless Tabletop Robotic Arms

Astronomy
[D4130A]
Geography
[D4130G]
Political Science
[D4515P]
Mathematics
[D4605]
Mathematics
[D4605]
Mathematics
[D4605]
Physical Sciences
[S4750P]
[SAMPLE]

4
2

Proprietary hardware (and required
software)for Digistar 6 digital planetarium
iPad mini

3

Tablets

1

Computer monitors

2

Motion sensor camera

3

TI-84 Calculators

2

Laptops

1

Screwdriver

Engineering
[D4105E]
Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]

Industrial Design
[D4105I]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H

6

[SAMPLE]
Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Library Division
Admin [D1080A]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
OFTWARE

10 Hammer
2

Canvas Studio

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
OFTWARE
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
OFTWARE

3

Blackboard Ally

6

Hypothesis

7

Gradescope

8
4

Software and Hardware Innovation fund for
Distance Education Tools
NetTutor

6

Hypothesis

7

Gradescope

4

Canvas Studio

5

Blackboard Ally

Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Instruction
Office/Community
and Contract
Education Admin
PACE [D1100C]
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
Music [D3025]
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
Biol/Health Sci Div E.3
Admi&n Phys
TECHNOLOGY/S
Sci/Eng Div Admin OFTWARE
[D3500]
Biological Science E.3
and Oceanography TECHNOLOGY/S
[D3530B]
OFTWARE

Horticulture
[D3530H]
Culinary Arts
[D3620]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S

10 Innovation fund
1

AirTable

1

Database software, either already existing or
newly acquired
10 MTC Bundle
4

Scheduling Software

8

3D4 Medical - Anatomy Program

1

Inventory Software

3

App and Website

7

Career Services
[D4011]
Transfer Services
[D4014]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
OFTWARE
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
OFTWARE

Transfer Services
[D4014]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
OFTWARE

Architecture
[D4105A]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
OFTWARE
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
OFTWARE
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
OFTWARE
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
OFTWARE
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
OFTWARE
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
OFTWARE

Architecture
[D4105A]
Engineering
[D4105E]
Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]
Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]
Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]

5
9

YouCanBookMe subscription to
electronically manage University
Representative appointment/times with DVC
students viewable on our public calendar and
10 Social Media Management Software (Sprout
Social/other) to increase social media views
and followers of timely transfer updates,
news and opportunities for students
1 V-Ray rendering software license
2

Sketchup License

1

Annual license fees for MATLAB,
SolidWorks, CES EduPack

9

CNC/CAM Vericut and Mastercam Software
license

3

eLearning Amatrol training software for the
Electronics, Engineering Technology, and
joint Industrial Automation and Robotics
Fanuc Roboguide Simulation & eLearning
instructor module

7

Astronomy
[D4130A]
Physics and
Physical Science
Mathematics
[D4605]
Computer Science
[D4610]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/S
OFTWARE

5

Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
URES
E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
URES

Umoja Learning
Community
[D1100U]

Social media management system

4

Proprietary software (and required hardware)
for Digistar 6 digital planetarium.
Gradescope annual license and LTI with
Canvas
TI-84 Emulators

1

TestOut

1

Staff Development Area Remodel - Furniture

8

Staff Development Area remodel - furniture

2

New furniture for PUMA Center if we move
into new space

2

8

Music [D3025]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
Art Digital Media E.4
and FTVE [D3032] FURNITURE/FIXT
Dance [D3034]
E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
Biol/Health Sci Div E.4
Admi&n Phys
FURNITURE/FIXT
Sci/Eng Div Admin URES
[D3500]
Biol/Health Sci Div E.4
Admi&n Phys
FURNITURE/FIXT
Sci/Eng Div Admin URES
[D3500]
Culinary Arts
E.4
[D3620]
FURNITURE/FIXT
Culinary Arts
E.4
[D3620]
FURNITURE/FIXT
Culinary Arts
E.4
[D3620]
FURNITURE/FIXT
English Division
E.4
Admin/Social
FURNITURE/FIXT
Science Division
URES
Admin [D3700]
English as a Second E.4
Language [D3705L] FURNITURE/FIXT
DSS/Workability III E.4
[D4007A]
FURNITURE/FIXT
EOPS/CARE
E.4
[D4009]
FURNITURE/FIXT
Engineering
E.4
[D4105E]
FURNITURE/FIXT
URES

5

versatile chairs/desk combos

6

Dual Monitor Arm Assembly

5

Student Cubicle Storage

8

PS and LHS Classroom and lab maintenance

9

PS labs maintenance

1

Espresso Machine

5

Pacojet Ice Cream Machine

2

Portable Bar

3

Replacement of current desks and chairs in
LA building

2

LA Building upgrades

2

chairs and tables needed for DSS success
center
Office door installation

4

The bottleneck in student access to the
existing computer labs in the department has
become a critical issue in scheduling labs for
various programs in the department.
Expanding computer lab space requires
retrofitting a room for computer networking
and modifying work spaces such that it would

Physics and
Physical Science
Anthropology
[D4515A]
Anthropology
[D4515A]
Mathematics
[D4605]
Mathematics
[D4605]

1

Chairs for PS 113, 117 and 121

3

Desks and seats in LA rooms,

4

White boards for LA rooms

5

Funding the door art in the math &
engineering student center
Computer chairs

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
URES

1

6

9

Physical Sciences
[S4750P]
Student
Engagement and
Equity Admin
Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
E.5 FACILITIES

3

E.5 FACILITIES

5

E.5 FACILITIES

9

MESA [D1100M]

E.5 FACILITIES

1

Puente Learning
Community
Umoja Learning
Community
[D1100U]
Music [D3025]
Music [D3025]
Music [D3025]
Music [D3025]
Music [D3025]

E.5 FACILITIES

1

E.5 FACILITIES

1

New space for the Learning Community
Annex (PUMA Center)

E.5 FACILITIES
E.5 FACILITIES
E.5 FACILITIES
E.5 FACILITIES
E.5 FACILITIES

2
3
4
1
6

Drama [D3031]

E.5 FACILITIES

5

new/replace hallway and classroom carpeting
upgrade M101 spotlights with dimmers
Replace M101 broken floor tiles
MTC light replacement
Sound absorbing material upgrade to
band/orchestra room M104
Arena Theater Tension Grid

Biol/Health Sci Div E.5 FACILITIES
Admi&n Phys
Sci/Eng Div Admin
[D3500]
Horticulture
E.5 FACILITIES
[D3530H]
Horticulture
E.5 FACILITIES
[D3530H]

1

Culinary Arts
English Division
Admin/Social
Science Division
Admin [D3700]
English Division
Admin/Social
Science Division
Admin [D3700]
English Division
Admin/Social
Science Division
Admin [D3700]
English as a Second
Language [D3705L]

1

Adjustable lab stools for SRC Physical
Science
New space for the PUMA Center and SVRC
Staff Development Area Remodel - Paint and
carpet
Staff Development Area Remodel - Paint and
carpet
A permanent and expanded space for the
MESA program (Measure E) that is
conducive to the growth of the program and
A permanent space for program activities

New SC Building with Science and Health
Interest Area Student Center

10 Windows installed on the west side of
portables.
2 Electrical upgrade

E.5 FACILITIES
E.5 FACILITIES

4
1

Market Place Ugrade
Replacement of carpeting in faculty offices

E.5 FACILITIES

2

Painting of faculty offices.

E.5 FACILITIES

4

Replacement of frames and some structural
features to the Children's Center

E.5 FACILITIES

1

LA Building upgrades

10

Kinesiology
[D3900]
Kinesiology
[D3900]
Kinesiology
[D3900]
Kinesiology/Athleti
cs/Dance Division
Admin [D3900A]
Kinesiology/Athleti
cs/Dance Division
Admin [D3900A]
Counseling Office
Supervisor
[D4000A]
Counseling - PHC
[D4005]

E.5 FACILITIES
E.5 FACILITIES

10 New Hammer Throw Venue (includes
moving baseball batting cages)
4 Resurface Discus Pad

E.5 FACILITIES

7

Swimming/Water Polo Scoreboard

E.5 FACILITIES

1

Aquatics Scoreboard

E.5 FACILITIES

2

Gymnasium Sound System

E.5 FACILITIES

1

Need 6 more hand sanitizing stations in SSC
Building (Use HEERF funds)

E.5 FACILITIES

7

Need 6 more hand sanitizing stations in SSC
Building (Use HEERF funds)

Architecture
[D4105A]

E.5 FACILITIES

3

ET Building Remodel

Engineering
[D4105E]

E.5 FACILITIES

2

Engineering
[D4105E]

E.5 FACILITIES

9

The main items to address for a full remodel
of ET building: 1. Safety and code violations
2. Restrooms 3. Improve lecture and
computer lab integrated together similar to
ET124 (possible USC format with computer
behind students, where students face forward
during lecture, computer behind them) 4.
Lecture and lab in the same room is preferred
for ENGIN-110, drawing classes, and
software focused classes 5. Materials Lab:
Instruments are large, experiments are noisy
and dirty so it's very convenient to keep them
in separate spaces with enclosures. It should
be discussed with the architect. 6. Circuits
Lab: Concerns similar to the Materials lab.
Some separation between lab and lecture will
be acceptable. 7. ENGIN-110: Integrated
project space, computer lab, and work area.
To add computer networking capabilities to
one of ET building classrooms (ET125) and
furnishing it to create a computer lab/lecture
combination room

11

Engineering
[D4105E]

E.5 FACILITIES

3

A visible maker space area for display of
student work including prototype models of
design projects in ENGIN 110 and ENGIN
120, printed posters, digital work and
drawings is highly desirable. These displays
are used to promote awareness of the
program, serve as references for students to
use while completing their projects, and serve
Reorganize the Engineering Technology's
shop space in ET-123 to accommodate the
program's needs
Designated Industrial Automation and
Robotics classroom with high ceilings that
can also accommodate a dozen robotic arms.
Designated Studio Space

Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]
Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]
Industrial Design
[D4105I]

E.5 FACILITIES

5

E.5 FACILITIES

2

E.5 FACILITIES

1

Industrial Design
[D4105I]

E.5 FACILITIES

2

Digital Fabrication work area in expanded ET
103/108 classroom or similar

Industrial Design
[D4105I]

E.5 FACILITIES

3

Maker Space

Electricity/Electroni
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]
Electricity/Electroni
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]
Astronomy
[D4130A]
Early Childhood
Education [D4510]

E.5 FACILITIES
E.5 FACILITIES

10 Designated Industrial Automation and
Robotics classroom with high ceilings that
can also accommodate a dozen robotic arms.
1 RF Lab room

E.5 FACILITIES

6

E.5 FACILITIES

1

Anthropology
[D4515A]
Mathematics
[S4700]

E.5 FACILITIES

2

New Science Building with Science and
Health Interest Area Student Center
a. Play structure pour and play put in place
after drainage issues are resolved that
prematurely aged current pour and play
surface yard for North classrooms 1 and 2
b.Toddler yard safety gate, egress compliance
similar to CCC's Child Center gate. c.
L
ki replacement,
Wi d
S room
th Cpaint,
t
th id f
Carpet

E.5 FACILITIES
E.5 FACILITIES

7
2

Dedicated Math Computer Lab
Electrical renovation in lab room E181

San Ramon Admin E.5 FACILITIES
II [S4700A]

1

Electrical renovation in lab room E181

12

Life Sciences
[S4750L]
Physical Sciences
[S4750P]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
PACE [D1100C]

PACE [D1100C]

MESA [D1100M]

MESA [D1100M]

Umoja Learning
Community
[D1100U]

E.5 FACILITIES

10 Converting E-238 to Microbiology

E.5 FACILITIES

4

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

3

Electrical renovation in Physical Science Lab
Room E181
Peer Online Mentoring Program (POMP)

2

Annual Hobsons Summer Institute

3

Annual NCORE Conference

3

Equity Training for the MESA director and
staff, the faculty that participate in the
program, and Dean with program oversight
are needed
STEM Counseling training/workshop for
MESA Counselor

5

2

Professional Development--Outreach and
Recruitment

Art Digital Media E.6
and FTVE [D3032] PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
Communication
E.6
Studies [D3033]
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

10 Continued professional development in
virtual production to support our pilot
program

Biol/Health Sci Div
Admi&n Phys
Sci/Eng Div Admin
[D3500]
Culinary Arts
[D3620]

5

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

2

7

Increased stipend of 2000 dollars (in addition
to the current 2500 dollar stipend) for 4
Communication Studies professors to validate
through courses at the district level via the
Peer Online Mentorship Program
DEI Professional Development for faculty brining in outside speakers to division
meetings
Social and multi media training for faculity

13

English [D3705E]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

1

English [D3705E]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

2

Focus on equity: Communities of Practice
When AB 705 went into effect, we
implemented seven Communities of Practice.
These paid PD groups--organized by course-allowed faculty to gather to share and trouble
shoot questions around equitable teaching.
While AB 705 is a done deal, the shifts it
requires of us are ongoing. In our transferlevel classes, we will continue to find newer
students who need differentiated instruction
and extra support; we welcome that--and we
need ongoing PD to met students' needs.
Specifically, we need ongoing Communities
of Practice to address ongoing concerns
around: 1. Differentiation Differentiated
pedagogy is an important part of this ongoing
support. Our classrooms, now, more than
ever, served a mixed student population,
including students from a variety of
educational experiences and with varying
dFocus on fequity:
bili Anchor
iff Papers
i dProject
i
i
(APP) The Anchor Papers Project is a multiyear effort to discuss student work and
redefine success from a more-equitable lens.
The APP is a multi-year, department-wide
conversation and collaboration which fosters
conversations about equitable grading
practices for all students. This project has
shaped and will continue to shape both
individual pedagogy and departmental
conversations in Council, the Composition
Committee, and beyond. Also, the rubric and
anchor papers resulting from this project will
be powerful resources for all faculty,
especially new faculty entering our
department. More critically, this project
contributes to a cultural shift in the
department, one that orients us toward moreequitable assessment. The way we view and
talk about student work is integral to how
ll d
d
d h
h
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English [D3705E]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

3

English [D3705E]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

4

Focus on equity: Department equity
workshops and additional training We
recognize that many students of color, and
particularly and specifically African
American, Native American, and Pacific
Islander students, face barriers to entry and
successful completion of courses in our
program. To address this equity challenge,
many members of the English department are
engaged with the Racial Justice Task Force.
Over the past couple of years, this body has
passed Senate resolutions affirming our
values around equity and racial justice and
formed a sub group to support diversity in
hiring, among other critical activities. We
also see a need to focus on equity at the
departmental level. Two of our colleagues
had the opportunity to attend an equity
training run by the University of Southern
California. Now, they have created a two-year
i on equity:
i fexpanding/developing
d
d
Focus
course modalities The pandemic highlighted
the need to offer courses in a wide variety of
modalities. Online, asynchronous modalities
reduce barriers for working students or those
needing to care for family (a population
largely comprised of working class, firstgeneration students and students of color); at
the same time, synchronous and face-to-face
modalities reduce barriers for students
needing more connection to and interventions
from a caring instructor. We have been
heartened by the College's focus on "studentcentered scheduling," and are using that
principle to schedule classes in such a way
that students have access to whichever course
they need, and in whichever modality feels
right to them. As we offer more online
sections--and also run a hybrid pilot with
twenty-two sections in English and ESL-- the
d
h b
dili
b
i
i
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English as a Second E.6
Language [D3705L] PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

6

English as a Second E.6
Language [D3705L] PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

9

Focusing on equity: Transition to Zero/LowCost Textbooks Zero/low-cost textbooks
create more equitable access to course
materials for our diverse ESL student
population, especially students who are
struggling financially and undocumented
learners. We see a particular need for low or
no-cost textbooks as we develop our free, noncredit program. While some OER training has
been funded through other sources, this is not
enough to cover the time required to create
Zero/low-cost versions of all our classes.
With eight classes currently available to take
as non-credit, and plans to offer even more
next Spring, we need PD funds to support fulltime and adjunct faculty to create and curate
Focusing on equity: Equity Specific PD A.
Department equity workshops We see a need
to focus on equity at the departmental level as
well. Two of our colleagues had the
opportunity to attend an equity training run by
the University of Southern California. Now,
they have created a two-year equity PD series
for our department, and we begin each
department meeting with a targeted equity
exercise and discussion. Given the equity gap,
it feels imperative to continue this work. This
equity-focused PD series in our department
will help decrease the equity gap by
addressing and correcting implicit bias in the
very structures of our college and our
classroom practices. This feels especially
important as we emerge from an era of
extreme xenophobia and anti-immigrant
policy making. B. Improving enrollment and
success rates for male-identified students in
d
dd
h
i
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English as a Second E.6
Language [D3705L] PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

5

English as a Second E.6
Language [D3705L] PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

4

ESL Communities of Practice to foster
equitable teaching practices When AB 705
went into effect, we implemented
Communities of Practice, paid PD groups
with a focus on equitable pedagogy and
troubleshooting. Communities of practice
offer faculty an opportunity to talk about best
and most-equitable practices for the
accelerated ESL classroom common to the
post-AB 705 world. We implemented two
ESL-focused communities of practice, one for
instructors teaching 122AL, our transfer-level
writing and reading class for multilingual
students, and one for lower levels of ESL.
While AB 705 is a done deal, the shifts it
requires of us are ongoing. As the ESL
program has been accelerated, we will
continue to some students who need
differentiated instruction and extra support;
we welcome that--and we need ongoing PD to
h i examination
d S ifi oflldepartment
d norms
Continued
through the Anchor papers project (APP) The
APP is a multi-year, department-wide
conversation and collaboration which fosters
conversations about equitable grading
practices for all students, including nonnative English speakers, a group central to all
of our classes (and not just our ESL classes)
This project has shaped and will continue to
shape both individual pedagogy and
departmental conversations in Council, the
Composition Committee, and beyond. Also,
the rubric and anchor papers resulting from
this project will be powerful resources for all
ESL faculty, especially new faculty entering
our department. More critically, this project
contributes to a cultural shift in the
department, one that orients us toward moreequitable assessment. The way we view and
talk about student work is integral to how
ll d
d
d h
h
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English as a Second E.6
Language [D3705L] PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

8

English as a Second E.6
Language [D3705L] PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

7

Work Experience
[D3800W]

1

Sports Medicine
Program Manager
[D3900B]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

3

Focusing on equity: Development and
expansion of course modalities with an
emphasis on hybrid courses DE options were
added to the ESL program prior to the
pandemic, and we now have a full program of
course offerings that are all online, with a
variety of synchronous and asynchronous
options. Still, while distance education
courses have proven effective in many
studies, and meet the needs of students who
are not local and/or who cannot attend face-toface classes, they often lack an element of
community-based learning and real-time
discussions that many ESL students desire.
We have been working to bring back more
face-to-face ESL classes. We've also realized
that hybrid programming will expand
opportunities for our ESL students. Hybrid
classes couple the benefits of face-to-face
communicative interaction with the
i
f to
di our new
l ESL
i courses
d and
PD orientation
non-credit program In ESL the pandemic hit
right at a critical moment: we had just
integrated all of our reading and writing
classes, started developing a new course
sequence for integrated reading and writing,
created a more robust sequence in both oralcommunication skills and grammar, and
added a new series of career-oriented and noncredit classes. Since our last review, we have
created 18 new courses in our ESL program.
Most of the courses have made it through the
curriculum process and are now in our
schedule (with the exceptions of 123A and
126A); however, the professional
development was largely lost to the
pandemic. Now, we PD to: Help orient
faculty to our new courses and course
sequences; Help instructors understand the
Professional Development: various trainings
and conferences
Continuing Education/Certifications fees
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Career Services
[D4011]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

9

Training: SARS & SQL/Tableau Data
generation/analysis

1

Student Life Staff participation in the annual
National Conference on Race and Ethnicity
(NCORE) conference to deepen DEI
knowledge
ETS Staff travel to the WESTOP 44th Annual
Conference to learn best practices and to
network with regional TRIO Personnel. This
conference will be March 5-9, 2022

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

5

Transfer Conference Registrations & Travel:
UC and CSU Counselor Conferences,
WACAC and Private School Counselor
Conferences

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
Engineering
E.6
Technology
PROFESSIONAL
[D4105ET]
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
Engineering
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
Technology
DEVELOPMENT
[D4105ET]
NEEDS
Electricity/Electroni E.6
cs and Energy
PROFESSIONAL
Systems [D4105Y] DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

3

Statewide conferences

4

The Engineering Technology and Industrial
Automation and Robotics program faculty
needs to participate in training including the
new robotics hardware and software
The Engineering Technology faculty needs to
participate in training including CNC
machining, CMM software, machine
maintenance and material disposal
The Engineering Technology and Industrial
Automation and Robotics program faculty
needs to participate in training including the
new robotics hardware and software

Political Science
[D4515P]

4

Speakers Fund

2

Training, workshops, conferences

1

VA WAVES TRAINING - WESTERN
ASSOCIATION OF VETERAN
EDUCATION SPECIALISTS TRAINING

Student Life
[D4012]
TRiO - ETS/UB
[D4013]

Transfer Services
[D4014]

Construction
[D4105C]

Computer Science
[D4610]
Veterans Services
[D8010B]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

4

8

9
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Veterans Services
[D8010B]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
Veterans Services E.6
[D8010B]
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
PACE [D1100C]
E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS
Art Digital Media E.7 SERVICE
and FTVE [D3032] NEEDS
Health Science,
E.7 SERVICE
Nutrition, and
NEEDS
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]

2

NASPA SYMPOSIUM ON MILITARY
CONNECTED STUDENTS

3

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
VETERAN SYMPOSIUM

4

Research and marketing support

4

FTVE and ARTDM Intern production
program to support Diablo Media Studios
More research is needed about the labor
market in public health, including internship,
career, and training opportunities and entry
level salary positions.

Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

3

There needs to be more participation in high
school outreach

DSS/Workability III
[D4007A]
Career Services
[D4011]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS
E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

1

Career Services
[D4011]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

8

Transfer Services
[D4014]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

8

Transfer Services
[D4014]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

7

utilize photos of students with disabilities in
college marketing to destigmatize such
Zoom Technical Training for administering
Surveys/Polls under a Master Workshop
Account, attendance tracking, 4CD login
barriers for external facilitators (students
using non 4CD accounts UCs CSUs etc )
SARS Administrative Training, Formal
webpage publishing rights training, new
formal SQL/Tableau research query report
(how to SQL/Tableau query cross-filter list of
Zoom Technical Training for administering
Surveys/Polls under a Master Workshop
Account, attendance tracking, 4CD login
barriers for external facilitators (students
using non 4CD accounts UCs CSUs etc )
Technical Training and Ongoing Support:
SARS Administrative training/access and
SQL/Tableau Data generation and analysis
(generating lists of SIDs from SQL and SARS
reports and immediately filtering those SID
lists into demographic research reports using
Tableau) to produce user analytics by
demographic population to assess success in
reaching target populations. For SARS,
suggest creating a transparent manual and
contact sheet/outline for who to contact (DO
vs. campus/department SARS contact who
can reply to requests within 5 business days)

1

7
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Transfer Services
[D4014]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

6

Astronomy
[D4130A]
Computer
Information
Systems and
Business [S4710]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS
E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

2
2

Increase librarian staffing at the SRC Library
Help Desk

PACE [D1100C]

E.8 SUPPLIES
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.8 SUPPLIES
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.8 SUPPLIES
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

5

Swag items for outreach and recruitment

1

Supplies

E.8 SUPPLIES
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.8 SUPPLIES
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.8 SUPPLIES
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

4

Student technicians for laser cutter, 3D
printer and CNC router operation.

8

Materials for students including plotter ink,
foam core, high density foam, plastic, sealer,
fabric, and paint
Spools for 3D printer of ABS and similar
support materials

Dance [D3034]
English [D3705E]

Direct Transfer Services webpage publishing
rights for Transfer Services Coordinator
(decreased time to publishing), as is common
practice at several nearby community
Trimming of trees around observatory

OWLs:OWL Labs Meeting Lab Pro OWLs
have a built in camera speaker, and
microphone, making hybrid (simultaneous inperson and remote) participation possible. For
our purposes, OWLs will make it possible for
students to attend class sessions whether they
English as a Second E.8 SUPPLIES
10 OWLs:OWL Labs Meeting Lab Pro OWLs
Language [D3705L] BUDGET
have a built in camera speaker, and
microphone, making hybrid (simultaneous inAUGMENTATION
person and remote) participation possible. For
our purposes, OWLs will make it possible for
students to attend class sessions whether they
Career Services
E.8 SUPPLIES
6 Career Closet Supplies
BUDGET
[D4011]
AUGMENTATION
Career Services
E.8 SUPPLIES
1 COVID Office Safety Equipment: Headsets
[D4011]
BUDGET
(7), Waterproof/Washable Keyboards & Mice
AUGMENTATION
(7), HEPA Air Filters for Office
Career Services
E.8 SUPPLIES
4 High Yield Printer replacement and ink
[D4011]
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Transfer Services
E.8 SUPPLIES
1 COVID Office Safety Equipment:
[D4014]
BUDGET
Waterproof/Washable Keyboards & Mice (7),
HEPA Air Filter for Office
AUGMENTATION
Architecture
[D4105A]
Industrial Design
[D4105I]
Industrial Design
[D4105I]

5

6
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Astronomy
[D4130A]
Vice-President,
Student Services
[D1050]

E.8 SUPPLIES
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

1

Sun Spotters

2

Student Worker

Library Division
Admin [D1080A]

E.9
8 Supplies budget for Distance Education
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Distance Education E.9
10 Supplies
[D1080DE]
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
PACE [D1100C]
E.9
6 PACE Tutors
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
PACE [D1100C]
E.9
7 PACE Peer Mentors
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Puente Learning
E.9
2 Increase in overall budget
Community
SUPPLIES/OPERA
[D1100P]
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Umoja Learning
E.9
3 Supplemental Instruction/Tutoring
Community
SUPPLIES/OPERA
[D1100U]
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Drama [D3031]
E.9
1 $5,500 increase in operational budget
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Communication
E.9
1 $15,000 increase in funding for Speech and
Studies [D3033]
SUPPLIES/OPERA
Debate Team to fund travel to State and
TING BUDGET
National Championship tournaments.
AUGMENTATION
Dance [D3034]
E.9
4 Student Worker- responsibilities include
SUPPLIES/OPERA
equipment management, setup costumes,
TING BUDGET
marketing intern, video editor, music editor
AUGMENTATION
Dance [D3034]
E.9
2 $9,500 operational budget
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Biol/Health Sci Div E.9
6 Supplemental Instruction (SI) funding
Admi&n Phys
SUPPLIES/OPERA
Sci/Eng Div Admin TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
[D3500]
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Biol/Health Sci Div
Admi&n Phys
Sci/Eng Div Admin
[D3500]
Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

7

Student Center Funding (outreach, marketing,
supplies)

1

Increase $30,000 supplies budget
augmentation to $37,500 (actual amount
needed).

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Kinesiology
E.9
[D3900]
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Kinesiology/Athleti E.9
cs/Dance Division SUPPLIES/OPERA
Admin [D3900A] TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Admissions and
E.9
Records [D4001]
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Counseling - PHC E.9
[D4005]
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Counseling - PHC E.9
[D4005]
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Counseling - PHC E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
[D4005]
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Counseling - PHC E.9
[D4005]
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Counseling - PHC E.9
[D4005]
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Counseling - PHC E.9
[D4005]
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

2

Augment operating budget to support travel
costs for faculty

1

Student-Athlete Meal Money

Work Experience
[D3800W]

3 Campus Wide Student Center Budget
Organization
2 Seasonal/hourly support

6 Printing

5 Events and Training

4 HS Counselor Conference supplies & food
costs
1 SARS Anywhere annual costs for annual
support fee
2 Career Tests for Career 110, Career 120,
Career 130 classes Strong Interest Inventory
and Myers Briggs tests
3 Hourly support to assist student in person and
at the front counter and to help the office
when staff are on vacation
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Financial Aid
[D4005F]
Career Services
[D4011]
Career Services
[D4011]

Career Services
[D4011]
TRiO - ETS/UB
[D4013]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

1 Global Core verification software as a service

2 Student Workers - Career and Transfer Center
Peer Advisors (x2)
3 Part-time Counselors dedicated to Career and
Transfer Services

10 Wardrobe for Opportunity Contract

1 Three (3) student employees to support
recruitment and students services to middle
and high school students at TRIO target
schools. These student employees will also
serve as mentors encouraging secondary level
students to remain in school, graduate and
complete college.

TRiO - ETS/UB
[D4013]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

2 Funding to cover the pending 5.07% salary
and benefits increase to the ETS Budget

Transfer Services
[D4014]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

2 Part-time Counselors dedicated to Career &
Transfer Services

Transfer Services
[D4014]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

4 Student Worker / Peer Advisor (2 positions)
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Transfer Services
[D4014]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

3 Transfer Events / Programming: Transfer Day
in fall, HBCU Fair/Caravan, Transfer MiniFair Series in spring, end of the year Transfer
Celebration, Bus Trips (i.e., UC Davis)

Engineering
[D4105E]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERA
TING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

9 Funds for student workers to assist in the laser
cutter and 3D printer lab and woodshop

Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]
Industrial Design
[D4105I]
Computer
Information
Systems and
Business [S4710]
Life Sciences
[S4750L]
Life Sciences
[S4750L]
Life Sciences
[S4750L]
Physical Sciences
[S4750P]
MESA [D1100M]

MESA [D1100M]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

Puente Learning
Community
Marketing and
Communications/Ce
ntral Services
[D2030]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS
E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

10 student worker

7 Student worker

3 Create an Operations Budget for the SRC
Library
9 Tutoring budget augmentation

3 Annual expense - Oceanography 102
educational research vessel aquatic field
laboratory
4 Ecology & Marine Biology field laboratory
experience
5 Tutoring budget augmentation

4 Expand and continue the Supplemental
Instruction (SI) program for MESA/STEM
students to support the academic needs of
students
2 Increase funding for MESA outreach,
resources including improving online services
for students, mentorship opportunities and
other important MESA sub programs
3 Increase reassigned time to 1.5 total
1 Build new college website
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Art Digital Media E.10 OTHER
and FTVE [D3032] NEEDS

5 "Film Set Day" - a collaborative student and
crew experience

Culinary Arts
[D3620]
English [D3705E]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS
E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

6 Wall painting and repair

English [D3705E]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

6 FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY OF PRIDE
Community of Pride offers a home on campus
for LBGTQIA+ students and allies and
supports equity for an underrepresented,
underserved community. Although this
community does not seem to be on the radar
in the College's equity plan, research shows
that queer and trans identified students--and
most especially trans-identified students--are
particularly at risk for issues of mental health-including suicide risk-- physical safety, and
food/housing insecurity. Queer identified (and
especially trans-identified) students are also
less likely than their peers to feel a sense of
belonging. The commuter nature of our
college also exacerbates these issues of safety
and belonging: it can be difficult for queeridentified students to connect with a
supportive network of peers and instructors.
With an English composition course (English
i h f FOR
ll dSTUDENT-SUPPORT
li h
i h
i )
7 FUNDING
EFFORTS A. ENGLISH AND ESL
GUIDANCE When AB 705 went into effect
and all students were to kick off their college
careers in transfer-level English and math,
English recognized that along with creating
new courses, we needed to help students
figure out which courses and level of support
would be right for them. To meet this need,
we developed a robust guided-self placement
tools to help students determine which
English class best suits their needs; however,
we also know that individual guidance is
more effective for many students. English
tries to offer this much-needed guidance in a
variety of ways, including: 1. Through our
English Discipline Expert program. The
English Discipline Expert answers student
emails about placement and registration; 2.
Through our ESL/English advising program
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English [D3705E]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

8 FUNDING FOR STUDENT-SUPPORT
EFFORTS B. FACULTY TUTORING Our
faculty tutoring program gives students access
to more tutors--and for more flexible hours.
Additionally, faculty tutoring helps break
down barriers--namely fear--that sometimes
keeps students from approaching instructors.
Overall, when faculty participate in tutoring
programs, students see that faculty care about
them and that they are approachable and
helpful; this, in turn, helps them feel more
connected to the college. This fall, we started
a small faculty-tutoring program, and we
would like to both continue and build this
important program. Faculty tutoring is a best

English [D3705E]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

9 FUNDING FOR STUDENT-SUPPORT
EFFORTS C. SUPPLEMENTAL
INSTRUCTION PROGRAM Similarly, our
SI program offers students additional support
embedded in the classroom, particularly in
our ESL program and in our first-year
composition and reading classes with extra
support. SI leaders are experienced tutors who
function as liaisons between students and
instructors and who offer office hours or
group tutoring sessions tailored the specific
classes. Recently, SI leaders have also served
as all-around helpers and tutors, serving
students in our new ACL student center Our
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English [D3705E]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

English as a Second E.10 OTHER
Language [D3705L] NEEDS

10 LITERARY EVENTS Our department holds
two important literary events, Literature "Lit"
Week and the James O'Keefe contest. Lit
Week invites student and faculty writers to
read their work at two separate (wellattended) readings. The week culminates with
a reading from a visiting author. This week of
literary celebration builds community in the
department and also draws more students to
our major. The James O'Keefe Graphic Arts
Contest--created and held in conjunction with
the Art department--invites students to create
and share an original work of graphic
narrative, in one of a variety of categories.
This contest also draws involvement from a
number of our adjunct/part-time colleagues,
whose expertise has modernized the format
for displaying winning entries. Last year's
contest winners had their work featured in an
online zine. The event has been funded in a
i
l d DRIVES
i blWith the ishift
h f to
3 ENROLLMENT
primarily online instruction and services,
many ESL students are getting lost in the
enrollment process. The enrollment process
can be tricky even for native English
speakers, and is often an insurmountable
barrier for very low-level ESL students, or
those without strong tech skills. We would
like to hold pre-semester enrollment events
for new and returning students to help them
sign up for classes, clear red flags and
navigate online learning platforms such as
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English as a Second E.10 OTHER
Language [D3705L] NEEDS

English as a Second E.10 OTHER
Language [D3705L] NEEDS

Kinesiology
[D3900]
Kinesiology
[D3900]
Kinesiology
[D3900]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS
E.10 OTHER
NEEDS
E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

Construction
[D4105C]
Engineering
[D4105E]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS
E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

2 FUNDING FOR STUDENT-SUPPORT
EFFORTS A. ESL GUIDANCE When AB
705 went into effect and all students were to
kick off their college careers in transfer-level
English and math, English recognized that
along with creating new courses, we needed
to help students figure out which courses and
level of support would be right for them. To
meet this need, we developed a robust guidedself placement tools to help students
determine which English class best suits their
needs; however, we also know that individual
guidance is more effective for many students.
English tries to offer this much-needed
guidance in a variety of ways, including: 1.
Through our English Discipline Expert
program. The English Discipline Expert
answers student emails about placement and
registration; 2. Through our ESL/English
advising program. Our advisor holds both
li
d fFOR STUDENT-SUPPORT
f
ffi h
S
1 FUNDING
EFFORTS C. SUPPLEMENTAL
INSTRUCTION PROGRAM Similarly, our
SI program offers students additional support
embedded in the classroom, particularly in
our ESL program. SI leaders are experienced
tutors who function as liaisons between
students and instructors and who offer office
hours or group tutoring sessions tailored the
specific ESL classes. As our ESL program
has grown, in response to AB 705, so, too,
has our SI program grown. It is now funded
through a variety of sources, which makes the
program unsustainable. Our costs include:
f 5 dditi
l SI lPhysical
d
ki 7
8P
Resources
to complete
Therapy
Assistant Program Development
3 Improved athletic transportation
9 Program Affiliation for the National
Academy of Sports Medicine (NASM)
2 Student field trips to union halls
10 Funding allocation for a thorough study of the
current disparity between the engineering
transfer rate and the number of AS degrees
granted by the engineering program
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Industrial Design
[D4105I]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

9 Hand Tools

Mathematics
[D4605]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

8 Math Supplemental Instruction (SI) Program
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Related Unit/Program Strategies/Activities

Innovation
or
Maintenanc
e of Effort
replacement
replacement
replacement
innovation

Academic
Year

Cost Per
60,000
32,000
45,000
9,200

Number
1
2
1
3

Activity

replacement

60,000.0

1

Activity

replacement

45,000.0

1

Activity

replacement

32,000

3

Activity

replacement

40,000

1

Activity

innovation

179,000

1

Activity

replacement

25,000

2

Activity

replacement

40,000

1

Activity

maintenance

2,000

1

Activity

maintenance

42,000

1

replacement
$5,500 increase in operational budget
$5,500 increase in operational budget
$5,500 increase in operational budget
ARTDM/FTVE equipment purchase and
equipment upgrades

replacement
maintenance
replacement
maintenance

900
300.0
$1,000
$13,000

1
1
50
1

ARTDM/FTVE equipment purchase and
equipment upgrades
ARTDM/FTVE equipment purchase and
equipment upgrades
ARTDM/FTVE equipment purchase and
equipment upgrades
Increase effectiveness of labs with innovative or
replacement instructional equipment to help
decrease equity gaps and improve learning and
success of students taking Biology lab courses.
This would directly improve the students'
"through" experience and their ability to
f ll
k th i
" t" f th

replacement

$1,000

1

innovation

$2000

2

innovation

415

4

innovation

$80

36
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Increase effectiveness of labs with innovative or replacement
replacement instructional equipment to help
decrease equity gaps and improve learning and
success of students taking Biology lab courses.
This would directly improve the students'
"through" experience and their ability to
ll
k th iof labs" with
t" innovative
f th
Increasef effectiveness
or replacement
replacement instructional equipment to help
decrease equity gaps and improve learning and
success of students taking Biology lab courses.
This would directly improve the students'
"through" experience and their ability to
ll
k th iof labs" with
t" innovative
f th
Increasef effectiveness
or innovation

$9000

1

$3063

1

$5000

1

$1500

8

$3700.00

5

replacement

$22

5

innovation

$84

1

innovation

$300

3

innovation

230

1

replacement

varies

50

Give student experiences in state of the art soil innovation
equipment
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves, replacement
and mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and
CPR courses (HSCI 230) that our department
offers in fall spring and summer

5,000

1

$495

1

replacement instructional equipment to help
decrease equity gaps and improve learning and
success of students taking Biology lab courses.
This would directly improve the students'
"through" experience and their ability to
ll
k th iof labs" with
t" innovative
f th
Increasef effectiveness
or innovation
replacement instructional equipment to help
decrease equity gaps and improve learning and
success of students taking Biology lab courses.
This would directly improve the students'
"through" experience and their ability to
ll
k th iof labs" with
t" innovative
f th
Increasef effectiveness
or innovation
replacement instructional equipment to help
decrease equity gaps and improve learning and
success of students taking Biology lab courses.
This would directly improve the students'
"through" experience and their ability to
k all
th students
i
"within
t" f labs
th
Ability ftollengage
equally.
Give students skills in new technology to
maintain and monitor greenhouses.
Give students skills in new technology to
maintain and monitor greenhouses.
Give students skills in new technology to
maintain and monitor greenhouses.
Soil and Soil lab
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Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves,
and mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and
CPR courses (HSCI 230) that our department
offers in fall spring and summer
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves,
and mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and
CPR courses (HSCI 230) that our department
offers in fall spring and summer
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves,
and mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and
CPR courses (HSCI 230) that our department
offers in fall spring and summer
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves,
and mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and
CPR courses (HSCI 230) that our department
offers in fall spring and summer
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves,
and mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and
CPR courses (HSCI 230) that our department
offers in fall spring and summer
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves,
and mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and
CPR courses (HSCI 230) that our department
offers in fall spring and summer
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves,
and mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and
CPR courses (HSCI 230) that our department
offers in fall spring and summer
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves,
and mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and
CPR courses (HSCI 230) that our department
offers in fall spring and summer
Focus on Entrepreneurship
Improve facilities and equipment to meet student
needs and industry standards
Improve the learning experience for our sports
medicine students

replacement

$39

8

replacement

$1,895

4

replacement

$131

2

replacement

$11

30

replacement

$213

1

replacement

$42

1

replacement

$7

2

replacement

$21.04

3

innovation
replacement

$100000
$8000

1
1

replacement

$8000

1

Make evidence-based healthcare tools more
available

innovation

$6800

1

replacement

$1540

1

replacement

N/A

N/A

replacement

3,000

1

replacement

$2500

1

Improve and update lab technology and
resources, and strengthen facilities,
infrastructure and technology.
Improve and update lab technology and
resources, and strengthen facilities,
infrastructure and technology.
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Improve and update lab technology and
resources, and strengthen facilities,
infrastructure and technology.

replacement

$2000

1

Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations

replacement

$25000

1

Upgrade equipment for our classes

replacement

$1000

20

Upgrade equipment for our classes

replacement

$1870

20

Upgrade equipment for our classes

innovation

800

50

Upgrade equipment for our classes

innovation

488.99

25

Upgrade equipment for our classes

replacement

500

1

Upgrade equipment for our classes

innovation

1,799.00

10

Improve and maintain the new Industrial
innovation
Automation & Robotics certificates & degrees
that train DVC's students and industry personnel
on the latest industrial equipment manufactured
by Kuka, Fanuc, ABB, Universal (UR), AllenBradley, Beckhoff, Siemens, Honeywell,
Mitsubishi and others.

2999

1

150,000
$5500
$72
$100

1
1
10
6

Increase student success
Update GE Lab equipment
Update GE Lab equipment
Purchase new equipment for hands-on
instruction in new Drone Remote Sensing course
Create a materials budget for the SRC Library to
use to purchase books and ebooks.

replacement
replacement
replacement
replacement

Offering transfer level courses in biological
sciences.
Offering transfer level courses in biological
sciences.
Offering transfer level courses in biological
sciences.
Offering classes for AS Degree in Allied Health

replacement

200

12

replacement

400

28

replacement

120

117

$300

2

innovation

innovation
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Offering classes for AS Degree in Allied Health replacement
Offering transfer level courses in biological
sciences.
Physical Science Laboratory

replacement

Strategy #1 b1c
Student technology equipment loan program

innovation

$15

10
28

1200

1

replacement
maintenance

350

100

Student technology equipment loan program

maintenance

120

200

Activity

innovation

2 Million 2 computers

replacement
replacement
replacement

$3000

62

replacement

85,000

1

innovation

$900

1

Support faculty and staff in 4 departments within innovation
our division(s)

$700

20

Support faculty and staff in 4 departments within innovation
our division(s)

$600

5

Increase effectiveness of labs with innovative or innovation
replacement instructional equipment to help
decrease equity gaps and improve learning and
success of students taking Biology lab courses.
This would directly improve the students'
"through" experience and their ability to
f ll experiences
k th i in state
" t"of fthe
th art soil innovation
Give student
equipment

$850

9

Outdoor Dance Presentation Video
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Improve classroom facilities and equipment to
meet student needs and industry standards

innovation

Package cost Package cost

Improve classroom facilities and equipment to
meet student needs and industry standards

innovation

Enough to
enable
access

Graduation process improvements

replacement

Unknown
District/Coll
ege IT
Responsibilit
$300

Install small kiosks in SSC

innovation

1,500

2

2,000.00

35

39,876.00

10

49,750.00

1

24,40.00

1

Improve and maintain the new Industrial
innovation
Automation & Robotics certificates & degrees
that train DVC's students and industry personnel
on the latest industrial equipment manufactured
by Kuka, Fanuc, ABB, Universal (UR), AllenBradley Beckhoff Siemens Honeywell
Increase student success
replacement

39,876.00

10

175,000

1

Purchase new equipment for hands-on
replacement
instruction in new Drone Remote Sensing course
maintenance

$800

1

1,000

4

Professional Development

innovation

$250

26

Professional Development

innovation

$299

5

Maintaining and improving our current programs maintenance

$150

26

SRC Chemistry Lab Enhancements

1300

15

Increase student access to ET Lab facilities
maintenance
which are utilized in instructional assignments
and student projects.
Develop Industrial Automation & Robotics
innovation
certificates & degrees that train DVC's students
and industry personnel on the latest industrial
equipment manufactured by Kuka, Fanuc, ABB,
Universal (UR), Allen-Bradley, Beckhoff,
Siemens Honeywell Mitsubishi and others
Maintain and improve current Industrial Design innovation
courses and industry relationship
Maintain and improve current Industrial Design innovation
courses and industry relationship

innovation
innovation
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25

replacement
Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies

maintenance

$50000

1

Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies
Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies
Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies
Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies
Work with IA Teams to understand and improve
workflow for in-person and online tutoring,
including data tracking, in IA Student Centers
Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education
Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education
Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education
Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education
Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education
Goal: Improve the use of research and data to
inform college-wide decision making.

innovation

$46,000

1

innovation

$23363

1

innovation

$13867

1

innovation

50,000

1

maintenance

20,000

1

maintenance

23,363

1

$13,867

1

maintenance

50,000

1

innovation

46000

1

innovation

50,000

innovation

$900

1

Expand PACE Program to SRC

innovation

200

4

$1358.29 yr

1

5250

1

10,000

1

innovation

replacement
Support faculty and staff in 4 departments within innovation
our division(s)
Increase effectiveness of labs with innovative or maintenance
replacement instructional equipment to help
decrease equity gaps and improve learning and
success of students taking Biology lab courses.
This would directly improve the students'
"through" experience and their ability to
f ll experience
k th i with
" online
t" f th
Give students
inventory innovation
and nursery maintenance
Financal Sustainaibilty
innovation
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Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
maintenance
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
maintenance
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.

600 annually

1

$6.30/month

1

Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
maintenance
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.

$50/month

1

Improve and update lab technology and
resources, and strengthen facilities,
infrastructure and technology.
Improve and update lab technology and
resources, and strengthen facilities,
infrastructure and technology.
Improve and update lab technology and
resources, and strengthen facilities,
infrastructure and technology.
Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations

replacement

$2160 1 lab license

replacement

$1500 1 lab license

maintenance

$8,100

maintenance

$1500

1

Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations

innovation

$83

250

$200

20

$175000

1

6

800

72

2

replacement

120

100

replacement

$51,462.33

Develop an Industrial Automation & robotics
innovation
certificate & degree that trains DVC's students
and industry personnel to service and program
robotic arms manufactured by Kuka, Fanuc,
ABB, Universal (UR), Allen-Bradley, Beckhoff,
Siemens Honeywell Mitsubishi and others
Increase student success and retention
replacement
Gradescope continued access and integration
maintenance
with Canvas
Maintaining and improving our current programs innovation
Test preparation software needs to be added to
lab computers. CNT curriculum provides
students with opportunity to prepare for industry
standard certification
Efficiently and effectively use current budget to
assist with San Ramon Campus library services
Increase opportunities for professional growth
and development, including instructional design
support and trainin
Providing resources and supporting basic needs

replacement
maintenance

38

replacement

200

75

innovation

400

15

innovation

$250

2

Increase diversity and equity for students, faculty maintenance
and staff within our divisions.

$5,000

6

Support faculty and staff in 4 departments within maintenance
our division(s)

$10,000

1

Financal Sustainaibilty

innovation

$10000

1

Financal Sustainaibilty

innovation

$5000

1

Financal Sustainaibilty

innovation

$8000

1

$500

1120

3,000

3 sets

Establish foundational knowledge and skillset
innovation
for EOPS Suite programs
The complete remodeling of the ET building is innovation
an essential component that increases equitable
student success in one or more of the four stages
of the student experience. A summary of the
items that is urgent for the Engineering Transfer
Program is shown in section E-5. But that is a
small portion of a more comprehensive plan that

4,500

2

Replace 60 laboratory chairs

replacement

$300

60

Exploring schedule modalities.

replacement

$500

840

Exploring schedule modalities.

replacement

$1200.00

32

Maintaining and improving our current programs innovation

$230

10

Reform curriculum, advising, tutoring, and
pedagogy to meet the requirements of AB705
and to improve student success and accelerate
student access to transfer-level mathematics

$125

48

ARTDM/FTVE equipment purchase and
equipment upgrades
Hybrid courses

1. Develop, support, and improve instructional replacement
programs to support students to complete their
educational goals in the Social Science Division
maintenance
integrate DSS with Guided Pathways

replacement

replacement

39

SRC Chemistry Lab Enhancements

maintenance

Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies
Increase opportunities for professional growth
and development, including instructional design
support and trainin
Establish a permanent large space for MESA and
FOM students.
Increase the number of underrepresented
students transferring to 4-year universities
Providing resources and supporting basic needs

Full Time Faculty Member specializing in
Technical Theater
Promote the building of a STEM Hub Center in
next bond measure.
Ability to engage all students within labs
equally.
Ability to engage all students within labs
equally.
Financal Sustainaibilty
Increase effectiveness and efficiency of
organizational structures of the Division.
Increase effectiveness and efficiency of
organizational structures of the Division.
1. Develop, support, and improve instructional
programs to support students to complete their
educational goals in the Social Science Division
Equity work

40

115

35

Improve facilities and equipment to meet student
needs and industry standards
Improve facilities and equipment to meet student
needs and industry standards
Improve facilities and equipment to meet student
needs and industry standards
Completion of Measure E PEK project
Completion of Measure E PEK project
Assist students in scheduling in-person and
remote drop-in sessions and appointments to
connect with counselors.
Assist students in scheduling in-person and
remote drop-in sessions and appointments to
connect with counselors.
Improve or renovate ET classrooms and
facilities to provide increased safety,
accessibility and quality classroom and lab

Increase student access to ET Lab facilities
which are utilized in instructional assignments
and student projects.

41

Increase student access to ET Lab facilities
which are utilized in instructional assignments
and student projects.

Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations
Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations
Develop a studio space that will support our
industry sponsored projects for Industrial Design
classes, facilitate cross discipline projects, and
help make connections to high school students
Maintain and improve current Industrial Design
courses and industry relationship
Develop a Makerspace that will support our
industry sponsored projects for Industrial Design
classes, facilitate cross discipline projects, and
help make connections to high school students
Upgrade equipment for our classes
Upgrade equipment for our classes
Increase student success and retention

Exploring schedule modalities.
Maintaining and improving our current programs
1. Using the guiding principles of the
Educational Master Plan, Student Equity Plan,
Caring Campus, and the guided pathways work
as a foundation to implement the studentcentered instructional and student support

42

Offering classes for AS Degree in Allied Health
Physical Science Laboratory
Increase opportunities for professional growth
and development, including instructional design
support and trainin
Expand PACE Program to SRC

Develop new Social Science track for the PACE
Program
Support and develop strategies for equity minded
instruction at the MESA program and encourage
cultural competency of all employees.
Support and develop strategies for equity minded
instruction at the MESA program and encourage
cultural competency of all employees.
Umoja Practices in the classroom: Umoja core
courses are designed around a number of Umoja
Practices and incorporate culturally relevant
curriculum and culturally responsive pedagogy.
Teachers of the non-mandatory (linked) classes
(English, math, biology, etc.) are also
d t i industryt connections,
th
ti research
Create improved
current trends in emerging industries, and
develop our ARTDM and FTVE offerings. This
could also include exploring non credit
Increase online offerings of Communication
courses.

Formalize the process of how racial equity work
in leadership, instruction, business services, and
student services becomes integrated across the
college
Financial Sustainaibilty

43

Focusing on equity: Communities of Practice

Equitable teaching practices: Anchor Papers,
Department Equity workshops

44

Focusing on equity: Anchor Papers and
Department equity workshops

Equitable Structures: Expansion and
Development of Different Modalities

45

Removing barriers to basic-skills
acquisition/transfer: creating new courses

Equity-focused projects

46

Focusing on equity: ESL-focused Communities
of Practice

Focusing on equity Anchor-Papers Project and
department equity workshops

47

Focusing on equity: developing and expanding
course modalities

Building equity by developing a robust noncredit program

Make evidence-based healthcare tools more
available

48

Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
Support staff development

Staff Professional Development and Technology
Training

Sustain relationships with primary transfer
colleges and universities to continue DVC's
strong transfer reputation by connecting
university reps with students (specifically our
underrepresented transfer student populations)

Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations
Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations
Improve and maintain the new Industrial
Automation & Robotics certificates & degrees
that train DVC's students and industry personnel
on the latest industrial equipment manufactured
by Kuka, Fanuc, ABB, Universal (UR), AllenBradley Beckhoff Siemens Honeywell
Course Diversification

Creating short online programs in Information
Technology (including Modern Web
Technologies, and cloud-based technologies ) to
prepare students for increasing demand in the

49

Instructional and facilities support
Collaborate with Workforce to secure more
external and community internships and work
experience opportunities.
Participate in high school outreach efforts with
Workforce. We need to get more integrated with
the high school academies, such as the Public
Service Academy (CVCHS) and develop more
Public Health pathways
2. destigmatizing disability
Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
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Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
Increase student success and retention
Hire an adjunct librarian

Expand PACE Program to SRC

1000.00

Revitalization Program - Outreach
Equitable Structures: Expansion and
Development of Different Modalities

$1,500

10

Building Equity by expanding Course Modalities

$1,500

10

1000

1

Approx.
$100 per set

7

$500

1

Approximate
ly $50 per
set, $150
Filter

7

$3000

1

120

12

200.00

7

Career Closet addresses equity gaps in career
readiness
Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
Sustain relationships with primary transfer
colleges and universities to continue DVC's
strong transfer reputation by connecting
university reps with students (specifically our
underrepresented transfer student populations)
Increase student access to ET lab facilities such
as woodshop and machine shop which are
utilized in instructional assignments and student
Maintain and improve current Industrial Design
courses and industry relationship
Maintain and improve current Industrial Design
courses and industry relationship
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Increase student success and retention

$600

Assist in the on-going integration of student
support services and instruction to ensure
equitable infrastructure of facilities, staffing of
student centers, development and
implementation of pathway efforts student
Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies
Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education
Increase GE course offerings through the PACE
Program
Expand PACE Program to SRC

Increase the number of underrepresented
students transferring to 4-year universities
Supplemental Instruction Leaders

$15,000 increase in funding for Speech and
Debate Team to fund travel to State and National
Championship tournaments.
Revitalization Program - Marketing

Operational Budget

Increase student engagement across the college
and integrate student voices into all our work.

52

8

Using an equity lens, support the development of
pathways as a strategy to implement the
Educational Master Plan.
Increase effectiveness of labs with innovative or
replacement instructional equipment to help
decrease equity gaps and improve learning and
success of students taking Biology lab courses.
This would directly improve the students'
"through" experience and their ability to
f ll
k th i
" t" f th

Adequately support student-athletes through
budget, staffing and services
Continue with the work of the Guided Pathways
Steering Team and implementation of Student
Centers in each Interest Area
Install small kiosks in SSC

Support College Retention

Support College Retention

Support College Retention

Assist students in scheduling in-person and
remote drop-in sessions and appointments to
connect with counselors.
Support College Retention

Assist students in scheduling in-person and
remote drop-in sessions and appointments to
connect with counselors.
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Invest time, energy, and funding into technology
solutions to streamline financial aid services,
processing, and communication and improve the
student experience
Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
Career Closet addresses equity gaps in career
readiness
Objective B. ETS 92% , UBI 85% and UBII
83% Secondary School Graduation (Regular
Secondary School Diploma).

Objective B. ETS 92% , UBI 85% and UBII
83% Secondary School Graduation (Regular
Secondary School Diploma).

Meet demand for Transfer Services engagement
in new Interest Area Student / Success Centers
around campus to align with Guided Pathways
Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
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Sustain relationships with primary transfer
colleges and universities to continue DVC's
strong transfer reputation by connecting
university reps with students (specifically our
underrepresented transfer student populations)
Increase student access to ET Lab facilities
which are utilized in instructional assignments
and student projects.
Continue to update degrees, certificates, and
course offerings to increase success of a diverse
student population in the job market and
increase success in transfer to four-year
Maintain and improve current Industrial Design
courses and industry relationship
Create an operations budget for the SRC Library
to use to purchase supplies.
Tutoring Center-Library Center

Offering transfer level courses in biological
sciences.
Offering transfer level courses in biological
sciences.
Enhanced STEM tutoring program

Expand the MESA Supplemental Instruction (SI)
program on campus and increase funding for SI.
Request that the MESA Program Manager's
salary be allocated from DVC Generalfunds.
Increase the number of underrepresented
students transferring to 4-year universities
Asset Optimization - Identify and improve key
assets (make easier to use, more engaging and
student friendly) that are critical to the prospect
experience and onboarding, e.g. website
homepage enrollment related webpages social
55

Create improved industry connections, research
current trends in emerging industries, and
develop our ARTDM and FTVE offerings. This
could also include exploring non credit
Financial Sustainaibilty
Focusing on equity: Community of Pride and
other Learning Communities

Increasing student success: offering robust and
diversified support

56

Increasing student success: Redesigning our
tutoring program

Increasing student success: offering robust and
diversified support
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Fostering community and learning through
literature events

Increasing ESL student success by offering
robust and diversified support

58

Increasing ESL student success by offering
robust and diversified support

Increasing ESL student success by offering
robust and diversified support

Development of Physical Therapist Assistant
Program
Adequately support student-athletes through
budget, staffing and services
Adequately support Kinesiology Department and
it's students by establishing budget, faculty and
staffing resources to meet minimum industry
Study the disparity between the number of AS
degrees given by the engineering program and
the number of students transferring to a four-year
degree

59

Maintain and improve current Industrial Design
courses and industry partnerships.
Supplemental Instruction (SI) supports students
across STEM majors. The SI program is a
student-led learning environment designed and
proven to enhance students' performance in
some of our campus's most challenging science
and math courses. The program holds voluntary,
free support workshops to help students build
their confidence in problem solving and improve
their conceptual understanding of the material.
Student facilitators coordinate with science and
math faculty to tailor the weekly sessions to the
topics being discussed in class that week,
highlight common challenges, and reinforce key
themes to support student success. SI impacts
t d t
th
i
j
i b t
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Total Cost
60,000
64,000
45,000
27,600
60,000.0
45,000.0
96,000
40,000
179,000
50,000
40,000
2,000
42,000
10,000

Cost Per Funding
Lifespan
Year Source
SWP/Perkin
SWP/Perkin
SWP/Perkin
SWP/Perkin
s
SWP/Perkin
s
SWP/Perkin
s
SWP/Perkin
s
SWP/Perkin
s
SWP/Perkin
s
SWP/Perkin
s
SWP/Perkin
s
SWP/Perkin
s
SWP/Perkin
s

900
300.0
$1,000
$13,000

0
0
)
$0.00 SWP/Perkin
s

$1,000

1 SWP/Perkin
s
$0 SWP/Perkin
s
0 SWP/Perkin
s
0

$4000
1660
$2,880

Disposal
Cost

61

$9000

0

$3,063

0

$5000

0

$12,000

0

$18,500

0

$110
$84
$1,100
$245
$2500
5,000
$495

0 SWP/Perkin
s
0 SWP/Perkin
s
0 SWP/Perkin
s
0 SWP/Perkin
s
0 SWP/Perkin
s
0 SWP/Perkin
s
$495

62

$312

$312

$7,580

$0

$262

$262

$330

$329.70

$213

$212.50

$42

$42.09

$13

$13.46

$$63.12

$63.12

$100,000
$8000

4,0000 SWP/Perkin
$500

$8000

$500

$6800

$200

$1540
$5000
4,050
$3,050

$0 SWP/Perkin
s
0 SWP/Perkin
s
100 SWP/Perkin
s
$50 SWP/Perkin
s

63

$2000

$0 SWP/Perkin
s

$25000

$25000 SWP/Perkin
s

$20,000

none SWP/Perkin
s

$37,400

none SWP/Perkin
s

40000

none SWP/Perkin
s

12000

none SWP/Perkin
s

500

none SWP/Perkin
s

17990

none SWP/Perkin
s

2999

none SWP/Perkin
s

150,000
$5500
720
$600
$10000

$0
$0
$0 SWP/Perkin
s
$10,000

2,400

0

$11,200

0

$14,000

0

$600

$0

64

$150

1,200

0

35,000

35000 SEAP

3 years

20,000

20,000 SEAP

1 year

2 mill service costs SWP/Perkin
per year are s
appx. 20K
this costs
usually
increase
annually and
is usually
covered by
the
department
as required
$22,751
$0 SWP/Perkin
s
$22,425
$0 SWP/Perkin
s
$180000
0 SWP/Perkin
s
85,000
SWP/Perkin
s
$900
0

20 years or
as long as
the system is
viable

$14,000

$0

5 year

$0

$3,000

$0

5 years

$0

7,650

0

5-7 yrs

Various

$0

Various

$0

3-4 years

2000

15-20 years

2000

10 years

65

$35,000

None

10 years

Unknown

Unknown
District/Coll
ege IT
Responsibilit
$8000

None

10 years

Unknown

5,000
70,000
$398,763

49,500

0 SEAP

5 years

150

0 SEAP

3 years

500

$700 SWP/Perkin 5
s

$3500

nominal SWP/Perkin 20 years
s

nominal

1,500.00 SWP/Perkin 5 to 10 years
s

none

24,40.00

none SWP/Perkin 10 years
s

none

398,763.00

nominal SWP/Perkin 20 years
s

nominal

175,000
$800
4000.00

10 yrs
$0 SWP/Perkin 3 years
s

6500

0

6 years

$1,495

0

6 years

$3900

0

19500

0

400

5

2080

66

$50,000

50,000

$46,000

46,000

$23363

23,363

$13867

13,867

50,000

50,000

20,000

20,000

23,363

23,363

$13,867

$13,867

$50,000

50,000

46,000

46,000

50,000

$50,000.0

900

$900

$15,258.69
800

0 SWP/Perkin Various
s
0 SEAP
1 year

$1358.29/ye $1358.29/ye
ar ar This is an
annual
software
subscription
$5500
$10000

Ongoing

5-8 yrs

$250 SWP/Perkin 10
s
$1000 SWP/Perkin 5 years
s

67

600

600 SEAP

annually

$75.60/year $75.60/year SEAP

Renewed
annually

$600/year

$600/year SEAP

Renewed
annually

$2160

Annual SWP/Perkin one year
renewal s
license

$1500

Annual SWP/Perkin one year
renewal s
license

$8,100

1

$3500

$3500 SWP/Perkin 1 year
s

$20750

$20750 SWP/Perkin 1 year
s

$4000

4,000.00 SWP/Perkin 1 year
s

$175000

10 yrs

4,800
144
12,000

27
0 SWP/Perkin one year
s

$51,462.33
$51,462.33

0

TBD

68

15,000
6,000
$500

0
0 SWP/Perkin
s

$30,000

10,000

$10,000
$5,000
$8000
$560,000

0 SWP/Perkin
s
0 SWP/Perkin
s
0 SWP/Perkin
s

9,000
9,000

$18,000

SEAP

0

$420000
38400
$2,300
$14,250

69

4000

0

?
25

$8,000

0

5000

0

25 years

TBD

TBD

40 years

unknown

long term

75,000
40,000
15,000
$10,000
$40,000

0
0
0
0
0

40 years
25 years
40 years
25 years
25 years

$100,000

0

50 years

$100000000

unknown

50 - 100
years

10,000
unknown- I
cannot get
bids on this
$40,000
DNK - do
not know

0 SWP/Perkin 20
s
Yes- SWP/Perkin 20
unknown s
0 SWP/Perkin 15 years

DNK

DNK

$30,000

$500

10 years

70

$1.15
Regular
million Maintenance
$20,000
Regular
Maintenance
$400,000
Regular
Maintenance
200,000
0
$25,000

0

20 years
15-20 years
15-20 years
10-15 years
10-15 years

180

TBD SEAP

5 years

$180.00

TBD SEAP

5 years
75 years

$10,000

$500 SWP/Perkin 10
s

71

50,000.00

none SWP/Perkin 20 years
s

50,000.00

none SWP/Perkin 20 years
s

$20,000

none SWP/Perkin 20 years
s

$20,000

none SWP/Perkin 20 years
s

$50,000

none SWP/Perkin 20 years
s

50,000

none SWP/Perkin 20 years
s

$50000

none SWP/Perkin 20 years
s

100,000,000
100,000

SWP/Perkin 10 years
s

$20, 000

0

$20,000

0

20

25

25 years

72

800,000

$2,132.70

20 years

20,000

0

$139,900

$150,000

$8,000.00

$8,000.00 SEAP

TBD

TBD SEAP

25

SEAP

2,000

10,000

$2000.00

10000

none SWP/Perkin
s
N/A SEAP

$2000.00

0 SWP/Perkin
s

73

$66240.00

$66,240 SEAP

$41,400

$0 SEAP

74

$40,260

0 SEAP

$27,600

$0 SEAP

75

$2760

$0 SEAP

$9108

$9108 SEAP

76

$26,496

$26,496 SEAP

$24,840

$0 SEAP

77

$16,560

$0 SEAP

$828

$0 SEAP

$10,000

$2000.00

SWP/Perkin
s
$2000.00

78

unknown

one time SEAP

4000

4000 SEAP

$2,778
(Registration
$1,000,
Flight $450,
Hotel $1,000
and $338 for
perdiem and
Up to $800

One time

Up to $800 SEAP

5,000

SWP/Perkin
s

22,000

5,500 SWP/Perkin
s

4,500.00

2,500.00 SWP/Perkin
s

22,000.00

5,500.00 SWP/Perkin
s

5000.00 SEAP

20000

$6000

SWP/Perkin
s
$6000 SEAP

79

$6000

$6000 SEAP

$6,000

$6,000 SEAP

$10000

10000 SWP/Perkin
s
$2,500 SWP/Perkin
s

Hourly
salary (AC)
and/or parttime hire
(based on
Stipend
based based
on salary
scale
None

$2,500 SWP/Perkin
s

None

unknown

one time SEAP

unknown

one time SEAP

Unknown

Unknown SEAP
(one time)

Unknown

Unknown SEAP
(one time)

80

Unknown

Unknown SEAP
(one time)

$27,000
$33,280

$33,280

$2,000
$15,000

SEAP

$15000

SEAP

$1000

SEAP

$700

SEAP

$500

SEAP

$500

SEAP

$3000

SWP/Perkin
s

1,440.00

SWP/Perkin
s

$1400

SWP/Perkin
s

81

$4800
$8,000 SEAP

5,000

5,000

4200 SEAP

$5,500 SWP/Perkin
s
15000

$10,000

$9,500

$50,000 SEAP

82

$10000

$7,500

$500 SWP/Perkin
s
$87,000

unsure

SEAP

$120,000 SEAP

$600 SEAP

$5400 SEAP

3403 SEAP

$9,100 SEAP

$40,194 SEAP

$14,560 SEAP

83

$42,000 SEAP

$7000 per
SEAP
student =
$14000 per
year
$68.44/hr., SEAP
25 hrs. per
week, 9
months =
$63 135 90/a
$1000
SEAP

$16,704 (3 SEAP
Student
Employees
12 hours per
week for 32
weeks at
$14.50/ hr
plus
Worker's
Comp at
$12,359
($9,303 to
cover the 5%
increase for
staff salaries
and $3,056
to cover
increase in
fringe and
$56.93/hr., SEAP
32 hrs. per
week, 9
months =
$58296 32/a
$7,000/stude SEAP
nt x 2
students =
$14,000
annually

84

$10,000/year SEAP

$5,000 SWP/Perkin
s
10,000 SWP/Perkin
s
10,000.00

SWP/Perkin
s

$3,000

9600

3,200

2900

$9600

$7686/year

$7686/year

TBD

TBD

SEAP

$400,000

85

15000

0

SWP/Perkin
s

$5,000 0
$6,000

$6,000

SWP/Perkin
s
SEAP

$17,664

$17,664

SEAP

86

$44160

$44,160 SEAP

15,680

$15,680 SEAP

87

$5,000

$5,000

$400

SEAP

$400 SEAP

88

$8,832

$35,828

$8,832 SEAP

$35,828 SEAP

$30,000 None
$450,000

$350,000

SWP/Perkin
s

$15,000 None

SWP/Perkin
s

$6,000 None

SWP/Perkin
s
0 SWP/Perkin
s

$15000

89

2,500.00

150 SWP/Perkin
s
8000

90

Request Shared
M&O PR
M&O PR
M&O PR
Custodial
M&O & Custodial
M&O & Custodail
Maintenance
M&O
Grounds
M&O
M&O - Building Maint. Worker
M&O Office and other areas who may need covered transport
for supplies during bad weather.
Equipment borrowed on occasion for dance program and
library services.

No

91

No

N0

No

No

No

92

Not related to others
No
n/a
n/a
The tools and equipment would be available for other
programs, such as electronics , manufacturing, and
The tools and equipment would be available for other
programs, such as electronics , manufacturing, and
No
No

93

No

Yes, Electronics, Engineering, and Industrial Design students
share the equipment, tools and facility.

This would be shared with our Engineering Technology
instructors teaching the intro to robotics classes. Additionally,
anyone who uses the room will have it at their disposal. Here
is an example on how it could be used. We had 20 students
and we could not have them all in one room. I came up with a
"bandaid" solution - initiated a zoom call and lecture to one
room of students (in 105) and projected the zoom call to the
screen in room (107) and vice versa. One thing that kept going
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RANK 1 for Technology Could be listed in other areas as
HVAC issues to be rectified

No
Journalism, Technical Theater

Chemistry and Physics departments who use these classrooms.

Physics Department

No
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Yes

Yes

This request is related to all requests in this PR. Many of the
monitors A&R currently utilizes are from the mid 2010's.
This request is directly related to Veterans program support,
and to Graduation process improvements as well as
application improvements.
Architecture, Engineering Technology, and Industrial Design
This is a shared request with DVC's Electronics Department
that also provides classes in the Industrial Automation and
Robotics certificate. Electronics, Engineering (transfer),
Industrial Design, and Construction students could also share
the equipment.
This hardware item would also be shared with other DVC
programs, including the Engineering Technology,
Architecture, Construction, and Engineering transfer
This hardware item would also be shared with other DVC
programs, including the Engineering Technology,
Architecture, Construction, and Engineering transfer
This is a shared request with DVC's Engineering Technology
Department that also provides classes in the Industrial
Automation and Robotics certificate. Engineering (transfer)
Technology, Engineering, Industrial Design, and Construction
students could also share the equipment.
See E.3 below (included in the cost). Note that cost of
$175,000 is the total for both the hardware and software.
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All College site license; Distance Education; This software is
currently funded by State Chancellor's Office, but is critical to
budget for if support goes away. Canvas Studio allows faculty
to easily create videos for online learning
All College site license; Distance Education
All College site license; Distance Education
All College site license; Distance Education
All College; Distance Education; IT and Instructional
Technology
All College; all students; in DE program review
Entire College License
STEM
Entire College
Entire College
Entire College
President's Office

All learning communities within PUMA need a database to
manage enrollment
All departments in our division

Not related to others
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Shared with Transfer Services
None.

Shared with Career Services, potentially also with DVC
Communications and Marketing.
Potentially shared by industrial design but primarily
architecture.
Primarily architecture
Engineering Technology, and Industrial Design
yes
This is a shared request with DVC's Electronics program.
yes

Yes, see E.2 above. Note that cost of $175,000 is the total for
both the hardware and software.
Chemistry has also requested and collaborate

CNT students

Distance Education; Professional Development; benefits all
college
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Not related to others
Not related to others
Not related to others
English, Psychology,

EOPS shares the program and space with DSS
CAEP
Architecture, Engineering Technology, and Industrial Design
programs
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Distance Education; Professional Development; benefits all
college

Puente, MESA, Umoja and perhaps other learning
communities such as FYE, etc.
Unknown
Puente, MESA - High level of collaboration since each of
these learning communities shares the space

This will impact all areas in the Science and Health Interest
Area.

Not related to others

Early Childhood Education

NA
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Yes
Yes, the stadium is rented by a variety of outside groups and
brings revenue to the college.
Yes, the pool is rented by a variety of outside groups and
brings revenue to the college.
Kinesiology/Athletics Program Review
Kinesiology/Athletics Program Review
Need 3 hand sanitizer dispensers in SSC 1st floor - by the
entrances and inside the Enrollment Lab Need 3 hand sanitizer
dispensers in SSC 2nd floor; 1 by SSC 202, 1 by SSC 232 , 1
Need 3 hand sanitizer dispensers in SSC 1st floor - by the
entrances and inside the Enrollment Lab Need 3 hand sanitizer
dispensers in SSC 2nd floor; 1 by SSC 202, 1 by SSC 232 , 1
All programs share this request

Architecture, Engineering Technology, and Industrial Design
programs
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Architecture, Engineering Technology, and Industrial Design
programs

This is a shared request for the Industrial Automation and
Robotics program between DVC's Electronics and
Engineering Technology disciplines.
This is a shared request for the Industrial Automation and
Robotics program between DVC's Electronics and
Engineering Technology disciplines.
The design studio space would also enable students from other
ET disciplines, such as architecture, construction, and
engineering to use the pinup wall area and hand tools.
All architecture, engineering, and construction students using
the existing work tables in ET 108 would benefit from the
added space and tools.
The Makerspace would provide an area where cross discipline
projects would benefit.
This is a shared request for the Industrial Automation and
Robotics program between DVC's Electronics and
Engineering Technology disciplines.

Other Programs utilize the Center
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All College instructional departments

No

No

This request connects to programs moving through the district
validation process. These programs likely see the need for
better training beyond the BEOI but struggle to incentivize
already exhausted professors to seek this training.
Would impact all 4 departments in our division

Not related to others
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This request is related to our request in faculty requests (where
we ask for funding to for coordination of department PD).

This request is related to our request in faculty requests (where
we ask for funding to for coordination of department equity
work).
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This request is related to our request in faculty requests (where
we ask for funding to for coordination of department equity
work).

This request is related to our request in faculty requests (where
we ask for funding to for coordination of both department
PD).
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NA

NA
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NA

NA

107

NA

NA

n/a
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Shared with Transfer Services

Department/College/District PD Funds

Staff Professional Development Funds

Shared with Counseling.

The Industrial Automation and Robotics program is a joint
venture with DVC's electronics program and share this
request.
The Engineering Technology program is offering a GD&T
class for our industry partner, Benchmark, but we are not
using our CMM machine due to the lack of faculty training.
The Industrial Automation and Robotics program is a joint
venture with DVC's electronics program and share this
request.

NO
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NO

NO

College wide creative and technical support provided by this
program

DVC Marketing office
Shared with Transfer Services

Shared with Transfer Services

Shared with Career Services.

Shared with Career Services.
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Shared with Career Services.

SRC Administrative Program Review and the PHC Library.
We will draw from the PHC adjunct librarian pool, and the
adjunct librarian will be able to complete projects during their
time at SRC that benefit both libraries since many of our
services especially those offered online are shared by both

NA

ESL and English share this request.

Basic Needs
Shared with Transfer Services
Shared with Transfer Services
Shared with Career Services.

This request is shared by architecture, engineering,
engineering technology and industrial design.
Students in the Design for Manufacturing (D4m) certificate
share many of the classes using these materials.
Students in the Design for Manufacturing (D4m) certificate
share many of the classes using these materials.
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Non-Related.

Distance Education

Entire college

No.

No

N/A

All STEM and MESA
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All STEM and MESA

All units/programs within the Biology Department would
access this ongoing augmentation.

No

All Area Deans would need this to occur in their interest areas.

This request relates to every other in the PR. Our hourly staff
handle much of our F2F contact in A&R and supplement the
work of our permanent staff. We have them work in the
Veterans Service office the Enrollment Lab our front
English Department and Community of Pride Learning
Community
English Department and Community of Pride Learning
Community
Assessment Center, Welcome Services, Admissions, Financial
Aid, EOPS, DSS, Counseling
Assessment Center, Financial Aid, EOPS, DSS, Counseling,

Career classes support students in life planning, major
exploration and career exploration
Hourly staff help all students including transfer students, DSS
students, EOPS students, International students and general
students.
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Shared with Transfer Services

Shared with Career Services. Would also alleviate need to
redirect hours from Counseling so would free up those hours
for Counseling.
Basic Needs

Financial Aid Work Study Program

Shared with Career Services. Would also alleviate need to
redirect hours from Counseling so would free up those hours
for Counseling.
Shared with Career Services.
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Benefits Learning Communities (and Friends of Learning
Communities), EOPS/CARE as those students will be invited.

Architecture, Engineering Technology, and IndustrialDesign
programs
A student worker would be helpful for the Industrial Design
and Electronics Dept.
A student worker would be helpful for the Engineering
Technology and Electronics Dept.

This request is fully supported by the SRC Math and SRC
Chemistry IUS and both of these IUs would benefit from
increased hours in tutoring

SRC Math, SRC Life Science. This request is fully supported
by these IUs and would benefit from increased tutoring hours
in math and science.
Math and Chemistry have shared this request. MESA
coordinated the SI sessions with the help of Math and
Chemistry faculty and deans. It has been proposed that moving
on the departments will take the lead on hosting the SI
NA

NO.
This project will impact every department, every student and
every employee in the college.
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Drama

Not related to others
Community of Pride is a collaboration between English and
Counseling, with guidance from the Dean of Learning
Communities.

NA
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NA

NA

117

NA

NA

118

NA

NA

No
Yes, many other departments utilize campus vans
No
The field trips are shared by pre-apprenticeship students
(primary) and general construction students (Secondary).
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Engineering Technology, high school campers, and students in
the Design for Manufacturing (D4m) certificate share many of
the classes using these had tools.
Chemistry and Mesa. Mesa was central to helping coordinate
the program. Both math and chemistry have worked together
to make a successful SI program.
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Unit [code]
Foundation
[D1001B]
Foundation
[D1001B]
Custodial [D1010]

Category
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
Custodial [D1010] D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
Planning, Research, D.1 PERMANENT
and Accreditation STAFF NEEDS
[D1021]

Position
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff

Related Unit/Program Strategies/Activities

Improve the use of research and data tools to
encourage data-driven decision-making and
maximize equitable student success

Student
Engagement and
Equity Admin
Student Support
Services Admin
[D1050B]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff
D.1 PERMANENT Manager
STAFF NEEDS

Make progress towards institutionalizing the role
of the Basic Needs/CARE Team Coordinator

[D1075]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Staff
STAFF NEEDS

Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Library Services
[D1080S]

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff

Support, implement, and evaluate the structures,
programs, and services designed to support
career exploration and preparation within DVC
Interest Areas to ensure equitable student
experiences and outcomes (new P3 VP2)
Increase accessibility of online course content
through trainings, direct support, and
Funding and direct support to faculty to make
online content and course materials accessible
Hire a Systems Librarian

Library Services
[D1080S]
Instruction
Office/Community
and Contract
Education Admin
PACE [D1100C]

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff

Hire a full-time Senior Library Technician for
SRC Library
Goal: Using an equity lens, support the
development of pathways as a strategy to
implement the Educational Master Plan.

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff
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Puente Learning
Community
[D1100P]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Umoja Learning
Community
[D1100U]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Staff
STAFF NEEDS

Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]
Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff

Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]
Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]
Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]
Maintenance and
Operations [D2010]
Marketing and
Communications/Ce
ntral Services
[D2030]

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff

Umoja Practices in the classroom: Umoja core
courses are designed around a number of Umoja
Practices and incorporate culturally relevant
curriculum and culturally responsive pedagogy.
Teachers of the non-mandatory (linked) classes
(English, math, biology, etc.) are also
encouraged to incorporate these practices as
well.
Increase HR
COVID-19
COVID-19
Increase HR
Increase HR
Increase HR

Drama [D3031]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Asset Optimization - Identify and improve key
assets (make easier to use, more engaging and
student friendly) that are critical to the prospect
experience and onboarding, e.g. website
homepage enrollment related webpages social
Asset Optimization - Identify and improve key
assets (make easier to use, more engaging and
student friendly) that are critical to the prospect
experience and onboarding, e.g. website
homepage, enrollment related webpages, social
media channels
Full Time Faculty Member specializing in
Technical Theater

Drama [D3031]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Full Time Faculty Member specializing in
Technical Theater

Art Digital Media
and FTVE [D3032]
Apprenticeship
[D3100]

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Instructional and facilities support

Marketing and
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Staff
Communications/Ce STAFF NEEDS
ntral Services
[D2030]

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
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Biol/Health Sci Div
Admi&n Phys
Sci/Eng Div Admin
[D3500]
Dental Assisting
and Dental Hygiene
[D3515]
Horticulture
[D3530H]
Horticulture
[D3530H]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Support faculty and staff in 4 departments within
our division(s)

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Increase access to technology to support industry
expectations

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff

Culinary Arts
[D3620]
Kinesiology
[D3900]
Kinesiology
[D3900]
Kinesiology
[D3900]
Kinesiology/Athleti
cs/Dance Division
Admin [D3900A]
Kinesiology/Athleti
cs/Dance Division
Admin [D3900A]
Sports Medicine
Program Manager
[D3900B]
Sports Medicine
Program Manager
[D3900B]
Counseling Office
Supervisor
Counseling Office
Supervisor
[D4000A]

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff

Give students skills in new technology to
maintain and monitor greenhouses.
Give students skills in new technology to
maintain and monitor greenhouses.
New Full-Time Hire for our Nutrition Program:
The new full-time hire will assist the nutrition
program and health science department in
growing the high demand areas of allied health
and nutrition courses and will further develop
the programs to aid students to transfer into
more advanced studies of the health professions.
Although the stage most related to the student
experience is "Through", new faculty can work
to provide career exploration "entry"and to
increase external partnerships to support
Financal Sustainaibilty

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff
D.1 PERMANENT Manager
STAFF NEEDS

Adequately support Kinesiology Department and
it's students through faculty and staffing
Adequately support student-athletes through
budget, staffing and services
Adequately support student-athletes through
budget, staffing and services
Support the Sports Medicine Staff with hiring
permanent Athletic Trainer Positions in lieu of
hourly positions
Support the Sports Medicine Staff with hiring
permanent Athletic Trainer Positions in lieu of
hourly positions
Increase the number of certified athletic
trainers/mentors in our Sports medicine program
that come from diverse backgrounds
Increase the number of certified athletic
trainers/mentors in our Sports medicine program
that come from diverse backgrounds
Support College Retention
Help support institutionalizing the role of the
Basic Needs/CARE Team Coordinator.
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Admissions and
Records [D4001]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Veterans program support

Admissions and
Records [D4001]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Graduation process improvements

Counseling - PHC
[D4005]
Counseling - PHC
[D4005]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff
D.1 PERMANENT Manager
STAFF NEEDS

Support College Retention

Financial Aid
[D4005F]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Financial Aid
[D4005F]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

DSS/Workability III
[D4007A]
DSS/Workability III
[D4007A]
EOPS/CARE
[D4009]

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Perform an assessment of Financial
Aid/Scholarship program staffing needs to
reduce reliance on hourly support during periods
of normal operation and administer the increased
number of complex federal and state aid
programs overseen by the Financial Aid Office
Support guided pathways and the launch of
student success centers by learning more about
Starfish and explore the resources needed to
implement financial aid referral services through
permanent staff in SRC proctoring center

EOPS/CARE
[D4009]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Secure grant funding to continue a robust
START Scholars program

CalWORKs
[D4010]

D.1 PERMANENT Manager
STAFF NEEDS

Support institutionalizing the role of the Basic
Needs/CARE Team Coordinator

Career Services
[D4011]
TRiO - ETS/UB
[D4013]

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff

Integrate Career Services with Guided Pathways

Architecture
[D4105A]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Increase student access to ET lab facilities such
as woodshop and machine shop which are
utilized in instructional assignments and student

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Manager

Support institutionalizing the role of the Basic
Needs/CARE Team Coordinator.

Make progress toward institutionalizing the role
of the Basic Needs/CARE team coordinator
Support institutionalizing the role of the Basic
Needs/CARE Team Coordinator

Objective B. ETS 92% , UBI 85% and UBII
83% Secondary School Graduation (Regular
Secondary School Diploma).
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Construction
[D4105C]
Engineering
[D4105E]

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]
Industrial Design
[D4105I]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Increase student access to ET Lab facilities
which are utilized in instructional assignments
and student projects.
Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Staff
STAFF NEEDS

Maintain and improve current Industrial Design
courses and industry partnerships.

Electricity/Electroni
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]
Physics and
Physical Science
[D4130P]
Early Childhood
Education [D4510]
Early Childhood
Education [D4510]
Early Childhood
Education [D4510]
Veterans Services
[D8010B]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Upgrade equipment for our classes

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Increase lab technician hours and coverage to
adequately support all lab instruction hours.

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Instructional Assistant for ECE Student Support
Program
Instructional Assistant 2 Positions

Veterans Services
[D8010B]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

[S4700]

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
[S4700]
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
San Ramon Admin D.1 PERMANENT
II [S4700A]
STAFF NEEDS
San Ramon Admin D.1 PERMANENT
II [S4700A]
STAFF NEEDS

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff

Manager
Permanent
Staff
Manager
Permanent
Staff

Reclassifying ECE-Assistants to Instructional
Assistants
VETERAN SERVICES OFFICE- PROGRAM
SUPPORT

VETERAN SERVICES OFFICE- PROGRAM
SUPPORT

7. Improve and increase Student Services and
student success at the San Ramon Campus
7. Improve and increase Student Services and
student success at the San Ramon Campus
5. Improve and increase Student Services at the
San Ramon Campus
5. Improve and increase Student Services at the
San Ramon Campus
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Computer
Information
Systems and
Life Sciences
[S4750L]
Planning, Research,
and Accreditation
[D1021]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Hire a full-time Senior Library Technician

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff
D.2 FACULTY
Full Time
NEEDS

Offering classes for AS Degree in Allied Health

Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Library Division
Admin [D1080A]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time

Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies
Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies
Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies
Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies

Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time

Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies
Align courses to the CVC Course Design Rubric
and with principles of equity and success
More subject/discipline-specific instructional
design support
Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education
Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education
More subject/discipline-specific instructional
design support
Align courses to the CVC Course Design Rubric
and with principles of equity and success
Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education

Library Services
[D1080S]
PACE [D1100C]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time

Establish permanent Library Technology
Program Coordinator

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

MESA Admin
[D1100D]
MESA [D1100M]

Improve the use of research and data tools to
encourage data-driven decision-making and
maximize equitable student success

Support and develop strategies for equity minded
instruction at the MESA program and encourage
cultural competency of all employees.
Support and develop strategies for equity minded
instruction at the MESA program and encourage
cultural competency of all employees.
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Puente Learning
Community
[D1100P]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Increase the number of underrepresented
students transferring to 4-year universities

Puente Learning
Community
[D1100P]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Increase the number of underrepresented
students transferring to 4-year universities

Umoja Learning
Community
[D1100U]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Music [D3025]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Umoja Practices in the classroom: Umoja core
courses are designed around a number of Umoja
Practices and incorporate culturally relevant
curriculum and culturally responsive pedagogy.
Teachers of the non-mandatory (linked) classes
(English, math, biology, etc.) are also
dt i
t th
ti

Drama [D3031]

Full Time

Full Time Faculty Member specializing in
Technical Theater & Increase in Support Staff

Art Digital Media D.2 FACULTY
and FTVE [D3032] NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Art Digital Media D.2 FACULTY
and FTVE [D3032] NEEDS

Full Time

Art Digital Media D.2 FACULTY
and FTVE [D3032] NEEDS

Full Time

Communication
Studies [D3033]
Dental Assisting
and Dental Hygiene
[D3515]
Dental Assisting
and Dental Hygiene
[D3515]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Create improved industry connections, research
current trends in emerging industries, and
develop our ARTDM and FTVE offerings. This
could also include exploring non credit
Create improved industry connections, research
current trends in emerging industries, and
develop our ARTDM and FTVE offerings. This
could also include exploring non credit
Create improved industry connections, research
current trends in emerging industries, and
develop our ARTDM and FTVE offerings. This
could also include exploring non credit
Full Time Faculty - Debate Coach

Reassigned
Time

Maintain focus on DBC and DHBC
requirements as well as CODA standards.

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Increase departmental FT faculty
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Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]
Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Increasing departmental Full-time faculty.

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Faculty release time positions to coordinate with
Student Success Center Leads and oversee
equitable student success and consistency in
Update the homepage for our Health Science
department (soon to be Public Health) and create
social media profiles, such as LinkedIn. An
adjunct faculty in our department is interested in
working with the IT and Marketing department
on the homepage, and will also tie our
dCollaborate
t
t iwith
t Workforce
i l to secure
di l more
tf

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Business [D3600]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Collaborate with Workforce to secure more
external and community internships and work
experience opportunities.

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Hire full-time Accounting faculty to address our
current needs to fill vacancies created by
retirement and by promotion (see p. 53) and to
offer and deliver courses that we have recently
added to our curriculum. These essential courses
enable members of the community to satisfy the
C tifi d P bli A
t t (CPA) li

external and community internships and work
experience opportunities.

Participate in high school outreach efforts with
Workforce. We need to get more integrated with
the high school academies, such as the Public
Service Academy (CVCHS) and develop more
Public Health pathways
Offer an experimental course aimed to teach
students skills to be effective Student Health
Advocates (SHAs). After the students complete
the course during the fist semester, we want to
offer them opportunities (through Workforce
Development) to apply the knowledge and skills
they learned from the course, ideally paying
them a stipend to conduct workshops on various
health-related topics, become peer tutors for
high schools, coordinate health fairs, disseminate
health-related information on campus and within
Improve cultural responsive curriculum in our
courses
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Business [D3600]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Business [D3600]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Business [D3600]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Culinary Arts
[D3620]
Culinary Arts
[D3620]
Culinary Arts
[D3620]
Culinary Program
Manager [D3620A]
English Division
Admin/Social
Science Division
Admin [D3700]
English Division
Admin/Social
Science Division
Admin [D3700]
English Division
Admin/Social
Science Division
Admin [D3700]
English Division
Admin/Social
Science Division
Admin [D3700]
English [D3705E]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Full Time

Develop, support, and improve instructional
programs to support students to complete their
educational goals in the Social Science Division

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Develop, support, and improve instructional
programs to support students to complete their
educational goals in the Social Science Division

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Develop, support, and improve instructional
programs to support students to complete their
educational goals in the Social Science Division

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Develop support programs for students.

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Increasing student success: offering robust and
diversified support

English [D3705E]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time

Focusing on equity: Anchor Papers and
Department equity workshops
Focusing on equity: Community of Pride and
other Learning Communities
Focusing on equity: Communities of Practice

English as a Second D.2 FACULTY
Language [D3705L] NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Building equity by offering robust and
diversified support for ESL students

English [D3705E]
English [D3705E]

Hire full-time Business
Management/Entrepreneurship faculty to address
our current needs to fill vacancies created by
retirement and by promotion (see p. 53) and to
offer and deliver courses that we have recently
Hire full-time General Business faculty to
address our current needs to fill vacancies
created by retirement and by promotion (see p.
53) and to offer and deliver courses that we have
recently added to our curriculum
Hire full-time Real Estate faculty to address our
current needs to fill vacancies created by
retirement and by promotion (see p. 53) and to
offer and deliver courses that we have recently
added to our curriculum

Full Time
Full Time
Full Time
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English as a Second
Language [D3705L]
English as a Second
Language [D3705L]
Kinesiology
[D3900]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time
Reassigned
Time
Full Time

Kinesiology
[D3900]
Kinesiology/Athleti
cs/Dance Division
Admin [D3900A]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Counseling - PHC
[D4005]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Building equity by holding ESL-focused
Communities of Practice
Building Equity by examining Department
norms as they relate to ESL student success
Adequately support Kinesiology Department and
it's students through faculty and staffing
resources.
Development of Physical Therapist Assistant
Program
Support the replacement of a full time faculty
position for Head Aquatics Coach (Men's and
Women's Water Polo and Swimming) and
Kinesiology Instructor
Counseling Appointments and Drop In

Counseling - PHC
[D4005]
Counseling - PHC
[D4005]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Counseling Appointments and Drop In

Full Time

Counseling Appointments and Drop In

Counseling - PHC
[D4005]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Support College Retention

Counseling - PHC
[D4005]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Counseling Appointments and Drop In

Full Time
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Counseling - PHC
[D4005]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Support College Retention

Architecture
[D4105A]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Engineering
[D4105E]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Electricity/Electroni D.2 FACULTY
cs and Energy
NEEDS
Systems [D4105Y]

Full Time

Electricity/Electroni D.2 FACULTY
cs and Energy
NEEDS
Systems [D4105Y]

Reassigned
Time

Increase student access to available full time
faculty, counselors and support staff in the
architecture program.
Continue updating degrees and course offerings
to increase success of a diverse student
population in the job market and increase
success in transfer to four-year programs and
ensure current and relevant instructional support
Develop Industrial Automation & Robotics
certificates & degrees that train DVC's students
and industry personnel on the latest industrial
equipment manufactured by Kuka, Fanuc, ABB,
Universal (UR), Allen-Bradley, Beckhoff,
Siemens Honeywell Mitsubishi and others
Improve and maintain the new Industrial
Automation & Robotics certificates & degrees
that train DVC's students and industry personnel
on the latest industrial equipment manufactured
by Kuka, Fanuc, ABB, Universal (UR), AllenBradley Beckhoff Siemens Honeywell
Upgrade equipment for our classes

Chemistry [D4110] D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
Geography
D.2 FACULTY
[D4130G]
NEEDS
Physics and
D.2 FACULTY
Physical Science
NEEDS
Physics and
D.2 FACULTY
Physical Science
NEEDS
[D4130P]
Physics and
D.2 FACULTY
Physical Science
NEEDS
[D4130P]
Anthropology
D.2 FACULTY
[D4515A]
NEEDS

Full Time

Hiring FT Faculty

Full Time

Create an additional full-time faculty position

Full Time

Hire three full-time professors of physics order
to achieve 50% FTEF-FT or higher.
Hire full-time professors with physics education
expertise to help the department chart strategies
to implement a modern STEM education vision.
Hire full-time professors with physics education
expertise to help the department chart strategies
to implement a modern STEM education vision.
Hiring of new faculty

Full Time
Full Time
Full Time
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Economics
[D4515E]
Economics
[D4515E]
Political Science
[D4515P]
Political Science
[D4515P]
Psychology
[D4515Y]
Psychology
[D4515Y]
Psychology
[D4515Y]
Mathematics
[D4605]
Computer Science
[D4610]
[S4700]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Hiring and onboarding new faculty

Full Time

Hiring and onboarding new faculty

Full Time

Course Diversification

Full Time

Staff Diversification

Full Time

Increase the overall number of Full-time faculty
teaching in the Psychology Pathwa
Increase the overall number of Full-time faculty
teaching in the Psychology Pathwa
Increase the overall number of Full-time faculty
teaching in the Psychology Pathwa
Maintaining and improving our current programs

[S4700]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

San Ramon Admin D.2 FACULTY
II [S4700A]
NEEDS

Full Time

San Ramon Admin D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
II [S4700A]

Full Time

San Ramon Admin D.2 FACULTY
II [S4700A]
NEEDS

Full Time

San Ramon Admin D.2 FACULTY
II [S4700A]
NEEDS

Full Time

San Ramon Admin D.2 FACULTY
II [S4700A]
NEEDS

Full Time

Computer
Information
Systems and
Applied Arts and
Social Sciences
[S4720]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Full Time
Full Time
Reassigned
Time
Full Time
Full Time

Hiring a new full time faculty
1. Using the guiding principles of the
Educational Master Plan, Student Equity Plan,
Caring Campus, and the guided pathways work
as a foundation to implement the studentcentered instructional and student support
1. Using the guiding principles of the
Educational Master Plan, Student Equity Plan,
Caring Campus, and the guided pathways work
as a foundation to implement the studentcentered instructional and student support
2. Support Pathways for certificates, degrees and
Interest Areas at SRC using equity lens to
implement EMP
2. Support Pathways for certificates, degrees and
Interest Areas at SRC using equity lens to
implement EMP
2. Support Pathways for certificates, degrees and
Interest Areas at SRC using equity lens to
implement EMP
2. Support Pathways for certificates, degrees and
Interest Areas at SRC using equity lens to
implement EMP
2. Support Pathways for certificates, degrees and
Interest Areas at SRC using equity lens to
implement EMP
Hire a full-time CIS/Business Instructor
Increasing number of full-time faculty at San
Ramon
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Applied Arts and
Social Sciences
[S4720]
Mathematics
[S4740]
Mathematics
[S4740]
Life Sciences
[S4750L]
Life Sciences
[S4750L]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Increasing number of full-time faculty at San
Ramon

Full Time
Full Time
Full Time

Offering transfer level courses in biological
sciences.
Offering classes for AS Degree in Allied Health
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Innovation
or
Maintenanc
e of Effort

Academic
Year
2021-22

Funding
Cost Per Source
75000

2021-22

55000

maintenance

2021-22

maintenance

2021-22

60K EA 7
positions total
70K

innovation

2022-23

maintenance

2021-22

SEAP

innovation

2021-22

125,000 SEAP

maintenance

2022-23

innovation

2022-23

$115,000 SEAP

innovation

2022-23

$115,000

maintenance

2021-22

$65,500 for DVC

innovation

2021-22

innovation

2022-23

$3,980-$4,847
monthly
118,792

innovation

2022-23

$120,000 (salary SWP/Perkin
& benefits) s
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innovation

2022-23

55,000

innovation

2021-22

innovation

2021-22

maintenance

2021-22

maintenance

2021-22

maintenance

2021-22

maintenance

2021-22

maintenance

2021-22

maintenance

2021-22

maintenance

2021-22

$40,000 for 50%

maintenance

2022-23

maintenance

2022-23

maintenance

2021-22

maintenance

2022-23

$17-$25 per SWP/Perkin
hour/20 hours s
per week
$17-$25 per SWP/Perkin
hour/20 hours s
per week
TBD (20 hours a SWP/Perkin
week) s
77,000.00 SWP/Perkin
s

$75,000 SEAP

80,000 SWP/Perkin
s
60000 for each SWP/Perkin
of the 7 positions s
requested
70,000 SWP/Perkin
s
70,000 SWP/Perkin
s
65,000 SWP/Perkin
s
65000 SWP/Perkin
s
$72,500 for
100%
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innovation

2021-22

$39,000 SWP/Perkin
s

maintenance

2022-23

maintenance

2022-23

maintenance

2022-23

innovation

2022-23

75% and 10 SWP/Perkin
months s
($39,000)
$50,000 SWP/Perkin
s
$25,000 SWP/Perkin
s
Full time hire SEAP
(based on salary)

innovation

2021-22

maintenance

2022-23

60,000 SWP/Perkin
s
$30,000

maintenance

2022-23

$85,500

maintenance

2022-23

$53,466

maintenance

2022-23

SWP/Perkin
s

maintenance

2022-23

SWP/Perkin
s

innovation

2022-23

85,500

innovation

2022-23

53,466

innovation

2022-23

47,760 SEAP

innovation

2021-22

125,000 SEAP
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innovation

2021-22

118,000 SEAP

maintenance

2021-22

$104,000 SEAP

innovation

2022-23

$47,760 SEAP

innovation

2021-22

$125,000 SEAP

maintenance

2022-23

$69,360 SEAP

innovation

2022-23

$69,360 SEAP

maintenance

2021-22

$75,500

innovation

2021-22

$125,000 SEAP

innovation

2021-22

$125,000 SEAP

maintenance

2021-22

innovation

2021-22

Salary: $14,174; SEAP
Benefits:
$5,669.60
TOTAL:
$125,000 SEAP

innovation

2022-23

$80,000 SEAP

maintenance

2021-22

maintenance

2023-24

$88,704 (Salary SEAP
$52,704 and
Benefits at
$36 000)
$60,000 SEAP
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maintenance

2022-23

$77,000 SWP/Perkin
s
80,000 SWP/Perkin
s

innovation

2021-22

maintenance

2022-23

$77,000.00 SWP/Perkin
s

maintenance

2022-23

$77,000.00 SWP/Perkin
s

maintenance

2022-23

77000 SWP/Perkin
s

maintenance

2022-23

maintenance

2021-22

Increase current
position form
80% to 100%
Scale

maintenance

2021-22

Scale

innovation

2021-22

Scale

innovation

2022-23

$3980-$4847 SEAP

innovation

2022-23

$90,000 SEAP

innovation

2022-23

$150, 000

innovation

2022-23

$68, 500

innovation

2022-23

$150, 000

innovation

2022-23

Salary Grade 52
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innovation

2022-23

Salary Grade 52

innovation

2021-22

$37,000

innovation

2022-23

maintenance

2022-23

innovation

2022-23

innovation

2022-23

30,000 SWP/Perkin
s
$30,000

maintenance

2022-23

$41,600

maintenance

2022-23

$20,800

maintenance

2022-23

60,000

innovation

2022-23

30,000

maintenance

2022-23

41,600

maintenance

2022-23

20,800

innovation

2022-23

30,000

maintenance

2022-23

25,000

maintenance

Per faculty salary SWP/Perkin
schedule s
placement
60,000 SEAP

$25,000

maintenance

2021-22

$28,080

innovation

2022-23

maintenance

2021-22

TBD SEAP

innovation

2021-22

TBD SEAP
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maintenance

2022-23

innovation

2022-23

maintenance

2022-23

innovation

2021-22

maintenance

2022-23

$58,452- SWP/Perkin
$87,960 s

innovation

2022-23

Faculty release SWP/Perkin
time .50 load s

innovation

2022-23

Full time Faculty SWP/Perkin
s

innovation

2023-24

Full time Faculty SWP/Perkin
s

innovation

2022-23

innovation

2022-23

$58,452$87,960
$50,000 SWP/Perkin
s

maintenance

2023-24

$25,000 SEAP
(approx.)

$100,000
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innovation

2023-24

$100,000 per
position

innovation

2023-24

$50,000

innovation

2022-23

Salary based on SEAP
adjunct's pay
scale

innovation

2022-23

Stipend amount SWP/Perkin
based on faculty s
hours spent

innovation

2022-23

innovation

2022-23

Stipend amount SWP/Perkin
based on faculty s
hours spent
participating in
outreach
Salary based on SWP/Perkin
faculty's AC load s

maintenance

2022-23

innovation

maintenance

2022-23

Salary based on SEAP
education level
and experience
Full-time SWP/Perkin
nutrition hire s
(based on salary
scale)
Per faculty salary
schedule
placement
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maintenance

2022-23

Per faculty salary
schedule
placement

maintenance

2022-23

Per faculty salary
schedule
placement

maintenance

2022-23

Per faculty salary
schedule
placement

maintenance

2022-23

80,000

maintenance

2022-23

80,000

maintenance

2022-23

80,000

innovation

2022-23

maintenance

2022-23

90K SWP/Perkin
s
65,000+B. /yr

maintenance

2022-23

65,000+B. /yr

innovation

2022-23

65,000+B. /yr

innovation

2022-23

equi. to 20%

maintenance

2022-23

SEAP

maintenance

2022-23

SEAP

maintenance

2022-23

SEAP

maintenance

2022-23

SEAP

maintenance

2022-23

SEAP
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maintenance

2022-23

SEAP

maintenance

2022-23

SEAP

maintenance

2022-23

125,000

innovation

2022-23

maintenance

2022-23

150,000 SWP/Perkin
s
150,000

maintenance

2022-23

76,956

maintenance

2022-23

770

innovation

2022-23

$76,956

innovation

2021-22

0.25 reassigned
time

innovation

2022-23

0.25 reassigned
time
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innovation

2021-22

.60 reassigned
time

innovation

2023-24

innovation

2022-23

innovation

2022-23

innovation

2022-23

$130,000

innovation

2022-23

$3000 per
semester

innovation

2022-23

$100K

maintenance

2022-23

$100,000

maintenance

2022-23

maintenance

2022-23

innovation

2022-23

maintenance

2022-23

$127,000 SEAP

130,000 SWP/Perkin
s

$65,000
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maintenance

2022-23

maintenance

2022-23

maintenance

2022-23

100,000

maintenance

2022-23

10000000%

innovation

2023-24

maintenance

2023-24

$65,088-$99,87
6 per year +
$65,088-$99,87
6 per year +
$65,088-$99,87
6 per year +
40000 SEAP

maintenance 2023-24
maintenance 2022-23
innovation

2022-23

innovation

2023-24

80000 SWP/Perkin
s
$100, 000
SWP/Perkin
s

maintenance 2023-24

$100, 000

innovation

2023-24

$87,060-222,480

maintenance 2023-24

$87,060-222,480

innovation

2023-24

$87,060-222,480

innovation

2023-24

$87,060-222,480

maintenance 2023-24

$87,060-222,480

innovation

new hire salary
placement

2022-23

maintenance 2023-24

$87,060-222,480
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innovation

2023-24

$87,060-222,480

maintenance 2023-24

$87,060-222,480

maintenance 2023-24

$87,060-222,480

innovation

2023-24

58,452-98,960

innovation

2023-24

58,452-98,960
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Request Shared

M&O PR
M&O PR
Workforce Development has supported the hiring of an
Institutional Research contractor. It was cited in both program
reviews the need to support the permanent hiring of research
positions in order to build campus research capacity and
support the stability and full scope of the research agenda on
Puente, Umoja, MESA
Disability Support Services, EOPS/CARE, CalWORKs,
START/Foster Youth, Counseling. All of these programs are
key stakeholders in the CARE Team through referrals and
partnering around wellness services
Institutional Effectiveness

Distance Education and DSS
Entire College
Our District sister college, CCC library is sharing this request
with DVC library. The proposal is for the Systems Librarian
position to be a 60%-40% split where DVC applies 60% since
there is a greater need and work demand at DVC
This position is also being requested by SRC's CIS and
Business Dept.
- Collaboration with Marketing & Communications - College
Catalog realignment - Collaboration with Guided Pathways Bubble Maps and 2-year Course Sequencing Maps
realignment - Support Program Review and Course
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No. This request is specific to the PUENTE Project. As we
grow services for Latinx students this position would have the
ability to service general Chicano/Latino students enrolled at
the college. Our current clerical support fields questions and
offers support to the growing number of Latinx students who
see the PUENTE Counselors and English Instructors as
providing support for them. Currently our clerical support
A permanent, staff (or two) to support the PUMA Center
operations and front desk (counseling check-in services as
well) and to provide support to the learning communities.
With the loss of hourly staff at the end of Spring 2020, the
center and programs experienced a deeper reduction in
support. While we were able to find a temporary fix by
redistributing work among current full-time staff, the teams'
bandwidth is fully maxed out. Additionally, since the Office of
At one time the was also in the VPB&A PR
Custodial Department - 7 positions total between DVC and
SRC
Lead for day and swing shift

The Marketing department partners with all departments and
efforts across campus. This position will add functional
capacity to crisis communication (COVID-19), enrollment
recovery, equity, and pathways work by providing website
update support calendar support directory support general
The Marketing department partners with all departments and
efforts across campus. This request is to augment the existing
50% position and will add capacity to crisis communication
(COVID-19), enrollment recovery, equity, and pathways work
by providing website content and user experience strategy,
search engine optimization and data analytics
The scene shop technician is designated and assigned to the
Drama Department, but can be shared with the college and
events using the Performing Arts Center.
The theatrical costume design specialist is designated and
assigned to the Drama Department, but can be shared with the
college and events using the Performing Arts Center.
Drama: The lab technician helps to support the acting on
camera classes.
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Will also be in Dental Programs program review.

Both Dental Assisting and Dental Hygiene

Not shared by other programs
No
n/a
n/a
Sports Medicine program Review and Kinesiology Program
Review will have this request.
Sports Medicine Administrative Program Review and
Kinesiology Program Review will have this request.
n/a
n/a
College Retention
CalWORKs, Counseling, DSS, EOPS/CARE, Police Services,
START/Foster Youth, Student Life. All areas are key
stakeholders in the CARE Team and Basic Needs through
referrals and partnering around wellness Services. This
important campus function provides direct student interaction
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2. This would decrease staffing strains on A&R Seniors in the
office (graduation process improvements) by taking some of
the core responsibility for benefits certification on. LMC
currently has a Coordinator position housed under their A&R
office, this would support the ongoing Veterans benefit work
that A&R is mandated to handle
2. This request would also help support our application
improvement goal. A&R Senior positions support a wide
variety of programs (Veterans, Athletics, DUEHS, Dental
Hygiene) and serve as support for our Counseling office
College Retention
CalWORKs, Counseling, DSS, EOPS/CARE, Police Services,
START/Foster Youth, Student Life. All areas are key
stakeholders in the CARE Team and Basic Needs through
referrals and partnering around wellness Services. This
important campus function provides direct student interaction

San Ramon campus
EOPS/CARE, Start, Calworks, Counseling, CARE team. All
partner with the CARE team around wellness through
Disability Support Services, EOPS/CARE, CalWORKS,
START/Foster Youth, Counseling. All of these programs are
key stakeholders in the CARE team through referrals and
partnering around wellness services
START/Foster Youth

Disability Support Services, EOPS/CARE, CalWORKS,
START/Foster Youth, Counseling. All of these programs are
key stakeholders in the CARE team through referrals and
partnering around wellness services

This program is a general request, initially proposed by dean
Joe Gorga prior to the pandemic for coordinating ET lab
facilities and is shared by all programs in the department
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All programs operating within the Engineering Technology
facilities will benefit from this position.
This will be for the Architecture, Construction and
Engineering department and will be beneficial in helping all
areas within the department.
This request is shared among DVC's Electronics,
Construction, Architecture, Engineering, and Industrial
Design.
This request is shared among DVC's Electronics,
Construction, Architecture, Engineering, and Engineering
Technology departments.
This request is shared among DVC's Engineering Technology,
Construction, Architecture, Engineering, and Industrial
Design.

No other Programs are requesting
No other Programs are requesting
No other Programs are requesting
Other programs do not share this request because a program
assistant to the Veterans Resource Center is unique and no
other program shares this request since other programs do not
fully understand the military connected population needs. As
COVID restrictions start to lax, the Veteran Resource Center
needs to have permanent staff in case the coordinator is out
sick. The center can not operate or function without having
permanent staff running it. The reason it is considered an
innovation vs maintenance is the fact the VRC never had
A program coordinator for the Veterans Resource is required
for the program to grow. The program can not thrive if there is
no one to coordinate activities for the VRC that helps students
succeed in their academics and achieve their goals. Similar
programs on this campus have a coordinator and that has
played a positive role in their enrollment and retention rates.
The veterans who serve a diverse population are deserving of
permanent staffing and the program coordinator will have a
PHC Library, SRC CIS/BUS
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SRC Administrative Program Review

Workforce Development has supported the hiring of an
Institutional Research contractor. It was cited in both program
reviews the need to support the permanent hiring of research
positions in order to build campus research capacity and
support the stability and full scope of the research agenda on
Distance Education. This amount would help permanently
increase DE Coordinator from .50 to 1.0 reassigned time.
Distance Education. Funding for .25 reassigned time for
STEM/Career Education fields. The "hard to convert" courses.
Distance Education. .25 reassigned time to integrate a Student
Services Counselor into DE efforts.
Distance Education. Digital Learning Lab, One-on-one Peer
Support. OAS rate hourly compensation. Estimate is for 20
hours/week x 32 weeks
Distance Education. Accessibility Ambassadors. OAS rate
hourly compensation. Estimate is for 10 hours/week x 32
DE Coordinator - Entire College
.25 RT STEM and Career Education fields
Digital Learning Lab, 20 hrs/week - Entire college
Accessibility Ambassadors, 10 hrs/week - Entire college
.25 RT Student Services/Counselor
OAS for alignment lead to shepherd courses to finish line and
process badging for CVC.
Accessibility Lead for remediation of course materials for
accessibility. Works with/under the accessibility specialist to
inform needs and produce resource materials.

This request has not been shared by other programs.
This request has not been shared by other programs.
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Previously the PUENTE counselors received .5 reassignment
which is the recommended reassignment per the MOU. On a
trial we decreased the reassignment to .4 when we increased to
two cohort. The trial has been over three years and we have
not returned to original reassignment. We would like to
request that our counselor reassignment return to .5 for both
d Brenda
t th Gonzalez
l
fwas
P hired
t tasd a full-time
t f
t
In Fall l2019,
Puente
and general counselor. The Puente team would like to request
for this position to be 100% dedicated to the Puente Program.
Making this change would allow for improvement in the
quality of services offered to both phase 1 and phase 3
(continuing)Puente students. Having a split position results in
needing to use Puente coordination time to meet the demands
of students within and outside of the program. Changing the
Puente/General Counseling position to 100% Puente would be

The Technical theatre faculty is designated and assigned to the
Drama Department, but can be shared with the college and
works as an advisor to other departments and events using the
Performing Arts Center

Technical Theater: Full Time CE Technical Theatre/Cross
Discipline Hire Request
Emerging technologies in moving image production including
visual effects and virtual production

Both Dental Hygiene and Dental Assisting
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No
No
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Not shared by other programs
Not shared by other programs
Not shared by other programs
Business Entrepreneurship Program
Economics will submit a request given retirements in the past
and current year.
Political Science will submit a request given retirements in the
past year.
Anthropology will submit a request given retirements in the
past year and only one full time faculty leading program.
Need for reassigned time for Social Justice program leads to
develop speaker series and community involvement.
This position is for coordination of all supports for students.
The request is related to other requests program support,
highlighted in the Pother needs sections.
This position for coordination of our equity work is related to
a PD request in the PD needs section.
Community of Pride is a collaboration between English and
Counseling; This request is related to other requests in E 6-10.
This position is for coordination of all PD efforts. The request
is related to other requests for PD and program support,
highlighted in the PD needs and the other needs sections.
COORDINATOR OF STUDENT SUPPORT PROGRAMS
FOR ESL
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COORDINATOR OF ESL PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
COORDINATOR OF EQUITY PROGRAMMING
Kinesiology and Athletics. We are asking for a faculty
member who will be hired in a manner similar to a coach with
their load being split between kinesiology and athletics.
No
Kinesiology Program Review is considering this request.

We had a full-time tenured counselor retire at the end of
Spring 2020. We, therefore, need to hire a new generalist
counselor to ensure student access to counseling services. Our
counselors are funded out of the general fund
Collaboration with Athletic program. Position will serve
Student Athletes for 50% of their Counseling Load.
There has been an increase in requests for collaboration from
DVC feeder HS to provide comprehensive academic and
student services to incoming HS students. In addition, a need
has been identified by the current FYE counselor, to provide
robust wrap-around services for incoming DVC students. This
position will collaborate with DVC programs and services as
ll request
HS istshared
t betweent the DVC
DVCEnglish
t d t Department,
This

the Student Equity Office and the Community of Pride
Learning Community. The Community of Pride learning
community includes coordination by Counseling and
Instructional Faculty. Both faculty members share the
coordination load equally but are not currently provided the
same reassigned time. Starting in F21, we have reassigned
time for coordination of the Community of Pride learning
community: .125 for an instructional faculty coordinator from
English, and .25 for Counseling faculty. In order to support the
development of the program, we are requesting .25 reassign
DVC's Counseling Department is developing a Counseling
Faculty Internship Program to start hosting 2-4 graduate level
interns for the F2022-S2023 year with a newly developed,
equitable process for promotion/recruitment,
screening/interviewing, and training and mentoring for both
interns and mentors.To further support campus goals, the
intern program will intentionally integrate with Guided
Pathways/Interest Area Success Centers, DVC Learning
Communities, and student support programs. Counseling
Faculty Interns will be unpaid and provide between 90-120
direct counseling contact hours each semester.Necessary
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This request is shared between counseling and the PACE
programs. The Program for Adult College Education (PACE)
is designed for working adults who want to pursue a college
education while maintaining their busy work and family
schedules. During summer 2021, the PACE Program joined
the IEPI grant to gain support, resources, and knowledge to
increase enrollment of the adult learner age 25+ population at
DVC. The IEPI grant funded an increase in reassignment time
from .40 to .60, split between the two coordinators (.30 each).
This increase was critical in allowing the two faculty
coordinators additional time to increase enrollment of the
adult learner population Due to the IEPI grant the PACE
This request is not shared by other units or programs

The position is shared with the Electronics program needed
for the Industrial Automation & Robotics, Energy Systems,
mTECH and Design for Manufacturing (D4m) certificates and
degrees. The instructor would teach a variety or automation
classes, including PLC's, Robotics, Electronics, CNC, and
Machine Repair
The position is shared with the Electronics program needed
for the Industrial Automation & Robotics, Energy Systems,
mTECH and Design for Manufacturing (D4m) certificates and
degrees. The instructor would teach a variety or automation
classes, including PLC's, Robotics, Electronics, CNC, and
Machine Repair
This position would be a subject matter expert in residential
and commercial wiring that would help in the development of
the residential wiring trainers as well as teach a few guest labs
in ELECT 120 or ELECT 121 on the subject of residential

SOcial Science Division
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CIS/Bus Department at SRC

Communication Studies/AASS Department

CIS/Bus Instructor with experience in Economics
Communication Studies
Communication Studies
Biological Science
Mathematics
SRC Administrative Program Review
1. No. 2. Yes. We are asking for two full-time faculty in
COMM studies. This position is for a generalist.
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1. No. 2. Yes. We are asking for two full-time faculty in
COMM studies. This position is for a generalist, or someone
with a forensics and/or online focus.
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Program [iu]
D.1 Justification
Admissions and
Records [D4001]

D.2 Justification

Anthropology
[D4515A]

One faculty retired and was not replaced. This has
resulted in an academic program with one full time
faculty member. There are currently seven
adjuncts, all of whom are teaching their maximum
load or more each semester. The one current full
time faculty does not have sufficient time to
devote to college governance, programs, nor
advocacy for the program.

Applied Arts
and Social
Sciences [S4720]

At the San Ramon Campus (SRC), Communication
Studies (COMM Studies) is part of the
multidisciplinary Applied Arts and Social Sciences
Department (AASS). The disciplines in the
department are: Art, Art History, Career, COMM
Studies, Counseling, FTVE, History, Political
Science, Psychology, Sociology and (soon)
Journalism. The department currently has
tenured/tenure-track faculty in Art, Counseling (2
faculty, soon to be 3), History and Psychology.
For 28 years, from 1991 until Spring 2019, the
department also had a tenured/tenure-track faculty
in COMM Studies. COMM Studies has thus been
an integral part of the department. For example,
there are currently (2020-21) 4.4 FTEF in COMM
Studies; compare 2.84 for Art, 4.2 for History and
4.5 for Psychology. Since Spring 2019 (when our
tenured faculty member took a position as interim
dean) until now the COMM Studies program at
SRC has been without a tenured faculty member
and has relied on adjunct instructors. COMM

Apprenticeship For the last ten years, we have had a 50%
[D3100]
faculty reassignment coordinating the
program. This position would improve
department functioning with a full-time faculty
member who could focus on the program
reviews and supporting faculty. The
apprenticeship program is strong and
Architecture
Currently we have one 10 month 50%
[D4105A]
vocational equipment technician (funded by
SWP) and an 11 month 100% vocational
equipment technician. We are asking for a
Senior Laboratory Coordinator for
Architecture/construction and engineering
(full time but 10 or 11 month position, with the
current 100% vocational tech position moving
to 60%). This position was approved right
before the COVID-19 shutdown, but will be
integral when we start on campus classes
again. This person will have the following
duties: 1. Track and allocate budget for all
areas in the department. 2. Coordinate with
the two vocational equipment technicians (24
hrs each) to make sure all areas are have
support. 3. Be a central person for M&O
issues 4. The main contact between IT and
the department (with hopefully some IT
access to be a main troubleshooter for
computer labs) 5. Inventory and order
Art Digital
In previous years, we had a lab technician to
Media and FTVE maintain our television studio facilities and
[D3032]
assist with running our studio production
courses. This position was cut during the
start of the pandemic, when our TV class went
online and no one was in the TV studio. As
the courses are now returning to the in
person, we need to re-instate the part time
hourly position supporting the operations of
our production studio. In addition, we will be
moving into the new arts complex in the Fall
and will need help setting up and maintaining
a new lab environment. In the new lab, we will
also be installing a new Virtual Production
camera and motion tracking system, that will
need support from a lab technician to
effectively maintain this new technology as
we implement it into our course curriculum.

Astronomy
[D4130A]

Biol/Health Sci
Div Admi&n
Phys Sci/Eng
Div Admin
[D3500]

Currently we hire an hourly staff to check in
patients, take in paperwork and follow up with
patients. This position really should be a
permeant position to support our dental clinic.

Biological
Science and
Oceanography
[D3530B]

Business
[D3600]

CalWORKs
[D4010]

Career Services
[D4011]

Career and
Community
Partnerships
[D1075]

Chemistry
[D4110]

Mental health needs have continued to
increase for students within the EOPS suite
programs, especially during the COVID19
pandemic. Students are juggling many
responsibilities and stressors that impact their
academic success and persistence. The EOPS
staff regularly make referrals to CARE team
and other basic needs resources, and it would
b
lstaff
b tofisupport
i l
hCareer Services
d to
Additional

This full time request is something we are
considering for 2023-24 due to the current
situation with the coronavirus and its impacts on
our enrollment and our ability to predict future
program needs and offerings. We are also
anticipating the development of the Landscape
Architecture program which has struggled with
enrollment in the past under the HORT subject
code and hopefully will grow under a new subject
code of ARCLA into a viable transfer program.
Planning for possible additions of new classes to
broaden GE offerings in architecture as well as
potential reductions in our second year transfer
studio course are being considered due to some
recent declines in enrollment related to the virus
situation. For these reasons we have selected 202324 as the academic year for a potential full-time
faculty request. While the architecture program
benefits from a variety of practitioners in the field
teaching part time, a third full time faculty could
provide broader sharing of teaching and
1. To maintain innovation and industry currency We last upgraded our microphones more than 6
we are requesting release time for faculty to be
years ago and some of the components are worn
better prepared to use current technology in
out from being used for many student film
instruction. If release time was granted we would classes and productions. Additionally, our boom
use it to accomplish the following goals *
microphones are of relatively low quality and we
Research how to effectively implement technology would like to upgrade to the Senheisser MK416
in curriculum and in the department to best serve boom mic, a long established industry standard,
student needs * Build connections with industry used in film schools and film productions
throughout the world. This will better prepare our
in emerging fields to strengthen curriculum and
educate students on current trends in industry * students for recording high quality production
Develop curriculum pathways in emerging trends. audio, and pair with our recently upgraded
* Develop more real world project based learning camera packages so students can truly create
opportunities for our students. Partner with local professional-quality productions. We also would
like to purchase three new zoom lenses. Currently
businesses that could potentially provide real
we only have 1 set of prime lenses, shared among
world projects for our students * Research
possible new degrees and certificates, including a students, as well as what are called "kit" lenses
potential AD-T degree in Digital Media * Research which are basic zoom lenses that come with
private academies and four year offerings so we
included with the camera. To achieve sharper
can strengthen or educational pathways to serve images in low light conditions, we would like to
student needs. 2. Technical Theater: Full Time CE purchase three new high quality zoom lenses.
Technical Theatre/Cross Discipline Hire Request We would add lens adaptors to these so that
Our Observatory is at the literal top of campus
and should be the focal point of the astronomy
program which serves several hundred students
in addition to members of the public each year.
The Observatory was a focus of student tours
(directed by the astronomy faculty) during the
pre-pandemic Welcome Days. Students were as
excited to walk inside our historic, nonoperational Observatory as they were to view a
short show in the Planetarium. Imagine the draw
the Observatory would have if it had a working
telescope! The Observatory would attract
prospective students as it could be exhibited to
high school groups who tour campus, drawing
students not just to the Astronomy program, but
to DVC because of its impressive facilities. The
Observatory houses our historic 18-inch
telescope which is no longer operational and our
portable 8-inch telescopes which are used in
both our lecture and laboratory classes as well as
our public observing nights. Students and the

The Biology Department is requesting one
assistant professor position. We are confident
that this request represents an opportunity for the
college to improve our department's ability to meet
our students where they are, improve the student
experience within each of the four stages and
positively impact multiple student, college and
community goals. Specifically, this hire will allow
us to: 1) maintain and broaden the “strong
reputation for excellence” held by this program
and department; 2) “increase the number and
percentage of students who successfully complete
their certificates, degrees or in-demand job skill
sets, in a timely manner”
; 3) more confidently
ensure our program’s students are able to,
“progress efficiently through their pathway
toward their academic and career goals.”
; 4)
“ensure program learning outcomes are aligned
with community needs.”
; 5) maintain our, “strong
relationships and partnerships with the
community”; and 6) provide “the community with
The total number of full-time business faculty in
2020/21 stood at 11 persons, compared to the same
number, five years earlier (2016/17). During the
intervening period, this number dropped down to
ten faculty members, indicating a lag in hiring
faculty replacements. In the past five years, three
members of the faculty retired (T. Murphy, P.
Hawkins, and P. Churchill) and three new ones (A.
Puzia, J. Fogli, and S. Watkins) were hired as
replacements. In effect, the total number of fulltime faculty members remained the same at the end
of the five-year period, as it was at the beginning.
However, faculty turnover continued unabated
after the program review data was compiled at the
end of the academic year under review (2020/21).
Since that time, two full-time faculty positions
were vacated by retirement (C. Eckelmann, R.
Gilmore) and one by promotion to the
administrative ranks (C. Shi). The most recent
turnover of almost one-third of the full-time faculty
presents a major staffing challenge that may take

Refrigerator - Refrigeration is required for the
microbiology laboratory. This is a replacement
refrigerator used for maintaining student
microbiology experiments between laboratory
classes. Most microbiology experiments carryover from class to class so having refrigeration
space is essential. The current refrigerator has a
broken pump motor that creates an extremely
loud banging noise about once per hour. The
noise of this motor disrupts instruction and
conversation and is especially severe for
students sitting near the refrigerator. In addition,
the current refrigerator/freezer unit has
inadequate capacity for all of the microbiology
sections. The proposed unit will be a refrigerator
only, which will provide capacity for all student
experiments, rather than requiring us to find
overflow refrigerator space elsewhere. The
current state of the refrigerator indicates that it is
at the very end stage of its life span. If this stops
working during the semester, students would

The campus researcher position has been a
highly rated position for several years but it
has not been funded. I agreed to use SWP
funds to bring in someone on a contract basis
and he's doing a great job. However, the
position is broader than just Career Education
and should be at least partially funded with
operational dollars. Also, we have realized
that DO has significant constraints for a
contractor to access Tableau, making the
position much less functional in its current
status than we had planned. Finally, making
this a permanent employee position with
benefits is likely to yield more stability for
both the college and the researcher, and result

The SRC library requests a full-time Senior
Library Technician. In order to uphold DVC's
commitment to educational excellence, equity
and inclusion, the new library must be
adequately staffed. Currently, the library has a
permanent staff of one: the full-time librarian.
Hiring a Sr. Library Technician will enable the
library to equitably provide critical support
services to students. Library staff must be
available at the library's service desk for all
the hours that the library is open (As of SP22:
Mon-Wed, 9am-8pm; Thur, 9-6pm). It is not
feasible for the librarian alone to staff this
essential service point. As faculty, librarians
are expected to participate in shared
governance, professional development and
service to professional organizations.
Librarians also have instructional duties,
teaching frequent research and information
literacy workshops at the request of faculty
across campus and in support of DVC's

Computer
Science [D4610]
Construction
All programs operating under Engineering
[D4105C]
Technology have suffered from a general lack
of support staff as departing staff members
have not been replaced over the years. This
has resulted in less effective courses and
degraded hands-on laboratory experiences.
This is primarily due to time constraints
placed on instructors as they scramble to
ensure that adequate materials are on hand,
that tools and equipment are available and in
good order, and labs are set up and taken
down. In addition, adequate safety of
laboratories such as the wood shop,
manufacturing, and electronics would greatly
Counseling The Program Assistant Counseling position
PHC [D4005]
would help to support students with academic
standing issues and assist the college with
student retention. This new position would
assist the Retention Coordinator with
contacting students, scheduling
appointments and performing follow up
retention activities. This position would also
provide Counseling front office continuity
and stability for Counseling office staff out
due to illness, vacation and personal leave.
The Basic Needs / CARE Team Manager
would manage DVC's evolving student basic
needs with work related to mental health, food
insecurity, and housing and make
recommendations to senior management to
address long-term student / campus needs

E.3 Justification
E.2 Justification
Ask# 1 is related to program impact, our
outdated technology continues to fail causing
delays and reducing our overall efficiency.
Funding this request would enable us to
replenish all of the monitors in A&R as well as
create sustainable workplaces for our employees
as well as maintain our current level of service.
Ask #2 directly relates to student impact and the
student experience. We increasingly find that the
way students access our services is changing.
The cost includes installation and ancillary
technology needs (scanners, printers). The SSC
building has very few public stations near a
service office and installing stations outside
would enable students to access our online

1# The 62 Macintosh Computer Workstations
will be installed in our new Art Building to
replace outdated machines currently in ATC 110
and ATC 108. Discussions have already
occurred with Beth Arman about supplementing
Measure E Bond money with Workforce money
to fund the upgrade. #2 The 85.000$ will be used
to purchase the Tricaster, This estimate includes
the control room furniture, instructor station,
sound system, projector and includes money for
moving and installing the existing parts from
ATC 107. The Tricaster is the live broadcast
system that is used for live TV production. We
currently have three courses that use this
system but there is growth opportunity. This
equipment would allow us to create a live TV
studio on campus and potentially collaborate
with journalism to have live broadcast and
newscast events.
The DVC planetarium continues to be an
invaluable resource for DVC students (taking GE
astronomy courses) and the community at large
(through regular community education classes
and elementary school field trips). Our
planetarium has also been part of the prepandemic Welcome Days student tours. Much
of the immersive media developed for the
planetarium is shared with the global planetarium
community. Some is sold for profit, but much of
it is free assuming that it is compatible with your
planetarium. Evans & Sutherland (our digital
planetarium manufacturer) develops a lot of
content and allows for the distribution of that
content to clients of its hardware. Evans and
Sutherland is currently selling (and developing
for) Digistar 6, the 6th major revision of its
software. Each major revision is just that...a
significant upgrade in both user interface and
capability from the previous. We are currently
using Digistar 3, released nearly 20 years ago in
This work was started by IT last year, but I
would like to make sure it is finished! Many or
our classrooms do not have computers and/or
document cameras in them. Therefore, adjunct
faculty are required to use their own computers.
However, our classrooms only support VGA
and/or HDMI technology (though it differs from
classroom to classroom). This leads to
inequitable access for our adjunct faculty
(unless they purchase their own
converters/dongles). If we had standardized
technology in each classroom, they could use
canvas on the classroom computers. This is also
an issue as many DVC issued laptops do not
Microsoft Surface Pro 7 Tablets - The 3D
Medical Anatomy applications are best viewed
on tablets. These enable students to touch and
rotate virtual bodies (as opposed to real
cadavers) to understand and learn the spatial
relationships involved in human anatomy more
intuitively. These tablets will be useful for group
work while students are not actively learning
with the cadavers (or while the cadaver room is
at occupancy capacity) and will increase the
amount of time students can actively learn about
human anatomy. These tablets can be especially
helpful for our students who learn more
kinesthetically, increasing their successful
completion of the course/program. The software
is designed to be physically interactive, allowing
students to achieve a much more robust
understanding of human anatomy than they
could achieve on a laptop with a mouse or
trackpad. This technology will greatly enhance
the students' conceptual understanding of the

E.4 Justification

E.6 Justification

E.5 Justification

First-generation, African-American, and Hispanic
students are presently and historically
underrepresented and less successful in chemistry
coursework at DVC, and in STEM fields at large. In
2020/21, African-American students made up 3.2%
of our department's FTES, while Hispanic students
made up 22.0%, compared with 5% and 26%
college-wide, respectively. While the PHC
chemistry department saw 76.3% of its students
succeed in their courses in the 20/21 academic
year, our Hispanic students passed just 68.5% of
the time, while African-American students had a
course success rate of about 62.7%. We also
recognize the data for 2020/21 clouds the real
picture as the new EW category masks the true
attrition rate many of us experienced in our online
classrooms. More work is needed, as we are
presently seeing the success rate for these groups
fluctuate about a mean that is still significantly
below the rest of the student body. To be
successful, particularly in STEM fields, these
The major justification for a full time position is the
known vacancy in our department after Spring
2022. As previously stated, a full-time faculty
member and co-director of the speech and debate
team has announced that he will be resigning his
position at the end of Spring 2022. Our department
will be down one full-time faculty member and the
speech and debate team will be down full-time
coach. It will be imperative for the success of the
students in our department to replace this position
as soon as possible. This upcoming vacancy
alone should put Communication Studies at the
top of the priority list for the next round of fulltime faculty hiring. This vacancy will impact our
department, specifically the speech and debate
team which encompasses various activities that
engage students in civic education. As previously
stated, based on the present structure of the team,
our program has two full time speech coaches who
rotate the administrative duties of the team. Based
on this known vacancy, a full time coach would
In order to support DVC's commitment to
educational excellence, student equity, and
student inclusion; the BUS/CIS department at SRC
is requesting one Full-Time CIS/Business
Instructor with experience in Economics so that
they can teach in either the CIS, Business or Econ
areas. The CIS, Bus, and ECON areas at SRC are
linked and could use the addition of a Full-Time
instructor to nurture the expected growth in these
areas. This would provide student support for
certificates/programs offered at SRC, per the DVC
Master Plan. Currently, the Business area has an
FTEF of 5.32 with 1 full-time faculty member, who
is mainly focused on teaching accounting, and 11
part-time faculty. The SRC CIS area has an FTEF
of 6.78 with two full-time faculty. The SRC
Economics area has an FTEF of 1.4 with no fulltime faculty. The campus' ECON offerings are
taught solely by 5 part-time faculty. A full-time
CIS/BUS faculty member will be able to teach a
breadth of courses that are currently taught by
YearUP program has grown. A full time faculty
teaching Comsc 101 and CNT 104 is needed for

V-Ray and Sketchup require ongoing licenses
and are used in multiple architecture classes.
Sketchup is utilized in ARCHI 120, 121, 220, 221
and 135, and V-Ray is used in ARCHI 136, 220
and 221. Both programs are also essential to
transfer curriculum and career training. Student
Impact: Software access is important for equity
since many students are unable to purchase this
software with their limited budget, and the
software is used on a daily basis in multiple
classes. Student achievement is also
significantly tied to software access since it is
required for current production of contemporary
architectural graphics, presentation material, and
design portfolios considered for transfer and
employment. In terms of scale and impact, this
software is utilized by every student in the
architecture program on an almost daily basis
over multiple hours in their course of two years
of study and beyond to transfer institutions and
employment, serving approximately 400-500

The Engineering Technology building is in need of
significant facilities upgrades. Some needs for the
architecture program include: 1. Well-ventilated
classrooms with natural light and operable
windows to mitigate risks from the coronavirus
pandemic and to offer safer spaces and higher
quality learning experiences for students. All
classrooms should be equipped with pin-up walls
for design review and display of student work for
feedback and input. Large chalkboards are needed
for drafting and drawing instruction. Work
benches and tables are required for flexibility in
instructional methods and to accommodate
architectural models and design activities. 2.
Access to computer labs for architecture students
in multiple classes and sections. In addition to the
utilization of approximately two computer labs for
scheduled instruction during the week,
architecture has a need for a third drop-in
computer lab for students to utilize during lab
times and outside of class. Computer labs should

The DVC planetarium continues to be an
invaluable resource for DVC students (taking GE
astronomy courses) and the community at large
(through regular community education classes
and elementary school field trips). Much of the
immersive media developed for the planetarium
is shared with the global planetarium
community. Some is sold for profit, but much of
it is free assuming that it is compatible with your
planetarium system. Evans and Sutherland (our
digital planetarium manufacturer) develops a lot
of content and allows for the distribution of that
content to clients of its hardware. Evans and
Sutherland is currently selling (and developing
for) Digistar 6, the 6th major revision of its
software. Each major revision is just that... a
significant upgrade in both user interface and
capability from the previous. We are currently
using Digistar 3, released 19 years ago, in 2002, 3
major versions behind what the manufacturer
and global community are developing for (most
This would allow us input classes into software
that would allow us to find conflicts for classes
that students often take together. Currently we
try to do conversations with faculty (and
student surveys) to minimize conflicts, but it is
time consuming and not easy to use.

Classrooms and labs in PS and LHS need
maintenance. There are many classrooms that have
missing ceiling tiles, need paint and/or have
broken furniture. The issues are clearly laid out in
the classroom inventory. Additionally, there are
many highly impacted classes (like chemistry,
microbiology and anatomy/physiology) that we
can't offer more sections of due to limited lab
space. Finally, with the projected destruction of
the current SC building (and moving into a lightly
renovated ATC building) we are losing space for
our faculty and classes. It is essential we have an
up to date STEM building that could house our
Science and Health Student Center.

Full-Time Counselor Request: We have had one
retirement within our department in the last
academic year. One counselor has approximately
960 student contacts per semester through
appointments and drop-ins. Counselors help
students persist in school and achieve their goals
of degree/certificate completion and transfer. FullTime Counselor: 50% Athletics/50% Generalist:
We are having a full-time counselor retire at the
end of Spring 2022. This counselor was assigned
50% of their load to serve Student-Athletes. With
their retirement, there will be a gap in providing
services to both general students and special
student populations (student-athletes). We,
therefore, need a full-time counselor - 50%
Athletics and 50% Generalist, to ensure student
access to counseling services and required
support to our DVC Student-athletes. Full-Time
Counselor/Coordinator: FYE/HS Program/Dual
Enrollment: development of a permanent
counseling position to provide needed support to

The construction trades are becoming more popular as
high-paying jobs that do not require an advanced degree
diminish. However, women and underserved populations
are not increasing participation in the trades as the
expected rate. Attending conferences will assist the
apprenticeship coordinator with ideas and programs that
facilitate the increased entrance of women and members

ARTDM and FTVE has new programs that need to
have marketing efforts to increased community
awareness and initiate enrollment. College wide
creative and technical support provided by this
program

As described in the Astronomy Program Overview,
the tall trees and enormous shrubs around the
observatory deck are not being trimmed regularly.
We have explained this problem in prior Astronomy
Program Reviews over the last several years to no
avail. Thus, this year we are including it as a formal
Service Needs request. It is a worsening problem that
the tall trees and large shrubs block the view of the
sky high above the horizon. The Observatory deck
with built-in piers on which our telescopes are set up
is used throughout the semester by our astronomy
classes, which serve several hundred students each
year, and the public during our open observing
nights. If one pictures the sky as a dome, currently,
the bottom half of this dome is blocked by tall trees
and huge shrubs allowing only for observations of
objects that are high in the sky. The current
overgrowth of the bushes closest to the observing
deck now block the view of the middle of the sky
from many of the piers so that only some piers can
be used to set up the telescopes. Our classes and the

Classrooms and labs in PS and LHS need maintenance.
There are many classrooms that have missing ceiling
tiles, need paint and/or have broken furniture. The issues
are clearly laid out in the classroom inventory.
Additionally, there are many highly impacted classes
(like chemistry, microbiology and anatomy/physiology)
that we can't offer more sections of due to limited lab
space. Finally, with the projected destruction of the
current SC building (and moving into a lightly renovated
ATC building) we are losing space for our faculty and
classes. It is essential we have an up to date STEM
building that could house our Science and Health
Student Center. For chemistry labs, we need new stools
as the old ones are breaking and we no longer have
3D4 Medical Anatomy Program - Students in
The Department's Allied Health course offerings have
BIOSC 139 (Human Anatomy) use models and been expanded to the capacity permitted by LHS
cadavers to view basic anatomy, but sometimes Anatomy, Physiology and Microbiology lab room space.
To be able to offer additional sections of our most highly
certain parts are difficult to view, dissect, or
impacted courses (Biosc 139 - Human Anatomy, Biosc
manipulate. A 3D anatomy program enables
students to touch and rotate virtual bodies and 140 - Human Physiology, and Biosc 146 - Principles of
Microbiology), additional lab rooms need to be built or
understand spatial relationships within the
converted from existing spaces. With additional space,
human body and how and where tissue and
other structures relate to one another. 3D atlas additional sections of these classes would be able to be
offered and more students would be able to enroll and
applications deal with entire body structures
including muscles, nerves, vessels, and organs. complete their educational goals in a more reasonable
amount of time. The college's current Educational Master
As the application manuals are easy to
understand and the contents specific, they can Plan notes the need for our students to feel connected to
and supported by the college. One proven way of
be helpful in the learning of gross anatomy.
helping students feel connected to an institution is to
Software can also be updated to the latest
create "sticky" spaces for students to meet, study and
versions as necessary. This technology will
linger in between classes. Seating within LHS hallways is
greatly enhance the students' conceptual
currently inadequate to support our student need and
understanding of the human body, especially
there are only two tables for diners at the Crow's Nest.
those who learn more kinesthetically and help
Additional seating in this area would support student
them successfully move "through" their
Educational Plan and "out" of the
success by creating more "sticky" space. Request for

As mentioned in B2, we received a new set of
computers for our labs in a previous program
review but determined that our current very old
NMR software is not compatible with our new
machines. We are currently running our organic
chemistry labs on 20-year-old computers and a
dated software platform (NUTS) that does not
meet current student needs. Processing time is
very slow. We fear these older computers
actually may not make it through our instruction
this spring. We need to make our new set of lab
computers functional for laboratory instruction
needs. We have a quote for a new software
platform MNova that would provide a perpetual
site license for all of our lab computers and
provide students personal usage while they are
enrolled at DVC. We desperately need this new
software to continue to offer our laboratory
curriculum reliably in CHEM 227 for spring 2022
and beyond. We are very concerned about
disruption to instruction this spring on our older

E.7 Justification

E.8 Justification

E.9 Justification
E.10 Justification
This support is critical to maintaining the
service levels that are expected of A&R. We
touch so many different areas that our
permanent staff are stretched thin trying to
meet the needs. Our seasonal support allows
us to staff extended hours at the start of the
semester, during registration period and our
after-hours chat services. This request directly
addresses the student experience.

As students return to campus and take advantage of the Our LA building needs attention to its
new in classroom modalities being offered, the poor
deterioration over the years. THe last two years
condition of the furniture in the LA building needs to be showcase its condition and need for care.
addressed. The rooms typically appear unclean, the walls
reflect the grease of the heads of the students that
usually sit in the back, the walls have indentations from
constant chairs bumping into the walls, and the room
carpets need replacement. This is nothing new, but the
non-use in the last two years really bringing forth the
need immediate attention. The number and cost is an
estimate of what the furniture may cost for replacement
in at least 20 of the rooms in the LA. The cost for white
boards to replace the chaulk boards is approximate.

Funding for student technicians to assist in the
supervision and operation of the laser cutters,
3D printers nd CNC routers are requested to
increase accessibility to the labs and provide
much needed supervision and assistance in
running the equipment to prevent loss and
liability. Student Impact: This request seeks to
support excellence in our lab facilities by
providing support for the multiple projects that
students bring to our lab environments for
fabrication, and also by providing students the
opportunity to engage in learning how to work in
a supportive and educative role as technical lab
assistants. Access to these shops and labs is
expanded with student workers, providing
greater availability for all student populations to
have an opportunity to safely use our laser
cutters, 3D printers, and traditional and computer
controlled tools. These laboratories also support
project completion in a number of architecture
classes which rely on available open access to

We would like to hold our first ever "Work on a Film Set"
day where students could experience a mini-version of a
film set, working alongside with professional crew and film
equipment, as they create a short film. We would hire a
local production company to arrange a one-day film shoot
on which our students would serve as crew members. DVC
students would write and direct the mini-film shoot, as well
as act in the production. The student crew would be
overseen by professional crew who would serve as mentors
to the students. We would bring in a full grip truck of
camera equipment, a wardrobe and make up trailer, and use
DVC Culinary students to provide catering. This unique
experience would give students their first hands-on
experience as a crew member on a professional production,
and allow students to work side-by-side mentors in several
different production departments. This could become an
annual event, and a unique attraction for our program. A
typical film shoot is extremely expensive (Even $100k/day is
still considered "low budget"), so this would definitely not
be Hollywood production. We could probably have 8-10
professional crew members and 30-60 students involved.

The Sunspotter telescopes are designed
specifically for observations of the Sun. They
are lightweight, simple and safe to use, easy for
the students to set up, and do not require
electricity. Our high-tech regular telescopes
weigh around 40 pounds, get set up on the piers
around the observatory, require electricity, and
require training of the students to learn how to
set up and dismantle (and cost around $5K
each). This training/setup/dismantling of our
regular telescopes takes a full 3 hour laboratory
session, so observing with the telescopes has to
be the only activity planned and cannot be used
during a shorter class session (like a 1.5 hr
hybrid lab which we began offering during fall
2021 in the form of Astro-112). Additionally, the
popularity of daytime labs has grown, attracting
many students who feel safer taking classes
during the day, rather than our typical nighttime
lab with ends at 10 PM. During the daylight
hours, the objects available for students to

Increase Operation Budget by $7,500/year Over the last 10 years our most expensive class
offerings, Anatomy, Physiology and
Microbiology, have all doubled in terms of the
sections taught (from 7 to 14, from 5 to 10 and
from 9 to 18, respectively). The Microbiology
budget had to be internally augmented from
$8,000 to $17,000 just to get by. Over the same
time frame, the cost of supplies, specimens,
cadavers and Oceanography research cruises
increased dramatically. At one time the
department had the budget to support 10
student workers. These monies had to be
diverted to supplies budgets to help cover the
rising costs. The Oceanography supplies
budget didn't cover the cost of the specimens
for one section of Marine Biology lab let alone
the supplies required to support the 10-11
Ocean 102 lab sections offered each academic
year. We offer 20-22 sections of Biosc 102 each
academic year (our non-major's Biology

This will have student and program impact as we
have demonstrated success in strategic student
outreach using our current social media
management system, with huge growth across
multiple platforms. However to best connect
with students, we need better technology to
manage our social media. An upgraded software
would be more effective for staff and provide
more streamlined communication in service of
students. Social Media Metrics: Through all of
our social media outlets combined, our program
has reached 10,635 individuals in the past year.
Users clicked on links shared 777 times, viewed
videos shared 2,313 times, and liked content
displayed 282,158 times. The total audience that
follows all social media outlets combined is
1,667. Instagram: 1,470 published posts Content
on this social media platform was displayed
142,098 times to users. Users engaged with
posts 5,934 times. Number of followers is 652
Twitter: 574 published posts Content on this

integrate the Guided Pathways and be present
in campus Success Centers. The proposition
is that the new FTE Program Coordinator
position would be housed on a rotating basis
in the Success Centers.

Communication
Studies [D3033]

Computer
Information
Systems and
Business
[S4710]

E.1 Justification

Additional SARS & SQL/Tableau Data
generation/analysis would allow a more effective
program review, ongoing data management and
understanding of program metrics.

Zoom Technical Training - Additional training would
allow for dynamic engagement on a virtual front for
the center, eliminating any barriers to access
services. SARS Administrative Training - Additional
training would allow a more effective program review,
ongoing data management and understanding of
program metrics.

Although improvements were made to the HVAC
system last year, there is now an intense shaking
that occurs in the building. This manifests itself in
several ways. Ceiling mounted projectors in some
classrooms vibrate so much that the images they
project are difficult to watch. Faculty offices on
one half of the hallway shake so much that
instructors' monitors vibrate while they are
working. And there is a regular screeching noise in
the hallway that is very distracting and hard to
tune out. When the HVAC system turns on in the
lecture rooms, the noise is so loud that it is difficult
for students and instructors to hear each other. In
a separate issue, the tutoring center, which is
located in PS110, has some flooding and drainage
issues, and it smells like mildew on a rainy day.
This is the only indoor location we have near our
classrooms and offices where students can gather
in groups and work. Many of our faculty hold
office hours in this room to accommodate larger
groups of students. However, the current state of

The SRC library was designed with the intention
of offering a collection of books and other print
materials for the SRC community to use. These
materials support the curriculum across campus
and across the disciplines. In Spring '21, the
library was able to secure one-time funding of
$15,000 in order to begin building this collection.
With these funds, we were able to purchase an
"opening day" collection of 550 books. However,
the library has enough shelving to accommodate
three times as many books, and in fact much of
the shelving at the SRC Library is bare. We are
requesting an annual materials budget of $10,000
in order to maintain and grow our book
collection. Currently, the SRC Library has a
materials budget of $0. For the '20-'21 academic
year, the Pleasant Hill Library has gifted the SRC
Library a portion of its collection budget.
However, it is essential that the SRC Library has
its own secure and adequate source of materials
funding. The library must be able to add books to

The SRC library requests Adjunct Librarian support
in the amount of 16 hours per week of the semester
(512 hours/academic year) in order to staff the
Library Help Desk with a credentialed librarian 100%
of open hours (Currently M-W, 9-8pm; Th, 9-6pm). In
order to uphold DVC's commitment to educational
excellence, equity and inclusion, the new library must
be adequately staffed. Currently, the library has a
permanent staff of one: the full-time librarian. It is not
feasible for the librarian alone to staff the Library
Help Desk, an essential service point. As faculty,
librarians are expected to participate in shared
governance, professional development and service
to professional organizations. Librarians also have
instructional duties, teaching frequent research and
information literacy workshops at the request of
faculty across campus and in support of DVC's
Information and Technology Fluency ILO, for which
they require time to prepare as well as time to teach.
In the '20- '21 year, the Pleasant Hill Library has been
providing adjunct librarian support to the SRC

1. The pedestal grinder is a critical piece of
equipment that is required for detailing and
finishing on-site manufactured pieces. The
present grinder has been in operation for many
years (several decades) and it has finally stopped
working. 2. Tools and equipment have a limited
lifespan, and this lifespan may be shortened
when in the hands of unskilled students. The
specific items needing replacement are too
numerous to identify here, but when their
replacement has been delayed, larger funding is
required to restore equipment. Simply put, old,
worn out tools are ineffective, and can be
dangerous. Maintaining tools and equipment in

Career Closet - The Career Closet inventory is
currently based solely on clothing donations
from the generous DVC community. However,
this does not entirely meet the needs of our
diverse student body. We have students with
varied body types, ages, and genders who
deserve professional clothing that fit them
appropriately and in which they can
authentically feel confident. We do not want any
student to visit the Career Closet and then leave
empty-handed. Therefore, this request is so we
can purchase supplemental gift cards or other
alternatives so students can still have their
needs meet even when we do not have sufficient
donations in the inventory. In addition, these
funds will be used to purchase mannequins used
in the display of the clothes for the career closet,
weekly and monthly events. COVID Office
Safety Equipment: Headsets (7),
Waterproof/Washable Keyboards & Mice (7),
HEPA Air Filters for Office. Printer - Free printing

Student Workers - Peer Advisors are essential
to the functions of our center. Their student
perspectives are critical to the outreach
strategies and providing peer-to-peer support
functions for students trying to navigate
stressful processes of college applications and
job searches. In addition, students gain
valuable professional experience working in
our center. These funds allow us to offer
campus employment opportunities to students
who may not otherwise be eligible for federal
work study (ex: undocumented students) so
we can be a more inclusive and representative
staff. Our student worker budget essentially
allows us to hire one student for the year. To
effectively operate the Career & Transfer
Center, we need a team of student Peer
Advisors of at least 6-8 students. To
supplement this line item, we have historically
been able to hire additional Peer Advisors with
funding from International Students Office and

The chemistry department uses student
workers in the following three vital areas:
Stockroom Chemical Preparation workers,
General Stockroom workers, and Peer Tutors.
Peer tutoring is going under the Science and
Health Center, but we want to make sure we
amplify that they will need additional funding
to keep chemistry tutoring offerings at current
levels moving forward. Below budget
information is also found in section C.
Chemical Prep workers: Now that we have our
requested laboratory technicians, the time to
prepare chemicals for over 1200 students every
week has been reduced from 2300 hrs/yr (44
hrs/wk) to 1800 hrs/yr (35 hrs/wk). This is
being filled by a small and select number of
more experienced chemistry student workers.
At the 20/21 hourly rate ($14.50/hr) that costs
$26,100. We are currently allocated only $2660.
While it is difficult to estimate what our
specific hourly worker needs will be as we
College operational budgets have fallen behind
over the past 20-30 years, not even keeping up
with inflation. That is why the across-theboard increases over the past few years has
been helpful. However, COMM believes there
needs to be a time when FTES and FTEF need
to be factored into future fund allocations so
that budgets adapt to programs and growing
programs are not further restrained. As for our
immediate needs due to growth, providing
additional funding for our programs is a top
priority. To meet growing student requests, we
added a COMM 163 (Forensics) section to
each semester last year. This ongoing funding
will allow our growing team to send DVC's
qualified students to represent DVC at the
State and National Tournaments. With that
opportunity to compete for a now nationally
recognized program, students are now
receiving full-ride scholarships to 4-year
programs. Finally, sending all qualified
Currently, the SRC Library's operational needs
are being met by the greater San Ramon
Campus budget. Due to the pandemic, there
has been a dramatic decrease in the number of
in-person classes being offered on campus. As
a result, fewer faculty and students are on
campus, which has led to a surplus in the SRC
operational budget through the decreased use
of supplies and resources; this budget surplus
has been used to meet the needs of the new
library. This is a temporary and unsustainable
situation: as students and faculty return to
campus at closer to pre-pandemic levels, this
surplus will go away, while the needs of the
library will continue to exist and increase
proportionate to increased use by returning
faculty and students. The library requires its
own operational budget in order to buy the
supplies it needs to operate a student-centered
learning environment with high quality library
and information services and resources. It is

Statewide conferences are necessary in order to ensure
that our program keeps abreast of recent trends and
changes in the construction and pre-apprenticeship
fields. This amount can fund three trips at approx $1,500,
or two trips at $2500 each.

Student trips to union facilities are an integral part of the
construction pre-apprenticeship program. This amount will
fund six trips at $1,000. each. The entirety of the requested
amount will be expended on tour bus rental.

we estimate a need for flyers for two events
each semester as well as flyers to promote the
community, both on campus and in the
community.We would like funds to cover two
to three events each semester; costs include
travel, food, and honararia.
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One strategy for increasing student success in chemistry is
to encourage students to spend more time around the
physical science building. Attending office hours, meeting
up with a study group, or simply networking with friends
from class can all make a huge difference in student
success. However, the space around and within the
physical science building does not offer students the
amenities they need to feel comfortable. There are not
enough sitting areas for students to mingle and chat while
they wait for class or office hours. On any given day, the
hallway outside the faculty offices is filled with students
sitting on the floor waiting their turn for office hours.
Students who are already feeling timid about coming to
office hours will often give up and wander off. There are
few places to sit outside lab and lecture rooms; the single
bench that was installed a few years ago is always
occupied. When students want to meet up with classmates
for study sessions, there are few good options of where to
work. Students will often leave the physical science area in
search of food or coffee because there are no nearby
options. This is especially inconvenient for students who

Counseling
Office
Supervisor
[D4000A]

The Program Assistant Counseling position
would help to support students with academic
standing issues and assist the college with
student retention. This new position would
assist the Retention Coordinator with
contacting students, scheduling
appointments and performing follow up
retention activities. This position would also
provide Counseling front office continuity
and stability for Counseling office staff out
due to illness, vacation and personal leave.
The Basic Needs / CARE Team Manager
would manage DVC's evolving student basic
Culinary Arts
Due to the systemic changes created by
[D3620]
COVID-19 the culinary department needs to
adapt its business model to remain selfsustaining. The major adjustment is moving
from only serving an on-campus student
clientele to offering our services to offcampus customer. We plan to offer services
both at their location (ie via Food Truck) or
using booking our own facilities (ie Norseman
and Diablo Room). These changes will bring
greater exposure to the program as well as
create meaningful relationships for students
entering the workforce. To accomplish that
end we need a full-time and year-round
Custodial
Replenish day coverage due to COVID and
[D1010]
the necessary needs of disinfecting the
campus when we come to campus full-time.
Screening is in process now for 2 Custodian II
positions: 1 retired replacement and 1 for a
promoted individual. (7 Custodian II total - 2
to replace retirement/promotion, 2 additional
swing positions, 3 additional full time for
f
f h
DSS/Workability ddi i l
III [D4007A]

Three full-time tenured faculty retired in 2021 and
one more is hinting they will retire in 2022. The
program would took for appropriate candidates
from each discipline: Baking and Pastry, Culinary
Arts, and Hospitality Management.

Moving from theory to application is the hallmark
of the culinary program at DVC and that is what
makes it a unique offering. Currently, we have
three food service businesses that are closed due
to the COVID-19 pandemic and the industry is
moving towards Food Trucks as a viable
alternative to a traditional setting, by having a
Food Truck our program could still be operation
brining in a much-needed revenue stream.
Additionally, this the largest requested item by
industry and students to provide direction and
leadership for the future.

Dental Assisting CODA Standard 3-10 states: Qualified
and Dental
institutional support personnel must be
Hygiene [D3515] assigned to the program to support both the
instructional program and the clinical facilities
providing a safe environment for the
provision of instruction and patient care.
Though we continue to move forward with
technological innovations, we remain behind
the industry with our move to electronic
health record implementation. Time, expertise,
and training are needed to continue moving
forward. With the conversion to remote
teaching faculty barely have time for content
and assessment revision to support the online
environment. Faculty time is better spent
providing direct student support than
learning to configure our programs to support
our needs. Currently, we employ one hourly
staff working 20 hours per week to check in
patients, take in paperwork and follow up with
patients. We are requesting this position be
Distance
This position will be responsible for support
Education
and promotion of DVC's efforts to create
[D1080DE]
inclusive, universally designed, and
accessible learning experiences. This position
will work in collaboration with faculty and
Instructional Technologists to train, mentor,
and create accessible courses.

EOPS/CARE
[D4009]

Early Childhood
Education
[D4510]

Economics
[D4515E]

Electricity/Electr
onics and
Energy Systems
[D4105Y]

Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]

Engineering
[D4105E]

English Division
Admin/Social
Science Division
Admin [D3700]

Release Time to Prepare for Accreditation: Our
Dental Hygiene and Dental Assisting programs
are both accredited by the Commission on Dental
Accreditation (CODA) and will be having a site
visit from CODA in 2024. Site visits are required
every seven years to maintain our accreditation
and the continuation of our programs. The
accreditation process requires extensive
evaluation and reporting of each program relating
to all aspects of the student experience. This
ensures the educational excellence of our
programs, but the process is also extremely timeconsuming. All Dental Hygiene and Dental
Assisting faculty and staff will be involved in the
process. The proposed reassigned time is
necessary to complete a thoughtful and thorough
process and create a complete document for
submission. We are requesting a total of 40%
reassigned time in Fall and 60% in Spring to be
divided among the key players. FT Dental
Assisting Faculty: The Dental Board of California
The DE Coordinator reassigned time is funded at
.50 by DVC. In recent years, another .50 has been
funded using one-time funds from three sources:
CVC-OEI Grant, CARES Act, and HEERF II. This
request is for DVC to continue this additional .50
to make the DE Coordinator a permanent 1.0
reassigned time position. The 2nd request is for a
STEM/CE Faculty Support Specialist for Online
Learning. This position will lead the effort to
improve "hard-to-convert" classes so they will
benefit from online and/or hybrid learning
strategies and technologies. The final two
requests are NOT for "reassigned time" but for
OAS to maintain the Digital Learning Lab and the
Our unit offers both a Technical Theatre
Our unit offers both a Technical Theatre
The industrial cooktop is an essential piece of
Certificate and Technical Theatre A.A.
Certificate and Technical Theatre A.A. Degree.
equipment for the costuming area. It is used for
Degree. We need more permanent technical We currently do not have a full time technical
dyeing fabrics and costumes for our production
theatre staff to mentor technical theatre
theatre faculty to mentor technical theatre
courses (DR 270, 275, 202) and for the costuming
students, and help provide them with a
students, and help provide them with a pathway course (DR 113). The current cooktop is over 20
pathway toward their certificate, transfer or
toward their certificate, transfer or degree. A
years old and was originally requested for
degree. Scene Shop Technician: The part-time faculty employed in this position would increase replacement in 2009 due to severe rust issues.
Scene Shop Technician would offer much
enrollment in technical theatre classes, increase
The two front burners have now rusted through
needed support for our department, in
the amount of degrees offered, provide
entirely, one burner has shorted out and ceases
addition to other departments (Music, Dance, opportunity for additional technical theatre
to heat, and all wobble when used. The back two
Communications, etc.) and college events
curriculum, and increase the students' success
burners are also damaged due to their age and
(Convocation, Scholarship, Speakers &
rates within the unit.
will not last much longer. We are asking to
Special Events, etc.) that frequently hold
replace this much needed equipment. The drama
events at the PAC. Currently, Scott Heiden
department has a variety of hats and wigs that
serves as our full time Theater Staging
are used for both our production courses (DR
Specialist. Every year Scott's workload and
270, 275, 2020) and our costuming course (DR
assignments increase with continued
113). Unfortunately, the department does not
additions and requests added to the
have the sufficient hat and wig racks needed to
Performing Arts Center from these various
store these items properly. Currently, are only
departments, as well as from an increase of
option is to store hats, headdresses and wigs in
facility use by community and district events.
boxes that crush and damage them. These items
Basic Needs/CARE Team Coordinator Mental health needs have continued to
increase for students within the EOPS suite
programs, especially during the COVID19
pandemic. Students are juggling many
responsibilities and stressors that impact their
academic success and persistence. The EOPS
staff regularly make referrals to CARE team
and other basic needs resources, and it would
be extremely beneficial to the campus and
students to have a central point of contact to
coordinate and case manage these services.
START Program Coordinator - The START
program currently serves all DVC foster
youth, a disproportionally impacted
population identified in the Equity plan, with
an 80% FTE program coordinator and part
time (<10 hrs per week) counselor who is also
shared with EOPS and CalWORKs. These
students need a 100% dedicated program
coordinator to provide staff capacity in the
Advising program to sustain institutional
Children's Center provides services to the
support provided currently by First 5, would
community of students many of the parents and
cost approximately 40% of current First 5
their children are from disproportionately
historical budget. This wouldn't cover all the
impacted groups
old services (like leadership development and
cohort classes) or all the Professional
Coordinator does, will sustain the most critical
services to student success. Instructional
Assistant (First 5 Assistant position will be
eliminated in June 2022) ~24-35 hours weekly
to provide direct services to all ECE students,
including advising and academic support
services intake for ESL and other at risk
students, assistance with all college
processes, Child Development Permit
application assistance and staffing of the ECE
Student Resource Center Lending Library and
Study group services. Vital services provided
by First 5 to overall program student success,
disproportionately impacted students are
targeted by these services historically.
The Economics Department's Program is facing
serious consequences as a result of the recent
retirement of our colleague Ratha Ramoo and the
forthcoming retirement of Maria Giuili. Our
department has historically had 3 full-time faculty
members and will be down to 1 beginning in 2022,
with as few as 10% of courses taught by full-time
faculty in the department. Andrea Sorce, the fulltime faculty member hired in 2020, will be alone in
the department, untenured, and faced with an
overload of administrative responsibilities and
limitations. As described in the challenges section
in Part A.3, this has left us with critical, urgent
staffing needs. Our program will be unable to
continue as-is without the immediate addition of
multiple full-time hires. The current structure is
unsustainable and potentially detrimental for our
students, program, and the college if not
addressed. In terms of department functioning,
several important functions are now problematic: 1Andrea will not be able to participate in the hiring
Currently we have one 10 month 50%
The Electronics program needs to hire an
In general we are trying to prepare our students
vocational equipment technician (funded by additional full-time faculty member to assist in
to compete with other students in the United
States. If we do not have the necessary tools that
SWP) and an 11 month 100% vocational
overseeing the new Industrial Automation &
other universities and community colleges have
equipment technician. We are asking for a
Robotics certificate of Accomplishment. The
Senior Laboratory Coordinator for
additional full-time faculty member would assist in how do we expect our students to compete with
the graduates of those institutions. They enter
Architecture/construction and engineering
overseeing the new Industrial Automation &
the workforce handicapped. We also want to
(full time but 10 or 11 month position, with the Robotics certificate of Accomplishment, Energy
current 100% vocational tech position moving Systems, and Industrial Maintenance
expose students to the tools and equipment they
to 60%). This position was approved right
Machinist/Mechanic (mTECH) programs, teaching will encounter in industry, so there is a smooth
before the COVID-19 shutdown, but will be
transition from academia to industry. The
the capstone robotics, machine repair, energy
integral when we start on campus classes
following kits and tools help with creating equity
systems and PLC classes. It is more and more a
again. This person will have the following
burden to find technicians each semester to teach in our program. 1. Fluke Meters are the industry
duties: 1. Track and allocate budget for all
these high specialized industrial automation and leaders in Digital Multimeters. One would be hard
areas in the department. 2. Coordinate with
robotics courses. We need to hire a someone who pressed to find something else in the tool belt of
an engineering technician or electrician. Fluke
the two vocational equipment technicians (24 is directly connected to industry and research
hrs. each) to make sure all areas are have
within this emerging field. As we expand both our 87V is the go to meter for precise measurement. 2.
Oscilloscopes are tools that are used around the
support. 3. Be a central person for M&O
electrician and electronics training, we need an
electronics world to troubleshoot circuits. These
issues 4. The main contact between IT and
individual who can also teach residential wiring,
kits will give students the opportunity to use the
the department (with hopefully some IT
commercial wiring, industrial wiring, and PCB's.
access to be a main troubleshooter for
We are now increasingly dependent on part-time oscilloscope on an actual circuit that has been
computer labs) 5. Inventory and order
instructors who increasingly unable to teach our designed to teach students what signals may be
Currently we have one 10 month 50%
The Engineering Technology program needs to
Consumable items and tooling are needed for the
vocational equipment technician (funded by hire an additional full-time faculty member to assist Engineering Technology's student. Students
in teaching the many Engineering Technology
SWP) and an 11 month 100% vocational
require material and corresponding tooling to
new Industrial Automation & Robotics classes.
equipment technician. We are asking for a
properly machine and prototype their
The additional full-time faculty member would
Senior Laboratory Coordinator for
assignments. These critical replacement
assist in overseeing and teaching for the new
Architecture/construction and engineering
consumables were historically part of the annual
(full time but 10 or 11 month position, with the Industrial Automation & Robotics, CNC
operational budget for the machining programs.
current 100% vocational tech position moving machining, and Industrial Maintenance
to 60%). This position was approved right
Machinist/Mechanic (mTECH) programs. Classes
before the COVID-19 shutdown, but will be
would include robotics, machine repair, energy
integral when we start on campus classes
systems and PLC classes. It is more and more of a
again. This person will have the following
burden to find technicians each semester to teach
duties: 1. Track and allocate budget for all
these high specialized industrial automation and
areas in the department. 2. Coordinate with
robotics courses. We need to hire a someone who
the two vocational equipment technicians (24 is directly connected to industry and research
hrs. each) to make sure all areas are have
within this emerging field. We are relying too
support. 3. Be a central person for M&O
heavily on part-timer faculty to teach the bulk of
issues 4. The main contact between IT and
our classes, as our one full time Engineering
the department (with hopefully some IT
Technology instructor is over his teaching load
access to be a main troubleshooter for
required to teach any of the new Industrial
computer labs) 5. Inventory and order
robotics or CNC machining classes. The
Currently we have one 10 month 50%
Since two of the IU's full-time faculty will retire in The equipment in the Materials lab are old and
vocational equipment technician (funded by the next 2-3 years, and as market and specifically outdated, requiring frequent repairs. Many of
SWP) and an 11 month 100% vocational
industry demand is at an all time high for people
them have been used for more than 25 years and
equipment technician. We are asking for a
with engineering degrees, the IU is having major they have passed their end-of-life years ago. For
Senior Laboratory Coordinator for
challenges finding qualified adjunct positions to many of them, even parts are not available in the
Architecture/construction and engineering
teach engineering transfer courses. Hiring a new marketplace and when they fail it leaves the
(full time but 10 or 11 month position, with the full-time faculty will make the continuation of the faculty no option to offer the critical experiments
current 100% vocational tech position moving IU unit without interruption possible. This is a
dependent on them
to 60%). This position was approved right
priority as far as students' success is concerned.
before the COVID-19 shutdown, but will be
During the past three years, two of our adjunct
integral when we start on-campus classes
faculties left in the middle of the semester because
again. This person will have the following
they had offers from the industry paying them far
duties: 1. Track and allocate budget for all
more than they were making as a part-time faculty.
areas in the department. 2. Coordinate with
the two vocational equipment technicians (24
hrs each) to make sure all areas are have
support. 3. Be a central person for M&O
issues 4. The main contact between IT and
the department (with hopefully some IT
b
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No Staff Needs Listed/NA

English as a
Second
Language
[D3705L]

NA

Financial Aid
[D4005F]

Foundation
[D1001B]

With the proposed change in the business model the
The current Marketplace was designed for serving
area of the facility where the Market Place exists would a large population of students with bulk food
need to be re-purposed for a Pick-up Food Service
service in an on-campus setting. One of the major
versus its current business model which is more cafeteria- consequences of COVID-19 is that students are
style. The purpose of the espresso machine, ice cream
not on campus in large enough numbers to warrant
that type of service. Additionally, that style of
machine and the portable bar is to teach students
service is currently being offered by the college
important skills that are easily transferrable to the
industry for employment purposes while also being able cafeteria and so a duplication of efforts is
contraindicated. Lastly, students are least
to offer those items for sale to our student population.
Our current program offers very little exposure in the way interested in that form of learning environment as
of "beverages" and this is an area of interest for both
that business model comes with many tedious
students and customers alike.
tasks (spooning food on paper plates, handling
money etc.) By changing the Marketplace
business model that is something that is
Dablefox will help provide tracking of supplies, The DSS carts need an alternative place to be kept. They
time, and services for the custodial department. take up room in the custodial warehouse where we need
to store supplies, especially since the COVID and the
requirement to have excessive supplies on hand. This
has been an issue since they tore down the old
warehouse where they once were stored and we also lost
storage space for custodial supplies when that old
warehouse was torn down.

Vehicles are needed to get staff around the
campus, move furniture and equipment, store
necessary tools to have at work locations. Some
of these vehicles have lived out their life cycle
and are due to be replaced/upgraded. The new
equipment is needed in order to provide a safer
process to perform their job duties.

Dance [D3034]

Drama [D3031]

With the student population deciding not to
return to campus we will need to reach students
via our private website and social media.
Additionally, we might need to interact with a
sales function through an App (ie Grub Hub).

Anthropology areas have experienced retirements
and need to have these replaced in order to
provide continuity and support for the overall
programs. The Social Justice program leads are
currently quite stretched in trying to coordinate
the promotion and coordination of the program
along with carrying the load for the Ethnic Studies
project. The Community integration portion of the
i lWe were
i
i fillillin the
b costs.
d
l It's dmy d NA
Note:
unable to
understanding that these costs depend on a
faculty member's compensation. I went to the PR
office hours to ask for guidance. Florence was
super helpful (and lovely) and sent my question
on to the Office of Instruction and others. The
response I got was that re-assigned time didn't
belong in PR. But when I sent a screenshot of this
page and asked for further clarification, I never got
a response. RE-ASSIGNED POSITION ONE:
COORDINATORS OF STUDENT SUPPORT
PROGRAMS ESL AND ENGLISH AB 705
completely reshaped our program, requiring us to
welcome all students to transfer-level English and
to support their success at that level. To meet this
mandate, we not only added five new transferlevel courses to our schedule (each with a
different target audience or level of support), but
also:; Created a Guided Self Placement tool so
students can select classes most appropriate to
their needs.; Offered ESL and English advising to
RE-ASSIGNED POSITION ONE: COORDINATOR NA
OF STUDENT SUPPORT PROGRAMS FOR ESL
Note: We were unable to fill in the costs. It's my
understanding that these costs depend on a
faculty member's compensation. I went to the PR
office hours to ask for guidance. Florence was
super helpful (and lovely) and sent my question
on to the Office of Instruction and others. The
response I got was that re-assigned time didn't
belong in PR. But when I sent a screenshot of this
page and asked for further clarification, I never got
a response. AB 705 completely reshaped our
program, requiring us to welcome all students to
transfer-level English and to support their success
at that level. To meet this mandate, we not only
added five new transfer-level courses to our
schedule (each with a different target audience or
level of support), but also:; Created a Guided Self
Placement tool so students can select classes
most appropriate to their needs.; Offered ESL and
English advising to help students select and

The wall in the kitchen hallway near the three offices is
chipped with exposed sheetrock and chipping paint. The
top portion of the wall should be repainted and the bottom
portion should be covered with FRP sheeting exactly like
the rest of the kitchen. This is unsanitary and gives the
wrong impression of our program to students and visitors
alike. Additionally, continued determination of the wall
could result in a health violation that would negatively
affect our ability to function a success business.

These classes are important to keep up skills, improve
skills and knowledge, provide better coverage for job
specifications, and provide training where training is
needed for staff to meet job specifications and perform
their job duties and provides certification and the ability
to train other custodians.

These augments will cover basic needs to run
the campus for required supplies, repairs,
services, etc.

Tutoring is an effective intervention with many students,
including those enrolled in DSS. The DSS success center
is part of the new Guided Pathways model of increased

The Roland speaker listed above is to support
the outdoor presentations and instruction that
the Dance Department has currently been
performing. The program has had to move
several of its performances and presentations
outside due to social distancing quarantine
limitations. Additionally, the program is
presenting more works outside as part of our
commitment to our interest area and students. To
date we have had to borrow equipment from
other divisions or borrow lesser quality
equipment from students.

We were given approval to purchase an Itero
intraoral scanner with a 1-year software
subscription through SWF/Perkins for 2021.
Additional access to the software subscription
will be required to continue usage of the
equipment. Dental offices have been using
intraoral scanners as a new technology for
making impressions. Dentists who support our
externship program have requested our Dental
Assisting students be trained on the use of
intraoral scanners. Strategic Directive: These
purchases will help students through our
program and out into employment upon
graduation. Student Impact: This purchase
promotes equity, excellence, and student
learning by providing technology resources to
allow our students to learn the skill set which
will allow them to be competitive when applying
for employment. Program Impact: This purchase
will allow the program to improve by providing
instruction to stay current with industry
Distributing Chromebooks and Hotspots are
All of the technologies listed were instituted at
critical to students' experience and achievement. the College-level post-Covid and represent a
Students simply cannot complete coursework,
minimal, ongoing investment in technology to
whether online or in-person without proper
maintain quality online courses. These
computing and connectivity resources.
technologies are essential in maintaining the
current student learning experience and
achievement levels. Data can be provided on
faculty usage.

This addition to the sterilization area will help with the
management of people in our sterilization area. It is
currently a high-traffic area that many need to enter in
order to obtain their sterilized instruments. Instruments
are accessible by all since the current cabinet is a general
holding area that can be accessed by anyone that enters
sterilization. The locker system will minimize access to
retrieving only the students' belongings and keeping
main entry doors to sterilization locked and available
only to the assigned clinic assistant for the session. The
sterilization side would be where sterilized instruments
would be loaded into each locker by the designated
Clinic Assistant. This side will be able to be secured at
the end of the day. The hallway side is where students
will access their sterilized instruments utilizing a code or
key for their individual locker. Solution mindsetstudents will observe strategies to help mitigate the
spread of infectious diseases and engage in means
creating an efficient, safe flow of contaminated and
sterilized instruments.
This request is a specific amount based on blueprints
and furniture estimate from KI Furniture for the DVC:
Admin Building Staff Dev Lounge, Lab and Office. The
justification aligns with the EMP to grow a "Culture of
Learning and Continuous Improvement". Having a
newer, flexible, and responsive faculty/staff learning
classroom will promote engaging methods to teach
online or in-person pedagogy skills, productivity
software, learning software, and more.

START and EOPS/CARE are co-localized within the
same large office suite in the Student Services Center.
START serves ~50-60 foster youth students each term
with an unduplicated headcount of 70-80 annually. CAEP
works with adult entry students who have experienced
barriers. A large population of CAEP students are
individuals who were formerly incarcerated or systemimpacted. Both the START and CAEP student
populations have been identified in the college's Equity
Plan as disproportionately impacted. The START
Program Coordinator and the Adult Transition Specialist
have their offices in two back offices of the suite that
lack doors. These offices are located near the entry to
the suite copy/work room, which means staff frequently
walk past the offices. The lack of doors are problematic
for a number of reasons. The START Program
Coordinator and the CAEP Adult Transition Specialist
meet individually with each of their student to assess
student needs and goals. In most cases, START and
CAEP begin working with students at the outset of their
educational journey and assist students in entering and

Industrial automation and robotics provide
employers the ability to manufacture, assemble,
and move large amounts of products and parts
more efficiently and at a significantly faster rate.
The jobs found with nearly all manufacturing
and logistical fields is rapidly transitioning away
from low paying repetitive positions to those
who have technical skills to program, problem
solve, and repair these tools of industry. The
role of robotics within today's manufacturing
and industrial applications is growing
exponentially. Companies are increasingly
dependent on robotic arms for their precision
and speed. Consequently, the role of our
Advisory Group continues to recommend that
we purchase robotic arms to meet the needs of
the industrial workplace. DVC currently has one
dedicated robotic arm on a mobile table that can
be used for teaching our upcoming cohort of
students within our capstone ENGTC-180
Applications for Industrial Robotics class. In
Industrial automation and robotics provide
employers the ability to manufacture, assemble,
and move large amounts of products and parts
more efficiently and at a significantly faster rate.
The jobs found with nearly all manufacturing
and logistical fields is rapidly transitioning away
from low paying repetitive positions to those
who have technical skills to program, problem
solve, and repair these tools of industry. The
role of robotics within today's manufacturing
and industrial applications is growing
exponentially. Companies are increasingly
dependent on robotic arms for their precision
and speed ranging from manufacturing to filling
online orders in large automated warehouses.
Consequently, the role of our Advisory Group
continues to recommend that we purchase
robotic arms to meet the needs of the industrial
workplace. DVC currently has one dedicated
robotic arm on a mobile table that can be used
for teaching. We will soon be offering our
Access to the computer labs in the department is
highly demanded by various programs in the
department, particularly during prime scheduling
time between 8 am and 5 pm. For the engineering
program, some classes are offered at times that
are not desirable because the computer labs are
occupied. This is particularly important as the
program has to also coordinate its schedule with
Math, Physics, and Chemistry to avoid conflict
on courses taken by our students in all
programs/departments. The replacement of 35
outdated laptop computers allows expanding the
computer lab space in the department that would
resolve scheduling issues that we currently
experiencing.

If the culinary program to be self-sustaining it will need
to focus its marketing effort towards a customer base
that is not on campus and that will require all instructors
and culinary staff members to be more knowledgeable
regarding the correct uses of social media and the
generation of unloadable content. To that end the
department would like to have several departmental
trainings as well as opportunities for more in-depth
training on for those interested culinary instructors.

As a new fulltime faculty member leading the
electronics program, I have an obligation to
properly build the program that aligns with
industry standards. DVC's industry partners
require that their workers are trained using the
latest computer and virtual training software.
Rather than send students to DVC, they are
requesting a hybrid model be used that can
reduce travel to and from the factory. The web
based Amatrol eLearning software is ideally
suited and is a Community College standard.
Additionally, the Amatrol eLearning software
was developed to meet industry standards in
electronics and robotics. The instructor's Fanuc
Roboguide Simulation is a required annual
budget for the Fanuc robotic arms. The
Schematic and PCB software, Mentor Graphic
PADS, and Labview test equipment are also
needed to support our all our foundation
electronics classes.

DVC Dental Programs became members of OSHA Review
and OSAP in 2019 and renewed the memberships in 2020.
These memberships were instrumental in providing
information and templates to help us develop our COVID
return to work policies compliant with CDC, OSHA, and
state and county public health guidelines. These
memberships also provide content and certification for
required annual dental professional training, and
templates for documentation of regulatory compliance.
The procedures and training provided by these
memberships are required through CA legislation and
the Dental Practice Act. Compliance allows us to
maintain our status as a California-approved Dental
Hygiene and Dental Assisting program providing
degrees and certificates accepted for licensure. The
American Dental Educators Association (ADEA)
provides professional development opportunities and
communities of practice among the varied disciplines of
dental education. Some faculty have access to these
opportunities as individual members. When dental
educational programs converted to remote teaching the
New paint and carpeting for DVC: Admin Building The Peer Online Mentoring Program (POMP) provides
Staff Dev Lounge, Lab and Office aligns with the and intensive professional development experience in
EMP to grow a "Culture of Learning and
online teaching and learning for mentees and mentors.
Continuous Improvement". Having freshened up The goal is for mentees to align their course to the CVC
classroom space for faculty/staff learning will
Online Course Design Rubric so it will be tagged in the
CVC Course Exchange search as a "high quality" course.
promote positive attitudes and response to
This will push the course higher in the search results. In
professional development.
addition, the mentors are highly skilled online instructors
who continue to learn and develop in their advisory and
training role. Mentees currently are compensated for
$2,500/course and mentors at $1,000. This cost also
includes resources and review for Accessibility, POCR
(Peer Online Course Review) lead, and Districtwide
Reviewers, which includes accessibility reviewers.
The Theater Tension Grid is located in the Arena
Theater above the stage and is used to hang
lighting equipment, sound equipment, and stage
scenery. When the PAC Arena Theater was built
many years ago, having multiple student access to
the overhead tension grid was not addressed
effectively. Currently, the department is limited to
serving one student at a time when working on the
Arena grid due to the its lack of access. The
Tension Grid is instructional equipment, standard
for current entertainment industry technology, and
will allow for student learning and skill building for
our Intro to Technical Theater courses (DR 200 &
201), Intro to Light Design course (DR 111), and
the production courses (DR 270, 275 & 202), all of
which are part of the drama department's CE
program. This item would help us serve our CE
students by giving them the ability to have
practical, hands-on experience with standard
industry equipment. This item has been
recommended multiple times by Technical Theatre

Difficult patient cases are needed for our Dental
Hygiene students to gain competency in clinical
skills. Finding patients is at the top of the list for
dental hygiene school stress (2017,
HygieneEdge.com). This stress becomes more
evident as students approach the end of each
semester. This also poses an equity issue for
students who don't have a strong support system
outside of school to tap into. Marketing of our clinic,
on and off campus, is crucial to provide our students
with necessary patient experiences, support their
mental health, and provide equitable outcomes.

One of the biggest challenges with offering cutting edge
programs that meet the needs of industry is the
requirement to train and educate our instructors. What
was predominant in the industry four or five years past,
is often no longer relavant or mainstream. As a result,
instructors must constantly participate in ongoing
training to meet the needs of our students.

In regards to technical training, adjunct and full-time
instructor must keep up with the latest technologies
and equipment used in industry. This training would
be for this and to fill any gaps. Faculty helping
students attend professional organizations like
SHPE, NSBE and SWE will help in student retention
in the major. Seeing more folks that look like them
studying the same material will help with retention.
At these conferences major companies come to do
diversity recruitment. Students will have exposure
too 100+ companies that are looking to hire STEM
students. Students will also have an opportunity to
network with peers and professionals. There are also
training courses offered.

DVC's ET building is a relic of the past, a new building is
needed. The spaces are poorly laid-out with little space
for articulating automated equipment. The ET ceilings are
not tall enough to accommodate industry standard
robotic arms. A designated robotics classroom has been
recommended by our Advisory Group. If the program is
not able to move into a new facility, the robotics program
could move into ET-114 that has adequate ceiling high
with an adjacent classroom.

DVC's industry partners require that their
workers are trained using the latest computer
and virtual training software. Rather than send
students to DVC, they are requesting a hybrid
model be used that can reduce travel to and from
the factory. The web based Amatrol eLearning
software is ideally suited and is a Community
College standard. Additionally, the Amatrol
eLearning software was developed to meet
industry standards in electronics and robotics.
The instructor's Fanuc Roboguide Simulation is
a required annual budget for the Fanuc robotic
arms. The Vericut software allows for DVC's
students to mimic the CNC actual cutting
operations within a virtual computer
environment. This provides the students with
immediate feedback on their cutting programs
while also preventing potentially damaging tools
paths prior to using the real CNC machining
equipment.
More than half of all courses that the
engineering program offers depend on having a
current license for MATLAB, SolidWorks, and
CES EduPack. The lab portion of such courses
are 100% dependent on having access to these
software packages and without which we will
not be able to offer them.

Classrooms and labs in PS and LHS need
maintenance. There are many classrooms that have
missing ceiling tiles, need paint and/or have
broken furniture. There is often a large garbage can
in the downstairs hallway collecting fluid from
leaking pipes that have been repaired numerous
times. The issues are clearly laid out in the
classroom inventory. Additionally, there are many
highly impacted classes (like chemistry,
microbiology, and anatomy/physiology) that we
can't offer more sections of due to limited lab
space. The majority of current facilities are not
conducive to collaborative learning. Finally, with
the projected destruction of the current SC
building (and moving into a lightly renovated ATC
building) we are losing space for our faculty and
classes. It is essential we have an up to date STEM
building that could house our Science and Health
Student Center.

The bottleneck in student access to the existing
computer labs in the department has become a critical
issue in scheduling labs for various programs in the
department. Expanding computer lab space requires
retrofitting a room for computer networking and
modifying workspaces such that it would enable
installation/securing the hardware.

DVC's Engineering Technology (ET) building is a
relic of the past, a new building is needed. The
spaces are poorly laid-out with little or no working
areas for articulating automated equipment. The ET
ceilings are not tall enough to accommodate
industry standard robotic arms. If the program is
not able to move into a new facility, the robotics
program could move into ET-114 that has adequate
ceiling high with an adjacent classroom. In the
meantime, we can make better use of the ET-123
space by eliminating a temporary back wall and
moving three very large tables to an unused
adjacent classroom. The back material storage area
behind temporary panels could easily be
consolidated, as most of the material is over 20
years old. One or two racks that could be
replenished annually would suffice. In addition,
expensive new tooling and cutters are put in pins
that are scattered in cabinets throughout the entire
ET 123 space, making it nearly impossible for the
manual machining instructors to keep track or

Models and Mounts: Dental Assisting (DA)
needs four Columbia chair mounts for our miniclinic dental operatory chairs. Our current
mounts are very old and no longer properly hold
the typodonts tightly. We use the typodonts for
chairside experience, and it is tough for students
to get a chairside experience when the typodont
head is constantly sliding and falling off the
mount. The chair mounts will allow students to
be prepared for their externship experience and
work as a Registered Dental Assistant after
graduation. Implementing chair mounts will
increase the achievement of the Dental Assisting
Program Learning Outcome: Students completing
this program will show competence in skills as
described in the current California Dental
Practice Act. Said professional should perform
with a balance of professionalism and sensitivity
characteristic of genuine, compassionate care.
Instruments: Faculty are currently using
personal instruments for demonstrating skills to

The Revitalization committee for the Dance
Program has identified several important
factors that need to happen and be ongoing to
support the program and its students. A
strong support staff able to support research,
outreach and dance productions is needed
help the program in its effort to grow and
support students. Additionally, the Dance
Department must continue to function with
finances that give them the means to operate
as a department. The Operational Budget
supports both Dance Productions and the

As part of a permanent Distance Education
budget, these funds will be used for supplies
and miscellaneous annual expenses, including
some expenses related to the Staff
Development Area.

Program Review Committee approved The
Drama Department's request to increase in their
operational operation budget in Spring 2020,
but only for a one-time increase. Costs have
increased dramatically for the Drama
Department, yet our operational budget has
not had a substantive increase for over 30
years. Cost for theatrical licensing rights,
streaming services, lumber, staffing, metal, and
costume supplies for productions have
dramatically increased over the years. We've
had to reduce our season from four to three
shows to adjust to these costs; this, after
already reducing our season from a five show
to a four-show season. This significantly
affects our student's ability to acquire the
required credits they need to transfer in a
timely manner and gain the experience they
need to audition to get into acting programs at
four-year universities and colleges, as well as
professional training programs. Multiple

One of the biggest challenges with offering cutting edge
programs that meet the needs of industry is the
requirement to train and educate our instructors. What
was predominant in the industry four or five years past,
is often no longer relevant or mainstream. Students who
are taking these classes need to have trained instructors
and don't care about technology that is not relevant in
industry. As a result, DVC's instructors must constantly
participate in ongoing training to meet the needs of our
students.

A student worker would be helpful to all of our
programs including architecture, engineering,
construction, and electronics. Students often
need assistance when using devices such as
laser cutters and 3D printers. DVC's
Engineering Technology program has a great
deal of legacy equipment and tools that were
required for machinists and technicians in the
dawn of the twentieth-first century. There is no
annual budget from the college for the machine
shop, even though their had been a $20,000.00
annual budget for the program over a decade
ago. More recently, we have been relying on
the generosity of the Workforce Development
Office, but this is only a temporary solution.

These student workers increase accessibility
to the labs and provide much needed
supervision and assistance in running the
equipment to prevent loss and liability. In
particular for computer aided design and
drafting classes many students need help and
the instructor may not be able to prove the
needed help on a timely manner and the
student worker will be able to respond. The
money requested will be used to staff the
fabrication and other labs 20 hours per week
for a total of 640 hours for the duration of the
fall and spring semesters.

The children's center building is showing signs of
deterioration with window frames rotting out needing
replacement, some sidewalks need to be examined for
safety concerns, walkway/porch on second floor is
unstable and cant be used; the entire building needs to
be closely examined for structural integrity. The faculty
offices in the FO building are in sore need of attention.
The orange carpet has long passed its service years and
is torn, rippled, and can not be cleaned anymore and
NA

NA

Finally, we struggle because many of our classrooms
(the bulk of which are in the LA building or LC) are not
student friendly. They do not have reliable technology
(working LCD projectors, WIFI); they do not have
sufficient white boards; and they are dark and grubby
looking even when they've been cleaned. It is difficult to
tell students how excited we are to see them and how we
will do everything in our power to make them feel
welcome when the very classrooms in which they sit
seem to shout just the opposite message.

NA

NA

Finally, we struggle because many of our classrooms
(the bulk of which are in the LA building or LC) are not
student friendly. They do not have reliable technology
(working LCD projectors, WIFI); they do not have
sufficient white boards; and they are dark and grubby
looking even when they've been cleaned. It is difficult to
tell students how excited we are to see them and how we
will do everything in our power to make them feel
welcome when the very classrooms in which they sit
seem to shout just the opposite message.

PD Needs Currently, many of our AB 705 programs are NA
funded through a variety of grants (Dev-Ed and 3SP)
proposed by different members of the department. While
we are grateful for the support from the funders, it feels
critical to us, and to the health and longevity of these
important programs that the funding be long-term and
institutionalized rather than piecemeal as it has been. An
additional concern has to do with the global pandemic.
In English, the pandemic hit right at a critical moment: we
had just created new classes in response to AB 705. The
courses made it through the curriculum process and are
now in our schedule; however, some of the professional
development was largely lost to the pandemic as many
of us went into a kind of isolated survival mode. And the
pandemic itself create new PD needs, as well, particularly
around online learning, which has become the new
"normal," and will likely be for the foreseeable future. (In
fact, students seem to want to stay online.) And of
course, our concern with equity--and with removing the
equity gap--highlights a need for additional PD around
equitable teaching practices and re-orientation around
Ongoing PD will help us improve our program and better NA
serve our ESL students. Our concern with equity-increasing courses with zero-cost textbooks, removing
the equity gap for male-identified students, and
improving accessibility of our online courses -highlights a need for additional PD. Additionally, in ESL
the pandemic hit right at a critical moment: we had just
integrated all of our reading and writing classes, started
developing a new course sequence for integrated
reading and writing, created a more robust sequence in
both oral-communication skills and grammar, and added
a new series of career-oriented and non-credit classes.
Since our last review, we have created 18 new courses in
our ESL program. Most of the courses have made it
through the curriculum process and are now in our
schedule (with the exceptions of 123A and 126A);
however, the professional development was largely lost
to the pandemic, and now we need PD to orient ESL
faculty to our new courses and the new kinds of
pedagogy they reqeuire. The move to largely online
instruction created new PD needs, as well; we need PD

The Foundation has as many as five
employees assigned with more limited
responsibilities. The Advancement Office is
limited in its ability to grow in all areas
without administrative support to manage
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The M&O buildings are very old, need upgrading to create
necessary spaces for employees, storage, and to ensure
that the building provides adequate HVAC needed for all
staff during work hours for a safe work environment.

OWLs We anticipate that hybrid instruction is
NA
going to become more popular, going forward.
Moreover, we anticipate that hybrid instruction
itself will shift and develop: it's likely that our
face-to-face and online modalities will need to be
increasingly flexible, with the option for students
to participate both on and offline, regardless of
the course modality. OWLs will increase student
access to our courses. Whiteboards We are
happy that most of the chalkboards have been
replaced with whiteboards in both the LC and
the LA buildings; however, at least one
chalkboard still remains (LA 113), and the other
rooms only have one board at the front.
Although we often use the LCD projector (when
it works) to display information, many English
teachers also rely on old-fashioned board work
(with students working at the board). A class of
students does not fit on a single board.
Additional, portable whiteboards will be
incredibly helpful. Pen Tablets Pen tablets will
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to participate both on and offline, regardless of
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access to our courses. Whiteboards We are
happy that most of the chalkboards have been
replaced with whiteboards in both the LC and
the LA buildings; however, at least one
chalkboard still remains (LA 113), and the other
rooms only have one board at the front.
Although we often use the LCD projector (when
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teachers also rely on old-fashioned board work
(with students working at the board). A class of
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Additional, portable whiteboards will be
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Through the use of one-time categorical funds
provided by the Chancellor's Office, Financial
Aid is now able to offer a secure online
document platform, Global Core, to DVC
students who are required to submit additional
forms and documents to the office for the
purposes of determining their eligibility for aid.
Prior to 21-22, students could only submit
documents in person, by mail, by fax or via
InSite email. With the campus closure due to
the COVID-19, the lack of a secure online
document submission platform highlighted
that those options were not effective, efficient,
or student friendly. The submission options
were not secure and often time consuming for
the student which could result in processing
delays. By offering a financial aid online
document submission platform, we expect to
increase access for students, particularly SRC
and online only students, and reduce financial
aid processing time so aid can be released to

To fully understand the reasons behind the huge gap
between the number of engineering students transferring to
a four-year institute each year (significantly more than 105)
and the number of engineering AS degrees granted (67 in
the past five years or less than 14 each year), a thorough
study of the matter is proposed. This is particularly
important because most transfer engineering students have
already completed the requirements for an AS degree in
engineering. The proposed study should eventually
identify areas impacting this gap (such as curriculum,
student support services, counseling, etc.) and offer
strategies to effectively close this gap. The funding will be
used to : (1) Develop a plan action for the study and
identify critical data (2) Data collection using not only the
available district data but any required data to be collected
from the engineering students that have already
transferred. (3) Data analysis and identification of the areas
including curriculum, students support, counseling, etc.
that would directly impact the closing gap between the
f
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AB 705 and the Guided Pathways model ask us to continue
to make deep structural changes for the sake of improving
equity and to continue to develop and offer supports for
students. In English, we've developed--and continue to
develop-- many projects to improve equity and bolster
student support. For each project, in general, program leads
request funding on an individual basis. Although we're
always grateful for funding we receive, it doesn't feel
sustainable to run such equity work or to coordinate or
deliver such support on a budget whose end is always
impending. The energy it takes to reapply for a budget--for
programs that the College would like us to run--lessens our
bandwidth for the more-salient details of the programs
themselves. Alternately, programs end up being stop and
start, and when the momentum dies, it is hard to get back.
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Geography
[D4130G]

Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction
Studies
[D3535A]

We will be unable to meet the programmatic
transformation, educational excellence and
equity and inclusion components in our
nutrition program if we don have enough
dedicated faculty to make it CTE compliant,
and to offer more culturally diverse courses
and degrees to meet student interests and
preferences.

Horticulture
[D3530H]

We need to continue to get SWP to continue
to support the Vocational Equipment
Technician and 50% of the Laboratory
Coordinator position. The 50% Laboratory
Coordinator position is typically funded by
plant sales, but we would like to continue to
get support from SWP to fund 50% of this
position.

Industrial
Currently we have one 10 month 50%
Design [D4105I] vocational equipment technician (funded by
SWP) and an 11 month 100% vocational
equipment technician. We are asking for a
Senior Laboratory Coordinator for
Architecture/Construction and
Engineering/Engineering Technology (full
time but 10 or 11 month position, with the
current 100% vocational tech position moving
to 60%). This position was approved right
before the COVID-19 shutdown, but will be
integral when we start on campus classes
again. This person will have the following
duties: 1. Track and allocate budget for all
areas in the department. 2. Coordinate with
the vocational equipment technicians (24 hrs.
each) to make sure all areas are have support.
3. Be a central person for M&O issues 4. The
main contact between IT and the department
(with hopefully some IT access to be a main
troubleshooter for computer labs) 5.
Kinesiology
PART-TIME HOURLY DIVISION OFFICE
[D3900]
STAFF: Currently the needs of the athletic
department and division are not being fully
met due to insufficient staffing. A committee
of independent peers conducting a Big 8
Conference program review, noted that our
program was inadequately supported in many
areas. Included in this program review was a
recommendation for additional administrative
help. While staffing has not improved, the
administrative needs of both kinesiology and
athletics has grown with the advent of
additional requirements dictated by the
California Community College Athletic
Association, Big 8 Conference and
district/college procedures. The needs will
continue to grow as the addition of several
disciplines through realignment will place
additional stress on an already overburdened
division office. This looks to be exacerbated
further in the near future as there will likely be
Kinesiology/Ath The California Community College Athletics
letics/Dance
Association (CCCAA) has provided clear
Division Admin guidance on medical coverage for community
[D3900A]
college athletics. Bylaw 9.3.2 of the CCCAA
constitution states that an athletic trainer will
provide athletic training supervision for all
home/hosted college contests. Also, athletic
training supervision must be provided for all
away Football contests. This is in addition to
other tasks such as organizing preparticipation physical examinations,
prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation of
injuries. It is not uncommon to have multiple
contests being held concurrently during the
week and on weekends. Therefore, the need
for multiple AT's on a daily basis is critical for
the proper care of our student-athlete
population. The average number of full-time
AT's hired by collegiate institutions is 4 and
the optimal number of AT's for a size of DVC's
student-athlete population is 5.36 (Baugh et
Language Arts None at this time.
[S4730]
Library Division This position will be responsible for support
Admin [D1080A] and promotion of DVC's efforts to create
equitable, inclusive, and universally designed
learning experiences that benefit all students.
This position will work in collaboration with
faculty and Instructional Technologists to
train, mentor, and create accessible courses.

Library Services Systems Librarian: Without a Systems
[D1080S]
librarian, there is no library. The Systems
librarian not only manages and maintains the
library's systems like Alma/Primo but also
collaborates with the Electronic Resources
librarian to troubleshoot and resolve issues
connected to databases, ebooks, and
streaming media that require higher level
expertise, ensuring reliability and consistent
access. The Systems librarian additionally
collaborates with Technical & Access
Services librarians, I.T., Instruction and
faculty to resolve access issues and improve
delivery that will impact student retention,
success rates and college preparedness
campus-wide. For our diverse students and
our ESL students who may not have
previously had access or instruction on these
resources, this creates a change to cultural
and structural conditions that have typically
been the purview of a homogenous culture
Life Sciences
Microbiology Lab Technician, 50% time: The
department will need additional lab support to
[S4750L]
prepare microbiology samples in order to
support the increasing number of labs being
offered at SRC. This lab technician would
focus on prepping biological sciences and
microbiology labs, while maintaining cultures
and supplies for microbiology. We consulted
with Biological Sciences at PHC and they
confirmed the need for a technician to support
microbiology labs because of the heavy
workload associated with microbiological
culture maintenance and preparation. We are
drastically short-staffed and our current lab
technicians prep multiple labs across many
disciplines including chemistry, biology,
oceanography, physics and geology,
comparable to the laboratory course diversity
offered at PHC. Hiring a microbiological lab
technician will allow our campus to provide an
equitable educational trajectory for our
MESA Admin
[D1100D]

MESA
[D1100M]

Maintenance
and Operations
[D2010]

The requested full-time position in Geography will
assist in the following ways: 1. Increase equity in
student success by facilitating a stable teaching
and learning environment. ('Through' and 'Out' in
Educational Master Plan.) 2. Increase outreach to
high schools and local employers in geospatial
technology to create a pathway. ('Connection',
'Entry', 'Through', and 'Out' in Educational Master
Plan.) By increasing the total number of full-time
faculty the program will be able to ensure that for
the GE/Transfer courses (GEOG120, GEOG121,
GEOG140, and GEOG141), appropriate instructional
strategies are implemented to increase student
success and student experience. Such strategies
include providing appropriate instructional
support and guidance to under-prepared and atrisk students and expanding outreach to underserved, non-traditional students. Additional fulltime faculty will assist with this effort. Aligning
with the DVC Educational Master Plan (2018-23),
Geography program has an ongoing effort
The role of a full-time hire in our nutrition program
will ensure that our program continues to
transform, adapt and respond to the needs of the
college. Our students deserve dedicated and
committed faculty members that can transform
with them, while providing a culture of
improvement. Our current student population in
nutrition continues to change, as we have recently
implemented a new certificate of achievement and
offered two new courses in the last year. We are
looking to improve the diversity of our faculty as
well to design own new future in nutrition along
with other college transformations. Many of our
newer courses also demand that faculty have a
higher cultural competency skill set and possess
sensitivity to a diverse set of students. Moreover,
we need enough faculty to help continue to
collaborate and connect with our students to help
improve our cultural conditions. Students are also
requesting more academic and career counseling
in our program, and we need the proper staff to be

Equipment updates are required to provide
quality instruction that is consistent with current
industry standards which will contribute to the
program's learning outcome for student
preparedness for workforce and transfer. A new
weather station will benefit Geography students
(Physical Geography lecture and lab,
Introduction to Weather lecture and lab) and
students in Chemistry classes by providing them
with real time atmospheric conditions. Additional
sling psychrometers will allow each student in
the Physical Geography and Introduction to
Weather lab courses the opportunity to
accurately measure real time temperature and
humidity values. Extra batteries will allow
additional hands-on experience in data
acquisition using our Anafi Parrot drones and
better prepare students for entering the
competitive workforce.

Equipment updates are required to provide
quality instruction that is consistent with current
industry standards which will contribute to the
program's learning outcome for student
preparedness for workforce and transfer.
Specifically, a new iPad will allow students to
pilot our DJI4 Pro drone. An iPad mini is an
essential mobile device for operating drones.
The smartphones are not as efficient as iPad mini
for operations because of the small screen.

The annual software maintenance is necessary
to keep the software current; updated software
improves the quality of instruction and prepares
students for a competitive workforce.

This will promote community collaboration and
Update the program website to emphasize pathways
professional growth of faculty, including online training through the GIS-GPS CE program and provide
and workshop participation and attendance at
relevant information to new or potential students.
professional meetings such as the Association of
American Geographers. The impact will be evaluated
with reference to the curriculum updates and use of
enhanced pedagogical tools.

All of the equipment is needed for students to
practice advanced first aid and safety skills and
successfully complete the Advanced First
Aid/CPR course and attain the American Red
Cross (ARC) Certification.

The items requested will allow our students to
master the equipment currently in use in our
industry, improving their professionalism,
increasing job opportunities, and reflecting well
on the program's relevancy.

This software will allow us to create online
inventories of the plant material on the nursery
floor, in production, and will allow us to track
sales. This software (or similar programs) is
being used by both retail and wholesale
nurseries and greenhouses and has become the
industry standard. This is needed in Plant
Production, Nursery and Greenhouse and
Controlled Environment classes. Students must
be learning to operate the inventory/sales
systems that are now industry standards.

Both the electrical upgrade and window
installation are needed to increase security and
safety for students, staff, and faculty. The
horticulture unit has just enough power to operate
the greenhouses, aquaponic and hydroponic
systems. For students to plug in microscopes, we
must disconnect something or the breakers are
flipped. Once controllers are disconnected, they
must be reprogramed which takes valuable staff
and faculty time. We need a bigger more robust
electrical system in order for students to use
existing microscopes during class time. Windows
need to be installed in the classroom allowing
faculty to see who is entering the unit. The gate
must be left open for students to access the
restroom through the parking lot next to
Maintenance, which means that every semester we
h
k
t i th
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DVC's Industrial Design program has recently
added a new Design for Manufacturing (D4m)
certificate. In addition, a new Rapid Prototyping
& 3D Printing certificate has been developed for
both industry professionals and high school
Pathways students. A PolyJet 3D printer and
RTek Scanner for 3D objects is needed for these
classes. These types of equipment could also be
shared with other disciplines to address equity
issue.

Maintenance position: Kinesiology
We are asking to replace an old and outdated
Faculty/Strength and Conditioning Coach Starting electric golf cart with a new or refurbished cart.
in 2010, our division started losing full-time faculty Currently, the Sports Medicine/Athletic Training
to retirement who were then not replaced.
program utilizes two electric golf carts to
Historically, we had fourteen full-time faculty.
complete daily tasks. These carts are used
Recently this decline has accelerated and we lost everyday for practices and sporting events to
five full-time faculty to retirement (2017, 2019, 2020, move equipment from venue to venue, but most
2021) and an additional faculty member to
importantly, for the transportation of injured
realignment. We were already a small division and student-athletes. There are many weeks during
the loss of six faculty members amounts to a
the fall and spring when there are overlapping
reduction of 55% since 2017 and 65% since 2010. sporting events when two carts are necessary to
The small number of faculty in our division is
provide appropriate medical coverage. This
further exacerbated by the fact that virtually all full- request most closely ties into Program Impact in
time faculty are coaches or program leads who
the rubric. One of these carts is at the end of its
have expansive job requirements beyond
lifespan and is unreliable, requiring frequent
compensated teaching and professional
repair. At any time and with no notice this cart
responsibilities and well beyond standard
will become inoperable. Without replacing this
coaching responsibilities throughout the state. All cart now, there is a high likelihood that we will be
left with one cart, putting the health and safety of
of this combined places a huge strain on faculty
and instruction as well as our ability to complete our student-athletes at risk. Everyday we have
out-of-classroom responsibilities that are required multiple practices and/or sporting events and we
Data supports that student athletes academic
success and retention is higher than the general
student body of the campus. The Division has had
a four full time faculty who were also coaches
retire within the last 2 years and were all replaced
with adjunct coaches and instructors. The most
recent was the long time aquatics coach this past
summer. The DVC aquatics program has competed
at a high level for the past 4 decades, consistently
contending for State Championships in Men's and
Women's Water Polo and Swimming. The aquatic
programs have also been the top performing
academic programs within the athletic department.
The aquatic student athlete has consistently
transferred and average of 95% of their student
athletes to four year institutions. These programs
carry average roster sizes of 20-22 for each water
polo team and 25-30 for each swimming team. The
Aquatics program has supported on average 80
full time student athletes per year who are high
performers academically and transfer on to four
None at this time
NONE AT THIS TIME
The DE Coordinator reassigned time is funded at
.50 by DVC. In recent years, another .50 has been
funded using one-time funds, which include CVCOEI Grant, CARES Act, and HEERF II. This
request is for DVC to continue this additional .50
to make the DE Coordinator a permanent 1.0
reassigned time position. The 2nd request is for a
STEM/CE Faculty Support Specialist for Online
Learning. This position will lead the effort to
improve "hard-to-convert" classes so they will
benefit from online and/or hybrid learning
strategies and technologies. The final two
requests are NOT for "reassigned time" but for
OAS to maintain the Digital Learning Lab and the
The Library Technology (LT) Coordinator's
position has been integral in promoting our
successful LT program, which has had a far and
wide impact in Bay Area libraries, in our own DVC
library, and in the field at large. Thanks to the
partnerships*, outreach and collaborative efforts
of the LT Coordinator, the graduates from our LT
program have gone on to intern in libraries, in
museums, and at DVC, bringing a level of expertise
and diversity to a field that is historically lacking
diverse leaders. The LT Coordinator manages,
trains, and collaborates with instructors in the LT
program; they advocate for students beginning
from outreach* (connection) all the way through
the four stages of the student experience (through
and out); they bring a range of skill sets to
multiple roles, allowing the library team to focus
on their positions. It's worth noting that the library
operations are run separately from a
certificate/degree granting program and that the
LT program is taught entirely by adjunct faculty.
The SRC Life Sciences IU has grown from 80 FTES
in 2007-2008 to 425.9 for 2020/2021 numbers, an
increase of over 432% in 13 years! More recently,
we have increased from 337.83 FTES (19/20) to
425.9 FTEF (20/21) in just the past year. For the
past year, we have had a 111% average fill rate for
our program, higher than the college yearly
average fill rate (87%) and the SRC division (93 %).
With this growth, we have maintained our
academic integrity and commitment to our
students, especially in the Through and Out
stages of the student experience. We achieved
90% program success rate, exceeding the college
success goal of 80%. Critical Area of Concern:
%FTEF-FT Our program is carrying an annual
FTEF of 24.92 with only 4 full time faculty
members. SRC Life Sciences offers about 12 FTEF
each semester, so unless our 4 faculty teach heavy
overloads, only 30% of our IU's classes are
covered by full time faculty. This is a significantly
lower percentage than the college average of 50%
As per the MESA RFA, all MESA programs are
required to have a designated faculty advisor who
supports and guides the program for its academic
and student mentorship needs.

Justification for Binoculars We offer a number of
courses (BIOSC 102, BIOSC 126, BIOSC 161 and
BIOSC 131) that include field labs to study bird
adaptations and marine mammals and binoculars
are a necessary instrument for those labs.
Therefore, we have approximately 7 sections of
students per semester that require the use of
binoculars. Our general biology majors and nonmajors courses (BIOSC-102, BIOSC-131), Marine
Biology (BIOSC 161,162) and Ecology and Field
Biology (BIOSC 126) would benefit from a shared
set of new binoculars for our field labs,
particularly for studying bird adaptations and
sighting marine mammals. Our current binoculars
are impossibly old and are much more
appropriately used as antique museum displays
than for our classes. We no longer have a class
set of binoculars due to the old (20 plus year old
set) binoculars breaking and currently the
instructor spends more time trying to patch back
together binoculars than teaching the field

The athletic venues and all rooms in the
Kinesiology Activity Building are all classroom
spaces that the college has neglected compared
to virtually all other classroom spaces on
campus, consequently creating an inequitable
learning environment for our kinesiology
students and student-athletes. It is galling that
the classrooms in the Kinesiology Activity
Building are not treated as classrooms and are
not afforded the basic technology that other
classrooms on-campus receive automatically.
The portable classroom space KIN 3 was also
left without adequate technology. These
classrooms were never upgraded when the rest
of the campus moved to smart classroom
technology for "all" classrooms, nor are they on
any list for regular refurbishment. Likewise, our
athletic facilities are also classroom spaces and
often not treated as such. While much of
kinesiology is being rebuilt and we have no
doubt technology will be supported in the new

NONE AT THIS TIME

Until 2008, DVC had a full track & field program
that included a hammer throw facility. Since the
soccer field remodel, the hammer throw relocation
has never been completed. To have a complete
track & field program that meets Title IX and
equity requirements, the hammer throw venue
needs to be facilitated by the college. There have
been a number of conversations about relocation
but no funding has ever been allocated to make it
happen. As part of our Big 8 Conference
championship responsibility, institutions are
charged with hosting the conference
championships on a rotation. DVC is unable to
meet our responsibility without incurring extra
costs to the college by renting a hammer throw
facility on another college campus. Additionally,
without a hammer facility, we are denying the
equitable opportunities for students to practice
and compete in this popular event. The hammer
throw facility is a classroom space that the college
has neglected to replace, consequently creating an

NONE AT THIS TIME

NONE AT THIS TIME

All of the technologies listed were instituted at
the College-level post-Covid and represent a
minimal, ongoing investment in technology to
maintain quality online courses. These
technologies are essential in maintaining the
current student learning experience and
achievement levels. Data can be provided on
faculty usage.

This request is a specific amount based on blueprints
and furniture estimate from KI Furniture for the DVC:
Admin Building Staff Dev Lounge, Lab and Office. The
justification aligns with the EMP to grow a "Culture of
Learning and Continuous Improvement". Having a
newer, flexible, and responsive faculty/staff learning
classroom will promote engaging methods to teach
online or in-person pedagogy skills, productivity
software, learning software, and more.

New paint and carpeting for DVC: Admin Building
Staff Dev Lounge, Lab and Office aligns with the
EMP to grow a "Culture of Learning and
Continuous Improvement". Having freshened up
classroom space for faculty/staff learning will
promote positive attitudes and response to
professional development.

Even before the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
library has been in a process of continuous improvement
to meet changing student demands for library and
information services. The reference collection is one area
where evolving student needs have reshaped best
practices. The reference collection includes
encyclopedias, bibliographies, indexes, etc. which were
previously bought in print, and which are now accessed
as electronic resources. The shift from print to digital
collections frees up shelf and floor space in the library,
allowing us to reconsider how best to use our physical
space as part of our campus-wide “welcoming and
nurturing environment that supports successful
outcomes”
(DVC Educational Master Plan, 2018-2023).
We propose replacing surplus reference shelving with a
welcoming multi-use lounge area, including modular
furniture that can be reconfigured for group work and
individual study. Along with new furniture, the library
intends to pursue external arts funding for an equitythemed mural in this location which would reflect the
diversity, cultural strengths, and achievements of our

JUSTIFICATION for Restroom remodel and
maintenance: The college's Strategic Plan values
the interdependence of equity, excellence, and
student learning. Indeed, "There can be no
excellence, if it is not inclusive" (p. 5, EMP). This
underscores our commitment to educational social
justice. As we move forward into a more equitable
future, a restroom remodel will be key in prioritizing
student health, safety, and cultural diversity. A
restroom remodel will prioritize student health by
removing obstacles to basic restroom access for all
students, including LGBTQ+ students and
students with different abilities by adhering to
ADA compliance standards. This remodel will
create an optimal safe space where all students can
focus on pursuing academic excellence because
they feel included and safe. Furthermore, the
remodel will allow students to focus on student
learning since their basic needs will be met. This
project will create a Student-Centered approach
that equity-minded (p. 15, EMP) and signal an
Critical Needs Justification Our department has
demonstrated growth, success, and equity
mindedness. Within the past five years, our FTES
has grown 49.2%, our fill rates have surpassed that
of the college and the division, we have hired new
full time faculty, and we have built state of the art
facilities for our anatomy classes. Through it all,
we have stayed focused on our mission to be
equitable and student-focused. Our success rates
in total exceed that of the college goal of 75%, and
in particular our success rates among minority
groups like Filipinos, African Americans and
Hispanics all sit above 80%, for some above 91%,
with a retention rate of 93.77% that increased from
the previous year. We have shown we can be
successful if given the opportunity and would like
to continue to demonstrate that while fulfilling our
college's mission statement. Currently, our science
majors cannot finish any certificate programs or
degree majors at our campus. Currently we have
around 500 students start human anatomy at our

Library and information literacy instruction in
academic libraries, including the DVC Library,
has undergone a “sea change in the way
information literacy is conceptualized”
(Latham,
Gross, and Julien, 2019, p. 13) with the
introduction of the Association of College and
Research Libraries' Framework for Information
Literacy for Higher Education. Rather than
focusing instruction on prescriptive skill
acquisition, the Framework reflects threshold
concepts in students' learning experiences. As
such, it's been necessary to adjust pedagogical
approaches within library instruction. This
adjustment often results in teaching that is
“more conversational (rather than strictly lecture
based) and more interactive...student learning
involves more hands-on activities, more peer-topeer teaching, and more group work”
(Latham,
Gross, and Julien, 2019, p. 6). Reflective of best
and evolving practices in our discipline, DVC's
teaching librarians are adopting similar

As per the MESA RFA, all MESA programs are
required to have a designated faculty advisor who
supports and guides the program for its academic
and student mentorship needs.

Facilities Assistant to the Director - with the
size campus and projects the Director needs
an assistant to help with the day-to-day
projects, help with facilitating staff, etc. We
need to hire additional Custodial II staff - 1
F/T Swing shift for SRVC, 1 additional day, 2
additional swing, 3 additional staff at night to
replenish day coverage due to COVID and the
necessary needs of disinfecting the campus
when we come to campus full-time. We need
to hire an additional Swing Lead Custodian to
help cover the day and swing shift personnel.
A Plumber is needed for M&O department
that specializes in plumbing. With the age of
the facilities we have regular plumbing issues
and need someone who can make repairs so
we are not calling out a plumber. This would
mean a new job description would need to be
created. We need to hire an additional
Grounds Worker II due to the size of the
campus and the landscaping needs. We need
Marketing and The marketing department has made a request
Communications for an assistant repeatedly for the past several
/Central Services years. The purpose of this role is not to
[D2030]
perform clerical duties, but rather to provide
functional support (much like a program
assistant - content updates to support all
departments, initiatives; low level contributor
support) in the maintenance of the website so
that marketing coordinators and the web
administrator can attend to higher level needs
of the college. The high volume of low level
web tasks is a drain on the department and
has made it difficult for the team to keep up
with demands for website optimization. This is
more true now than ever given the ongoing
pandemic, and the increased reliance on the
website. The Marketing and Communications
Coordinator position 50% is needed to
augment the current %50 position, to make it a
full-time position. With this change, the
college will gain capacity to evaluate the
Mathematics
The Math department needs a permanent
[D4605]
reassigned time position of 40% to coordinate the
many efforts and areas that contribute to
increased equity in our courses. Their duties
would include analyzing and disseminating data
from math courses through various equity lenses,
coordinating efforts in between our department
and student services to address equity issues in
our classes, maintaining an equitable math
placement process, and continuing and expanding
our new non-credit programs in math. This
position would have the role of energizing
stakeholders across campus to “make math
happen”
in the first year for all our incoming
students. We have interventions and tasks that
are being performed by our current AB705
coordinator and as the job of implementing AB705
compliant coursework is coming to an end, these
duties will continue to need someone to maintain
them (Starfish program, coordination with student
services, outreach, among others) and new tasks
Mathematics
During the Spring of 2021, RenÃ© Sporer, one of
[S4740]
our tenured faculty (who was serving as our
Department Chair at the time) was hired as a Dean
at Contra Costa College. Another of our tenured
faculty members (Asa Scherer) has moved to
Seattle, Washington, and will no longer be able to
teach full-time with SRC after SP22 as the needs of
the department cannot be met by a full-time faculty
member who is only able to attend meetings and
teach remotely. Thus the number of full-time
faculty in the Math discipline at SRC has
decreased from five to four, and will further
decrease to only three at the conclusion of SP22.
While some of the difficulties from having one less
full-time instructor were mitigated by the cuts we
have made to our course offerings in response to
the current situation in the district, since Fall 2020
we have needed to request several variances for
our part-time instructors to be able to go overload,
and we currently have two unstaffed courses for
SP 2022 which have been unable to staff from

Vehicles are needed to get staff around the
campus, move furniture and equipment, store
necessary tools to have at work locations. Some
of these vehicles have lived out their life cycle
and are due to be replaced/upgraded. The new
equipment is needed in order to save rental
costs, availability of rentals to perform necessary
job applications on the campus when needed.

Student Impact, Student Experience: Internships and
other work experience opportunities are effective
strategies for keeping students focused, nurtured,
engaged, connected, and valued. Working in a
professional environment can broaden students'
understanding of the skill requirements to be an
effective public health educator, they will gain
opportunities to apply the skills they have learned in
the classroom while being mentored by a
professional in the industry, participation and handson experiences enhance engagement and
connectedness, and students can feel recognized for
the skills, talents and abilities they can contribute.
Internship and other work experience opportunities
can help students through the entry and through
stages to keep them engaged and connected to the
college. Student Impact, Student Achievement: This
strategy will help students be more transfer and
career ready by gaining knowledge of the basic
responsibilities, skills, and career opportunities in
public health. If students utilize college and student

The district is slowly in the process of moving
the new buildings from Andover to ACL. We
currently have 4 buildings on ACL and the new
buildings going up will also be switched to ACL.
Having the campus on one energy management
system saves money in contractor services,
makes the Heating, Venting, and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) easier to handle for staff.
Having Ipads for the techs could mean that they
are able to close out work orders, check emails
and respond, and make notes on their work
orders in real time. This saves a lot of wasted
time in driving back and forth to the offices to
get on the computer and do these tasks, and
with the current COVID situation, this would
also help keep social distancing and scheduling
the use of the computers. It would also provide
better access to the HVAC systems so they are
not needing two techs to look at problem, one at
the computer and one on the roof. They could
take the Ipads with them and perform their tasks.

Upgrading the energy management system will
provide impact to the department and impacts
students, faculty, and staff. Having updated
controls and programming over the Heating,
venting, and air conditioning will provide a
comfortable learning environment. The global
imaging system will help with visuals for the
campus and its equipment and goes hand-inhand with the Onuma/Bim Genie program which
will also work as you upgraded work order
system in incorporating my tools to have at our
finger tips to place orders, check for parts, etc.
Dablefox will help provide tracking of supplies,
time, and services for the custodial department.

Second computer monitor for faculty: Since
COVID, the math department is facing a massive
programmatic transformation resulting in
increased numbers of online classes being
offered, and different ways these online classes
are being offered. Many students prefer online
classes and offering online classes allows the
department to be more equitable, because of the
lack of commute, childcare options, work hours,
and ease of access for students with a disability.
Over the pandemic we have learned a lot about
effective teaching online, including the
importance and challenges associated with
making connections with our students. Forming
close relationships with our students is crucial to
improving equitable student success and course
completion. Students who feel connected to their
instructors tend to persist in the class and feel
more connected to the material. One strategy the
department has developed to connect better with
students online is through Zoom meetings for

After the onset of COVID, the math department
is facing a massive programmatic transformation
resulting in increased numbers of online classes
being offered, and different ways these online
classes are being offered. Many students prefer
online classes and offering online classes allows
the department to be more equitable, because of
the lack of commute, childcare options, work
hours, and ease of access for students with a
disability. Over the pandemic we have learned a
lot about effective teaching online, including
best practices for teaching students how to use
a calculator online. There are significant equity
issues associated with simply holding a
calculator up to the screen. Students with low
vision or who are accessing the class from a
phone or small laptop will simply not be able to
see the calculator well enough to follow the
process. DVC Procedure 4003.01 (Distance
Education) states, “DVC curriculum standards
specify that all learning opportunities have

DVC Vision: The student health advocate (SHA)
program will decrease the equity gap for
disproportionally impacted (DI) student groups
because enrollment into the course is open to all
students (and potentially high school students
who want to dual enroll), so students from
diverse backgrounds can gain experience
working with other faculty and peers. This
experience is also good for students' resumes for
colleges and employment. There are several
research studies that show peers influence
individual members' attitudes and behaviors on
many cultural and social issues, such as drug
use, violence, and academic achievement. and
even the development and expression of
prejudice, and peer to peer education has been
shown to benefit cognitive training and skill
development, which will help prepare students
for the workforce.

DVC Vision: The student health advocate
(SHA) program will decrease the equity gap for
disproportionally impacted (DI) student
groups because enrollment into the course is
open to all students (and potentially high
school students who want to dual enroll), so
students from diverse backgrounds can gain
experience working with other faculty and
peers. This experience is also good for
students' resumes for colleges and
employment. There are several research
studies that show peers influence individual
members' attitudes and behaviors on many
cultural and social issues, such as drug use,
violence, and academic achievement. and even
the development and expression of prejudice,
and peer to peer education has been shown to
benefit cognitive training and skill
development, which will help prepare students
for the workforce.

Industrial Design students need to create
concepts through color drawings and develop
three dimensional objects that represent their
design solutions with physical models. During
the design process, Industrial Design students
are required to make color poster boards,
concept models, and scaled prototypes. More
often than not, students do not have their own
funds to purchase materials for their DVC
projects.

A student worker would be helpful to all of our
programs including architecture, engineering,
construction, and electronics. Students often
need assistance when using devices such as
laser cutters and 3D printers.

Most DVC Industrial Design, Design for Manufacturing
(D4m), and high school summer camp students have no
prior experience using hand tools. These hand tools and
bits get worn out quickly and need to be replaced
frequently, as they are in high demand.

Currently student-athletes are only provided
up to a maximum of $20 in meal money ($5
breakfast, $5 lunch, $10 dinner) when gone for
12+ hours representing the college. This is a
grossly inadequate amount of money to meet
the nutritional needs of our students and is
less than 1/3 of what employees are allotted
($62.50). A common example is a studentathlete leaving for an away game around 12pm
and returning after 10pm, that student-athlete
will only receive $10 while being expected to
engage in extremely high levels of physical
activity while an employee for the same trip
would be eligible to claim $35. This is
compounded by the fact that, not unlike our
general student population, many of our
student-athletes come from disproportionately
impacted student groups and food insecurity
is prevalent. We are requesting to increase this
amount to $10 breakfast, $10 lunch, and $15
dinner which is still approximately half of

Physical Therapy Assistant Program: The Physical Therapy
Assistant Profession is a well paid career that is in high
demand. Entry into the profession is through an associate
degree. The median salary in California is over $65,000 a
year. The projected job growth between now and 2026 is
31% with an increase of 1600 jobs and nearly 9,000 job
openings. We believe that this in-demand program will be a
great fit for our existing CE programs and provide
opportunities for collaboration, as well as increased
opportunities for students. This program will help generate
increased FTES for the division and college, as well as
approximately 30 degree completions a year. This strategy
will support the SEAP Access Goal #1a: to increase the
number of students who enroll after application. Physical
therapy assistant is a sought-after career path and has
significant potential to increase enrollment in our division.
Other community college programs indicate that it appeals
to a variety of students including disproportionately
disadvantaged students. It is a cohort based program
which has a high completion / success rate at other
colleges and includes strategies the guided pathways

NONE AT THIS TIME

NONE AT THIS TIME

Fit for Life...Smart for Life Initial classroom instructor
driven data regarding completion and success rates
for Math 90 linked with fitness showed a 75%
completion rate for linked versus 54% completion
rate for non-linked (spring 2017) and 50% success
rate linked versus 40% success rate non-linked. This
basic data indicates the likelihood of increasing
student success and equity if this strategy is
expanded. This will require more robust data
collection and expertise, so the division will require
help from district research to enable us to delineate
the efficacy of exercise on student achievement and
modify strategies appropriately. Enrollment in our
activity based courses, in particular, has been on the
decline as a result of several curriculum-related
changes beyond our control (including state
mandated changes). We need help increasing the
visibility of our courses, programs, certificates and
degrees to students across campus. This would help
increase the fill rates of our division, thereby
improving our productivity for the college. We have

NONE AT THIS TIME

NONE AT THIS TIME

NONE AT THIS TIME

Distance Education needs a budget to support
ongoing online teaching and learning efforts.
A supplies budget helps account for
unpredictable and miscellaneous costs.

The SRC library requests Adjunct Librarian support
16 hours per week of the semester in order to staff
the Library Help Desk with a credentialed librarian
100% of open hours (Currently M-Th, 9am-6pm,
likely to increase in '22- '23) In order to uphold DVC's
commitment to educational excellence, equity and
inclusion, the new library must be adequately
staffed. Currently, the library has a permanent staff
of one: the full-time librarian. It is not feasible for the
librarian alone to staff the Library Help Desk, an
essential service point. As faculty, librarians are
expected to participate in shared governance,
professional development and service to
professional organizations. Librarians also have
instructional duties, teaching frequent research and
information literacy workshops at the request of
faculty across campus and in support of DVC's
Information and Technology Fluency ILO, for which
they require time to prepare as well as time to teach.
In the '20- '21 year, the Pleasant Hill Library has been
providing adjunct librarian support to the SRC

The PUMA Center is wonderful, but it's temporary.
Along with other Learning Communities, MESA has
participated in making this space a vibrant and
meaningful hub for PUMA students.

To stay current on best practices of equity. This training
is essential for the development of the MESA program.

We need additional tables for the campus for set-ups
and rentals, this impacts all aspects of the campus since
all areas use these tables. The pop up tents have been
broken and are unrepairable, these tents are used
campus wide for departments and rentals. The
lunchroom furniture is all falling apart over 20 years old
and needs to be replaced so that staff have a place to eat
lunch and relax during breaks.

These classes are important to keep up skills, improve
skills and knowledge, provide better coverage for job
specifications, and provide training where training is
needed for staff to meet job specifications and perform
their job duties.

DVC is the first California Community College to
offer a dedicated learning community to
LGBTQAI+ students and allies. The Pride
Learning Community currently enrolls students
in English and Social Science courses with focus
on LGBTQIA+ history, culture, identity and
experience. LGBTQAI+ Studies at DVC is in the
process of expanding into a certificate program
under the Social Justice major, thereby
advancing DVC's curricular efforts towards
educational excellence, equity, and inclusion.
Toward the implementation and expansion of an
LGBTQAI+ Studies program, the library
recognizes its current collection is insufficient
and out-of-date to support the academic and
research needs of faculty and students who
would comprise this program. In our annual
response to the 2021-2022 Pride Index survey,
when asked if we have
the library answered “no”
a significant number of books that speak to the
experiences of LGBTQAI+ people. In order to

The library currently subscribes to 46
databases (https://dvc.libguides.com/az.php)
which cost roughly $90,000 a year. These
databases cover a wide array of disciplines and
provide students access to magazine and
newspaper articles, peer-reviewed journal
articles, e-books, and streaming media
featuring authoritative, up-to-date content
relevant to the college's curriculum. The need
to access these databases has been especially
acute since the campus closure during the
pandemic. This request for budget
augmentation stems from ever increasing cost
of database subscriptions. On average,
subscription fees increase by 5% every year.
The library's operating budget, which has been
stagnant for over 15 years, is unable to keep
up with these increases. And, without
additional monies to cover these increases,
cuts will have to be made to the current
subscriptions preventing students from having
JUSTIFICATION FOR TUTORING BUDGET
AUGMENTATION In Fall 2021, the San
Ramon campus opened a new academic
support center (ASC) to provide support
services for all our students. The center offers
SRC students tutoring across the STEM
curriculum, that includes biology, chemistry,
math, oceanography, and physics. This is a
critical need for our students to provide
support and resources in their learning
throughout the semester. At present, 66 hours
of tutoring/week are funded. However, this
level of funding does not provide our students
with a robust tutoring program supporting our
students in all these STEM disciplines nor is it
equitable with the tutoring coverage offered at
PHC. Tutoring is a critical resource and is
heavily utilized by students. In Fall 2019 (our
last full semester that offered only in-person
tutoring), a total of 4,800 students visited the
tutoring facility for a total of 6,150 hours. In the

These augments will cover basic needs to run
the campus for required supplies, repairs,
services, permits, etc.

SI spring 2019 data indicates that overall students
attending SI did significantly better than those that didn't
attend SI. Success rates for students attending SI for math
courses was higher by 26%, followed by Physics at 9.54%,
Chemistry 7% and Biology at 4.51%. Specifically, success
rates for Hispanic students taking SI versus not taking
Math SI was very high at 48%. Although the average
attendance of Spring 2019 Math SI participants is low at 6.1,
the best SI models recommend to have a carrying capacity
of 10 students to have a successful and productive SI
session.[Resource: The Leader's Guide to Supplemental
Instruction] In 2019-2020 MESA partnered with the Office
of Work Force Development to fund some of the spring
sessions of the SI program. The partnership was helpful but
was also dependent on SI enrollment that took a hit when
DVC went remote due to Covid-19 situation. MESA budget
severely limits the program's ability to continue the SI
program. The MESA RFA requires the program to host
Academic Excellence Workshops (AEWs). The AEWs
have been reformatted as SI sessions. Not having the
ability to host more AEWs/SIs may seriously impact the
SI spring 2019 data indicates that overall students
attending SI did significantly better than those that didn't
attend SI. Success rates for students attending SI for math
courses was higher by 26%, followed by Physics at 9.54%,
Chemistry 7% and Biology at 4.51%. Specifically, success
rates for Hispanic students taking SI versus not taking
Math SI was very high at 48%. Although the average
attendance of Spring 2019 Math SI participants is low at 6.1,
the best SI models recommend to have a carrying capacity
of 10 students to have a successful and productive SI
session.[Resource: The Leader's Guide to Supplemental
Instruction] Currently 80% of the MESA Program
Manager's salary is funded by equity funds. If the salary is
covered by General funds, then the equity money can be
funneled to support programmatic needs such as creating a
part-time position for Outreach staff to grow the much
needed outreach program We also need staff to help create
The M&O buildings are very old, need upgrading to create
necessary spaces for employees, storage, and to ensure
that the building provides adequate HVAC needed for all
staff during work hours for a safe work environment.

The college's current website is a decade old with
cumbersome menu systems, bloated and difficult to follow
content, and an outdated design. It's also built on a nonstandard platform. A new platform, design, information
architecture, and overhauled/simplified content is urgently
needed to in order to ensure adequate operational
infrastructure for key objectives such as crisis
communication (COVID-19), enrollment recovery, equity,
and pathways work. The budget requested would allow for
a mobile-first rebuild as well as a content overhaul (rewrites, graphics, photos, ADA compliance).

The Math & Engineering Student Center was created to
serve as a welcoming and equitable study space for all
students in math and engineering. One way to help make
our center more inviting and help motivate students to
meet their academic goals is to constantly remind them
that we are here to support them. As with other
successful centers, we plan to do this by hiring an artist
to help us put a collection of inspiring quotations on
several doors of the center. This is one component of a
larger list of projects we have worked on in our center.
We have had art pieces lent to us from the art
department, added new furniture and provided more
comfortable seating for our students. We have had a
successful turn out and more students have attended
our center this semester than expected. We are hoping
the door art project will improve what we have, and in
return make students want to stay and use our center
even more. This will in return, create community for our
students, which research shows helps increases the
chances of student success in our math and engineering
courses. It is part of the math program's transformation

Our classes with Lab Load need access to
computers for assignments. Also interacting with
modern assignments on a computer (Desmos
classroom for example) is more relatable to
students. Students will also want access to more
computer labs for sync/async classes. A high
number of math courses use online homework
systems. This requires instructors to not only help
students with math content, but also with technical
support on how the online homework system
functions. To help better serve our students, many
instructors need a space to schedule a computer
lab and provide support/tutorials for students, but
our limited number of labs does not allow for this
to happen. Some instructors also like to schedule
time during class for students to work on their
online homework assignments, which requires
most constant on-going use of a computer lab.
Both these issues are equity issues. Students who
are our most vulnerable need reliable access to
technology and will be best served if done in
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In Fall 2021, the San Ramon campus opened a
new academic support center (ASC) to provide
support services for all our students. The
center offers SRC students tutoring across the
STEM curriculum, that includes biology,
chemistry, math, oceanography, and physics.
This is a critical need for our students to
provide support and resources in their learning
throughout the semester. At present, 66 hours
of tutoring/week are funded. However, while
this level of funding may be adequate for our
current mathematics tutoring needs, it does not
provide our students with a robust tutoring
program supporting our students in all these
STEM disciplines nor is it equitable with the
tutoring coverage offered at PHC. Tutoring is a
critical resource and is heavily utilized by
students. In Fall 2019 (our last full semester
that offered only in-person tutoring), a total of
4,800 students visited the tutoring facility for a
total of 6,150 hours. In the 7 weeks that in-

Supplemental Instruction (SI) is a peer-led learning
environment designed and proven to enhance students'
performance in some of our campus's most challenging
science and math courses. The Math SI program focuses
on gatekeeper courses for our STEM majors. The program
holds voluntary, free support workshops to help students
build their confidence in problem solving and improve their
conceptual understanding of the material. Student
facilitators coordinate with math faculty to tailor the weekly
sessions to the topics being discussed in class that week,
highlight common challenges, and reinforce key themes to
support student success. SI impacts students across the
science majors, is a best practice in teaching, builds
community, and increases student learning and academic
success. Unlike math tutoring, which helps students with
supportive learning, SI focuses on helping students
become independent learners and learn how to run study
groups. With the creation of the Math & Engineering
Student Center, we now have the perfect space to run these
workshops to increase the goal of creating a studious and
welcoming space for our Math & Engineering Students. To

Music [D3025]

There is an immediate need for additional full-time
faculty in our Music Industry Studies program,
specifically in our live production area: Commercial
Music Performance, Live Sound, and AV
Technology. Music Industry Studies accounts for
approximately one quarter of Music Department
classes with only one full-time faculty assigned to
teaching. The FT/PT ratio of this program is a
paltry 12% full-time faculty to 88% part-time
faculty ratio. The program is healthy and growing
as measured by the following statistics: it has five
programs of study with each including an AA and
Certificate of Achievement; has a headcount of
450 students per semester; 24 sections per
semester with a census fill rate of 86.62, an FTEF
of 7.75 (3.88 per semester) with a FTES/FTEF of
16.79. In addition, the program lead's
administrative duties have escalated and now
include an uncompensated workload of: fifteen
Title V course outlines with corresponding SLOs,
two program SLOs; a separate program review
PACE [D1100C] With the current growth of the PACE Program With the current growth of the PACE Program in
in offering additional majors/tracks, there is an offering additional majors/tracks, there is an even
even greater need for administrative support greater need for additional reassign time in order
in order to manage student appointments,
to sustain the program's efforts. The PACE
communication, database development and
program is unlike other learning communities that
management. The potential growth of
offer a handful of courses each semester. The
students joining the PACE Program will only PACE Program currently manages enrollment for 5increase as we launch additional majors/tracks courses in the summer term, 19-courses in the fall
and continue to offer more curriculum
term and 21-courses in the spring term each year.
options. The program can not continue in
With the expansion of the PACE Program in 2022
growth mode without permanent
to launch 4 new tracks: Administration of Justice,
administrative support.
Psychology, Social Justice and Sociology, the
workload will increase in areas of outreach,
Physical
Sciences
[S4750P]

Physics and
As our program has grown from 26.9 to 32.6 Program FTEF has grown by over 5 in the last 6
years (26.9 to 32.6), while the FT faculty count has
Physical Science FTEF over the past five years, and we offer
[D4130P]
evening classes, so the need for more
increased by only 1. This year, the combined
laboratory technician support has grown, and PHYS/PHYSC FTEF, at 32.6 is the highest in five
yet we currently have an 80%, 11 months per years, yet the PT headcount is 17, down from an
year laboratory technician. As we return to in- average of 20. This means that we are currently
person labs in Spring 2022, we will once again staffing our program with PT overload variances
have full demand for laboratory support. Our and FT overload. The FT/PT ratio is 0.41 but has
program typically runs 30 hands-on lab
dipped as low as 0.35 over the past 5 years. We
classes per semester. 90 hours of laboratory have hired 6 new faculty in the past 5 years to
instruction take place in three lab classrooms, replace retiring and departing faculty, but our FT
five days a week, typically within the hours of faculty count has not kept pace with our program
8 AM - 8:40 PM Monday through Thursday growth and falls short of the number needed to
and 8 AM - 5:20 PM on Friday. The lab
fully implement a student-centered learning
technician is responsible for communicating program. Looking forward to 2022/2023 needs,
with up to 20 faculty regarding instructorbeginning fall 2022, one faculty member will begin
specific lab equipment needs and making sure partial retirement so we will be at 6.5 FT
that equipment in all three lab classrooms is
headcount. If we return to our typical PT faculty
set-up and functioning. Typically, 2-3 lab
headcount of 20, then our FT to PT faculty ratio
classes run at once. During lab classes, the
will be at 0.33. In 2020/2021, we were 47.0% FTEFtechnician troubleshoots equipment issues. FT for PHYS, or 46.0% FTEF-FT if we include 0.4
Planning,
Campus Researcher Justification: Currently, Faculty Researcher Justification: DISTRICT
Research, and
the majority of research capacity is centralized MODEL LIMITATIONS: Currently, the majority of
within the District Office. While this structure research capacity is centralized within the District
Accreditation
does have some benefits (i.e., being able to
[D1021]
Office. While this structure does have some
have a districtwide view of college needs to benefits (i.e., being able to have a districtwide
highlight shared priorities), this also results in view of college needs to highlight shared
many structural limitations particularly for an priorities), this also results in many structural
institution the size of DVC. The volume of
limitations particularly for an institution the size of
research requests is much higher than our
DVC. The volume of research requests is much
smaller sister colleges. In addition, District
higher than our smaller sister colleges. In addition,
Researchers may not have the benefit of
District Researchers may not have the benefit of
institutional knowledge and context to help ensure
institutional knowledge and context to help
ensure the data being requested or provided the data being requested or provided aligns with
aligns with the intent of the original requestor. the intent of the original requestor. In addition,
In addition, projects occurring at the college projects occurring at the college do not always
do not always require data pulled from District- require data pulled from District-available sources
available sources such as Colleague. Instead, such as Colleague. Instead, they involve multiple
they involve multiple meetings with key
meetings with key stakeholders to co-create
stakeholders to co-create effective data
effective data gathering and evaluation measures.
gathering and evaluation measures. The latter The latter cannot easily occur when the majority of
cannot easily occur when the majority of
research functions are not housed within the
Political Science
At the moment, staffing resources are not good.
[D4515P]
Spring 2021 semester was the last for one
Instructor (Mazzone) and the last full-time
semester for another (MacDougall). In Fall 2022 we
have fallen from 3. FTEF to 1.4. At that level of
staffing, our program is not sustainable, long term.
2021 finds us once again at a crossroads. Political
Science now finds itself at that point that we
warned of six years ago. Senior faculty is
departing and we are at a moment where the gains
of our last few years are at risk. Political Science
currently has three instructors, one of them with
20+ years experience and one who was tenured
last year. This past spring, the first of the two
senior faculty will departed, followed in Fall 2021
by the other senior faculty who will reduce their
teaching load to 50%, using load bank for the final
three years before retirement. That decline
threatens the entirety of the progress made the
last three years. It is imperative that we hire two (2)
full-time faculty immediately to maintain the recent
Psychology
Position #1: We believe that hiring a faculty
[D4515Y]
member with expertise in Community Mental
Health and Clinical Psychology, who better
represents our diverse student population, will be
particularly important, given past research on the
ways that clinical psychology has historically and
presently privileged white perspectives and
populations
(https://www.apa.org/about/policy/racismapology). A new faculty member with training in
Community Mental Health and Clinical
Psychology will provide an invaluable perspective
to help develop solutions to address some of the
conditions that our DI Student groups (e.g.,
African American, Latina/o/x, Filipino) bring to our
college. From stereotype threat that can interfere
with academic and test performance, to the stress
of dealing with racism on and off campus, our
disproportionately impacted students are suffering
both academically and psychologically. We expect
that a new faculty member with training in
Puente Learning The Puente team needs a permanent, full-time This request is made with the understanding that
Community
clerical support staff member to collect and
Puente coordinators should cycle out after five
[D1100P]
compile data, process payments, process
years of service/coordination, and it is imperative
paperwork, oversee payroll hours for our
to have a team of trained, dedicated counselors
Supplemental Instructors and Tutors, and
and professors ready to cycle in. If we choose to
facilitate events. This would greatly reduce
grow the program (ie, expand to three cohorts),
the number of past-due payments the program new hires in English and Counseling will be
receives, and ease the burden on coordinators essential. Additionally, the program has seen an
to perform the aforementioned tasks. The
increase in the number of students who are
Mentor Coordinator would be the contact
interested in joining the Puente Project. For
person for mentors, and would facilitate
example, we received 134 student interests forms
recruitment of mentors. The permanent staff during the 2020 recruitment cycle, currently the
person can be in integral part in ensuring that program has two cohorts with the capacity to
we are able to continuously see through our serve 60 students, 66 students joined the program
goals and vision for the program. We
for the 20-21 academic. This year we received over
envision the support staff member to help us 95 interest forms and currently the program has
with all events and admin processes that is
two cohorts with 60 students. With additional
vital to keeping the program running
faculty support, the program could potentially
smoothly.
grow to three cohorts and increase the number of
underrepresented (mostly Latinx students)
graduating with an Associate's degree and/or
San Ramon
Business/CIS position: In order to support DVC's
Admin I [S4700]
commitment to educational excellence, student
equity, and student inclusion; the BUS/CIS
department at SRC is requesting one Full-Time
Business Instructor with a minor in Economics so
that they can teach in either the Business or Econ
areas. The Bus and ECON areas at SRC are linked
and could use the addition of a Full-Time
instructor to nurture the expected growth in these
areas. This would provide student support for
certificates/programs offered at SRC, per the DVC
Master Plan. Currently, the Business area has an
FTEF of 5.74 with 1 full-time faculty member, who
is mainly focused on teaching accounting, and 11
part time faculty. The SRC Economics area has an
FTEF of 1.5 with no full-time faculty. The campus'
ECON offerings are taught solely by 5 part-time
faculty. A full-time faculty member will be able to
teach a breadth of courses that are currently
taught by part time faculty or not offered at the
San Ramon Campus because we do not have the
San Ramon
The need for an additional manager at SRC
Business/CIS position: In order to support DVC's
continues to be a major challenge for the
commitment to educational excellence, student
Admin II
campus. The workload and meetings that the equity, and student inclusion; the BUS/CIS
[S4700A]
Senior Dean and Dean are responsible for
department at SRC is requesting one Full-Time
hinders our level of integration with the
Business Instructor with a minor in Economics so
Pleasant Hill campus (PHC), as well as our
that they can teach in either the Business or Econ
ability to sustain the services we are able to areas. The Bus and ECON areas at SRC are linked
offer to our students in support areas such as and could use the addition of a Full-Time
wellness/CARE,student life/clubs,
instructor to nurture the expected growth in these
counseling, career and transfer services,
areas. This would provide student support for
outreach and connection with feeder high
certificates/programs offered at SRC, per the DVC
schools, just to name a few. While there has Master Plan. Currently, the Business area has an
been great collaboration with the PHC
FTEF of 5.74 with 1 full-time faculty member, who
departments, continued support and
is mainly focused on teaching accounting, and 11
integration with PHC requires constant
part time faculty. The SRC Economics area has an
communication and presence on committees FTEF of 1.5 with no full-time faculty. The campus'
and at key meetings and planning sessions. ECON offerings are taught solely by 5 part-time
Since SRC is more than just a division, but
faculty. A full-time faculty member will be able to
also a campus, our responsibilities are farteach a breadth of courses that are currently
reaching and are too much for two managers taught by part time faculty or not offered at the
to attend to fully The SRC library requests a San Ramon Campus because we do not have the
Sports Medicine We are asking for 1 full-time and 1 part-time
(75%) athletic trainer position to bring our
Program
staff to 2.75 in the athletic training clinic.
Manager
Currently, we have 1 full-time athletic trainer
[D3900B]
and 1 sports medicine program manager that
provide most of the coverage for the athletic
training clinic. The hourly athletic trainers
provide about 10 - 15 hours of additional help
on a weekly basis. In providing care for 17
intercollegiate sports (~350 student-athletes)
there are times that the medical needs of each
team cannot be met by one person alone and
the hourly athletic trainers have provided
some relief. The California Community College
Athletics Association (CCCAA) has provided
clear guidance on medical coverage for
community college athletics. Bylaw 9.3.2 of
the CCCAA constitution states that an
athletic trainer will provide athletic training
supervision for all home/hosted college
contests. This is in addition to other tasks
Student Life
n/a
[D4012]

The department has been lucky enough to
replace most of larger expensive percussion
equipment through the program review process
over the past 5 years. There are many smaller
individual instruments that could use
replacement. Many of these percussion
equipment are between $100 and $600 per unit.
This bundle includes, suspended cymbals, drum
set pedals, timpani heads, djembe replacements,
Latin American percussion, etc. These
instruments are shared by many classes and
ensembles such as band, orchestra, jazz, rock and
newly formed world music ensembles.

The gas emission spectroscopy kit will be used
by both Physics 121 and Chemistry 120 sections
at SRC. This kit demonstrates electron relaxation
and ties into teaching the quantum mechanical
model of the atom in both chemistry and physics;
this topic is part of the SLOs in each course. SRC
currently has one gas emission spectroscopy kit
(with only hydrogen and mercury gases), and
would like to supplement with an additional kit
(with additional, different gases - not duplicates)
to accommodate the new full-time physics
instructor set to join the SRC faculty in Fall 22
and offer a variety of samples to our emission
spectroscopy equipment. Additionally, the PHC
Chemistry and Physics departments currently
have these gas emission spectroscopy kits; to
offer an equitable experience for SRC Chemistry
and Physics students, we are requesting funds to
purchase to match our PHC counterparts. These
gas emission spectroscopy kits would benefit
15+ sections of Chem 108 per year, 4 sections of

Veterans
Services
[D8010B]

Vice-President,
Student Services
[D1050]

Industry standard software is essential to fulfill -All of the chairs in the music building are over 20 years
the core mission of the program. As outlined in old. The chairs are in three main classrooms M125, 127
our course and program SLOs, the knowledge
and M136. The chairs in M136 are cloth and have many
and application of the recording arts is essential stains, rips and general bad oder. The chairs in M125 and
127 are chair desk combos. Although they are still in
preparation for our students as they enter the
good shape and could be used elsewhere on the campus,
workforce. Our MIS graduates have
successfully gained employment in industry and they do not meet the needs of these versatile
were trained on industry standard hardware and classrooms. Chairs have to be moved to the hallway, or
software. They are currently employed with high- rearranged daily for different classes and ensembles.
tech video game and music software companies Student music chairs are used in the rest of the building
such as Activision, Ubisoft, Lucas Arts, and
and could be purchased for use in these rooms. In
Realta Entertainment. An astounding 10,000
addition small tables could be purchased for note taking,
Hours By Arrangement (HBA) were officially
and various classroom activities.
logged via the SARS system last semester in our
single computer lab. All Music Industry Studies
classes will utilize the hardware and software we
are requesting. The MIS classes utilizing this
new equipment will be MUSX-100, 101, 110, 124,
125, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 181, 182,
183, 270, and 282. The seventeen classes
represent a total of twenty-two sections
With over 100 students in the PACE Program,
and projected increase in enrollment there's an
immediate need for a functional database to
manage enrollment.

-The Music Technology Center is the lab where
most MUSX courses are taught. The lab is lit by
bright fluorescent ceiling lights which make seeing
fine detail on the monitors of the 26 computer
workstations difficult. These lights also make it
almost impossible to see the detail of HDMI
projected images on the screen in the front of the
lab from the back of the lab. Changing the sixteen
fluorescent ceiling lights to dimmable LED lights
would be a quick and simple solution to these
issues. -The carpeting in the music building was
first installed in 2000, over 20 years ago. It covers
the entire building except for one classroom. The
carpet is worn, stained, and the source of an
overwhelming smell of mold when entering the
building. It needs to be replaced with a more
practical floor covering. This item has been
included in the last six program reviews. Last year,
this was one of the highest ranked items in the
facilities subgroup of the program review
committee. -M101 is the Department's largest
Because the PACE Team utilizes Starfish, a product of
Hobsons, it's important to attend annual conferences to
stay current with the many tools, support and resources
available. With the development of the Social Science
tracks/majors and the diverse population of students
within the PACE Program it is imperative to learn tools
and strategies to ensure our program offers both
curriculum and services that are culturally responsive,
inclusive, equitable and anti-racist.

Laptops are a critical need for physical science
classes (namely, Chemistry and Physics classes).
Many of the experiments require the use of a
laptop to run specialized software. At present,
we only have half a class set; 15 laptops. This
results in a scheduling issue; meaning chemistry
and physics classes cannot be scheduled at the
same time as there would not be enough
equipment to fulfill the needs of each section.
Even when just one section is using the set of 15
laptops, instructors have to ask students to
bring in their personal laptops to supplement as
much of the data work-up and analysis is done
individually on the computer. The SRC physical
sciences program continues to grow to satisfy
student's needs, and we are planning to welcome
a full-time physics instructor as SRC faculty in
Fall 22; we need to support the technology
requirements so that students' educational
experience at SRC is equitable with courses at
PHC. We are requesting an additional 15 laptops

The current lab stools in the SRC Chemistry lab are
heavy, take up a large amount of space and are difficult
to adjust. Even when the current stools are properly
adjusted, they are very uncomfortable to sit in for long
periods of time because there is a ~8 inch back-rest
piece. Ironically, the back-rest does not support your
back, forces you to sit at an angle (which often ends up
hurting your back!) and makes it difficult to get in and
out of the stool. This detail is significant as all chemistry
labs run more than three hours and adequate (ideally,
comfortable) seating is a must. The SRC Chemistry lab is
on the small side for a lab space needing to house 28
students plus an instructor (smaller square footage than
PHC Chemistry labs) and we need to be as efficient as
possible when using the space allowed. We would like to
purchase new, adjustable lab stools to make efficient use
of space in the lab, provide a safer and more comfortable
sitting surface for our students and take advantage of
the height adjustment feature on the new stools to
accommodate DSS students. Student safety in the
chemistry lab is of primary importance and the current
A growing number of faculty in our division and Our building and its furnishings are 20 years old. Like
many of our colleagues in other STEM courses many of the rooms on campus, we have grey plastic
have found that Gradescope is a more efficient, chairs that can flex backwards at the mid-back level.
About a third of the chairs in our lab rooms (PS-113, -117,
equitable and transparent grading tool than
-121) have plastic around one of more of these flex joints
Canvas' Speedgrader. Gradescope is a leading
that is fatigued with age and broken. While superficially
grading platform that allows grading of paper,
intact, it only takes a student's deep lean to cause the
digital and code assignments, and was
hinge to fail, the top of the chair to flip back, the rigid
developed specifically for STEM course
metal joint in the chair to be exposed, and the student to
assignments. Besides many workflow
possibly be injured! We have worked with our dean to
enhancements over Speedgrader, Gradescope
allows for “blind”
grading which reduces bias, find temporary replacements for the 20 chairs that are
and also grading of all student submissions of a currently identified as dangerous, and to we are in the
process of purchasing 30 chairs using $9,000 secured
particular problem which increases equity and
consistency in grading. The latter capability is through past program review. An additional $18,000 is
essential for Physics problems where students needed to replace the remaining 60 chairs. On average,
are assessed on a several-step problem-solving each of our students spends more than 3 hours per week
in one of these chairs.
process. Gradescope has a more transparent
presentation of rubrics so that students have
easy access to learning objectives and
expectations. In addition, it is a data-rich
platform that gives instructors robust analytics

Since last year's PR cycle, the IU has been granted
the opportunity to hire a full-time physics
instructor and we have been planning the new
instructor's potential course load. Phys 121 has
been offered since SP20 at SRC, but only in the
online modality. With the return to in-person
instruction, SRC is looking to offer Phys 121 in
E181. However, it has been determined that the
electrical outlet capabilities is that room are not
sufficient to run the Phys 121 lab equipment and
are not on par with the physics facilities at the
Pleasant Hill campus. Upgrading the electrical
capabilities in E181 would allow us to support and
expand the excellent physical sciences program
established at SRC; in particular by being able to
offer the crucial Phys 121 lab class. Adding and
supporting these classes addresses the "Through"
and "Out" stages of the Student Experience and
allows students to continue their education at
SRC. Establishment of a fully-functional physical
science laboratory at SRC will deliver a stronger

We encourage our Adjunct Faculty to make use
of the improving technology in the classrooms.
Many do not employ electronic presentations
because they lack the delivery hardware. Tablets
represent an inexpensive and convenient way to
support these Faculty as they try to diversify
their Instruction techniques. Having a tablet and
knowing that it will enable you to present your
lecture materials, no matter which room your
course is assigned to, facilitates their transition
to multi-media presentations enhancing student
success, specifically for those students who
benefit from visual display of materials. Tablets
are a necessary tool for our adjunct faculty to be
able to produce equitable and accessible
pedagogy for our equity targeted students. Not
having these tools tends to steer them to
presenting with the most reliable technology Chalk. If we want Instructors to use technology
in the classroom (and more and more our
students do) then we need to facilitate that.

A permanent and highly visible space where Puente
students, Puente Staff, and Puente Faculty is imperative
in creating a student support space that directly impacts
our student's academic experience. The optics and
underlying feeling associated with a space that feels like
home makes a huge difference for our students. We
recognize the importance of having a home on campus
for our students especially since many of our student's
"home" in this country at times treats them otherwise.
Understanding what a permanent home on our campus
means to our students is understanding how this
cultivates more inclusive campus climates that enhances
student success. Providing a permanent home that is
highly visible and accessible to our students supports
the holistic needs of Puente students. Many of our
students need a space in which they feel comfortable to
reach out to us faculty and staff to support their unique
academic, social, and personal development. DVC
currently is rolling out with Student Centers for the
different interest areas which are modeled after the
successes from the PUMA Center. We have set the
A vacant instructional space (E181) is currently being
converted into a new physical science laboratory space.
This includes equipping E181 with laboratory benches,
tables and chairs (modular setup), and upgrading it to a
smart classroom. This will provide a multifunctional
laboratory space that will be available for use in Spring
2022 for physics, geology and anthropology laboratory
classes. In addition, it will be used by our currently
offered chemistry classes for dry (chemical-free) labs,
group work (small or medium) and workshops. It is an
ideal space to hold all physical science classes except for
one of the physics classes (Phys-121) which has only
been offered online thus far. Unfortunately, this new
physical science laboratory space will not be able to
accommodate Phys 121 due to the lack of electrical
outlets for equipment usage for the laboratory
experiments. The IU is requesting the installation of a
new electrical circuit in E181 to allow for additional
electrical lines delivered via ceiling conduit to each lab
group workstation. A pull-down reel/cable would offer
four electrical outlets to each workstation so students
A vacant instructional space (E181) is currently being
converted into a new physical science laboratory space.
This includes equipping E181 with laboratory benches,
tables and chairs (modular setup), and upgrading it to a
smart classroom. This will provide a multifunctional
laboratory space that will be available for use in Spring
2022 for physics, geology and anthropology laboratory
classes. In addition, it will be used by our currently
offered chemistry classes for dry (chemical-free) labs,
group work (small or medium) and workshops. It is an
ideal space to hold all physical science classes except for
one of the physics classes (Phys-121) which has only
been offered online thus far. Unfortunately, this new
physical science laboratory space will not be able to
accommodate Phys 121 due to the lack of electrical
outlets for equipment usage for the laboratory
experiments. The IU is requesting the installation of a
new electrical circuit in E181 to allow for additional
electrical lines delivered via ceiling conduit to each lab
group workstation. A pull-down reel/cable would offer
four electrical outlets to each workstation so students

Puente co-coordinators attend trainings that are funded
by the Puente Statewide Office every semester.
However, given the pandemic, the activities and
instruction in these trainings have been limited. We are
requesting $2,000*5 coordinators, or $10,000 total, which
we would be able to apply as needed.

The computers that exist in the Veterans
Resource Center our outdated for students to
use. The computers are very slow and need to be
upgraded with bigger monitors since our
students have service connected disabilities that
deal with visual impairment disabilities, these
t
dt b
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The MIS program has learning partnerships with
AVID and AVIXA. These partnerships enable
our students to earn certifications in the
industry. Every year we must apply for grants to
fund these partnerships. The MIS program
would like to request a permanent budget
augmentation to pay for these ongoing and
critical learning partnerships.

Music needs augmentation to provide
N/A
consistent tutoring. The music departments
can not meet the instructional needs for
purchasing and renting music with current
budget. Operational budget has to be
supplemented with faculty led fundraising and
student concert tickets sales.

The PACE Program is dire need of access to learning
community data through Colleague from SQL and
Tableau. Further training for coordinators on how to
access needed information may be needed in
addition to research support to analyze and identify
gaps, opportunities and program development The
PACE Program needs immediate marketing materials
to enhance our outreach and recruitment effort to
increase enrollment with the growth of our new
tracks/majors.

The PACE Program would like to include swag
(pens, highlighters, planners, flash drives, etc...)
to help promote the program when conducting
outreach and recruitment.

The Pace Program needs a budget to sustain
the hiring of PACE tutors and peer mentors as
these positions are needed to enhance the
success of our PACE students. PACE tutors
are critical to the success of PACE students,
especially in math and English courses.
Because PACE students work and can't utilize
traditional tutoring offered through the ASC
because they are working during these hours.
The PACE program needs to hire tutors
available during evening and weekend hours
for accessibility to our working adult
population. Peer mentors play a valuable role
In Fall 2021, the San Ramon campus opened a
new academic support center (ASC) to provide
support services for all our students. The
center offers SRC students tutoring across the
STEM curriculum, that includes biology,
chemistry, math, oceanography, and physics.
This is a critical need for our students to
provide support and resources in their learning
throughout the semester. At present, 66 hours
of tutoring/week are funded. However, this
level of funding does not provide our students
with a robust tutoring program supporting our
students in all these STEM disciplines nor is it
equitable with the tutoring coverage offered at
PHC. Tutoring is a critical resource and is
heavily utilized by students. In Fall 2019 (our
last full semester that offered only in-person
tutoring), a total of 4,800 students visited the
tutoring facility for a total of 6,150 hours. In the
7 weeks that in-person tutoring occurred in
Spring 2020, there were a total of 1,624 visits

n/a

Lifelong learning is key to the continuous improvement
process, job satisfaction, and career advancement
opportunities. Supporting our staff is a priority to
developing a knowledgeable team that is culturally aware
and strives to contribute to student achievement.
Professional growth inspires, motivates, and expands
our minds to envision innovation at its best. Individual
and group professional development will be encouraged,
scheduled and provided. Staff will participate in online
webinars such as Fred Pryor for emotional intelligence
and time management, online web page management in
Instructure, attend NCORE, Advisor workshops with
CCCSAA, attend ASACC advisor certification,
participate in college Equity Speaker Series, Fiscal Crisis
Management Assistance Team (Fiscal responsibilities),
Brown Bag Lunch & Learn personal development, DVC
SSS Mega Nuts & Bolts, Rainbow Community Center:
Intersectionality, Power & Privilege, and Microaggressions/affirmations, Sexual Orientation, Gender
Identity, and Expression (SOGIE) CONNECT Campus
Labs online clubs software updates, and Basic Needs
Staying current with UC, CSU, and private university
updates and community college transfer issues is
essential for DVC's Transfer Services Coordinator. Costs
for such trainings remain minimal in a virtual
environment, but should we return to in-person meetings
and conferences again, costs for registration and travel
need to be included.

Puente has not received an increase in its
overall operating budget to match the increase
in costs for services and events--such as
busses, entrance fees for events, food, etc.

Per the MOU from the Puente Statewide Office, reassigned
time to coordinate and attend trips and events is .75 per
cohort. After our full-time counseling hire is secured, we
will be operating at 1.3 for two cohorts.

The Student Union is an inviting place for students to
connect with one another, extend learning, and explore
leadership opportunities. Building capital improvements are
important to its long term maintenance and care.

The athletic trainers must complete 75 continuing
education units every 2 years to maintain their
certification. Our AT's also have strength &
conditioning credentials which require another 50 CEU's
every 2 years. These CEU's are completed by taking
courses and seminars throughout each year which
require enrollment fees and sometimes travel fees. In
staying current with the research and practice of athletic
training services, AT's can provide exceptional care to
student-athletes. Also, they are able to teach this
information to our sports medicine students which
address student impact.

YouCanBookMe has been utilized for the past
two years and proves to be a cost-effective
investment to save staff time on duplicate data
entry for university rep. bookings and
appointments. Aside from our website, our
multiple social media channels are our primary
communication tools with DVC Transfer
students, as they are well-utilized by students
and allow us the opportunity to post updates
and news in real time or as scheduled posts to
go live at strategic times in the day/week. Each
year, we have invested staff time to further
developing these channels to reach more
students and are seeing more students engage
with our content when expertly managed by a
social media management software.

Additional 0.2 reassigned time (shared). Many of
the essential Umoja program activities and
functions cannot be accomplished within the
current .75 (shared) reassigned time. In order to
serve the growing number of Umoja students in
the program, coordination time needs to be
increased. The program also wants to expand
support services to Friends of Umoja; collaborate
with departments across campus to offer more
Umojafied classes; increase culturally relevant
activities; provide more college tours and transfer
opportunities for Umoja students, and create
internships opportunities to encourage academic
and leadership development for students as they
move through the college. All of these efforts
require additional coordination time and
permanent funding. In addition to the
responsibilities that coordinators have for
maintaining the program at DVC, the Umoja
Statewide program has added additional tracking
and reporting requirements, in addition to a

-

This fund will be used to bring speakers to campus
exposing our students to new ideas and perspectives
that supplement and support classroom teaching. Our
increasingly diverse student population will see
themselves reflected in the curriculum, and will recognize
and experience the value of community outreach and
civic education. Political Science plans to host speakers
with expertise in indigenous, race, gender and
environmental politics which will lead to a broader
awareness of how Ethnic Studies may be incorporated
across disciplines.

ELECTRIC GOLF CART We are asking to replace
an old and outdated electric golf cart with a new
or refurbished cart. Currently, the Sports
Medicine/Athletic Training program utilizes 2
electric golf carts to complete daily tasks. This
involves moving equipment from venue to
venue, but more importantly, the carts are used
during sporting events for injured athletes
transportation. There are many weeks during the
Fall and Spring when there are overlapping
sporting events when two carts are necessary to
provide appropriate medical coverage. This
request most closely ties into Program Impact in
the rubric. Without replacing this cart we will
most likely be left with one cart very soon and
that would put us in some difficult situations.
Specifically, when we are hosting multiple
sporting events it would put us at risk of not
responding to emergency scenarios in a timely
fashion. We do want to continue providing
optimal healthcare for our student-athletes and
n/a
n/a

Transfer
Services [D4014]

Umoja Learning
Community
[D1100U]

MTC Bundle: This bundle will serve generations
of students to come. We have selected
equipment that will be used used for the new
AudioVisual Technology and Commercial Music
degrees and certificates, the trio of Commercial
Music degrees and certificates, and current MIS
degrees and certificates (10 total). The current
classroom equipment is no longer functional or
supported by Avid and Mac. Replacing it is our
utmost priority, and this bundle contains items
that are interdependent. Many of these items are
small but need to be grouped together (such as
modules, cables, etc). Industry standard
equipment is required for the AV Essentials
courses. There will be a dramatic increase in
degrees awarded if we obtain sufficient lab
equipment. In addition, many of our courses
require software to be updated, and this software
uses proprietary hardware to function. See below
for an exhaustive list. MTC Bundle LIST:
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/DN-

This connects to most of the strategies from B.1, from
aligning with the Umoja practices to holding cultural
events (on campus) to college tours (the on-campus
events) to the Harambee Circle. Umoja (and the other
learning communities) need a permanent home for the
Learning Community Annex (which includes the PUMA
Center and the Student Veteran Resource Center
[SVRC]), that includes adequate space to support
programs and services (e.g. additional individual and
group study rooms, adequate resources and services
(e.g. strong Wi-Fi, functioning thermostat control, new
furnishings), and permanent staffing for the front desk.
As PUMA usage has increased and additional programs
have been housed therein, the need for additional space
for students to study individually and in groups, attend
workshops, use computers, get tutoring, meet with
faculty, and have social space has also grown. During
the online phase, the PUMA community maintained
virtual high touch services (e.g. tutoring, programming,
and online drop-in sessions), which underscored the
need for staffing and programming for this cohesive

n/a

n/a

n/a

In order to generate and analyze program data for
Career & Transfer Services each semester, all Career
and Transfer Coordinators (3) need to be involved in
training to learn SARS TRAK, SARS Anywhere,
SARS ADMIN, as well as SQL and Tableau to
effectively run demographic reports about our
service utilization. Zoom Technical Training is
needed to utilize all features of Zoom including easier
attendance/outcomes tracking (service utilization)
and increased access for students. More immediate
website publishing access to the Transfer Services
webpage will reduce lengthy publishing delays that
end up misinforming students and/or transfer
students missing out on critical and timely
information/services during peak transfer season.

To provide a safe workspace for our staff and
students, upgrading our computer lab stations
with waterproof/washable keyboards and mice
allow for regular wiping/spraying with sanitizing
solution between each student use. To prevent
the spread of airborne illnesses and keep our
staff and students safe, HEPA air filters installed
in our building's ventilation system will also be
necessary. Costs unknown. Our current office
printer is for students to use and regularly jams,
needs repair as it has been used for many years.
In anticipation of it giving out, we would like to
upgrade to a newer, highly rated high-yield
printer (and with less expensive ink cartridge
refills) - doing so would pay for itself within a
year due to the higher cost of the current ink
cartridges alone.

Peer contact for students (via chat, phone, and
walk-ins) provides a welcoming space for
students to ask any and all types of transfer
and career related questions. Peer Advisors
assist with daily office tasks, workshop/event
attendance data entry and tracking, university
representative and employer visit entries,
transfer research to update our student
resources, and culturally relevant marketing of
our services and special events. Permanently
budgeting for part-time counselors who will be
stationed in the Career & Transfer Center on
an ongoing basis to provide weekly drop-in
counseling at both virtually and in person at 16
hours/week (32 hours total) and can assist with
ENGL and MATH class presentations, TAG
Review appointments in September, and
Personal Insight Question Review
appointments in October and November would
stabilize these core transfer services by no
longer relying on external funding sources.
Each semester in the core Umoja classes-Counseling, and Social Science--as well as in
the English classes, two Umoja (and other)
students work as the Supplemental Instruction
Leader (SI) for the course. The SI attends
classes, participates in the class, and provides
academic support to students. SIs are critical
to the success of students in the program. Not
only are they relatable to the students, but
they are able to offer the additional benefits
that come with one-on-one academic support,
as well as group study sessions with peers,
which instructors may not have the flexibility
or time to conduct. The SI is especially
effective when the SI leader forms study
groups and offer additional support (in the
PUMA center when possible) where the
students are much more likely to reach out for
help. Tutors will also be an instrumental part of
the success of the Harambee Study Circle
which is a new addition to the program.

For Administrative Assistant in providing
administrative support on various governance
committees both local and district level as well as
seat appointments on several committees, this
tool will allow for concise and organized
capturing of notes/minutes to be kept digitally in
one place for all committees as minutes and
notes are being taken. Committee support and
appointment includes SES Committee, EEOA
Committee, DEEOA Committee, Classified
Senate, Diversifying Hiring Practices Action

This Student Worker position would serve the
VPESS Office during the peak season of
graduation planning (January-May) and
include close oup activities/tasks related to
graduation. Also assisting the office with
tasks/projects related to TIX Marketing
Campaign

In the last year, a number of new areas where
professional development could be beneficial have come
to light. One area of PD that would be beneficial to the
program involves outreach and recruitment.
Coordinators could benefit from having opportunities to
learn about and investigate effective strategies for
expanding the program's reach, in order to build strong
partnerships with local schools and community
agencies. In addition, a future goal for expanding
outreach is to incorporate a dual enrollment opportunity
into the program to serve as a bridge to Umoja. We need
training on how to develop and build such a program so
coordinators can implement this recruitment strategy.

For the Veterans Resource Coordinator, Program
Assistant, Veterans Counselors, Veteran Certifying
Officials to be privy to best practices and other
innovative ideas, they must participate in ALL
conferences, symposiums that our state, the VA
provides, and other organizations hold. These
f
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Work Experience
[D3800W]

Faculty and staff of the WRKX department need to be
able to attend trainings, conferences and PD
opportunities to keep informed of career internship
opportunities and programs. Examples include the
Cooperative Work Experience and Internship
Association conference and regional Earn & Learn
training sessions. These will give employees more tools
i h l i
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Mileage reimbursement costs have been going
up. Although recently all site visits have been
virtual, when we go back to face-to-face
conferences between faculty and students'
employers, this will become an issue again.

Currently there is no designated line item in the GF budget
for the VPESS Office for graduation costs/expenses each
year. In the past, graduation expenses were charged to the
VPESS Supplies line item. It is difficult to track expenses in
this manner and critical to create a designated Activity
Code in the budget for Graduation. Based on past in-person
graduation expenses, we are spending $30, 000+ and this
does not include overtime pay for employees that
work/support graduation after the regularly scheduled work
hours as graduation is scheduled after 5 pm. $45,000
allocation for graduation each year would allow for the

Program [iu]
Reflection
Admissions and I completed my first APR while we were remote for
Records [D4001] COVID. I had many more opportunities for training and
I appreciate the leadership from Lindsey Kong and the
support from Jennifer Tejada while writing and
Applied Arts and
Social Sciences
[S4720]
Architecture
None at this time
[D4105A]
Art Digital Media Despite all of the tumult this year, ARTDM/FTVE is
and FTVE
now taking time to deeply reflect on better defining who
we are, where we are going, and how we can best serve
[D3032]
our students. We have come together as a dept to
deepen discussion and analysis of the operational and
pedagogical aspects of ARTDM/FTVE. Historically,
program review has been a challenge for us to parse in
meaningful ways. We continue to discover data
inaccuracies this year. It is important for us to base our
future development and actions on accurate
Biological
Science and
Oceanography
[D3530B]

Suggestion
N/A- waiting to see what eLumen looks like for next year.

Business [D3600]

None. We are hopeful that the various problems and
formatting issues with the WEPR template will be solved
when we move to the eLumen system.

Career Services
[D4011]

Chemistry
[D4110]

Communication
Studies [D3033]

Data management and analysis continue to be major
hindrances in the program review process. Using SARS
TRAK and SARS Anywhere to pull the required data
was extremely difficult and time consuming. We
continue to have access issues, staff transitions in our
area have also contributed to a lapse in training for PR.
Then, the analysis process was also difficult required
lti l h
d ft
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This process was clear and straightforward. However,
we would like to highlight the inaccurate information in
the data matrix about our full time faculty head count
and FT/PT ratio. As it stands, this data states we have
9 full time faculty members in 2020/2021 when we have
7. See this section for clarification as this inaccuracy
may impact the ratios of FT to PT and other data in this
section. Our department did struggle this term due to
faculty burn out and other state-wide factors impacting
our department, most notably the potential impact of
AB928 on Communication Studies departments across
the state. Our department has been involved in many
state-wide organization and advocacy efforts in
support of our discipline. Similarly, at the state level
most faculty are reporting many indicators of burn out
Computer
The COMSC and CNT departments worked together to
Science [D4610] produce this document as our programs are closely
aligned. Communication was intra-departmental: The
COMSC department had a meeting to determine need
and all worked together in the creating of this
document The CNT department also worked together
Counseling
It would be helpful to have the President's goals by
Office Supervisor early May, VP goals by the end of May and the Dean's
[D4000A]
goals by June so that folks can begin to work on their
annual or comprehensive in July. Could the President's,
Vice President and Dean's goals be listed off to the side
each year in a box that you can click on to open? Who
is the Program's Lead Person on the Signature page?
Who is the "Division Council Comments" on the
Signature page? Download PDF button doesn't work. If
I click on view and then save pdf that button works.

DSS/Workability
III [D4007A]

Dance [D3034]

Dental Assisting
and Dental
Hygiene [D3515]
Distance
Education
[D1080DE]
Electricity/Electr
onics and Energy
Systems
[D4105Y]
Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]
English [D3705E]

English as a
Second
Language
[D3705L]

Industrial Design
[D4105I]

Kinesiology
[D3900]

Language Arts
[S4730]

Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
MESA [D1100M]

Maintenance and
Operations
[D2010]
Music [D3025]
Political Science
[D4515P]
Puente Learning
Community
[D1100P]

Can (rough) target lengths be given for each section? Can
PR writers be given either an actual or fictitious PR that
was very good, along with annotations explaining why
None at this time
A section for programs to discuss course modality. 2 year
plans. Online Pathways, In person Courses.

The document language of "disabled" or "non-disabled"
students (Part 2, Section B) would seem to lean more
heavily on language that we are in the process of updating.
The language is shifting to put the person part first so that
includes them as part of the group instead of a person only
defined by a disability (so, "student with disability"
instead of "disabled student.") The template language here
encourages us to use that soon-to-be outdated language. I
myself was guilty of that and was grateful for a faculty

The data provided does not inform the discussions you are
requesting around equity and success. An entire program
in aggregate does not permit you to explore the parts of
your program that need improvements by the strategies
defined. We would love to see us reevaluate the data
provided to departments that should be cited in this
document. We would love to see the district create a PR
dashboard in Tableau that allows us to look at our
d i
f
h
ih
No hsuggestions.

None

It would be helpful to clearly list which items are required
for APR, versus Instructional/Student Services Program
Review. Suggestion: A note that says "required for all
program reviews" or "required for Administrative Program
Review" B1a If continuing, explain progress: required?
recommended? If concluded, explain outcomes: How will
this strategy/activity increase achievement metrics (for
example: course completion, degree, certificate, or Transfer
ready) in the course or program? How will achievement of
this strategy/activity increase achievement of learning
outcomes: (SLOs, PLOs, GELOs, ILOs)? If continuing,
explain progress: required? recommended? B1b If
continuing, explain progress: required? recommended? If
concluded, explain outcomes Based on the PR data and
analysis or other reports specific to the program, how will
the proposed strategy/activity decrease the equity gap for
disproportionately impacted (DI) student groups, as
id tifi d i th
ll ' St d t E it
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Integrating SLOs/GLOs, etc. into program review is
While I understand that program review is used to evaluate
challenging in student services, where these objectives funding requests, most of my needs are not financial. It is
are more focused on students' understanding of these at times difficult to fit these requests into the format, i.e.
supports rather than on their academic achievements. more consideration of disability as an aspect of diversity in
the hiring progress participation in the facilities master
This is the Dance Department's first program review.
None at this time.
The Dance Department has been relocated to a new
Division, “Arts, Communications and Languages.”
The
process of completing a first time Program review by a
first time Department Chair of a single person
department with a newly hired Dean was very difficult.
The training meeting was a small introduction but, for
my specific needs, proved to be inadequate. The
earliest office hour with Florence Espirito was more
informative of my needs to accomplish completion of
the PR. Ms Espirito identified my need for more support
in completing the PR. Unfortunately from that point
support was difficult to find. From my new Division, I
received help from Beth McBrien where my suspicions
were confirmed. An alternative training and support
process is needed for first time writers of Program
Reviews who are new to their area and departments.
The enormity of Program Review and its importance is
not lost on me. I can see its value not only for funding
requests but in identifying strengths and areas of
improvement. I am grateful to the following people who
I thought I heard during the training video that we were no
longer ranking the needs. If this is correct the ranking on
the far left needs to be removed.
One recommendation is to add "Other Academic Services
(OAS)" to the personnel request options. Currently, there
are two options, "permanent" and "reassigned time"
A great deal of challenges, ranging from facilities,
curriculum, equipment needs and faculty training are
addressed within the Program Review. The 2021/2022
Programs Review was in part based upon the advisory
board members' recommendations and provides a clear
A great deal of challenges, ranging from facilities,
curriculum, equipment needs and faculty training are
addressed within the Program Review. The 2020/2021
Programs Review was in part based upon the advisory
board members' recommendations and provides a clear
This is an overwhelming endeavor. On one hand, it felt The templates are confusing and seem to ask for repeated
valuable to have discussions about what we've done
information again and again. That first page is also so
and what our challenges are. On the other, we have a
staggeringly overwhelming. Also, so many things we do
difficult time identifying anything that has ever come
are not neat and straight forward: for example, a need for
out of Program REview, aside from supplies such as
PD isn't related to just one strategic activity--it might be
document cameras. The enormity of the task doesn't
related to two or three. But the drop downs don't really
feel equal to the outcome. In the end, it just feels like a allow for complexity.
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This is an overwhelming endeavor. On one hand, it felt The templates are confusing and seem to ask for repeated
valuable to have discussions about what we've done
information again and again. That first page is also so
and what our challenges are. On the other, we have a
staggeringly overwhelming. Also, so many things we do
difficult time identifying anything that has ever come
are not neat and straight forward: for example, a need for
out of Program REview, aside from supplies such as
PD isn't related to just one strategic activity--it might be
document cameras. The enormity of the task doesn't
related to two or three. But the drop downs don't really
feel equal to the outcome. In the end, it just feels like a allow for complexity.
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The challenges in developing and maintaining a new
To assist in the program's development process, an
Industrial Design Associate Degree and Certificate are advisory board was established from the Industrial Design
many. DVC is one of the first Industrial Design
program's strategic partnerships with local industry and
programs within a California Community College and
four-year transfer college faculty. The 2020/2021 Programs
therefore lives in uncharted territory. As a result of this Review was based upon the advisory board members'
new academic endeavor, a great deal of challenges
recommendations and provides a clear path forward.
ensued, ranging from facilities, curriculum, equipment,
d f lt hi
H
i
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The rapid and unanticipated loss of more faculty in our The template has become more consistent and therefore
department has made the program review process even familiar to those of us working with it. We had fewer
more challenging for us to complete to the standards
difficulties working with the template than we have had in
we would like. This is exacerbated by the
previous program review cycles. Section I-A2: Ability to
comprehensive program review due date occurring in
drag and drop accomplishment items to easily re-order
the busiest semester (fall) and coinciding with the
Section II - Add data elements: Section II-B3: College
busiest time of the semester for our faculty. Each
Success for Various Ethnic Groups Section II-B5: College
faculty member serving on our program review
Success Rates Disable and Non-Disable Section II-B6:
committee serves multiple roles in our department
Course Retention Rate for College 100% Online and Hybrid
including: in-season coach, CE program lead,
department chair, and representative on
college/conference/state-wide committees and
organizations. We found it extremely difficult to
coordinate enough time in our schedules to meet and
work on the document. Due to the limited amount of
time we could work together during the work-day, we
also had to work independently after the work-day
ended. As a result, the time required to effectively
complete this process, negatively impacted our ability
to meet the needs of our students (such as timely
responses to emails and assignments) and other
As a program and department, we organized and
Find a way to provide disaggregated data for SRC by
facilitated meetings via Zoom and in-person over
discipline.
several weeks to engage with the data and address
action items on how growth and development will be
managed in the next year and beyond. We dialogued on
all stages of data review, PR writing, and revision. We
outreached to all available faculty both full time and
There needs to be the ability to ask for "Other Academic
Services" (OAS) rate compensation funds for faculty.
Currently there is only permanent and reassigned time.
MESA is a very small unit and includes a full time
NA
MESA Program Assistant, Program Manager and parttime MESA Counselor. MESA Program Manager is the
only person that participates in the PR writing process.
It is recommended that more individuals whether at the
faculty or at the Dean level participate in the writing
process to give it a broader perspective. It is important
to note that the FT permenant position of the MESA
Program Assistant was filled in April 2018. Prior to this,
the program always had an hourly Program Assistant
that worked 12-30 hours/week. On January 6th, 2020,
the FT MESA Program Assistant left the position.
Since then the program had an hourly employee that
worked (10-25 hours/week) and helped the operations.
It would be wonderful if the previous year's items were It would be wonderful if the previous year's items were
already included in the new review. Often there are
already included in the new review. Often there are times
times when items are repeated in the next review.
when items are repeated in the next review.
Process for the annual review was much easier.
None at this time.
Consolidated section 1 and 2 seemed to save time in
There are a number of sections that simply do not apply to
our instructional unit. There is considerable redundancy in
the information requested.
Under section C4-5 (Student Demographic Data) we
Many areas did not pre-fill from previous PR so we had to
write comments under Section C but it does not save. rely on our previous PDF program review copies.
Each time it shows up blank whenever we go back to it
so we will include that info here: Since 2016 Puente's
student demographics have included 94%-100%
"Hispanic" students. While Puente is open to any
student from an underrepresented background, our
events, activities, and curriculum feature Latino themes,
and thus we attract primarily Latino students. Latino
students comprise roughly 25% of DVC's student
population, and continue to suffer from the national
achievement gap. Latino students are more likely to
have attended underfunded K-12 schools and been
tracked into non-college tracks than their White and
Asian-American peers. Further, the vast majority of our
students are first generation college students whose
parents are not familiar with the American college
system. It is worth noting that Puente has also attracted
some Pacific Islander and South Asian students. As for
the data on disability, it is likely that the true number of

San Ramon
Admin I [S4700]
Special
Education
[D4005S]
Student Life
[D4012]

Find a way to provide disaggregated data for SRC by
discipline.
Members of the EDUSP program review team have been No suggestions for improvements at this time. The links to
very participatory and helpful in their contributions and the SEAP and other documents were very helpful to the
writing process and helped save time.
feedback. No recommendations for process
Student Life requested District research data for 2017- Provide department specific data page/s and/or options for
20 for: Student Success, Completion and persistence
upload of data tables and charts that will provide both the
using groups of ASDVC, ICC and Food Pantry
department and institution longitudinal data to reflect on
participating students. In addition, the department
practice and assist the program review process towards
gathered additional club data for 2016 for two of the
continuous improvement. Find attached appendices that
largest clubs, Alpha Gamma Sigma and Phi Beta
provide data analysis and charts for: Student Success,
Lambda clubs from DVCsync and club records. Student completion, persistence to next term and Student Learning
Learning Outcomes were reviewed for five years and
Outcomes.
analyzed for the same period. Data revealed that
Student Life at Diablo Valley College provides a diverse
inclusive student experience that celebrates advocacy,
culture, social justice, and leadership development
where Culture and Diversity account for 33% of the
program. Trend analysis show that students who are
engaged in Student Life Programs overall exceed the
average college student success rate of 75%. A
contributing factor is that District Policy requires a
minimum grade point average of 2.0 and enrollment in 5
units for students to serve as club officers and
participate in the Associated Students of Diablo Valley
College Senate. However, all students may participate
Transfer Services For SARS, suggest creating a transparent manual and
contact sheet/outline for who to contact (DO vs.
[D4014]
campus/department SARS contact who can reply to
requests within 5 business days) and for what
Umoja Learning
We need data more suited to what we're assessing (e.g.,
Community
how non-Umoja African American students are doing in
[D1100U]
various metrics), to get a better sense of Umoja's efficacy.
Veterans
The data in the is this program review is skewed and
Services
inaccurate. There needs to be some collaboration effort
[D8010B]
made when data is produced for essential documents
like the program review because skewed data doesn't
portray the program accurately, whether it is good or
bad. Having inaccurate data also negatively impacts
how our program will determine the validity of
interventions made to evaluate the program's
effectiveness and outcomes. Inaccurate data also
affects the capturing of enrollment numbers. We need
to see if the services we are now implementing are
having a positive impact on improving our veteran
population's growth on our campus. There are only two
reports that the program review process should only
use. The first report is called the VSTAT report, a SQL
report that catches students using priority reg only and
VA education benefits. The other report is the financial
aid report produced by Phoebe Keesey that captures
military-dependent students utilizing the Cal Vet Fee
waiver). Fall 2022 semester, the veteran's program will
be conducting a comprehensive program review.
Work Experience We met twice to review departmental needs. First
None.
[D3800W]
meeting was me (Heidi Kolen), Marisa Greenberg and
Demetria Lawrence. The second meeting was Dr. Arman
and Demetria and myself. In both meetings we
discussed departmental need Suggestions for PR
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Unit [code]
[D1075]

Category
Position
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Related Unit/Program Strategies/Activities
Support, implement, and evaluate the structures,
programs, and services designed to support
career exploration and preparation within DVC
Interest Areas to ensure equitable student
experiences and outcomes. (new, P3, VP2)

[S4700]

D.1 PERMANENT Manager
STAFF NEEDS

7. Improve and increase Student Services and
student success at the San Ramon Campus

[S4700]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

7. Improve and increase Student Services and
student success at the San Ramon Campus

Admissions and
Records [D4001]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Veterans program support

Admissions and
Records [D4001]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Graduation process improvements

Apprenticeship
[D3100]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Architecture
[D4105A]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Increase student access to ET lab facilities such
as woodshop and machine shop which are
utilized in instructional assignments and student
projects.
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Art Digital Media D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
and FTVE [D3032] STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Instructional and facilities support

Biol/Health Sci Div
Admi&n Phys
Sci/Eng Div Admin
[D3500]
CalWORKs
[D4010]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Staff
STAFF NEEDS

Support faculty and staff in 4 departments within
our division(s)

D.1 PERMANENT Manager
STAFF NEEDS

Support institutionalizing the role of the Basic
Needs/CARE Team Coordinator

Career Services
[D4011]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Staff
STAFF NEEDS

Integrate Career Services with Guided Pathways

Computer
Information
Computer
Information
Systems and
Business [S4710]

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

Hire a full-time Senior Library Technician

Construction
[D4105C]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff

Increase librarian staffing at the SRC Library
Help Desk
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Counseling - PHC
[D4005]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Support College Retention

Counseling - PHC
[D4005]

D.1 PERMANENT Manager
STAFF NEEDS

Support institutionalizing the role of the Basic
Needs/CARE Team Coordinator.

Counseling Office
Supervisor
[D4000A]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Support College Retention

Counseling Office
Supervisor
[D4000A]

D.1 PERMANENT Manager
STAFF NEEDS

Help support institutionalizing the role of the
Basic Needs/CARE Team Coordinator.

Culinary Arts
[D3620]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Financal Sustainaibilty

Custodial [D1010]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Custodial [D1010]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff
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Dental Assisting
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
and Dental Hygiene STAFF NEEDS
Staff
[D3515]

Increase access to technology to support industry
expectations

Distance Education D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
[D1080DE]
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Funding and direct support to faculty to make
online content and course materials accessible

Drama [D3031]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Full Time Faculty Member specializing in
Technical Theater

Drama [D3031]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Full Time Faculty Member specializing in
Technical Theater

DSS/Workability III D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
[D4007A]
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

permanent staff in SRC proctoring center
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DSS/Workability III
[D4007A]
Early Childhood
Education [D4510]

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff

Early Childhood
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Education [D4510] STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Make progress toward institutionalizing the role
of the Basic Needs/CARE team coordinator
Instructional Assistant for ECE Student Support
Program

Instructional Assistant 2 Positions
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Early Childhood
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Education [D4510] STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Reclassifying ECE-Assistants to Instructional
Assistants

Electricity/Electroni D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
cs and Energy
Staff
STAFF NEEDS
Systems [D4105Y]

Upgrade equipment for our classes

Engineering
[D4105E]

Increase student access to ET Lab facilities
which are utilized in instructional assignments
and student projects.

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff
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Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations

EOPS/CARE
[D4009]

D.1 PERMANENT Manager
STAFF NEEDS

Support institutionalizing the role of the Basic
Needs/CARE Team Coordinator

EOPS/CARE
[D4009]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Staff
STAFF NEEDS

Secure grant funding to continue a robust
START Scholars program

Financial Aid
[D4005F]
Financial Aid
[D4005F]
Foundation
[D1001B]

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Perform an assessment of Financial
Aid/Scholarship program staffing needs to
Support guided pathways and the launch of
student success centers by learning more about

Foundation
[D1001B]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff
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Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

New Full-Time Hire for our Nutrition Program:
The new full-time hire will assist the nutrition
program and health science department in
growing the high demand areas of allied health
and nutrition courses and will further develop
the programs to aid students to transfer into
more advanced studies of the health professions.
Although the stage most related to the student
experience is "Through", new faculty can work
to provide career exploration "entry"and to
increase external partnerships to support
effective student transition in the community and
job placements.

Horticulture
[D3530H]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Staff
STAFF NEEDS

Give students skills in new technology to
maintain and monitor greenhouses.

Horticulture
[D3530H]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Staff
STAFF NEEDS

Give students skills in new technology to
maintain and monitor greenhouses.

Industrial Design
[D4105I]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Staff
STAFF NEEDS

Maintain and improve current Industrial Design
courses and industry partnerships.

Instruction
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Office/Community STAFF NEEDS
Staff
and Contract
Education Admin
[D1095]

Goal: Using an equity lens, support the
development of pathways as a strategy to
implement the Educational Master Plan.
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Kinesiology
[D3900]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Adequately support Kinesiology Department and
it's students through faculty and staffing
resources.

Kinesiology
[D3900]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Staff
STAFF NEEDS

Adequately support student-athletes through
budget, staffing and services
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Kinesiology
[D3900]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Kinesiology/Athleti D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
cs/Dance Division STAFF NEEDS
Staff
Admin [D3900A]

Adequately support student-athletes through
budget, staffing and services

Support the Sports Medicine Staff with hiring
permanent Athletic Trainer Positions in lieu of
hourly positions
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Kinesiology/Athleti D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
cs/Dance Division STAFF NEEDS
Staff
Admin [D3900A]

Support the Sports Medicine Staff with hiring
permanent Athletic Trainer Positions in lieu of
hourly positions

Library Division
Admin [D1080A]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Library Services
[D1080S]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Increase accessibility of online course content
through trainings, direct support, and
technologies
Hire a Systems Librarian
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Library Services
[D1080S]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Hire a full-time Senior Library Technician for
SRC Library

Life Sciences
[S4750L]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Staff
STAFF NEEDS

Offering classes for AS Degree in Allied Health

Maintenance and
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Operations [D2010] STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Increase HR

Maintenance and
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Operations [D2010] STAFF NEEDS
Staff

COVID-19
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Maintenance and
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Operations [D2010] STAFF NEEDS
Staff

COVID-19

Maintenance and
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Operations [D2010] STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Increase HR

Maintenance and
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Operations [D2010] STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Increase HR

Maintenance and
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Operations [D2010] STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Increase HR
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Marketing and
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Communications/Ce STAFF NEEDS
Staff
ntral Services
[D2030]

Asset Optimization - Identify and improve key
assets (make easier to use, more engaging and
student friendly) that are critical to the prospect
experience and onboarding, e.g. website
homepage, enrollment related webpages, social
media channels

Marketing and
D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Communications/Ce STAFF NEEDS
Staff
ntral Services
[D2030]

Asset Optimization - Identify and improve key
assets (make easier to use, more engaging and
student friendly) that are critical to the prospect
experience and onboarding, e.g. website
homepage, enrollment related webpages, social
media channels

PACE [D1100C]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff
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Physics and
Physical Science
[D4130P]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Increase lab technician hours and coverage to
adequately support all lab instruction hours.

Planning, Research, D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
and Accreditation STAFF NEEDS
Staff
[D1021]

Improve the use of research and data tools to
encourage data-driven decision-making and
maximize equitable student success
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Puente Learning
Community
[D1100P]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

San Ramon Admin D.1 PERMANENT Manager
II [S4700A]
STAFF NEEDS

5. Improve and increase Student Services at the
San Ramon Campus
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San Ramon Admin D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
II [S4700A]
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

5. Improve and increase Student Services at the
San Ramon Campus

Sports Medicine
Program Manager
[D3900B]

Increase the number of certified athletic
trainers/mentors in our Sports medicine program
that come from diverse backgrounds

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
Staff
STAFF NEEDS
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Sports Medicine
Program Manager
[D3900B]

D.1 PERMANENT Permanent
STAFF NEEDS
Staff

Student
Engagement and
Student Support
Services Admin
TRiO - ETS/UB
[D4013]
Umoja Learning
Community
[D1100U]
Veterans Services
[D8010B]
Veterans Services
[D8010B]

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Permanent
Staff
Manager

D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS
D.1 PERMANENT
STAFF NEEDS

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff

Permanent
Staff
Permanent
Staff

Increase the number of certified athletic
trainers/mentors in our Sports medicine program
that come from diverse backgrounds

Make progress towards institutionalizing the role
of the Basic Needs/CARE Team Coordinator
Objective B. ETS 92% , UBI 85% and UBII
83% Secondary School Graduation (Regular
Umoja Practices in the classroom: Umoja core
courses are designed around a number of Umoja
Practices and incorporate culturally relevant
VETERAN SERVICES OFFICE- PROGRAM
SUPPORT
VETERAN SERVICES OFFICE- PROGRAM
SUPPORT
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Innovation or
Maintenance of
Effort
maintenance

Academic
Year
2022-23

Cost Per Funding Source

innovation

2022-23

$150, 000

innovation

2022-23

$68, 500

innovation

2021-22

118,000 SEAP

maintenance

2021-22

$104,000 SEAP

maintenance

2022-23

77,000.00 SWP/Perkins

maintenance

2023-24

$60,000 SEAP
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maintenance

2021-22

TBD (20 hours a SWP/Perkins
week)

innovation

2021-22

$39,000 SWP/Perkins

innovation

2021-22

$125,000 SEAP

innovation

2022-23

$80,000 SEAP

innovation

2022-23

Salary Grade 52

innovation

2022-23

$33,280

maintenance

2022-23

$77,000 SWP/Perkins
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innovation

2022-23

$47,760 SEAP

innovation

2021-22

$125,000 SEAP

innovation

2022-23

47,760 SEAP

innovation

2021-22

125,000 SEAP

innovation

2021-22

maintenance

2021-22

60K EA 7
positions total

maintenance

2021-22

70K

60,000 SWP/Perkins

185

maintenance

2022-23

75% and 10 SWP/Perkins
months
($39,000)

innovation

2022-23

maintenance

2022-23

$17-$25 per SWP/Perkins
hour/20 hours
per week

maintenance

2022-23

$17-$25 per SWP/Perkins
hour/20 hours
per week

maintenance

2021-22

$115,000

$75,500

186

innovation

2021-22

$125,000 SEAP

maintenance

2021-22

Scale

maintenance

2021-22

Scale
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innovation

2021-22

Scale

maintenance

2022-23

77000 SWP/Perkins

innovation

2021-22

80,000 SWP/Perkins

188

maintenance

2022-23

$77,000.00 SWP/Perkins

innovation

2021-22

$125,000 SEAP

maintenance

2021-22

Salary: $14,174; SEAP
Benefits:
$5,669.60
TOTAL:
$19,843.60

maintenance

2022-23

$69,360 SEAP

innovation

2022-23

$69,360 SEAP

2021-22

75000

2021-22

55000

189

innovation

2022-23

Full time hire SEAP
(based on salary)

maintenance

2022-23

$50,000 SWP/Perkins

maintenance

2022-23

$25,000 SWP/Perkins

maintenance

2022-23

$77,000.00 SWP/Perkins

innovation

2022-23

118,792

190

maintenance

2022-23

$30,000

maintenance

2022-23

$85,500

191

maintenance

2022-23

maintenance

2022-23

$53,466

SWP/Perkins

192

maintenance

2022-23

innovation

2022-23

maintenance

2021-22

SWP/Perkins

$115,000 SEAP
$65,500 for DVC
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innovation

2021-22

$3,980-$4,847
monthly

innovation

2021-22

$37,000

innovation

2021-22

80,000 SWP/Perkins

maintenance

2021-22

60000 for each SWP/Perkins
of the 7 positions
requested

194

maintenance

2021-22

70,000 SWP/Perkins

maintenance

2021-22

70,000 SWP/Perkins

maintenance

2021-22

65,000 SWP/Perkins

maintenance

2021-22

65000 SWP/Perkins

195

maintenance

2021-22

$72,500 for
100%

maintenance

2021-22

$40,000 for 50%

innovation

2022-23

196

maintenance

2022-23

Increase current
position form
80% to 100%

innovation

2022-23

$120,000 (salary SWP/Perkins
& benefits)

197

innovation

2022-23

55,000

innovation

2022-23

$150, 000

198

innovation

2022-23

Salary Grade 52

innovation

2022-23

85,500

199

innovation

2022-23

53,466

maintenance

2021-22

SEAP

innovation

2021-22

125,000 SEAP

maintenance

2021-22

innovation

2021-22

$88,704 (Salary SEAP
$52,704 and
$75,000 SEAP

innovation

2022-23

$3980-$4847 SEAP

innovation

2022-23

$90,000 SEAP
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Request Shared
Institutional Effectiveness

PHC Library, SRC CIS/BUS
2. This would decrease staffing strains on A&R Seniors in the
office (graduation process improvements) by taking some of
the core responsibility for benefits certification on. LMC
currently has a Coordinator position housed under their A&R
office, this would support the ongoing Veterans benefit work
that A&R is mandated to handle.
2. This request would also help support our application
improvement goal. A&R Senior positions support a wide
variety of programs (Veterans, Athletics, DUEHS, Dental
Hygiene) and serve as support for our Counseling office.

This program is a general request, initially proposed by dean
Joe Gorga prior to the pandemic for coordinating ET lab
facilities and is shared by all programs in the department
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Drama: The lab technician helps to support the acting on
camera classes.

Will also be in Dental Programs program review.

Disability Support Services, EOPS/CARE, CalWORKS,
START/Foster Youth, Counseling. All of these programs are
key stakeholders in the CARE team through referrals and
partnering around wellness services.

SRC Administrative Program Review
SRC Administrative Program Review and the PHC Library.
We will draw from the PHC adjunct librarian pool, and the
adjunct librarian will be able to complete projects during their
time at SRC that benefit both libraries since many of our
services, especially those offered online, are shared by both
campuses.

All programs operating within the Engineering Technology
facilities will benefit from this position.
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College Retention

CalWORKs, Counseling, DSS, EOPS/CARE, Police Services,
START/Foster Youth, Student Life. All areas are key
stakeholders in the CARE Team and Basic Needs through
referrals and partnering around wellness Services. This
important campus function provides direct student interaction
to assist them with their basic / care needs.
College Retention

CalWORKs, Counseling, DSS, EOPS/CARE, Police Services,
START/Foster Youth, Student Life. All areas are key
stakeholders in the CARE Team and Basic Needs through
referrals and partnering around wellness Services. This
important campus function provides direct student interaction
to assist them with their basic / care needs.
Not shared by other programs

M&O PR

M&O PR
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Both Dental Assisting and Dental Hygiene

Entire College

The scene shop technician is designated and assigned to the
Drama Department, but can be shared with the college and
events using the Performing Arts Center.

The theatrical costume design specialist is designated and
assigned to the Drama Department, but can be shared with the
college and events using the Performing Arts Center.

San Ramon campus
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EOPS/CARE, Start, Calworks, Counseling, CARE team. All
partner with the CARE team around wellness through
No other Programs are requesting

No other Programs are requesting
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No other Programs are requesting

This request is shared among DVC's Engineering Technology,
Construction, Architecture, Engineering, and Industrial
Design.

This will be for the Architecture, Construction and
Engineering department and will be beneficial in helping all
areas within the department.
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This request is shared among DVC's Electronics,
Construction, Architecture, Engineering, and Industrial
Design.

Disability Support Services, EOPS/CARE, CalWORKS,
START/Foster Youth, Counseling. All of these programs are
key stakeholders in the CARE team through referrals and
partnering around wellness services.

START/Foster Youth

207

This request is shared among DVC's Electronics,
Construction, Architecture, Engineering, and Engineering
Technology departments.

- Collaboration with Marketing & Communications - College
Catalog realignment - Collaboration with Guided Pathways Bubble Maps and 2-year Course Sequencing Maps
realignment - Support Program Review and Course
Assessments in eLumen
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No

n/a

209

n/a

Sports Medicine program Review and Kinesiology Program
Review will have this request.

210

Sports Medicine Administrative Program Review and
Kinesiology Program Review will have this request.

Distance Education and DSS
Our District sister college, CCC library is sharing this request
with DVC library. The proposal is for the Systems Librarian
position to be a 60%-40% split where DVC applies 60% since
there is a greater need and work demand at DVC.
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This position is also being requested by SRC's CIS and
Business Dept.

At one time the was also in the VPB&A PR

Custodial Department - 7 positions total between DVC and
SRC

212

Lead for day and swing shift

213

The Marketing department partners with all departments and
efforts across campus. This position will add functional
capacity to crisis communication (COVID-19), enrollment
recovery, equity, and pathways work by providing website
update support, calendar support, directory support, general
marketing support, etc.

The Marketing department partners with all departments and
efforts across campus. This request is to augment the existing
50% position and will add capacity to crisis communication
(COVID-19), enrollment recovery, equity, and pathways work
by providing website content and user experience strategy,
search engine optimization, and data analytics.
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Workforce Development has supported the hiring of an
Institutional Research contractor. It was cited in both program
reviews the need to support the permanent hiring of research
positions in order to build campus research capacity and
support the stability and full scope of the research agenda on
campus.

215

No. This request is specific to the PUENTE Project. As we
grow services for Latinx students this position would have the
ability to service general Chicano/Latino students enrolled at
the college. Our current clerical support fields questions and
offers support to the growing number of Latinx students who
see the PUENTE Counselors and English Instructors as
providing support for them. Currently our clerical support
answers questions and helps guide approximately 100-125
students per semester.
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n/a

217

n/a

Puente, Umoja, MESA
Disability Support Services, EOPS/CARE, CalWORKs,
START/Foster Youth, Counseling. All of these programs are
A permanent, staff (or two) to support the PUMA Center
operations and front desk (counseling check-in services as
well) and to provide support to the learning communities.
Other programs do not share this request because a program
assistant to the Veterans Resource Center is unique and no
A program coordinator for the Veterans Resource is required
for the program to grow. The program can not thrive if there is
no one to coordinate activities for the VRC that helps students
succeed in their academics and achieve their goals. Similar
programs on this campus have a coordinator and that has
played a positive role in their enrollment and retention rates.
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Justification

For the last ten years, we have had a 50% faculty reassignment coordinating the program. This position would
improve department functioning with a full-time faculty member who could focus on the program reviews and
supporting faculty. The apprenticeship program is strong and booming. The apprenticeship program works directly
with two unions, UA 159 and UA 342.
Currently we have one 10 month 50% vocational equipment technician (funded by SWP) and an 11 month 100%
vocational equipment technician. We are asking for a Senior Laboratory Coordinator for Architecture/construction
and engineering (full time but 10 or 11 month position, with the current 100% vocational tech position moving to
60%). This position was approved right before the COVID-19 shutdown, but will be integral when we start on
campus classes again. This person will have the following duties: 1. Track and allocate budget for all areas in the
department. 2. Coordinate with the two vocational equipment technicians (24 hrs each) to make sure all areas are
have support. 3. Be a central person for M&O issues 4. The main contact between IT and the department (with
hopefully some IT access to be a main troubleshooter for computer labs) 5. Inventory and order supplies for ET
(specifically the machine shop). 6. Supervise and manage student workers 7. Be in charge of machine shop and
machine maintenance and repair 8. Be in charge of hazardous waste collection and the point person for disposal.
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In previous years, we had a lab technician to maintain our television studio facilities and assist with running our
studio production courses. This position was cut during the start of the pandemic, when our TV class went online
and no one was in the TV studio. As the courses are now returning to the in person, we need to re-instate the part
time hourly position supporting the operations of our production studio. In addition, we will be moving into the new
arts complex in the Fall and will need help setting up and maintaining a new lab environment. In the new lab, we
will also be installing a new Virtual Production camera and motion tracking system, that will need support from a
lab technician to effectively maintain this new technology as we implement it into our course curriculum.
Currently we hire an hourly staff to check in patients, take in paperwork and follow up with patients. This position
really should be a permeant position to support our dental clinic.
Mental health needs have continued to increase for students within the EOPS suite programs, especially during the
COVID19 pandemic. Students are juggling many responsibilities and stressors that impact their academic success
and persistence. The EOPS staff regularly make referrals to CARE team and other basic needs resources, and it
would be extremely beneficial to the campus and students to have a central point of contact to coordinate and case
manage these services.
Additional staff to support Career Services to integrate the Guided Pathways and be present in campus Success
Centers. The proposition is that the new FTE Program Coordinator position would be housed on a rotating basis in
the Success Centers.

The SRC library requests a full-time Senior Library Technician. In order to uphold DVC's commitment to
educational excellence, equity and inclusion, the new library must be adequately staffed. Currently, the library has a
permanent staff of one: the full-time librarian. Hiring a Sr. Library Technician will enable the library to equitably
provide critical support services to students. Library staff must be available at the library's service desk for all the
hours that the library is open (As of SP22: Mon-Wed, 9am-8pm; Thur, 9-6pm). It is not feasible for the librarian
alone to staff this essential service point. As faculty, librarians are expected to participate in shared governance,
professional development and service to professional organizations. Librarians also have instructional duties,
teaching frequent research and information literacy workshops at the request of faculty across campus and in
support of DVC's Information and Technology Fluency ILO, for which they require time to prepare as well as time
to teach. Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations (§ 58724) contains minimum standards for numbers of
library support staff based on student FTES. For libraries serving student population with FTEs <1,000 the
minimum number of recommended support staff is three. We are requesting 1 support staff for the library. A Senior
Library Technician will support the librarian in: -maintaining effective day-to-day operation of the library -creating
a safe, welcoming environment conducive to student success -providing caring and professional front-line customer
service to the campus community -assisting with behavior management -providing skilled paraprofessional,
All programs operating under Engineering Technology have suffered from a general lack of support staff as
departing staff members have not been replaced over the years. This has resulted in less effective courses and
degraded hands-on laboratory experiences. This is primarily due to time constraints placed on instructors as they
scramble to ensure that adequate materials are on hand, that tools and equipment are available and in good order,
and labs are set up and taken down. In addition, adequate safety of laboratories such as the wood shop,
manufacturing, and electronics would greatly improve with an additional staff member available to supervise
students when dangerous activities, such as using a chop-saw, using a lathe, or measuring a live circuit, are
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The Program Assistant Counseling position would help to support students with academic standing issues and assist
the college with student retention. This new position would assist the Retention Coordinator with contacting
students, scheduling appointments and performing follow up retention activities. This position would also provide
Counseling front office continuity and stability for Counseling office staff out due to illness, vacation and personal
leave. The Basic Needs / CARE Team Manager would manage DVC's evolving student basic needs with work
related to mental health, food insecurity, and housing and make recommendations to senior management to address
long-term student / campus needs
The Program Assistant Counseling position would help to support students with academic standing issues and assist
the college with student retention. This new position would assist the Retention Coordinator with contacting
students, scheduling appointments and performing follow up retention activities. This position would also provide
Counseling front office continuity and stability for Counseling office staff out due to illness, vacation and personal
leave. The Basic Needs / CARE Team Manager would manage DVC's evolving student basic needs with work
related to mental health, food insecurity, and housing and make recommendations to senior management to address
long-term student / campus needs.
The Program Assistant Counseling position would help to support students with academic standing issues and assist
the college with student retention. This new position would assist the Retention Coordinator with contacting
students, scheduling appointments and performing follow up retention activities. This position would also provide
Counseling front office continuity and stability for Counseling office staff out due to illness, vacation and personal
leave. The Basic Needs / CARE Team Manager would manage DVC's evolving student basic needs with work
related to mental health, food insecurity, and housing and make recommendations to senior management to address
long-term student / campus needs.
The Program Assistant Counseling position would help to support students with academic standing issues and assist
the college with student retention. This new position would assist the Retention Coordinator with contacting
students, scheduling appointments and performing follow up retention activities. This position would also provide
Counseling front office continuity and stability for Counseling office staff out due to illness, vacation and personal
leave. The Basic Needs / CARE Team Manager would manage DVC's evolving student basic needs with work
related to mental health, food insecurity, and housing and make recommendations to senior management to address
long-term student / campus needs.
Due to the systemic changes created by COVID-19 the culinary department needs to adapt its business model to
remain self-sustaining. The major adjustment is moving from only serving an on-campus student clientele to
offering our services to off-campus customer. We plan to offer services both at their location (ie via Food Truck) or
using booking our own facilities (ie Norseman and Diablo Room). These changes will bring greater exposure to the
program as well as create meaningful relationships for students entering the workforce. To accomplish that end we
need a full-time and year-round culinary professional focused on that task. Because these duties are year round and
endless they are unable to be completed by faculty members teaching in their limited capacity.
Replenish day coverage due to COVID and the necessary needs of disinfecting the campus when we come to
campus full-time. Screening is in process now for 2 Custodian II positions: 1 retired replacement and 1 for a
promoted individual. (7 Custodian II total - 2 to replace retirement/promotion, 2 additional swing positions, 3
additional full time for additional square footage for the new Art building and PE complex ; 1 Lead Custodian Replenish day coverage due to COVID and the necessary needs of disinfecting the campus when we come to
campus full-time. Screening is in process now for 2 Custodian II positions: 1 retired replacement and 1 for a
promoted individual. (7 Custodian II total - 2 to replace retirement/promotion, 2 additional swing positions, 3
additional full time for additional square footage for the new Art building and PE complex ; 1 Lead Custodian -
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CODA Standard 3-10 states: Qualified institutional support personnel must be assigned to the program to support
both the instructional program and the clinical facilities providing a safe environment for the provision of
instruction and patient care. Though we continue to move forward with technological innovations, we remain
behind the industry with our move to electronic health record implementation. Time, expertise, and training are
needed to continue moving forward. With the conversion to remote teaching faculty barely have time for content
and assessment revision to support the online environment. Faculty time is better spent providing direct student
support than learning to configure our programs to support our needs. Currently, we employ one hourly staff
working 20 hours per week to check in patients, take in paperwork and follow up with patients. We are requesting
this position be redesignated as a permanent position with added responsibility for the migration toward a paperless
This position will be responsible for support and promotion of DVC's efforts to create inclusive, universally
designed, and accessible learning experiences. This position will work in collaboration with faculty and
Instructional Technologists to train, mentor, and create accessible courses.
Our unit offers both a Technical Theatre Certificate and Technical Theatre A.A. Degree. We need more permanent
technical theatre staff to mentor technical theatre students, and help provide them with a pathway toward their
certificate, transfer or degree. Scene Shop Technician: The part-time Scene Shop Technician would offer much
needed support for our department, in addition to other departments (Music, Dance, Communications, etc.) and
college events (Convocation, Scholarship, Speakers & Special Events, etc.) that frequently hold events at the PAC.
Currently, Scott Heiden serves as our full time Theater Staging Specialist. Every year Scott's workload and
assignments increase with continued additions and requests added to the Performing Arts Center from these various
departments, as well as from an increase of facility use by community and district events. This has resulted in
stretching the full time Theatre Staging Specialist position well beyond the 40 hours per week the college currently
provides. It also has had a negative impact on the Drama CE students by pulling Scott away from the lab instruction
and mentoring time they need to succeed. Theatrical Costume Design Specialist: In 2020-21 the drama department,
with the assistance of Workforce Development, hired a part-time Theatrical Costume Design Specialist. This person
provided a wide variety functions affecting design, supplies, materials, and maintenance. They also aided in training
and supervising students who were working towards their degree or certificate. This position was temporary, only
lasting for one year. We are asking that this position be permanent.
Our unit offers both a Technical Theatre Certificate and Technical Theatre A.A. Degree. We need more permanent
technical theatre staff to mentor technical theatre students, and help provide them with a pathway toward their
certificate, transfer or degree. Scene Shop Technician: The part-time Scene Shop Technician would offer much
needed support for our department, in addition to other departments (Music, Dance, Communications, etc.) and
college events (Convocation, Scholarship, Speakers & Special Events, etc.) that frequently hold events at the PAC.
Currently, Scott Heiden serves as our full time Theater Staging Specialist. Every year Scott's workload and
assignments increase with continued additions and requests added to the Performing Arts Center from these various
departments, as well as from an increase of facility use by community and district events. This has resulted in
stretching the full time Theatre Staging Specialist position well beyond the 40 hours per week the college currently
provides. It also has had a negative impact on the Drama CE students by pulling Scott away from the lab instruction
and mentoring time they need to succeed. Theatrical Costume Design Specialist: In 2020-21 the drama department,
with the assistance of Workforce Development, hired a part-time Theatrical Costume Design Specialist. This person
provided a wide variety functions affecting design, supplies, materials, and maintenance. They also aided in training
and supervising students who were working towards their degree or certificate. This position was temporary, only
lasting for one year. We are asking that this position be permanent.
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Advising program to sustain institutional support provided currently by First 5, would cost approximately 40% of
current First 5 historical budget. This wouldn't cover all the old services (like leadership development and cohort
classes) or all the Professional Coordinator does, will sustain the most critical services to student success.
Instructional Assistant (First 5 Assistant position will be eliminated in June 2022) ~24-35 hours weekly to provide
direct services to all ECE students, including advising and academic support services intake for ESL and other at
risk students, assistance with all college processes, Child Development Permit application assistance and staffing of
the ECE Student Resource Center Lending Library and Study group services. Vital services provided by First 5 to
overall program student success, disproportionately impacted students are targeted by these services historically.
Retirement of Preschool ECE Assistant requires replacement to sustain the level of support for overall ECE
Program and State Preschool Licensing requirements. Need to hire Instructional Assistant to reflect workload for
the Preschool and Infant/Toddler room. Time needed for mentoring beyond the actual hours students are in the
classroom with children. At current, low staffing levels adversely impacts student learning due to limited
opportunities for sustained interactions and mentoring, affecting our ESL student population disproportionately
because of the increased time needed to communicate and comprehend the professional language of ECE and the
high-level research, theory and concepts. The ECE Assistant position is woefully low in the district pay scale
compared to other positions with similar educational/experience requirements. Reclassifying to an Instructional
Assistant position would better reflect the job responsibilities, required qualifications and equitable pay. Student
success rates here and by the College are defined by retention rates, certificate achievement numbers and transfer
rates. The ECE Assistant position is woefully low in the district pay scale compared to other positions with similar
educational/experience requirements. Reclassifying to an Instructional Assistant position would better reflect the
Advising program to sustain institutional support provided currently by First 5, would cost approximately 40% of
current First 5 historical budget. This wouldn't cover all the old services (like leadership development and cohort
classes) or all the Professional Coordinator does, will sustain the most critical services to student success.
Instructional Assistant (First 5 Assistant position will be eliminated in June 2022) ~24-35 hours weekly to provide
direct services to all ECE students, including advising and academic support services intake for ESL and other at
risk students, assistance with all college processes, Child Development Permit application assistance and staffing of
the ECE Student Resource Center Lending Library and Study group services. Vital services provided by First 5 to
overall program student success, disproportionately impacted students are targeted by these services historically.
Retirement of Preschool ECE Assistant requires replacement to sustain the level of support for overall ECE
Program and State Preschool Licensing requirements. Need to hire Instructional Assistant to reflect workload for
the Preschool and Infant/Toddler room. Time needed for mentoring beyond the actual hours students are in the
classroom with children. At current, low staffing levels adversely impacts student learning due to limited
opportunities for sustained interactions and mentoring, affecting our ESL student population disproportionately
because of the increased time needed to communicate and comprehend the professional language of ECE and the
high-level research, theory and concepts. The ECE Assistant position is woefully low in the district pay scale
compared to other positions with similar educational/experience requirements. Reclassifying to an Instructional
Assistant position would better reflect the job responsibilities, required qualifications and equitable pay. Student
success rates here and by the College are defined by retention rates, certificate achievement numbers and transfer
rates. The ECE Assistant position is woefully low in the district pay scale compared to other positions with similar
educational/experience requirements. Reclassifying to an Instructional Assistant position would better reflect the
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Advising program to sustain institutional support provided currently by First 5, would cost approximately 40% of
current First 5 historical budget. This wouldn't cover all the old services (like leadership development and cohort
classes) or all the Professional Coordinator does, will sustain the most critical services to student success.
Instructional Assistant (First 5 Assistant position will be eliminated in June 2022) ~24-35 hours weekly to provide
direct services to all ECE students, including advising and academic support services intake for ESL and other at
risk students, assistance with all college processes, Child Development Permit application assistance and staffing of
the ECE Student Resource Center Lending Library and Study group services. Vital services provided by First 5 to
overall program student success, disproportionately impacted students are targeted by these services historically.
Retirement of Preschool ECE Assistant requires replacement to sustain the level of support for overall ECE
Program and State Preschool Licensing requirements. Need to hire Instructional Assistant to reflect workload for
the Preschool and Infant/Toddler room. Time needed for mentoring beyond the actual hours students are in the
classroom with children. At current, low staffing levels adversely impacts student learning due to limited
opportunities for sustained interactions and mentoring, affecting our ESL student population disproportionately
because of the increased time needed to communicate and comprehend the professional language of ECE and the
high-level research, theory and concepts. The ECE Assistant position is woefully low in the district pay scale
compared to other positions with similar educational/experience requirements. Reclassifying to an Instructional
Assistant position would better reflect the job responsibilities, required qualifications and equitable pay. Student
success rates here and by the College are defined by retention rates, certificate achievement numbers and transfer
rates. The ECE Assistant position is woefully low in the district pay scale compared to other positions with similar
educational/experience requirements. Reclassifying to an Instructional Assistant position would better reflect the
Currently we have one 10 month 50% vocational equipment technician (funded by SWP) and an 11 month 100%
vocational equipment technician. We are asking for a Senior Laboratory Coordinator for Architecture/construction
and engineering (full time but 10 or 11 month position, with the current 100% vocational tech position moving to
60%). This position was approved right before the COVID-19 shutdown, but will be integral when we start on
campus classes again. This person will have the following duties: 1. Track and allocate budget for all areas in the
department. 2. Coordinate with the two vocational equipment technicians (24 hrs. each) to make sure all areas are
have support. 3. Be a central person for M&O issues 4. The main contact between IT and the department (with
hopefully some IT access to be a main troubleshooter for computer labs) 5. Inventory and order supplies for ET
(specifically the machine shop and electronic lab). 6. Supervise and manage student workers 7. Be in charge of
machine shop and machine maintenance and repair 8. Be in charge of electronics' lab and equipment maintenance
and repair 9. Be in charge of hazardous waste collection and the point person for disposal. 10. Makerspace Manager
Currently we have one 10 month 50% vocational equipment technician (funded by SWP) and an 11 month 100%
vocational equipment technician. We are asking for a Senior Laboratory Coordinator for Architecture/construction
and engineering (full time but 10 or 11 month position, with the current 100% vocational tech position moving to
60%). This position was approved right before the COVID-19 shutdown, but will be integral when we start oncampus classes again. This person will have the following duties: 1. Track and allocate budget for all areas in the
department. 2. Coordinate with the two vocational equipment technicians (24 hrs each) to make sure all areas are
have support. 3. Be a central person for M&O issues 4. The main contact between IT and the department (with
hopefully some IT access to be a main troubleshooter for computer labs) 5. Inventory and order supplies for ET
(specifically the machine shop). 6. Supervise and manage student workers 7. Be in charge of machine shop and
machine maintenance and repair 8. Be in charge of hazardous waste collection and the point person for disposal.
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Currently we have one 10 month 50% vocational equipment technician (funded by SWP) and an 11 month 100%
vocational equipment technician. We are asking for a Senior Laboratory Coordinator for Architecture/construction
and engineering (full time but 10 or 11 month position, with the current 100% vocational tech position moving to
60%). This position was approved right before the COVID-19 shutdown, but will be integral when we start on
campus classes again. This person will have the following duties: 1. Track and allocate budget for all areas in the
department. 2. Coordinate with the two vocational equipment technicians (24 hrs. each) to make sure all areas are
have support. 3. Be a central person for M&O issues 4. The main contact between IT and the department (with
hopefully some IT access to be a main troubleshooter for computer labs) 5. Inventory and order supplies for ET
(specifically the machine shop and electronic lab). 6. Supervise and manage student workers 7. Be in charge of
machine shop and machine maintenance and repair 8. Be in charge of electronics' lab and equipment maintenance
and repair 9. Be in charge of hazardous waste collection and the point person for disposal. 10. Makerspace Manager
Basic Needs/CARE Team Coordinator - Mental health needs have continued to increase for students within the
EOPS suite programs, especially during the COVID19 pandemic. Students are juggling many responsibilities and
stressors that impact their academic success and persistence. The EOPS staff regularly make referrals to CARE
team and other basic needs resources, and it would be extremely beneficial to the campus and students to have a
central point of contact to coordinate and case manage these services. START Program Coordinator - The START
program currently serves all DVC foster youth, a disproportionally impacted population identified in the Equity
plan, with an 80% FTE program coordinator and part time (<10 hrs per week) counselor who is also shared with
EOPS and CalWORKs. These students need a 100% dedicated program coordinator to provide staff capacity in the
case management of foster students in all stages of their CONNECTION, ENTRY, THROUGH, and OUT at DVC.
The START program successfully secured a grant and multiple donations in the last year to create programming
and provide resources for foster youth at DVC. However without adequate staff there are limitations on abilities to
fully support students navigating the unique barriers these students face to succeed in the intersecting complex
systems of higher education, social services, county and state bureaucracies, community partners, and more.
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The Foundation has as many as five employees assigned with more limited responsibilities. The Advancement
Office is limited in its ability to grow in all areas without administrative support to manage alumin/donor database
and development help to grow incoming funding.
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We will be unable to meet the programmatic transformation, educational excellence and equity and inclusion
components in our nutrition program if we don have enough dedicated faculty to make it CTE compliant, and to
offer more culturally diverse courses and degrees to meet student interests and preferences.

We need to continue to get SWP to continue to support the Vocational Equipment Technician and 50% of the
Laboratory Coordinator position. The 50% Laboratory Coordinator position is typically funded by plant sales, but
we would like to continue to get support from SWP to fund 50% of this position.
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budget for all areas in the department. 2. Coordinate with the vocational equipment technicians (24 hrs. each) to
make sure all areas are have support. 3. Be a central person for M&O issues 4. The main contact between IT and
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equipment maintenance and repair 9. Be in charge of hazardous waste collection and the point person for disposal.
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PART-TIME HOURLY DIVISION OFFICE STAFF: Currently the needs of the athletic department and division
are not being fully met due to insufficient staffing. A committee of independent peers conducting a Big 8
Conference program review, noted that our program was inadequately supported in many areas. Included in this
program review was a recommendation for additional administrative help. While staffing has not improved, the
administrative needs of both kinesiology and athletics has grown with the advent of additional requirements
dictated by the California Community College Athletic Association, Big 8 Conference and district/college
procedures. The needs will continue to grow as the addition of several disciplines through realignment will place
additional stress on an already overburdened division office. This looks to be exacerbated further in the near future
as there will likely be a mandate from the district for additional sport offerings. The addition of a true
administrative assistant will also allow our program coordinator to completely perform the job he was hired to do
since he must also fulfill the role of administrative assistant. The requested part-time administrative assistant would
have the following responsibilities: -monitoring of positive attendance hours, record of syllabi and faculty office
hours -interacting with payroll for recording of faculty attendance, class substitutes, etc. -recording and
disseminating department minutes -ensuring the division office is open during the day for students, faculty, staff,
student workers and the public -filing, organizing, ordering, and processing payment for equipment, supplies, team
travel, officials, meal money, etc. for kinesiology, athletics and dance and the ASC center -provide badly needed
administrative support for our four CE programs, including scheduling and note-taking for advisory committee
meetings -assist in the organization of existing fundraising events and increase the capacity for additional
fundraising ATHLETIC TRAINING POSITIONS We are asking for 1 full-time and 1 part-time (75%) athletic
trainer position to bring our staff to 2.75 in the athletic training clinic. Currently, we have 1 full-time athletic trainer
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The California Community College Athletics Association (CCCAA) has provided clear guidance on medical
coverage for community college athletics. Bylaw 9.3.2 of the CCCAA constitution states that an athletic trainer will
provide athletic training supervision for all home/hosted college contests. Also, athletic training supervision must
be provided for all away Football contests. This is in addition to other tasks such as organizing pre-participation
physical examinations, prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation of injuries. It is not uncommon to have multiple
contests being held concurrently during the week and on weekends. Therefore, the need for multiple AT's on a daily
basis is critical for the proper care of our student-athlete population. The average number of full-time AT's hired by
collegiate institutions is 4 and the optimal number of AT's for a size of DVC's student-athlete population is 5.36
(Baugh et al., 2020). That being said, there has always been a need to hire hourly AT's to support the classified AT.
With this system in place the classified AT has logged a yearly average of 253 hours of overtime and the hourly
AT's a combined yearly average of 1,209 hours over last three years. As previously mentioned, there are many more
tasks outside of AT supervision during contests that need to be accounted for during the year. Another point to
consider is that the Local 1 CBA addresses short-term positions being converted to permanent positions based on
the number of days worked in a fiscal year (Article 25.2.4). Our scenario easily fits into Local 1's preference of
making these AT positions permanent. Therefore, we have assessed that the two hourly positions should be
converted to permanent part-time positions. These permanent positions would absorb the overtime and hourly
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This position will be responsible for support and promotion of DVC's efforts to create equitable, inclusive, and
universally designed learning experiences that benefit all students. This position will work in collaboration with
faculty and Instructional Technologists to train, mentor, and create accessible courses.
Systems Librarian: Without a Systems librarian, there is no library. The Systems librarian not only manages and
maintains the library's systems like Alma/Primo but also collaborates with the Electronic Resources librarian to
troubleshoot and resolve issues connected to databases, ebooks, and streaming media that require higher level
expertise, ensuring reliability and consistent access. The Systems librarian additionally collaborates with Technical
& Access Services librarians, I.T., Instruction and faculty to resolve access issues and improve delivery that will
impact student retention, success rates and college preparedness campus-wide. For our diverse students and our
ESL students who may not have previously had access or instruction on these resources, this creates a change to
cultural and structural conditions that have typically been the purview of a homogenous culture with access to
information and resources. Without a Systems librarian, we wouldn't be able to appropriately serve students/faculty
and this will have a negative impact on their success rates as we know from the literature that students with
research skills and library support perform well. The Systems librarian is versatile to meet the challenges of a
pandemic and post-pandemic world. Having a permanent Systems librarian will reap multiple benefits for students
and faculty — not only in online modalities, which is a growing demand*, but also hybrid and F2F where our
systems are accessed onsite or in multiple locations and platforms. Systems in the library is the backbone of
operations impacting every aspect in the library and on campus at large from Access Services to Emerging
Technologies to Instruction; therefore, the library finds it incumbent to make this a high priority request for the
DVC and CCC library. It's important to note that this position is in a different category than the Technical & Access
Services librarian positions due to the high level of expertise required; hence the move from different campuses
across the nation to create a unique position for the category of Systems Librarian as a recognized pivotal need.
These services, in less technical terms, deliver content that students connect with through research and instruction
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Microbiology Lab Technician, 50% time: The department will need additional lab support to prepare microbiology
samples in order to support the increasing number of labs being offered at SRC. This lab technician would focus on
prepping biological sciences and microbiology labs, while maintaining cultures and supplies for microbiology. We
consulted with Biological Sciences at PHC and they confirmed the need for a technician to support microbiology
labs because of the heavy workload associated with microbiological culture maintenance and preparation. We are
drastically short-staffed and our current lab technicians prep multiple labs across many disciplines including
chemistry, biology, oceanography, physics and geology, comparable to the laboratory course diversity offered at
PHC. Hiring a microbiological lab technician will allow our campus to provide an equitable educational trajectory
for our students, thus addressing all four components of the student experience outlined in the school's educational
Facilities Assistant to the Director - with the size campus and projects the Director needs an assistant to help with
the day-to-day projects, help with facilitating staff, etc. We need to hire additional Custodial II staff - 1 F/T Swing
shift for SRVC, 1 additional day, 2 additional swing, 3 additional staff at night to replenish day coverage due to
COVID and the necessary needs of disinfecting the campus when we come to campus full-time. We need to hire an
additional Swing Lead Custodian to help cover the day and swing shift personnel. A Plumber is needed for M&O
department that specializes in plumbing. With the age of the facilities we have regular plumbing issues and need
someone who can make repairs so we are not calling out a plumber. This would mean a new job description would
need to be created. We need to hire an additional Grounds Worker II due to the size of the campus and the
landscaping needs. We need to hire an additional Facilities Assistant to help with set-ups, rentals, office moving
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landscaping needs. We need to hire an additional Facilities Assistant to help with set-ups, rentals, office moving
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The marketing department has made a request for an assistant repeatedly for the past several years. The purpose of
this role is not to perform clerical duties, but rather to provide functional support (much like a program assistant content updates to support all departments, initiatives; low level contributor support) in the maintenance of the
website so that marketing coordinators and the web administrator can attend to higher level needs of the college.
The high volume of low level web tasks is a drain on the department and has made it difficult for the team to keep
up with demands for website optimization. This is more true now than ever given the ongoing pandemic, and the
increased reliance on the website. The Marketing and Communications Coordinator position 50% is needed to
augment the current %50 position, to make it a full-time position. With this change, the college will gain capacity
to evaluate the effectiveness of current web content (3308+ pages!), and approach the development of new content
with a strategic and data informed lens. This will support outcomes for all students and employees. The low staffing
levels of the marketing department is the primary factor in the current troubling state of the college's website. The
inadequate staffing over the years has lead to the development of a system in which departments throughout the
college engage in their own content development, design, etc. even though they lack expertise in content strategy,
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With the current growth of the PACE Program in offering additional majors/tracks, there is an even greater need for
administrative support in order to manage student appointments, communication, database development and
management. The potential growth of students joining the PACE Program will only increase as we launch
additional majors/tracks and continue to offer more curriculum options. The program can not continue in growth
mode without permanent administrative support.
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As our program has grown from 26.9 to 32.6 FTEF over the past five years, and we offer evening classes, so the
need for more laboratory technician support has grown, and yet we currently have an 80%, 11 months per year
laboratory technician. As we return to in-person labs in Spring 2022, we will once again have full demand for
laboratory support. Our program typically runs 30 hands-on lab classes per semester. 90 hours of laboratory
instruction take place in three lab classrooms, five days a week, typically within the hours of 8 AM - 8:40 PM
Monday through Thursday and 8 AM - 5:20 PM on Friday. The lab technician is responsible for communicating
with up to 20 faculty regarding instructor-specific lab equipment needs and making sure that equipment in all three
lab classrooms is set-up and functioning. Typically, 2-3 lab classes run at once. During lab classes, the technician
troubleshoots equipment issues. This is critical in the case of new adjunct faculty hires that do not have keys to
access the laboratory stockroom. Outside of lab class time, besides communications with all faculty, the technician
is responsible for maintaining inventory, ordering and consulting with faculty regarding lecture demo equipment,
orienting new faculty as to lab equipment availability/current lab practices, and conducting equipment repairs. In
addition, when student employees are available, then the technician must supervise those students. Full time
technician support is needed to cover daily labs, and even more is needed to support evening labs that are typically
run 2 or 3 evenings a week. Currently, with an 80% (32 hour) lab technician there is inadequate time coverage to
support all our labs. Instructors, especially in the evening and particularly adjunct professors, are not supported
during the lab period. This negatively affects the quality of instruction as contact time with students must be used to
troubleshoot equipment issues. Besides affecting the student experience, this can have a negative impact on the
experience of new adjunct professors and consequently, decrease adjunct faculty retention. In addition, because of
limited hours, the technician is not able to fully address inventory repair and replacement ordering needs which
Campus Researcher Justification: Currently, the majority of research capacity is centralized within the District
Office. While this structure does have some benefits (i.e., being able to have a districtwide view of college needs to
highlight shared priorities), this also results in many structural limitations particularly for an institution the size of
DVC. The volume of research requests is much higher than our smaller sister colleges. In addition, District
Researchers may not have the benefit of institutional knowledge and context to help ensure the data being requested
or provided aligns with the intent of the original requestor. In addition, projects occurring at the college do not
always require data pulled from District-available sources such as Colleague. Instead, they involve multiple
meetings with key stakeholders to co-create effective data gathering and evaluation measures. The latter cannot
easily occur when the majority of research functions are not housed within the campus. In addition, the appetite and
interest for data-driven decision making is growing. Within the Fall 2021 semester alone, the DVC Institutional
Effectiveness Office has supported a variety of projects aligning with the college's priorities. As we plan for and
implement new initiatives and strategies (i.e., launch of the Student Centers, implementation of Pedagogy Inquiry
Team strategies, development of college Key Performance Indicators) and prepare for the evaluation or planning of
ongoing work (i.e., Student Equity Plan, AB 705 strategies, use of college survey data), there will continue to be a
growing need for evaluation and research. During a post-RP Strengthening Student Success Conference debrief,
attendees expressed an interest in increasing the data capacity of the college as a whole through additional data and
research-based educational experiences and professional development. The Office of IE has also discussed with
other stakeholders the launching of a data/research monthly workshop series similar to those offered by SES or the
Social Justice Department. Finally, RPEC has discussed ways in which the committee can increase the numbers of
employees on campus who see themselves as confident data consumers and users. All of the above speak to the
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The Puente team needs a permanent, full-time clerical support staff member to collect and compile data, process
payments, process paperwork, oversee payroll hours for our Supplemental Instructors and Tutors, and facilitate
events. This would greatly reduce the number of past-due payments the program receives, and ease the burden on
coordinators to perform the aforementioned tasks. The Mentor Coordinator would be the contact person for
mentors, and would facilitate recruitment of mentors. The permanent staff person can be in integral part in ensuring
that we are able to continuously see through our goals and vision for the program. We envision the support staff
member to help us with all events and admin processes that is vital to keeping the program running smoothly.
The need for an additional manager at SRC continues to be a major challenge for the campus. The workload and
meetings that the Senior Dean and Dean are responsible for hinders our level of integration with the Pleasant Hill
campus (PHC), as well as our ability to sustain the services we are able to offer to our students in support areas such
as wellness/CARE,student life/clubs, counseling, career and transfer services, outreach and connection with feeder
high schools, just to name a few. While there has been great collaboration with the PHC departments, continued
support and integration with PHC requires constant communication and presence on committees and at key
meetings and planning sessions. Since SRC is more than just a division, but also a campus, our responsibilities are
far-reaching and are too much for two managers to attend to fully The SRC library requests a full-time Senior
Library Technician. In order to uphold DVC's commitment to educational excellence, equity and inclusion, the new
library must be adequately staffed. Currently, the library has a permanent staff of one: the full-time librarian. Hiring
a Sr. Library Technician will enable the library to equitably provide critical support services to students. Library
staff must be available at the library's service desk for all the hours that the library is open (As of FA21: MonThurs, 9am-6pm). It is not feasible for the librarian alone to staff this essential service point. As faculty, librarians
are expected to participate in shared governance, professional development and service to professional
organizations. Librarians also have instructional duties, teaching frequent research and information literacy
workshops at the request of faculty across campus and in support of DVC's Information and Technology Fluency
ILO, for which they require time to prepare as well as time to teach. Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations
(Ã‚§ 58724) contains minimum standards for numbers of library support staff based on student FTES. For libraries
serving student population with FTEs <1,000 the minimum number of recommended support staff is three. A
Senior Library Technician will support the librarian in: -maintaining effective day-to-day operation of the library -
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The need for an additional manager at SRC continues to be a major challenge for the campus. The workload and
meetings that the Senior Dean and Dean are responsible for hinders our level of integration with the Pleasant Hill
campus (PHC), as well as our ability to sustain the services we are able to offer to our students in support areas such
as wellness/CARE,student life/clubs, counseling, career and transfer services, outreach and connection with feeder
high schools, just to name a few. While there has been great collaboration with the PHC departments, continued
support and integration with PHC requires constant communication and presence on committees and at key
meetings and planning sessions. Since SRC is more than just a division, but also a campus, our responsibilities are
far-reaching and are too much for two managers to attend to fully The SRC library requests a full-time Senior
Library Technician. In order to uphold DVC's commitment to educational excellence, equity and inclusion, the new
library must be adequately staffed. Currently, the library has a permanent staff of one: the full-time librarian. Hiring
a Sr. Library Technician will enable the library to equitably provide critical support services to students. Library
staff must be available at the library's service desk for all the hours that the library is open (As of FA21: MonThurs, 9am-6pm). It is not feasible for the librarian alone to staff this essential service point. As faculty, librarians
are expected to participate in shared governance, professional development and service to professional
organizations. Librarians also have instructional duties, teaching frequent research and information literacy
workshops at the request of faculty across campus and in support of DVC's Information and Technology Fluency
ILO, for which they require time to prepare as well as time to teach. Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations
(Ã‚§ 58724) contains minimum standards for numbers of library support staff based on student FTES. For libraries
serving student population with FTEs <1,000 the minimum number of recommended support staff is three. A
Senior Library Technician will support the librarian in: -maintaining effective day-to-day operation of the library We are asking for 1 full-time and 1 part-time (75%) athletic trainer position to bring our staff to 2.75 in the athletic
training clinic. Currently, we have 1 full-time athletic trainer and 1 sports medicine program manager that provide
most of the coverage for the athletic training clinic. The hourly athletic trainers provide about 10 - 15 hours of
additional help on a weekly basis. In providing care for 17 intercollegiate sports (~350 student-athletes) there are
times that the medical needs of each team cannot be met by one person alone and the hourly athletic trainers have
provided some relief. The California Community College Athletics Association (CCCAA) has provided clear
guidance on medical coverage for community college athletics. Bylaw 9.3.2 of the CCCAA constitution states that
an athletic trainer will provide athletic training supervision for all home/hosted college contests. This is in addition
to other tasks such as organizing pre-participation physical examinations, prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation
of injuries. Therefore, the need for multiple AT's on a daily basis is critical for the proper care of our student-athlete
population. The added responsibilities of managing COVID protocols have further exposed the deficiency of our
staffing to properly serve our student-athletes population with proper healthcare. The role of student-athletes at
DVC is made up of the academic and sports responsibilities they must fulfill. Their performance in one affects the
other as we have seen over the years. We have observed that many of our students are motivated to take and
complete a full load of courses if they know they will be able to compete in an intercollegiate sport. Therefore, not
having proper healthcare may limit our student-athletes from competing due to medical clearance issues or
unresolved orthopedic injuries. This in turn directly affects the attrition rate and the student-athletes performance in
the classroom. We are essentially talking about several of the Student Success Factors that are part of the student
experience at DVC. Specifically, we are struggling to help our student-athletes be nurtured and engaged during
their time at DVC. These positions would give us a better chance at meeting the needs of our student population.
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Feedback from Managers
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Unit [code]
[S4700]

Category
D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Position
Full Time

Art Digital Media and FTVE [D3032]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

255

Art Digital Media and FTVE [D3032]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Art Digital Media and FTVE [D3032]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Computer Science [D4610]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Culinary Program Manager [D3620A]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

256

Dental Assisting and Dental Hygiene
[D3515]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Drama [D3031]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Engineering Technology [D4105ET]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

257

Health Science, Nutrition, and Addiction D.2 FACULTY
Studies [D3535A]
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Health Science, Nutrition, and Addiction D.2 FACULTY
Studies [D3535A]
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

258

Health Science, Nutrition, and Addiction D.2 FACULTY
Studies [D3535A]
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

Health Science, Nutrition, and Addiction D.2 FACULTY
Studies [D3535A]
NEEDS

Full Time

259

Kinesiology [D3900]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Full Time

Library Division Admin [D1080A]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

Reassigned
Time

260

Planning, Research, and Accreditation
[D1021]

D.2 FACULTY
NEEDS

261

Full Time

Innovation or
Maintenance of
Effort
innovation

Related Unit/Program Strategies/Activities
1. Using the guiding principles of the
Educational Master Plan, Student Equity Plan,
Caring Campus, and the guided pathways work
as a foundation to implement the studentcentered instructional and student support
services.
Create improved industry connections, research innovation
current trends in emerging industries, and
develop our ARTDM and FTVE offerings. This
could also include exploring non credit
curriculum offerings.
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Academic
Year
Cost Per
2023-24
$100, 000

2022-23

Faculty release
time .50 load

Create improved industry connections, research innovation
current trends in emerging industries, and
develop our ARTDM and FTVE offerings. This
could also include exploring non credit
curriculum offerings.

2022-23

Full time Faculty

Create improved industry connections, research innovation
current trends in emerging industries, and
develop our ARTDM and FTVE offerings. This
could also include exploring non credit
curriculum offerings.

2023-24

Full time Faculty

Hiring a new full time faculty

innovation
innovation

263

2022-23
2022-23

80000
90K

Maintain focus on DBC and DHBC
requirements as well as CODA standards.

innovation

2022-23

$50,000

Full Time Faculty Member specializing in
Technical Theater & Increase in Support Staff

maintenance

2022-23

$58,452$87,960

2022-23

130,000

Develop Industrial Automation & Robotics
innovation
certificates & degrees that train DVC's students
and industry personnel on the latest industrial
equipment manufactured by Kuka, Fanuc, ABB,
Universal (UR), Allen-Bradley, Beckhoff,
Siemens, Honeywell, Mitsubishi and others.
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Collaborate with Workforce to secure more
external and community internships and work
experience opportunities.

innovation

2022-23

Stipend amount
based on faculty
hours spent

Participate in high school outreach efforts with innovation
Workforce. We need to get more integrated with
the high school academies, such as the Public
Service Academy (CVCHS) and develop more
Public Health pathways.

2022-23

Stipend amount
based on faculty
hours spent
participating in
outreach

265

Offer an experimental course aimed to teach
innovation
students skills to be effective Student Health
Advocates (SHAs). After the students complete
the course during the fist semester, we want to
offer them opportunities (through Workforce
Development) to apply the knowledge and skills
they learned from the course, ideally paying
them a stipend to conduct workshops on various
health-related topics, become peer tutors for
high schools, coordinate health fairs, disseminate
health-related information on campus and within
the community, and develop and maintain a
health-related website.

Collaborate with Workforce to secure more
external and community internships and work
experience opportunities.

innovation

266

2022-23

Salary based on
faculty's AC load

Full-time
nutrition hire
(based on salary
scale)

Development of Physical Therapist Assistant
Program

innovation

2022-23

150,000

Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies

innovation

2022-23

30,000

267

Improve the use of research and data tools to
encourage data-driven decision-making and
maximize equitable student success

innovation

268

2022-23

Per faculty salary
schedule
placement

Funding
Source
SWP/Perkins

Request Shared
CIS/Bus Department at SRC

SWP/Perkins

269

SWP/Perkins

Technical Theater: Full Time CE Technical Theatre/Cross
Discipline Hire Request

SWP/Perkins

Emerging technologies in moving image production including
visual effects and virtual production

SWP/Perkins
SWP/Perkins

Business Entrepreneurship Program

270

SWP/Perkins

Both Dental Hygiene and Dental Assisting

SWP/Perkins

The Technical theatre faculty is designated and assigned to the
Drama Department, but can be shared with the college and
works as an advisor to other departments and events using the
Performing Arts Center.

SWP/Perkins

The position is shared with the Electronics program needed
for the Industrial Automation & Robotics, Energy Systems,
mTECH and Design for Manufacturing (D4m) certificates and
degrees. The instructor would teach a variety or automation
classes, including PLC's, Robotics, Electronics, CNC, and
Machine Repair.

271

SWP/Perkins

SWP/Perkins

272

SWP/Perkins

SWP/Perkins

273

SWP/Perkins

No

SWP/Perkins

Distance Education. Funding for .25 reassigned time for
STEM/Career Education fields. The "hard to convert" courses.
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SWP/Perkins

Workforce Development has supported the hiring of an
Institutional Research contractor. It was cited in both program
reviews the need to support the permanent hiring of research
positions in order to build campus research capacity and
support the stability and full scope of the research agenda on
campus.
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Justification

1. To maintain innovation and industry currency we are requesting release time for
faculty to be better prepared to use current technology in instruction. If release time was
granted we would use it to accomplish the following goals * Research how to effectively
implement technology in curriculum and in the department to best serve student needs *
Build connections with industry in emerging fields to strengthen curriculum and educate
students on current trends in industry * Develop curriculum pathways in emerging trends.
* Develop more real world project based learning opportunities for our students. Partner
with local businesses that could potentially provide real world projects for our students *
Research possible new degrees and certificates, including a potential AD-T degree in
Digital Media * Research private academies and four year offerings so we can strengthen
or educational pathways to serve student needs. 2. Technical Theater: Full Time CE
Technical Theatre/Cross Discipline Hire Request A Cross-Discipline Hire in Technical
Theater/ArtDM/FTVE could serve and meet the needs of all 3 CE Programs. A joint hire,
with video production, special effects, and Lighting Background, would meet the needs of
our students, link us with our like-minded CE programs, and allow us to grow. 3.New full
time faculty hire in Emerging Technologies in moving image production. This future hire
will train our students for the latest innovative techniques in film, animation, and video
game production. This includes creating visual effects, teaching motion capture, special
effects, virtual production. The program impact is more collaborative courses between
ARTDM and FTVE, as well teaching emerging trends and preparing our students for
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YearUP program has grown. A full time faculty teaching Comsc 101 and CNT 104 is
needed for that program.
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Release Time to Prepare for Accreditation: Our Dental Hygiene and Dental Assisting
programs are both accredited by the Commission on Dental Accreditation (CODA) and
will be having a site visit from CODA in 2024. Site visits are required every seven years
to maintain our accreditation and the continuation of our programs. The accreditation
process requires extensive evaluation and reporting of each program relating to all
aspects of the student experience. This ensures the educational excellence of our
programs, but the process is also extremely time-consuming. All Dental Hygiene and
Dental Assisting faculty and staff will be involved in the process. The proposed
reassigned time is necessary to complete a thoughtful and thorough process and create a
complete document for submission. We are requesting a total of 40% reassigned time in
Fall and 60% in Spring to be divided among the key players. FT Dental Assisting Faculty:
The Dental Board of California (DBC) requires faculty teaching didactic courses in
Dental Assisting Programs to be a Dentist, Registered Dental Assistants or Registered
Dental Hygienists licensed before 2006. The Commission on Dental
Accreditation(CODA) requires dental assisting faculty to be at least a certified dental
assistant (CDA)and have a bachelor's degree or higher. Colleen Shipp is currently the
only FT faculty devoted to our dental assisting program. She is also the only dental
assisting faculty member who has the credentials and qualifications to teach didactic
courses and currently teaches ALL didactic courses in our program. This poses a
challenge should Colleen need time off for any reason. The ratios set by DBC and CODA
Our unit offers both a Technical Theatre Certificate and Technical Theatre A.A. Degree.
We currently do not have a full time technical theatre faculty to mentor technical theatre
students, and help provide them with a pathway toward their certificate, transfer or
degree. A faculty employed in this position would increase enrollment in technical
theatre classes, increase the amount of degrees offered, provide opportunity for additional
technical theatre curriculum, and increase the students' success rates within the unit.
The Engineering Technology program needs to hire an additional full-time faculty
member to assist in teaching the many Engineering Technology new Industrial
Automation & Robotics classes. The additional full-time faculty member would assist in
overseeing and teaching for the new Industrial Automation & Robotics, CNC machining,
and Industrial Maintenance Machinist/Mechanic (mTECH) programs. Classes would
include robotics, machine repair, energy systems and PLC classes. It is more and more of
a burden to find technicians each semester to teach these high specialized industrial
automation and robotics courses. We need to hire a someone who is directly connected to
industry and research within this emerging field. We are relying too heavily on part-timer
faculty to teach the bulk of our classes, as our one full time Engineering Technology
instructor is over his teaching load required to teach any of the new Industrial robotics or
CNC machining classes. The Engineering Technology program is increasingly dependent
on part-time instructors who are often unable to teach classes because they are so highly
valued by leading Bay Area high-tech employers and do not earn enough money to live in
the Bay Area working solely from DVC. We need to hire an additional full-time faculty
member who can help oversee and teach our new Industrial Automation & Robotics
certificate of Accomplishment, Design for Manufacturing (D4m) certificate of
Accomplishment, Manufacturing and Mechanical Engineering Technology Certificate of
Accomplishment, Civil Design Drafting Technology Certificate of Accomplishment,
CAD & Digital Media for Architecture Certificate of Accomplishment, Industrial Design
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The role of a full-time hire in our nutrition program will ensure that our program
continues to transform, adapt and respond to the needs of the college. Our students
deserve dedicated and committed faculty members that can transform with them, while
providing a culture of improvement. Our current student population in nutrition continues
to change, as we have recently implemented a new certificate of achievement and offered
two new courses in the last year. We are looking to improve the diversity of our faculty as
well to design own new future in nutrition along with other college transformations.
Many of our newer courses also demand that faculty have a higher cultural competency
skill set and possess sensitivity to a diverse set of students. Moreover, we need enough
faculty to help continue to collaborate and connect with our students to help improve our
cultural conditions. Students are also requesting more academic and career counseling in
our program, and we need the proper staff to be able to counsel students to help achieve
their educational plans. Our program is also looking to secure more external and
community resources to help students achieve their academic and career goals. I am
aware that there is an immense need of improvement in this area from our college.
Overall, the full-time hire will assist with helping improve the student experience. We are
feeling the pressure of not having sufficient faculty members that can carry the vision
above. DVC Vision: 8 ~ (Offer an experimental course) The student health advocate
(SHA) program will decrease the equity gap for disproportionally impacted (DI) student
groups because enrollment into the course is open to all students (and potentially high
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Maintenance position: Kinesiology Faculty/Strength and Conditioning Coach Starting in
2010, our division started losing full-time faculty to retirement who were then not
replaced. Historically, we had fourteen full-time faculty. Recently this decline has
accelerated and we lost five full-time faculty to retirement (2017, 2019, 2020, 2021) and
an additional faculty member to realignment. We were already a small division and the
loss of six faculty members amounts to a reduction of 55% since 2017 and 65% since
2010. The small number of faculty in our division is further exacerbated by the fact that
virtually all full-time faculty are coaches or program leads who have expansive job
requirements beyond compensated teaching and professional responsibilities and well
beyond standard coaching responsibilities throughout the state. All of this combined
places a huge strain on faculty and instruction as well as our ability to complete out-ofclassroom responsibilities that are required of each division. This non-instructional
workload further decreases the time area leads, head coaches, and department chair have
to complete basic responsibilities and initiatives to improve student success. This not
only significantly impacts the time available to improve our programs to meet the myriad
of challenges that we face as a division but de-prioritizes instruction. Finally replacing the
faculty members that the kinesiology department lost in the last five years will decrease
burdens placed on the remaining faculty. As a result of understaffing, faculty members
currently struggle just to meet basic instructional and out of classroom responsibilities.
The return to a more reasonable staffing level will provide the resources faculty need to
The DE Coordinator reassigned time is funded at .50 by DVC. In recent years, another
.50 has been funded using one-time funds, which include CVC-OEI Grant, CARES Act,
and HEERF II. This request is for DVC to continue this additional .50 to make the DE
Coordinator a permanent 1.0 reassigned time position. The 2nd request is for a STEM/CE
Faculty Support Specialist for Online Learning. This position will lead the effort to
improve "hard-to-convert" classes so they will benefit from online and/or hybrid learning
strategies and technologies. The final two requests are NOT for "reassigned time" but for
OAS to maintain the Digital Learning Lab and the Accessibility Ambassadors support
and training efforts. The Student Services position interfaces with DE to inform other
counselors and areas of initiatives, issues, and happenings in DVC DE.
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Faculty Researcher Justification: DISTRICT MODEL LIMITATIONS: Currently, the
majority of research capacity is centralized within the District Office. While this structure
does have some benefits (i.e., being able to have a districtwide view of college needs to
highlight shared priorities), this also results in many structural limitations particularly for
an institution the size of DVC. The volume of research requests is much higher than our
smaller sister colleges. In addition, District Researchers may not have the benefit of
institutional knowledge and context to help ensure the data being requested or provided
aligns with the intent of the original requestor. In addition, projects occurring at the
college do not always require data pulled from District-available sources such as
Colleague. Instead, they involve multiple meetings with key stakeholders to co-create
effective data gathering and evaluation measures. The latter cannot easily occur when the
majority of research functions are not housed within the campus. STATE
COMPARISON: According to an RP Group, the average FTE of Institutional Research,
Planning, and Effectiveness Offices across our system is 3.9. Among a selection of
colleges with comparable FTES as DVC, the average grows to 4.8. Due to the
centralization of research functions at the District level, the office has been primarily
staffed by just one person - a permanent Dean who oversaw the research, planning,
evaluation, and accreditation needs of the college. As a result of these varied
responsibilities, the research needs of the institution have not been served as efficiently or
effectively as they are at similar-sized colleges. FURTHER JUSTIFICATION: The
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Unit [code]
Category
Art Digital Media E.1 EQUIPMENT
and FTVE [D3032]

Astronomy
[D4130A]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

Ran
k Request
3 Camera package updates: 6 Sennheisser
shotgun microphone packages, including
shockmount, windscreen and cables,3 new
Camera zoom lenses with lens adaptors, and 1
set of walkie talkies

3

18 inch telescope
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Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

5

Digital camera and mounting equipment for
teaching microscope for Human Anatomy

Culinary Arts
[D3620]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

8

Food Truck

Culinary Arts
[D3620]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
URES

1

Espresso Machine

Culinary Arts
[D3620]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
URES

5

Pacojet Ice Cream Machine

Culinary Arts
[D3620]

2

Portable Bar

Custodial [D1010]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
URES
E.1 EQUIPMENT

1

Stake bed with a lift gate

Custodial [D1010]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

2

Ford Rangers

Custodial [D1010]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

3

1 ton pick-up with left gate

Custodial [D1010]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

4

3 Aqua Plus Carpet Extractor with wand
attachments 2 DVC 1 SRVC

Engineering
[D4105E]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

5

Concrete Cylinder Crusher and supplies
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Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

6

Consumable materials, cutters, and tools.

Geography
[D4130G]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

1

Weather station

Kinesiology
[D3900]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

2

New Sports Medicine Golf Cart

Maintenance and
E.1 EQUIPMENT
Operations [D2010]

1

Stake Bed with a lift gate

Maintenance and
E.1 EQUIPMENT
Operations [D2010]

2

1 Ton Utility Truck with lift gate

Maintenance and
E.1 EQUIPMENT
Operations [D2010]

4

3 Ford Rangers - 1 for day custodial 1 for
night custodial 1 for Facilities Assistant
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Maintenance and
E.1 EQUIPMENT
Operations [D2010]

5

New Van for building Maintenance worker

Maintenance and
E.1 EQUIPMENT
Operations [D2010]

6

1 65 ft Boom Lift

Maintenance and
E.1 EQUIPMENT
Operations [D2010]

7

2 riding mowers

Maintenance and
E.1 EQUIPMENT
Operations [D2010]

8

1 ton utility truck

Maintenance and
E.1 EQUIPMENT
Operations [D2010]

3

Large Ford Transit Cargo Van
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Sports Medicine
Program Manager
[D3900B]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

2

Electric Golf Cart

Sports Medicine
Program Manager
[D3900B]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

1

Keiser Functional Trainer
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Related Unit/Program Strategies/Activities
ARTDM/FTVE equipment purchase and
equipment upgrades

Increase student success

Innovation or
Maintenance of Effort
maintenance

replacement

295

Academic
Year

Cost Per
$13,000

150,000

Increase effectiveness of labs with innovative or innovation
replacement instructional equipment to help
decrease equity gaps and improve learning and
success of students taking Biology lab courses.
This would directly improve the students'
"through" experience and their ability to
successfully make their way "out" of the
program.
Focus on Entrepreneurship
innovation

$5000

$100000

Financal Sustainaibilty

innovation

$10000

Financal Sustainaibilty

innovation

$5000

Financal Sustainaibilty

innovation

$8000

replacement

60,000

replacement

32,000

replacement

45,000

Improve and update lab technology and
resources, and strengthen facilities,
infrastructure and technology.

innovation

9,200

replacement

3,000

296

Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations

replacement

$25000

Update GE Lab equipment

replacement

$5500

Improve facilities and equipment to meet student replacement
needs and industry standards

$8000

Activity

replacement

60,000.0

Activity

replacement

45,000.0

Activity

replacement

32,000

297

Activity

replacement

Activity

innovation

Activity

replacement

25,000

Activity

replacement

40,000

Activity

maintenance

42,000

298

40,000

179,000

Improve the learning experience for our sports
medicine students

replacement

$8000

Make evidence-based healthcare tools more
available

innovation

$6800

299

Number
1

Total Cost
$13,000

1

150,000

Cost Per Funding
Lifespan
Year Source
$0.00 SWP/Perkin
s

300

Disposal
Cost

1

$5000

0

1

$100,000

4,0000 SWP/Perkin
s

1

$10,000

0 SWP/Perkin
s

1

$5,000

0 SWP/Perkin
s

1

$8000

0 SWP/Perkin
s

1

60,000

SWP/Perkin
s

2

64,000

SWP/Perkin
s

1

45,000

3

27,600

SWP/Perkin
s
SWP/Perkin
s

1

4,050

100 SWP/Perkin
s

301

1

$25000

$25000 SWP/Perkin
s

1

$5500

$0

1

$8000

$500

1

60,000.0

SWP/Perkin
s

1

45,000.0

SWP/Perkin
s

3

96,000

SWP/Perkin
s

302

1

40,000

SWP/Perkin
s

1

179,000

SWP/Perkin
s

2

50,000

SWP/Perkin
s

1

40,000

SWP/Perkin
s

1

42,000

SWP/Perkin
s

303

1

$8000

$500

1

$6800

$200

304

Request Shared

305

No

Not related to others

Not related to others

Not related to others

Not related to others
M&O PR
M&O PR
M&O PR

No

306

Yes, Electronics, Engineering, and Industrial Design students
share the equipment, tools and facility.

No

Custodial

M&O & Custodial

M&O & Custodail

307

Maintenance

M&O

Grounds

M&O

M&O Office and other areas who may need covered transport
for supplies during bad weather.

308

n/a

n/a
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Justification
We last upgraded our microphones more than 6 years ago and some of the components are worn out from being
used for many student film classes and productions. Additionally, our boom microphones are of relatively low
quality and we would like to upgrade to the Senheisser MK416 boom mic, a long established industry standard,
used in film schools and film productions throughout the world. This will better prepare our students for recording
high quality production audio, and pair with our recently upgraded camera packages so students can truly create
professional-quality productions. We also would like to purchase three new zoom lenses. Currently we only have 1
set of prime lenses, shared among students, as well as what are called "kit" lenses which are basic zoom lenses that
come with included with the camera. To achieve sharper images in low light conditions, we would like to purchase
three new high quality zoom lenses. We would add lens adaptors to these so that they can be attached to either Sony
or Canon cameras (we have both in our equipment room). We would also like to purchase a set of walkie talkies to
use in film productions. Often the first job a film student might be eligible for on a film set would be a production
assistant. These production assistant jobs often carry responsibility for charging and maintaining the walkie talkies,
and communicating to the crew via walkies. By having experience with industry-standard walkie talkies, students
will be better prepared for film crew jobs. The purchases of the new microphones and lenses would impact our
student course success and improve our program outcomes. When students are able to create high-quality
productions, using industry standard tools, they are more likely to stay engaged in the classes and have successful
portfolio pieces to submit for transfer applications or future jobs. Our Television Studio needs a new wireless clearcom system, which allows the studio production team to communicate to each other during class broadcast. Our
current one is 11 years old and no longer properly functioning. We would like to purchase a Google Jamboard (this
is different from the app) that is Smart, interactive whiteboard. This allows collaborative meetings between students
Our Observatory is at the literal top of campus and should be the focal point of the astronomy program which serves
several hundred students in addition to members of the public each year. The Observatory was a focus of student
tours (directed by the astronomy faculty) during the pre-pandemic Welcome Days. Students were as excited to walk
inside our historic, non-operational Observatory as they were to view a short show in the Planetarium. Imagine the
draw the Observatory would have if it had a working telescope! The Observatory would attract prospective students
as it could be exhibited to high school groups who tour campus, drawing students not just to the Astronomy
program, but to DVC because of its impressive facilities. The Observatory houses our historic 18-inch telescope
which is no longer operational and our portable 8-inch telescopes which are used in both our lecture and laboratory
classes as well as our public observing nights. Students and the public are immediately drawn to the 18-inch
telescope when the observatory is open for these events (classes and public nights) and are dismayed to learn that
the telescope is in disrepair and cannot be used. Deferred maintenance and technological advances necessitate
replacement of this historic 18-inch telescope and the observatory building housing it before they deteriorate
further. The 18-inch telescope should be a resource for students and the community, but it is non-operational now.
Currently the 18-inch telescope must be pointed to a star or planet by hand, making it difficult to find any but the
brightest objects. Furthermore, re-positioning the telescope to a new object takes upward of 10 minutes. Students
are unable to point and reposition the telescope themselves, so the telescope is not effective for classes. Modern
telescopes have automated pointing, using a computer with sensors commanding variable speed motors to move to
the position commanded. They are able to track objects well enough to take timed exposures exposing faint features
(like the spiral arms of a galaxy!) not visible to the observer's eye. A large 18-inch or comparably sized telescope
will allow students to operate a large telescope, giving them extraordinary ability to find many more astronomical
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Moving from theory to application is the hallmark of the culinary program at DVC and that is what makes it a
unique offering. Currently, we have three food service businesses that are closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic
and the industry is moving towards Food Trucks as a viable alternative to a traditional setting, by having a Food
Truck our program could still be operation brining in a much-needed revenue stream. Additionally, this the largest
requested item by industry and students to provide direction and leadership for the future.

With the proposed change in the business model the area of the facility where the Market Place exists would need
to be re-purposed for a Pick-up Food Service versus its current business model which is more cafeteria-style. The
purpose of the espresso machine, ice cream machine and the portable bar is to teach students important skills that
are easily transferrable to the industry for employment purposes while also being able to offer those items for sale
to our student population. Our current program offers very little exposure in the way of "beverages" and this is an
area of interest for both students and customers alike.
With the proposed change in the business model the area of the facility where the Market Place exists would need
to be re-purposed for a Pick-up Food Service versus its current business model which is more cafeteria-style. The
purpose of the espresso machine, ice cream machine and the portable bar is to teach students important skills that
are easily transferrable to the industry for employment purposes while also being able to offer those items for sale
to our student population. Our current program offers very little exposure in the way of "beverages" and this is an
area of interest for both students and customers alike.
With the proposed change in the business model the area of the facility where the Market Place exists would need
to be re-purposed for a Pick-up Food Service versus its current business model which is more cafeteria-style. The
purpose of the espresso machine, ice cream machine and the portable bar is to teach students important skills that
are easily transferrable to the industry for employment purposes while also being able to offer those items for sale
to our student population. Our current program offers very little exposure in the way of "beverages" and this is an
area of interest for both students and customers alike.
Vehicles are needed to get staff around the campus, move furniture and equipment, store necessary tools to have at
work locations. Some of these vehicles have lived out their life cycle and are due to be replaced/upgraded. The new
equipment is needed in order to provide a safer process to perform their job duties.
Vehicles are needed to get staff around the campus, move furniture and equipment, store necessary tools to have at
work locations. Some of these vehicles have lived out their life cycle and are due to be replaced/upgraded. The new
equipment is needed in order to provide a safer process to perform their job duties.
Vehicles are needed to get staff around the campus, move furniture and equipment, store necessary tools to have at
work locations. Some of these vehicles have lived out their life cycle and are due to be replaced/upgraded. The new
equipment is needed in order to provide a safer process to perform their job duties.
Vehicles are needed to get staff around the campus, move furniture and equipment, store necessary tools to have at
work locations. Some of these vehicles have lived out their life cycle and are due to be replaced/upgraded. The new
The equipment in the Materials lab are old and outdated, requiring frequent repairs. Many of them have been used
for more than 25 years and they have passed their end-of-life years ago. For many of them, even parts are not
available in the marketplace and when they fail it leaves the faculty no option to offer the critical experiments
dependent on them
Consumable items and tooling are needed for the Engineering Technology's student. Students require material and
corresponding tooling to properly machine and prototype their assignments. These critical replacement
consumables were historically part of the annual operational budget for the machining programs.
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Equipment updates are required to provide quality instruction that is consistent with current industry standards
which will contribute to the program's learning outcome for student preparedness for workforce and transfer. A new
weather station will benefit Geography students (Physical Geography lecture and lab, Introduction to Weather
lecture and lab) and students in Chemistry classes by providing them with real time atmospheric conditions.
Additional sling psychrometers will allow each student in the Physical Geography and Introduction to Weather lab
courses the opportunity to accurately measure real time temperature and humidity values. Extra batteries will allow
additional hands-on experience in data acquisition using our Anafi Parrot drones and better prepare students for
entering the competitive workforce.
We are asking to replace an old and outdated electric golf cart with a new or refurbished cart. Currently, the Sports
Medicine/Athletic Training program utilizes two electric golf carts to complete daily tasks. These carts are used
everyday for practices and sporting events to move equipment from venue to venue, but most importantly, for the
transportation of injured student-athletes. There are many weeks during the fall and spring when there are
overlapping sporting events when two carts are necessary to provide appropriate medical coverage. This request
most closely ties into Program Impact in the rubric. One of these carts is at the end of its lifespan and is unreliable,
requiring frequent repair. At any time and with no notice this cart will become inoperable. Without replacing this
cart now, there is a high likelihood that we will be left with one cart, putting the health and safety of our studentathletes at risk. Everyday we have multiple practices and/or sporting events and we would be at risk of not
responding to emergency scenarios in a timely fashion. The college must continue to provide optimal healthcare for
our student-athletes as well as student-athletes that we are hosting from other colleges and are required to care for.
Procuring a new golf cart is imperative to allow for our emergency procedures to continue uninterrupted. Another
factor to consider is that we have been sharing our second cart with the Horticulture department for the past few
years which, hastened its demise. If we did get a new cart we would give Horticulture our old cart as they can
continue to maintain the upkeep and it serves their needs. We need to replace uniforms on a regular cycle as they
get worn out and damaged. However, there is not sufficient funds in our regular budget to sustain that need. The
current activity tennis class feeder machine is no longer working and needs to be replaced. The floor mat used for
our combative courses is a piece-meal Velcro system that creates a safety issue for students getting caught by the
seams. Therefore it is necessary for us to replace it with larger mats that will reduce this hazard.
Vehicles are needed to get staff around the campus, move furniture and equipment, store necessary tools to have at
work locations. Some of these vehicles have lived out their life cycle and are due to be replaced/upgraded. The new
equipment is needed in order to save rental costs, availability of rentals to perform necessary job applications on the
campus when needed.
Vehicles are needed to get staff around the campus, move furniture and equipment, store necessary tools to have at
work locations. Some of these vehicles have lived out their life cycle and are due to be replaced/upgraded. The new
equipment is needed in order to save rental costs, availability of rentals to perform necessary job applications on the
campus when needed.
Vehicles are needed to get staff around the campus, move furniture and equipment, store necessary tools to have at
work locations. Some of these vehicles have lived out their life cycle and are due to be replaced/upgraded. The new
equipment is needed in order to save rental costs, availability of rentals to perform necessary job applications on the
campus when needed.
Vehicles are needed to get staff around the campus, move furniture and equipment, store necessary tools to have at
work locations. Some of these vehicles have lived out their life cycle and are due to be replaced/upgraded. The new
equipment is needed in order to save rental costs, availability of rentals to perform necessary job applications on the
campus when needed.
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equipment is needed in order to save rental costs, availability of rentals to perform necessary job applications on the
campus when needed.
Vehicles are needed to get staff around the campus, move furniture and equipment, store necessary tools to have at
work locations. Some of these vehicles have lived out their life cycle and are due to be replaced/upgraded. The new
equipment is needed in order to save rental costs, availability of rentals to perform necessary job applications on the
campus when needed.
Vehicles are needed to get staff around the campus, move furniture and equipment, store necessary tools to have at
work locations. Some of these vehicles have lived out their life cycle and are due to be replaced/upgraded. The new
equipment is needed in order to save rental costs, availability of rentals to perform necessary job applications on the
campus when needed.
Vehicles are needed to get staff around the campus, move furniture and equipment, store necessary tools to have at
work locations. Some of these vehicles have lived out their life cycle and are due to be replaced/upgraded. The new
equipment is needed in order to save rental costs, availability of rentals to perform necessary job applications on the
campus when needed.
ELECTRIC GOLF CART We are asking to replace an old and outdated electric golf cart with a new or refurbished
cart. Currently, the Sports Medicine/Athletic Training program utilizes 2 electric golf carts to complete daily tasks.
This involves moving equipment from venue to venue, but more importantly, the carts are used during sporting
events for injured athletes transportation. There are many weeks during the Fall and Spring when there are
overlapping sporting events when two carts are necessary to provide appropriate medical coverage. This request
most closely ties into Program Impact in the rubric. Without replacing this cart we will most likely be left with one
cart very soon and that would put us in some difficult situations. Specifically, when we are hosting multiple
sporting events it would put us at risk of not responding to emergency scenarios in a timely fashion. We do want to
continue providing optimal healthcare for our student-athletes and this resource would allow for our emergency
procedures to continue uninterrupted. Another factor to consider is that we have been sharing our second cart with
the Horticulture department for the past few years. If we did get a new cart we would give Horticulture our old cart
as they can continue to maintain the upkeep and it serves their needs. KEISER FUNCTIONAL TRAINER The
Keiser Functional Trainer is a pneumatic-based multi-function exercise unit. The unit is a rehabilitation tool used in
healthcare to help patients recovering from a variety of injuries. It is also meant to provide preventative exercises
for patients that may be at risk of injury. Having this tool available in the athletic training clinic would expose our
sports medicine students to the most current types of rehabilitation strategies and research. We would be providing
them experiences that would make them competitive applicants for the next phase of their education. We would
also be providing a rehabilitation tool for our underserved community members who are represented within the
student-athlete population. Many student-athletes do not have medical insurance or very restrictive insurances
which do not allow them to get appropriate care at times. Student-athletes would have access to this tool which they
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ELECTRIC GOLF CART We are asking to replace an old and outdated electric golf cart with a new or refurbished
cart. Currently, the Sports Medicine/Athletic Training program utilizes 2 electric golf carts to complete daily tasks.
This involves moving equipment from venue to venue, but more importantly, the carts are used during sporting
events for injured athletes transportation. There are many weeks during the Fall and Spring when there are
overlapping sporting events when two carts are necessary to provide appropriate medical coverage. This request
most closely ties into Program Impact in the rubric. Without replacing this cart we will most likely be left with one
cart very soon and that would put us in some difficult situations. Specifically, when we are hosting multiple
sporting events it would put us at risk of not responding to emergency scenarios in a timely fashion. We do want to
continue providing optimal healthcare for our student-athletes and this resource would allow for our emergency
procedures to continue uninterrupted. Another factor to consider is that we have been sharing our second cart with
the Horticulture department for the past few years. If we did get a new cart we would give Horticulture our old cart
as they can continue to maintain the upkeep and it serves their needs. KEISER FUNCTIONAL TRAINER The
Keiser Functional Trainer is a pneumatic-based multi-function exercise unit. The unit is a rehabilitation tool used in
healthcare to help patients recovering from a variety of injuries. It is also meant to provide preventative exercises
for patients that may be at risk of injury. Having this tool available in the athletic training clinic would expose our
sports medicine students to the most current types of rehabilitation strategies and research. We would be providing
them experiences that would make them competitive applicants for the next phase of their education. We would
also be providing a rehabilitation tool for our underserved community members who are represented within the
student-athlete population. Many student-athletes do not have medical insurance or very restrictive insurances
which do not allow them to get appropriate care at times. Student-athletes would have access to this tool which they
The equipment in the Materials lab are old and outdated, requiring frequent repairs. Many of them have been used
for more than 25 years and they have passed their end-of-life years ago. For many of them, even parts are not
available in the marketplace and when they fail it leaves the faculty no option to offer the critical experiments
dependent on them
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Ran
k Request
1 Computer monitors

Unit [code]
Admissions and
Records [D4001]

Category
E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

Admissions and
Records [D4001]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

3

Lobby kiosks

Art Digital Media E.2
and FTVE [D3032] TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

1

Macintosh Computer Workstations

Art Digital Media E.2
and FTVE [D3032] TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

2

Tricaster(Live Broadcasting System)

315

Art Digital Media E.1 EQUIPMENT
and FTVE [D3032]

7

TV Studio Wireless Clear-Com System

Art Digital Media E.1 EQUIPMENT
and FTVE [D3032]

8

Motion Capture Tracking Cameras

316

Art Digital Media E.1 EQUIPMENT
and FTVE [D3032]

9

Motion Capture Suits

Astronomy
[D4130A]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

4

Proprietary hardware (and required
software)for Digistar 6 digital planetarium

Biol/Health Sci Div E.2
Admi&n Phys
TECHNOLOGY/H
Sci/Eng Div Admin ARDWARE
[D3500]

2

Computers in every classroom.

317

Biol/Health Sci Div E.2
Admi&n Phys
TECHNOLOGY/H
Sci/Eng Div Admin ARDWARE
[D3500]

3

Document Camera in every classroom.

Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

7

Microsoft Surface Pro Tablet computers

Dance [D3034]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

3

Speakers Roland BA-330 Portable Stereo PA
System

Distance Education E.2
[D1080DE]
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

1

Chromebooks

Distance Education E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
[D1080DE]
ARDWARE
Electricity/Electroni E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y] ARDWARE

2

WiFi Hotspots

2

Fanuc Fenceless Tabletop Robotic Arms

318

Electricity/Electroni E.1 EQUIPMENT
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]

4

Computers in ET105 and ET 107 - OptiPlex
7080 small form factor 7" by 7" by 2"

Electricity/Electroni E.1 EQUIPMENT
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]

7

Printer with scanning ability for ET107
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Electricity/Electroni E.1 EQUIPMENT
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]

9

vc-tr1 full hd auto-tracking camera

Engineering
[D4105E]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

8

Laptop Computers

Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

1

Fanuc Fenceless Tabletop Robotic Arms

Geography
[D4130G]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

2

iPad mini

Industrial Design
[D4105I]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

4

PolyJet 3D Printer
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Industrial Design
[D4105I]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

5

RTek 3D Scanner

Kinesiology
[D3900]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

6

Smart Classroom Capabilities for the
Kinesiology Activity Building and KIN 3
including improved Wi-Fi, streaming
capabilities, four mounted screens, large drop
down screen with projector system and
installation.

Kinesiology
[D3900]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

5

Wi-Fi at all athletic events and classrooms

321

Maintenance and
E.2
Operations [D2010] TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

10 Computers and the necessary software
programming to upgrade the current energy
management system from Andover to ALC.

Mathematics
[D4605]

1

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

Computer monitors

322

Mathematics
[D4605]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

2

Motion sensor camera

Music [D3025]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

8

MTC Bundle

323

Music [D3025]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

9

Viking Studio Bundle

Physical Sciences
[S4750P]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

2

Laptops

Political Science
[D4515P]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/H
ARDWARE

3

Tablets

324

Related Unit/Program Strategies/Activities
Graduation process improvements

Innovation
or
Maintenanc
e of Effort
replacement

Install small kiosks in SSC

Academic
Year

Cost Per
$300

Number
25

innovation

1,500

2

replacement

$3000

62

replacement

85,000

1

325

ARTDM/FTVE equipment purchase and
equipment upgrades

replacement

$1,000

1

ARTDM/FTVE equipment purchase and
equipment upgrades

innovation

$2000

2

326

ARTDM/FTVE equipment purchase and
equipment upgrades

innovation

Increase student success

replacement

Support faculty and staff in 4 departments within innovation
our division(s)

327

415

4

175,000

1

$700

20

Support faculty and staff in 4 departments within innovation
our division(s)

$600

5

Increase effectiveness of labs with innovative or innovation
replacement instructional equipment to help
decrease equity gaps and improve learning and
success of students taking Biology lab courses.
This would directly improve the students'
"through" experience and their ability to
successfully make their way "out" of the
program.

$850

9

Outdoor Dance Presentation Video

innovation

$900

1

Student technology equipment loan program

maintenance

350

100

Student technology equipment loan program

maintenance

120

200

39,876.00

10

Improve and maintain the new Industrial
innovation
Automation & Robotics certificates & degrees
that train DVC's students and industry personnel
on the latest industrial equipment manufactured
by Kuka, Fanuc, ABB, Universal (UR), AllenBradley, Beckhoff, Siemens, Honeywell,
Mitsubishi and others.

328

Upgrade equipment for our classes

innovation

800

50

Upgrade equipment for our classes

replacement

500

1

329

Improve and maintain the new Industrial
innovation
Automation & Robotics certificates & degrees
that train DVC's students and industry personnel
on the latest industrial equipment manufactured
by Kuka, Fanuc, ABB, Universal (UR), AllenBradley, Beckhoff, Siemens, Honeywell,
Mitsubishi and others.

Increase student access to ET Lab facilities
which are utilized in instructional assignments
and student projects.

maintenance

Develop Industrial Automation & Robotics
innovation
certificates & degrees that train DVC's students
and industry personnel on the latest industrial
equipment manufactured by Kuka, Fanuc, ABB,
Universal (UR), Allen-Bradley, Beckhoff,
Siemens, Honeywell, Mitsubishi and others.

Purchase new equipment for hands-on
replacement
instruction in new Drone Remote Sensing course
Maintain and improve current Industrial Design innovation
courses and industry relationship

330

2999

1

2,000.00

35

39,876.00

10

$800

1

49,750.00

1

Maintain and improve current Industrial Design innovation
courses and industry relationship

24,40.00

1

Improve classroom facilities and equipment to
meet student needs and industry standards

innovation

Package cost Package cost

Improve classroom facilities and equipment to
meet student needs and industry standards

innovation

Unknown
District/Coll
ege IT
Responsibilit
y

331

Enough to
enable
access

Activity

innovation

Professional Development

innovation

332

2 Million 2 computers

$250

26

Professional Development

innovation

replacement

333

$299

5

replacement

SRC Chemistry Lab Enhancements

innovation

1300

15

maintenance

1,000

4

334

Total Cost
$8000

5,000

$180000

85,000

Cost Per Funding
Year Source
0 SEAP

0 SEAP

Disposal
Cost
150

Lifespan
5 years

3 years

500

0 SWP/Perkin 3-4 years
s

2000

SWP/Perkin 15-20 years
s

2000

335

$1,000

1 SWP/Perkin
s

$4000

$0 SWP/Perkin
s

336

1660

0 SWP/Perkin
s

175,000

$14,000

10 yrs

$0

5 year

$0

337

$3,000

$0

5 years

7,650

0

5-7 yrs

$900

0

10 years

35,000

35000 SEAP

3 years

20,000

20,000 SEAP

1 year

398,763.00

$0

nominal SWP/Perkin 20 years
s

nominal

338

40000

none SWP/Perkin
s

500

none SWP/Perkin
s

339

2999

70,000

$398,763

$800

49,500

none SWP/Perkin
s

$700 SWP/Perkin 5
s

$3500

nominal SWP/Perkin 20 years
s

nominal

$0 SWP/Perkin 3 years
s
1,500.00 SWP/Perkin 5 to 10 years
s

none

340

24,40.00

none SWP/Perkin 10 years
s

$35,000

None

10 years

Unknown

Unknown
District/Coll
ege IT
Responsibilit
y

None

10 years

Unknown

none

341

2 mill service costs SWP/Perkin
per year are s
appx. 20K
this costs
usually
increase
annually and
is usually
covered by
the
department
as required
by the
vendor
6500

0

20 years or
as long as
the system is
viable

6 years

342

$1,495

$22,751

0

6 years

$0 SWP/Perkin Various
s

$0

343

$22,425

19500

$0 SWP/Perkin Various
s

0

$0

5

2080

4000.00

400

344

Request Shared
This request is related to all requests in this PR. Many of the
monitors A&R currently utilizes are from the mid 2010's.

This request is directly related to Veterans program support,
and to Graduation process improvements as well as
application improvements.

No

Journalism, Technical Theater

345

346

See E.3 below (included in the cost). Note that cost of
$175,000 is the total for both the hardware and software.

Chemistry and Physics departments who use these classrooms.

347

Physics Department

No

This is a shared request with DVC's Engineering Technology
Department that also provides classes in the Industrial
Automation and Robotics certificate. Engineering (transfer)
Technology, Engineering, Industrial Design, and Construction
students could also share the equipment.

348

349

This would be shared with our Engineering Technology
instructors teaching the intro to robotics classes. Additionally,
anyone who uses the room will have it at their disposal. Here
is an example on how it could be used. We had 20 students
and we could not have them all in one room. I came up with a
"bandaid" solution - initiated a zoom call and lecture to one
room of students (in 105) and projected the zoom call to the
screen in room (107) and vice versa. One thing that kept going
wrong was keeping me in the shot. This camera seems to be a
good solution for those types of lectures and issues.

Architecture, Engineering Technology, and Industrial Design

This is a shared request with DVC's Electronics Department
that also provides classes in the Industrial Automation and
Robotics certificate. Electronics, Engineering (transfer),
Industrial Design, and Construction students could also share
the equipment.

This hardware item would also be shared with other DVC
programs, including the Engineering Technology,
Architecture, Construction, and Engineering transfer
programs.

350

This hardware item would also be shared with other DVC
programs, including the Engineering Technology,
Architecture, Construction, and Engineering transfer
programs.
Yes

Yes

351

RANK 1 for Technology Could be listed in other areas as
HVAC issues to be rectified

352

353

354

Justification
Ask# 1 is related to program impact, our outdated technology continues to fail causing delays and reducing our
overall efficiency. Funding this request would enable us to replenish all of the monitors in A&R as well as create
sustainable workplaces for our employees as well as maintain our current level of service. Ask #2 directly relates to
student impact and the student experience. We increasingly find that the way students access our services is
changing. The cost includes installation and ancillary technology needs (scanners, printers). The SSC building has
very few public stations near a service office and installing stations outside would enable students to access our
online services while staying in close proximity to our windows for those items that don't require a lot of assistance.
This would supplement our high-touch Enrollment Lab which is intended for more complex tasks like applying to
Ask# 1 is related to program impact, our outdated technology continues to fail causing delays and reducing our
overall efficiency. Funding this request would enable us to replenish all of the monitors in A&R as well as create
sustainable workplaces for our employees as well as maintain our current level of service. Ask #2 directly relates to
student impact and the student experience. We increasingly find that the way students access our services is
changing. The cost includes installation and ancillary technology needs (scanners, printers). The SSC building has
very few public stations near a service office and installing stations outside would enable students to access our
online services while staying in close proximity to our windows for those items that don't require a lot of assistance.
This would supplement our high-touch Enrollment Lab which is intended for more complex tasks like applying to
1# The 62 Macintosh Computer Workstations will be installed in our new Art Building to replace outdated
machines currently in ATC 110 and ATC 108. Discussions have already occurred with Beth Arman about
supplementing Measure E Bond money with Workforce money to fund the upgrade. #2 The 85.000$ will be used to
purchase the Tricaster, This estimate includes the control room furniture, instructor station, sound system, projector
and includes money for moving and installing the existing parts from ATC 107. The Tricaster is the live broadcast
system that is used for live TV production. We currently have three courses that use this system but there is growth
opportunity. This equipment would allow us to create a live TV studio on campus and potentially collaborate with
1# The 62 Macintosh Computer Workstations will be installed in our new Art Building to replace outdated
machines currently in ATC 110 and ATC 108. Discussions have already occurred with Beth Arman about
supplementing Measure E Bond money with Workforce money to fund the upgrade. #2 The 85.000$ will be used to
purchase the Tricaster, This estimate includes the control room furniture, instructor station, sound system, projector
and includes money for moving and installing the existing parts from ATC 107. The Tricaster is the live broadcast
system that is used for live TV production. We currently have three courses that use this system but there is growth
opportunity. This equipment would allow us to create a live TV studio on campus and potentially collaborate with
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We last upgraded our microphones more than 6 years ago and some of the components are worn out from being
used for many student film classes and productions. Additionally, our boom microphones are of relatively low
quality and we would like to upgrade to the Senheisser MK416 boom mic, a long established industry standard,
used in film schools and film productions throughout the world. This will better prepare our students for recording
high quality production audio, and pair with our recently upgraded camera packages so students can truly create
professional-quality productions. We also would like to purchase three new zoom lenses. Currently we only have 1
set of prime lenses, shared among students, as well as what are called "kit" lenses which are basic zoom lenses that
come with included with the camera. To achieve sharper images in low light conditions, we would like to purchase
three new high quality zoom lenses. We would add lens adaptors to these so that they can be attached to either Sony
or Canon cameras (we have both in our equipment room). We would also like to purchase a set of walkie talkies to
use in film productions. Often the first job a film student might be eligible for on a film set would be a production
assistant. These production assistant jobs often carry responsibility for charging and maintaining the walkie talkies,
and communicating to the crew via walkies. By having experience with industry-standard walkie talkies, students
will be better prepared for film crew jobs. The purchases of the new microphones and lenses would impact our
student course success and improve our program outcomes. When students are able to create high-quality
productions, using industry standard tools, they are more likely to stay engaged in the classes and have successful
portfolio pieces to submit for transfer applications or future jobs. Our Television Studio needs a new wireless clearcom system, which allows the studio production team to communicate to each other during class broadcast. Our
current one is 11 years old and no longer properly functioning. We would like to purchase a Google Jamboard (this
is different from the app) that is Smart, interactive whiteboard. This allows collaborative meetings between students
We last upgraded our microphones more than 6 years ago and some of the components are worn out from being
used for many student film classes and productions. Additionally, our boom microphones are of relatively low
quality and we would like to upgrade to the Senheisser MK416 boom mic, a long established industry standard,
used in film schools and film productions throughout the world. This will better prepare our students for recording
high quality production audio, and pair with our recently upgraded camera packages so students can truly create
professional-quality productions. We also would like to purchase three new zoom lenses. Currently we only have 1
set of prime lenses, shared among students, as well as what are called "kit" lenses which are basic zoom lenses that
come with included with the camera. To achieve sharper images in low light conditions, we would like to purchase
three new high quality zoom lenses. We would add lens adaptors to these so that they can be attached to either Sony
or Canon cameras (we have both in our equipment room). We would also like to purchase a set of walkie talkies to
use in film productions. Often the first job a film student might be eligible for on a film set would be a production
assistant. These production assistant jobs often carry responsibility for charging and maintaining the walkie talkies,
and communicating to the crew via walkies. By having experience with industry-standard walkie talkies, students
will be better prepared for film crew jobs. The purchases of the new microphones and lenses would impact our
student course success and improve our program outcomes. When students are able to create high-quality
productions, using industry standard tools, they are more likely to stay engaged in the classes and have successful
portfolio pieces to submit for transfer applications or future jobs. Our Television Studio needs a new wireless clearcom system, which allows the studio production team to communicate to each other during class broadcast. Our
current one is 11 years old and no longer properly functioning. We would like to purchase a Google Jamboard (this
is different from the app) that is Smart, interactive whiteboard. This allows collaborative meetings between students
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We last upgraded our microphones more than 6 years ago and some of the components are worn out from being
used for many student film classes and productions. Additionally, our boom microphones are of relatively low
quality and we would like to upgrade to the Senheisser MK416 boom mic, a long established industry standard,
used in film schools and film productions throughout the world. This will better prepare our students for recording
high quality production audio, and pair with our recently upgraded camera packages so students can truly create
professional-quality productions. We also would like to purchase three new zoom lenses. Currently we only have 1
set of prime lenses, shared among students, as well as what are called "kit" lenses which are basic zoom lenses that
come with included with the camera. To achieve sharper images in low light conditions, we would like to purchase
three new high quality zoom lenses. We would add lens adaptors to these so that they can be attached to either Sony
or Canon cameras (we have both in our equipment room). We would also like to purchase a set of walkie talkies to
use in film productions. Often the first job a film student might be eligible for on a film set would be a production
assistant. These production assistant jobs often carry responsibility for charging and maintaining the walkie talkies,
and communicating to the crew via walkies. By having experience with industry-standard walkie talkies, students
will be better prepared for film crew jobs. The purchases of the new microphones and lenses would impact our
student course success and improve our program outcomes. When students are able to create high-quality
productions, using industry standard tools, they are more likely to stay engaged in the classes and have successful
portfolio pieces to submit for transfer applications or future jobs. Our Television Studio needs a new wireless clearcom system, which allows the studio production team to communicate to each other during class broadcast. Our
current one is 11 years old and no longer properly functioning. We would like to purchase a Google Jamboard (this
is different from the app) that is Smart, interactive whiteboard. This allows collaborative meetings between students
The DVC planetarium continues to be an invaluable resource for DVC students (taking GE astronomy courses) and
the community at large (through regular community education classes and elementary school field trips). Our
planetarium has also been part of the pre-pandemic Welcome Days student tours. Much of the immersive media
developed for the planetarium is shared with the global planetarium community. Some is sold for profit, but much
of it is free assuming that it is compatible with your planetarium. Evans & Sutherland (our digital planetarium
manufacturer) develops a lot of content and allows for the distribution of that content to clients of its hardware.
Evans and Sutherland is currently selling (and developing for) Digistar 6, the 6th major revision of its software.
Each major revision is just that...a significant upgrade in both user interface and capability from the previous. We
are currently using Digistar 3, released nearly 20 years ago in 2002, 3 major versions behind what the manufacturer
and global community are developing for (most of which is not backward-compatible). Of greater concern,
Microsoft no longer supports Windows XP. The software which runs our servers will never have any further
updates as security threats and problems are identified going forward. Secondly, the Christie projectors that are
currently projecting the planetarium images are no longer manufactured and Evans & Sutherland does not have any
more in their possession to replace any failure of these projectors in our planetarium. Any upgrade in hardware will
require an upgrade in software. Our digital planetarium is now 11 years old which is an incredibly long time for any
digital system to a) still be working and b) to not be obsolete due to all the interfacing systems no longer being
backwards compatible with said system. A recent quote from Evans & Sutherland to upgrade our system to Digistar
6 and replace the old projectors, which are both more efficient and higher resolution, is about $175,000. We foresee
the lifespan of both software and hardware components as about 10 years. While this is certainly not cheap, over the
course of a decade, this will directly affect over 10,000 students and community members in both their astronomy
This work was started by IT last year, but I would like to make sure it is finished! Many or our classrooms do not
have computers and/or document cameras in them. Therefore, adjunct faculty are required to use their own
computers. However, our classrooms only support VGA and/or HDMI technology (though it differs from classroom
to classroom). This leads to inequitable access for our adjunct faculty (unless they purchase their own
converters/dongles). If we had standardized technology in each classroom, they could use canvas on the classroom
computers. This is also an issue as many DVC issued laptops do not have DVD players, which means that some
faculty can not show DVD's in their classes. Additionally, not all classrooms have document cameras, leading to
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This work was started by IT last year, but I would like to make sure it is finished! Many or our classrooms do not
have computers and/or document cameras in them. Therefore, adjunct faculty are required to use their own
computers. However, our classrooms only support VGA and/or HDMI technology (though it differs from classroom
to classroom). This leads to inequitable access for our adjunct faculty (unless they purchase their own
converters/dongles). If we had standardized technology in each classroom, they could use canvas on the classroom
computers. This is also an issue as many DVC issued laptops do not have DVD players, which means that some
faculty can not show DVD's in their classes. Additionally, not all classrooms have document cameras, leading to
issues when faculty teach in different classrooms.
Microsoft Surface Pro 7 Tablets - The 3D Medical Anatomy applications are best viewed on tablets. These enable
students to touch and rotate virtual bodies (as opposed to real cadavers) to understand and learn the spatial
relationships involved in human anatomy more intuitively. These tablets will be useful for group work while
students are not actively learning with the cadavers (or while the cadaver room is at occupancy capacity) and will
increase the amount of time students can actively learn about human anatomy. These tablets can be especially
helpful for our students who learn more kinesthetically, increasing their successful completion of the
course/program. The software is designed to be physically interactive, allowing students to achieve a much more
robust understanding of human anatomy than they could achieve on a laptop with a mouse or trackpad. This
technology will greatly enhance the students' conceptual understanding of the human body and help them
successfully move "through" their Educational Plan and "out" of the program/major. Students that dislike the actual
dissections or prosections can find this technology a more approachable route to learning structural features.
The Roland speaker listed above is to support the outdoor presentations and instruction that the Dance Department
has currently been performing. The program has had to move several of its performances and presentations outside
due to social distancing quarantine limitations. Additionally, the program is presenting more works outside as part
of our commitment to our interest area and students. To date we have had to borrow equipment from other divisions
or borrow lesser quality equipment from students.
Distributing Chromebooks and Hotspots are critical to students' experience and achievement. Students simply
cannot complete coursework, whether online or in-person without proper computing and connectivity resources.

Distributing Chromebooks and Hotspots are critical to students' experience and achievement. Students simply
cannot complete coursework, whether online or in-person without proper computing and connectivity resources.
Industrial automation and robotics provide employers the ability to manufacture, assemble, and move large amounts
of products and parts more efficiently and at a significantly faster rate. The jobs found with nearly all manufacturing
and logistical fields is rapidly transitioning away from low paying repetitive positions to those who have technical
skills to program, problem solve, and repair these tools of industry. The role of robotics within today's
manufacturing and industrial applications is growing exponentially. Companies are increasingly dependent on
robotic arms for their precision and speed. Consequently, the role of our Advisory Group continues to recommend
that we purchase robotic arms to meet the needs of the industrial workplace. DVC currently has one dedicated
robotic arm on a mobile table that can be used for teaching our upcoming cohort of students within our capstone
ENGTC-180 Applications for Industrial Robotics class. In addition, DVC's Industrial Automation and Robotics
program was selected as an adult Pathways program who will also need these robotic arms. An example of the
limitations of only having one robotic arm for students is similar to biology students only having one microscope or
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In general we are trying to prepare our students to compete with other students in the United States. If we do not
have the necessary tools that other universities and community colleges have how do we expect our students to
compete with the graduates of those institutions. They enter the workforce handicapped. We also want to expose
students to the tools and equipment they will encounter in industry, so there is a smooth transition from academia to
industry. The following kits and tools help with creating equity in our program. 1. Fluke Meters are the industry
leaders in Digital Multimeters. One would be hard pressed to find something else in the tool belt of an engineering
technician or electrician. Fluke 87V is the go to meter for precise measurement. 2. Oscilloscopes are tools that are
used around the electronics world to troubleshoot circuits. These kits will give students the opportunity to use the
oscilloscope on an actual circuit that has been designed to teach students what signals may be obtained with an
oscilloscope. They will be able to characterize the circuits and take data using these kits. Critical thinking and
observation skills needed by all good engineering technicians. 3. PLCs - Programmable Logic Controllers. 4.
Upgrades to Audio Visual Equipment in ET107. We should have equipment that enhances the learning. When
showing pictures of circuits or videos of electronics production the rich colors found in television helps greatly
when color is crucial - places where the projector shows color as very dull. Now if COVID causes us to limit class
size again we can use the two rooms in conjunction to teach the same content and adhering to class size restrictions.
5. The printer we have in ET107 is on its last leg. The ink cartridges are linking and there are other parts are taped
together to hold. We would like to get a printer where students can not only print from their stations but also has the
capability to scan homework and other assignments so they can be easily uploaded to Canvas. This an example of
leveling the playing field for students. 6. Dobot Magicians would allow students to learn robotics on a smaller scale.
They would learn how to create an assembly line that is totally automated. We had a summer robotics class that was
In general we are trying to prepare our students to compete with other students in the United States. If we do not
have the necessary tools that other universities and community colleges have how do we expect our students to
compete with the graduates of those institutions. They enter the workforce handicapped. We also want to expose
students to the tools and equipment they will encounter in industry, so there is a smooth transition from academia to
industry. The following kits and tools help with creating equity in our program. 1. Fluke Meters are the industry
leaders in Digital Multimeters. One would be hard pressed to find something else in the tool belt of an engineering
technician or electrician. Fluke 87V is the go to meter for precise measurement. 2. Oscilloscopes are tools that are
used around the electronics world to troubleshoot circuits. These kits will give students the opportunity to use the
oscilloscope on an actual circuit that has been designed to teach students what signals may be obtained with an
oscilloscope. They will be able to characterize the circuits and take data using these kits. Critical thinking and
observation skills needed by all good engineering technicians. 3. PLCs - Programmable Logic Controllers. 4.
Upgrades to Audio Visual Equipment in ET107. We should have equipment that enhances the learning. When
showing pictures of circuits or videos of electronics production the rich colors found in television helps greatly
when color is crucial - places where the projector shows color as very dull. Now if COVID causes us to limit class
size again we can use the two rooms in conjunction to teach the same content and adhering to class size restrictions.
5. The printer we have in ET107 is on its last leg. The ink cartridges are linking and there are other parts are taped
together to hold. We would like to get a printer where students can not only print from their stations but also has the
capability to scan homework and other assignments so they can be easily uploaded to Canvas. This an example of
leveling the playing field for students. 6. Dobot Magicians would allow students to learn robotics on a smaller scale.
They would learn how to create an assembly line that is totally automated. We had a summer robotics class that was
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In general we are trying to prepare our students to compete with other students in the United States. If we do not
have the necessary tools that other universities and community colleges have how do we expect our students to
compete with the graduates of those institutions. They enter the workforce handicapped. We also want to expose
students to the tools and equipment they will encounter in industry, so there is a smooth transition from academia to
industry. The following kits and tools help with creating equity in our program. 1. Fluke Meters are the industry
leaders in Digital Multimeters. One would be hard pressed to find something else in the tool belt of an engineering
technician or electrician. Fluke 87V is the go to meter for precise measurement. 2. Oscilloscopes are tools that are
used around the electronics world to troubleshoot circuits. These kits will give students the opportunity to use the
oscilloscope on an actual circuit that has been designed to teach students what signals may be obtained with an
oscilloscope. They will be able to characterize the circuits and take data using these kits. Critical thinking and
observation skills needed by all good engineering technicians. 3. PLCs - Programmable Logic Controllers. 4.
Upgrades to Audio Visual Equipment in ET107. We should have equipment that enhances the learning. When
showing pictures of circuits or videos of electronics production the rich colors found in television helps greatly
when color is crucial - places where the projector shows color as very dull. Now if COVID causes us to limit class
size again we can use the two rooms in conjunction to teach the same content and adhering to class size restrictions.
5. The printer we have in ET107 is on its last leg. The ink cartridges are linking and there are other parts are taped
together to hold. We would like to get a printer where students can not only print from their stations but also has the
capability to scan homework and other assignments so they can be easily uploaded to Canvas. This an example of
leveling the playing field for students. 6. Dobot Magicians would allow students to learn robotics on a smaller scale.
They would learn how to create an assembly line that is totally automated. We had a summer robotics class that was
Access to the computer labs in the department is highly demanded by various programs in the department,
particularly during prime scheduling time between 8 am and 5 pm. For the engineering program, some classes are
offered at times that are not desirable because the computer labs are occupied. This is particularly important as the
program has to also coordinate its schedule with Math, Physics, and Chemistry to avoid conflict on courses taken by
our students in all programs/departments. The replacement of 35 outdated laptop computers allows expanding the
computer lab space in the department that would resolve scheduling issues that we currently experiencing.
Industrial automation and robotics provide employers the ability to manufacture, assemble, and move large amounts
of products and parts more efficiently and at a significantly faster rate. The jobs found with nearly all manufacturing
and logistical fields is rapidly transitioning away from low paying repetitive positions to those who have technical
skills to program, problem solve, and repair these tools of industry. The role of robotics within today's
manufacturing and industrial applications is growing exponentially. Companies are increasingly dependent on
robotic arms for their precision and speed ranging from manufacturing to filling online orders in large automated
warehouses. Consequently, the role of our Advisory Group continues to recommend that we purchase robotic arms
to meet the needs of the industrial workplace. DVC currently has one dedicated robotic arm on a mobile table that
can be used for teaching. We will soon be offering our capstone ENGTC-180 Applications for Industrial Robotics
classes to our upcoming cohort of students. In addition, DVC's Industrial Automation and Robotics program was
also selected as an adult Pathways program who students will also need these robotic arms. An example of the
limitations of only having one robotic arm for students is similar to biology students only having one microscope or
Equipment updates are required to provide quality instruction that is consistent with current industry standards
which will contribute to the program's learning outcome for student preparedness for workforce and transfer.
Specifically, a new iPad will allow students to pilot our DJI4 Pro drone. An iPad mini is an essential mobile device
for operating drones. The smartphones are not as efficient as iPad mini for operations because of the small screen.
DVC's Industrial Design program has recently added a new Design for Manufacturing (D4m) certificate. In
addition, a new Rapid Prototyping & 3D Printing certificate has been developed for both industry professionals and
high school Pathways students. A PolyJet 3D printer and RTek Scanner for 3D objects is needed for these classes.
These types of equipment could also be shared with other disciplines to address equity issue.
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DVC's Industrial Design program has recently added a new Design for Manufacturing (D4m) certificate. In
addition, a new Rapid Prototyping & 3D Printing certificate has been developed for both industry professionals and
high school Pathways students. A PolyJet 3D printer and RTek Scanner for 3D objects is needed for these classes.
These types of equipment could also be shared with other disciplines to address equity issue.
The athletic venues and all rooms in the Kinesiology Activity Building are all classroom spaces that the college has
neglected compared to virtually all other classroom spaces on campus, consequently creating an inequitable
learning environment for our kinesiology students and student-athletes. It is galling that the classrooms in the
Kinesiology Activity Building are not treated as classrooms and are not afforded the basic technology that other
classrooms on-campus receive automatically. The portable classroom space KIN 3 was also left without adequate
technology. These classrooms were never upgraded when the rest of the campus moved to smart classroom
technology for "all" classrooms, nor are they on any list for regular refurbishment. Likewise, our athletic facilities
are also classroom spaces and often not treated as such. While much of kinesiology is being rebuilt and we have no
doubt technology will be supported in the new spaces, there are no plans to update the Kinesiology Activity
Building beyond external paint despite this glaring oversight which affects a large percentage of our students. Our
students and our student-athletes are left at a disadvantage when compared to virtually all other students on campus
consequently creating an inequitable learning environment. This neglect also undermines the colleges commitment
to institutional excellence, student success and equity. This oversight likely contributes to our declining enrollment.
With outdated spaces that do not create a inviting environment students have no incentive to enroll for classes.
Without the technology necessary to effectively instruct students they choose to go to a local fitness facility to have
a better experience. Without adequate technology it will be harder to innovate online and hybrid pedagogy to attract
more students. At a time when we are working hard to revitalize our activity offerings to meet student and industry
needs, this lack of basic technology access that other disciplines take for granted, hinders our ability to succeed and
negatively impacts all four stages of the student experiences - connection, entry, through and, out. The addition of
smart classroom capabilities including technology connections, AppleTV, adequate Wi-Fi, projectors and screens,
The athletic venues and all rooms in the Kinesiology Activity Building are all classroom spaces that the college has
neglected compared to virtually all other classroom spaces on campus, consequently creating an inequitable
learning environment for our kinesiology students and student-athletes. It is galling that the classrooms in the
Kinesiology Activity Building are not treated as classrooms and are not afforded the basic technology that other
classrooms on-campus receive automatically. The portable classroom space KIN 3 was also left without adequate
technology. These classrooms were never upgraded when the rest of the campus moved to smart classroom
technology for "all" classrooms, nor are they on any list for regular refurbishment. Likewise, our athletic facilities
are also classroom spaces and often not treated as such. While much of kinesiology is being rebuilt and we have no
doubt technology will be supported in the new spaces, there are no plans to update the Kinesiology Activity
Building beyond external paint despite this glaring oversight which affects a large percentage of our students. Our
students and our student-athletes are left at a disadvantage when compared to virtually all other students on campus
consequently creating an inequitable learning environment. This neglect also undermines the colleges commitment
to institutional excellence, student success and equity. This oversight likely contributes to our declining enrollment.
With outdated spaces that do not create a inviting environment students have no incentive to enroll for classes.
Without the technology necessary to effectively instruct students they choose to go to a local fitness facility to have
a better experience. Without adequate technology it will be harder to innovate online and hybrid pedagogy to attract
more students. At a time when we are working hard to revitalize our activity offerings to meet student and industry
needs, this lack of basic technology access that other disciplines take for granted, hinders our ability to succeed and
negatively impacts all four stages of the student experiences - connection, entry, through and, out. The addition of
smart classroom capabilities including technology connections, AppleTV, adequate Wi-Fi, projectors and screens,
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The district is slowly in the process of moving the new buildings from Andover to ACL. We currently have 4
buildings on ACL and the new buildings going up will also be switched to ACL. Having the campus on one energy
management system saves money in contractor services, makes the Heating, Venting, and Air Conditioning
(HVAC) easier to handle for staff. Having Ipads for the techs could mean that they are able to close out work
orders, check emails and respond, and make notes on their work orders in real time. This saves a lot of wasted time
in driving back and forth to the offices to get on the computer and do these tasks, and with the current COVID
situation, this would also help keep social distancing and scheduling the use of the computers. It would also provide
better access to the HVAC systems so they are not needing two techs to look at problem, one at the computer and
one on the roof. They could take the Ipads with them and perform their tasks. Our current system is old and
antiquated. The Bim Genie system would have the ability to input HVAC units by building and location, actual
built in floor plans of all buildings, including rooms by number. Photos of all equipment in individual buildings
with name plates and maintenance tasks associated with each piece of equipment.

Second computer monitor for faculty: Since COVID, the math department is facing a massive programmatic
transformation resulting in increased numbers of online classes being offered, and different ways these online
classes are being offered. Many students prefer online classes and offering online classes allows the department to
be more equitable, because of the lack of commute, childcare options, work hours, and ease of access for students
with a disability. Over the pandemic we have learned a lot about effective teaching online, including the importance
and challenges associated with making connections with our students. Forming close relationships with our students
is crucial to improving equitable student success and course completion. Students who feel connected to their
instructors tend to persist in the class and feel more connected to the material. One strategy the department has
developed to connect better with students online is through Zoom meetings for classes, where students can interact
with each other and the teacher. Particularly helpful is being able to see our students and their videos and Zoom
reactions (such as emojis). However, if we need to check our notes on the computer or share our screen in order to
teach, Zoom will not display all the students' videos on the screen at the same time. In order to be able to teach and
connect with our students, all full-time faculty need a second monitor to show the student videos. Since all students
have to take a math class in order to transfer, and many of our students will take an online math class, this change
will affect the whole campus. From DVC Procedure 4003.01 (Distance Education) states, “DVC curriculum
standards specify that all learning opportunities have equivalent quality”.
In order to give students taking a class
online equivalent quality, we need to be able to see all our students at once, just like in a face to face class. For that,
we need to have a second monitor. Making this change will improve the functioning of the math department,
through improving our online classes. With the decline in enrollment, one area we are examining is the proportion
of online classes we should offer. Improving the quality of our online classes by having a second monitor will
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Second computer monitor for faculty: Since COVID, the math department is facing a massive programmatic
transformation resulting in increased numbers of online classes being offered, and different ways these online
classes are being offered. Many students prefer online classes and offering online classes allows the department to
be more equitable, because of the lack of commute, childcare options, work hours, and ease of access for students
with a disability. Over the pandemic we have learned a lot about effective teaching online, including the importance
and challenges associated with making connections with our students. Forming close relationships with our students
is crucial to improving equitable student success and course completion. Students who feel connected to their
instructors tend to persist in the class and feel more connected to the material. One strategy the department has
developed to connect better with students online is through Zoom meetings for classes, where students can interact
with each other and the teacher. Particularly helpful is being able to see our students and their videos and Zoom
reactions (such as emojis). However, if we need to check our notes on the computer or share our screen in order to
teach, Zoom will not display all the students' videos on the screen at the same time. In order to be able to teach and
connect with our students, all full-time faculty need a second monitor to show the student videos. Since all students
have to take a math class in order to transfer, and many of our students will take an online math class, this change
will affect the whole campus. From DVC Procedure 4003.01 (Distance Education) states, “DVC curriculum
standards specify that all learning opportunities have equivalent quality”.
In order to give students taking a class
online equivalent quality, we need to be able to see all our students at once, just like in a face to face class. For that,
we need to have a second monitor. Making this change will improve the functioning of the math department,
through improving our online classes. With the decline in enrollment, one area we are examining is the proportion
of online classes we should offer. Improving the quality of our online classes by having a second monitor will
MTC Bundle: This bundle will serve generations of students to come. We have selected equipment that will be used
used for the new AudioVisual Technology and Commercial Music degrees and certificates, the trio of Commercial
Music degrees and certificates, and current MIS degrees and certificates (10 total). The current classroom
equipment is no longer functional or supported by Avid and Mac. Replacing it is our utmost priority, and this
bundle contains items that are interdependent. Many of these items are small but need to be grouped together (such
as modules, cables, etc). Industry standard equipment is required for the AV Essentials courses. There will be a
dramatic increase in degrees awarded if we obtain sufficient lab equipment. In addition, many of our courses
require software to be updated, and this software uses proprietary hardware to function. See below for an exhaustive
list. MTC Bundle LIST: https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/DN-312X--denon-dn-312x-rackmount-mic-linemixer https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/DN300BR--denon-dn-300br-rackmount-bluetooth-receiver
Rackmountable XLR and TS patch bay for mixers for plug and play usage M-Audio SP-2 Damper Pedals Atlas
SoundAtlas LO-2B Microphone Quick Release Clip Mounting Lock-On Accessory iMac for the instructor station
Groth Music 15 Piece Percussion Package Tar, 16", Inside Tunable Singing Bowl, Plain, 6 1/2" Indonesian Frame
Drum - Gecko Rode PSA1 Plus Swivel Mount Studio Arm Microphone Stand Kick Drum Microphone Stand
Auralex 2 inch Studiofoam Pyramids 2x4 foot Acoustic Panel 12-pack - Charcoal Guitar Stand Tiltback Amp Stand
88 key Keyboard Dust Cover Moog Dust Cover Promark Hot Rods Drum Sticks Warm Audio WA-47 Largediaphragm Tube Condenser Microphone sE Electronics sE8 Small-diaphragm Condenser Microphone - Stereo Pair
Live sound QSC sound speakers, 2 stands 2 mains, 2 monitors, sub woofer, bags for speakers Live sound mics, mic
stands, mic cables, rolling cart for carring live sound items. Viking Studio bundle: This bundle will serve
generations of students to come. This bundle diverges from the MTC bundle but both will serve the same collection
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MTC Bundle: This bundle will serve generations of students to come. We have selected equipment that will be used
used for the new AudioVisual Technology and Commercial Music degrees and certificates, the trio of Commercial
Music degrees and certificates, and current MIS degrees and certificates (10 total). The current classroom
equipment is no longer functional or supported by Avid and Mac. Replacing it is our utmost priority, and this
bundle contains items that are interdependent. Many of these items are small but need to be grouped together (such
as modules, cables, etc). Industry standard equipment is required for the AV Essentials courses. There will be a
dramatic increase in degrees awarded if we obtain sufficient lab equipment. In addition, many of our courses
require software to be updated, and this software uses proprietary hardware to function. See below for an exhaustive
list. MTC Bundle LIST: https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/DN-312X--denon-dn-312x-rackmount-mic-linemixer https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/DN300BR--denon-dn-300br-rackmount-bluetooth-receiver
Rackmountable XLR and TS patch bay for mixers for plug and play usage M-Audio SP-2 Damper Pedals Atlas
SoundAtlas LO-2B Microphone Quick Release Clip Mounting Lock-On Accessory iMac for the instructor station
Groth Music 15 Piece Percussion Package Tar, 16", Inside Tunable Singing Bowl, Plain, 6 1/2" Indonesian Frame
Drum - Gecko Rode PSA1 Plus Swivel Mount Studio Arm Microphone Stand Kick Drum Microphone Stand
Auralex 2 inch Studiofoam Pyramids 2x4 foot Acoustic Panel 12-pack - Charcoal Guitar Stand Tiltback Amp Stand
88 key Keyboard Dust Cover Moog Dust Cover Promark Hot Rods Drum Sticks Warm Audio WA-47 Largediaphragm Tube Condenser Microphone sE Electronics sE8 Small-diaphragm Condenser Microphone - Stereo Pair
Live sound QSC sound speakers, 2 stands 2 mains, 2 monitors, sub woofer, bags for speakers Live sound mics, mic
stands, mic cables, rolling cart for carring live sound items. Viking Studio bundle: This bundle will serve
generations of students to come. This bundle diverges from the MTC bundle but both will serve the same collection
Laptops are a critical need for physical science classes (namely, Chemistry and Physics classes). Many of the
experiments require the use of a laptop to run specialized software. At present, we only have half a class set; 15
laptops. This results in a scheduling issue; meaning chemistry and physics classes cannot be scheduled at the same
time as there would not be enough equipment to fulfill the needs of each section. Even when just one section is
using the set of 15 laptops, instructors have to ask students to bring in their personal laptops to supplement as much
of the data work-up and analysis is done individually on the computer. The SRC physical sciences program
continues to grow to satisfy student's needs, and we are planning to welcome a full-time physics instructor as SRC
faculty in Fall 22; we need to support the technology requirements so that students' educational experience at SRC
is equitable with courses at PHC. We are requesting an additional 15 laptops to provide a full class set for use in
SRC physical science labs. These laptops would benefit 4 sections of Chem 120 per year, 2 sections of Phys 120 per
We encourage our Adjunct Faculty to make use of the improving technology in the classrooms. Many do not
employ electronic presentations because they lack the delivery hardware. Tablets represent an inexpensive and
convenient way to support these Faculty as they try to diversify their Instruction techniques. Having a tablet and
knowing that it will enable you to present your lecture materials, no matter which room your course is assigned to,
facilitates their transition to multi-media presentations enhancing student success, specifically for those students
who benefit from visual display of materials. Tablets are a necessary tool for our adjunct faculty to be able to
produce equitable and accessible pedagogy for our equity targeted students. Not having these tools tends to steer
them to presenting with the most reliable technology - Chalk. If we want Instructors to use technology in the
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Feedback from Manager
Campus is replacing all
desktops w/ monitors and will
replace current monitors, if
needed

has not been fulfilled…would
need possible / additional
networking done

no computers/workstaions
purchased…no Strong
WorkForce funds available

no…purchase made…however,
we have a Tricaster, even
though it is a few years old, it
might work or provide a
temporary solution

365

no purchased made…we have a
few walkie, which could
possibly be used… would
need to research wireless clear
com System … possible use
Microsoft Whiteboard as a
alternative to Google JamBoard

no purchased made…we have a
few walkie, which could
possibly be used… would
need to research wireless clear
com System … possible use
Microsoft Whiteboard as a
alternative to Google JamBoard

366

no purchased made…

367

no purchase made…would
need to evaluation and get cost
estimate to convert rooms from
VGA to HDMI as well as add
Smart podium technology …
document cameras can be
purchaseed via the college and
provided…not need for PR
no purchase made..

no purchase made.. Possible
alternative portalable speaker
solution
no purchase made…current
500 ChromeBooks end of life
o/a Jn 2024 … current 300
hotspot subscription expires
Dec 2023

no purchase made…

368

computers purchased for ET
103 have been moved to ET
105/107…computers are more
current and have more power /
specifications than prevoius
system…however, they are of
the larger desktop / tower form
factor, which is a larger
footprint…students should be
able to convert their
documents/homework to pdf
w/o having to print and then
scan...if a document camera is
required, IT can provide

computers purchased for ET
103 have been moved to ET
105/107…computers are more
current and have more power /
specifications than prevoius
system…however, they are of
the larger desktop / tower form
factor, which is a larger
footprint…students should be
able to convert their
documents/homework to pdf
w/o having to print and then
scan...if a document camera is
required, IT can provide

369

no purchase made...possible
alternative solution would be to
use our current VDI
envirormanent which is already
in place…
no purchase made…

no purchase made…

no purchase made…

370

no purchase made…

I believe a lot of this will be
taken care of in the new
building

I believe a lot of this will be
taken care of in the new
building

371

no purchase made…

372

can request additonal monitors
via IT help desk ticket
request…tech committee is
researching different motion
web cameras….no timeline on
resolution of camera

no purchase made…

373

no purchase made…

current request can be
filled…have systems on hand

past policy has been Adjunct
provide their own device for
instruction…addtitionally, the
campus is moving to install
smart podiums in each
classroom…thus a computer
will be there as well
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Unit [code]
Architecture
[D4105A]

Category
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

Architecture
[D4105A]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

Ran
k Request
1 V-Ray rendering software license

2

Sketchup License

375

Astronomy
[D4130A]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

5

Proprietary software (and required hardware)
for Digistar 6 digital planetarium.

Biol/Health Sci Div
Admi&n Phys
Sci/Eng Div Admin
[D3500]
Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

4

Scheduling Software

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

8

3D4 Medical - Anatomy Program

Career Services
[D4011]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

5

Social media management system

Computer Science
[D4610]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR

1

TestOut

376

Culinary Arts
[D3620]

Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

3

eLearning Amatrol training software for the
Electronics, Engineering Technology, and
joint Industrial Automation and Robotics
program.

Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

7

Fanuc Roboguide Simulation & eLearning
instructor module

Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Distance Education
[D1080DE]
Engineering
[D4105E]

3

App and Website

6

Hypothesis

7

Gradescope

4

Canvas Studio

5

Blackboard Ally

10 Innovation fund
1

Annual license fees for MATLAB,
SolidWorks, CES EduPack

9

CNC/CAM Vericut and Mastercam Software
license

377

Horticulture
[D3530H]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

1

Inventory Software

Instruction
Office/Community
and Contract
Library Division
Admin [D1080A]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

1

AirTable

2

Canvas Studio

Library Division
Admin [D1080A]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

3

Blackboard Ally

6

Hypothesis

7

Gradescope

8

Software and Hardware Innovation fund for
Distance Education Tools

4

NetTutor

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

4

TI-84 Emulators

Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Library Division
Admin [D1080A]
Mathematics
[D4605]

378

Music [D3025]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

10 MTC Bundle

PACE [D1100C]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

1

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

9

Physics and
Physical Science
[D4130P]

Transfer Services
[D4014]

2

Database software, either already existing or
newly acquired
Gradescope annual license and LTI with
Canvas

YouCanBookMe subscription to
electronically manage University
Representative appointment/times with DVC
students, viewable on our public calendar and
website.

379

Transfer Services
[D4014]

E.3
TECHNOLOGY/SOFTWAR
E

10 Social Media Management Software (Sprout
Social/other) to increase social media views
and followers of timely transfer updates,
news, and opportunities for students.

380

Related Unit/Program Strategies/Activities
Improve and update lab technology and
resources, and strengthen facilities,
infrastructure and technology.

Improve and update lab technology and
resources, and strengthen facilities,
infrastructure and technology.

Innovation or
Maintenance of
Effort
replacement

replacement

381

Academic
Year

Cost Per
Number
$2160 1 lab license

$1500 1 lab license

Increase student success and retention

replacement

$175000

1

200

4

Increase effectiveness of labs with innovative or maintenance
replacement instructional equipment to help
decrease equity gaps and improve learning and
success of students taking Biology lab courses.
This would directly improve the students'
"through" experience and their ability to
successfully make their way "out" of the
program.

$1358.29 yr

1

Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
maintenance
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.

600 annually

1

120

100

Support faculty and staff in 4 departments within innovation
our division(s)

Test preparation software needs to be added to
lab computers. CNT curriculum provides

replacement

382

Financal Sustainaibilty

innovation

10,000

1

Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education

maintenance

23,363

1

Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education

innovation

$13,867

1

Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education

maintenance

50,000

1

Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education

innovation

46000

1

Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education

innovation

50,000

Improve and update lab technology and
resources, and strengthen facilities,
infrastructure and technology.
Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations

maintenance

$8,100

maintenance

$1500

1

Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations

innovation

$83

250

Develop an Industrial Automation & robotics
innovation
certificate & degree that trains DVC's students
and industry personnel to service and program
robotic arms manufactured by Kuka, Fanuc,
ABB, Universal (UR), Allen-Bradley, Beckhoff,
Siemens, Honeywell, Mitsubishi and others.

$200

20

383

Give students experience with online inventory
and nursery maintenance

innovation

5250

1

Goal: Improve the use of research and data to
inform college-wide decision making.

innovation

$900

1

Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies

maintenance

$50000

1

Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies

innovation

$46,000

1

Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies

innovation

$23363

1

Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies

innovation

$13867

1

Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies

innovation

50,000

1

20,000

1

72

2

Work with IA Teams to understand and improve maintenance
workflow for in-person and online tutoring,
including data tracking, in IA Student Centers
Maintaining and improving our current programs innovation

384

replacement

Expand PACE Program to SRC

innovation

Gradescope continued access and integration
with Canvas

maintenance

6

800

Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
maintenance
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.

$6.30/month

1

385

Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
maintenance
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.

386

$50/month

1

Total Cost
$2160

$1500

Cost Per
Year
Annual
renewal

Funding
Source
Lifespan
SWP/Perkin one year
s
license

Disposal
Cost

Annual SWP/Perkin one year
license
renewal s

387

$175000

800

10 yrs

0 SEAP

$1358.29/ye $1358.29/ye
ar ar This is an
annual
software
subscription

600

12,000

600 SEAP

1 year

5-8 yrs

annually

0 SWP/Perkin one year
s

388

$10000

$1000 SWP/Perkin 5 years
s

23,363

23,363

$13,867

$13,867

$50,000

50,000

46,000

46,000

50,000

$50,000.0

$8,100

1

$3500

$3500 SWP/Perkin 1 year
s

$20750

$20750 SWP/Perkin 1 year
s

$4000

4,000.00 SWP/Perkin 1 year
s

389

$5500

$250 SWP/Perkin 10
s

900

$900

$50,000

50,000

$46,000

46,000

$23363

23,363

$13867

13,867

50,000

50,000

20,000

20,000

144

27

Ongoing

390

$15,258.69

0 SWP/Perkin Various
s

4,800

$75.60/year $75.60/year SEAP

Renewed
annually

391

$600/year

$600/year SEAP

Renewed
annually

392

Request Shared
Potentially shared by industrial design but primarily
architecture.

Primarily architecture

393

Yes, see E.2 above. Note that cost of $175,000 is the total for
both the hardware and software.

All departments in our division

Shared with Transfer Services

CNT students

394

Not related to others
Entire College License
STEM
Entire College
Entire College
Entire College
Engineering Technology, and Industrial Design
yes

This is a shared request with DVC's Electronics program.

yes

395

President's Office
All College site license; Distance Education; This software is
currently funded by State Chancellor's Office, but is critical to
budget for if support goes away. Canvas Studio allows faculty
to easily create videos for online learning.
All College site license; Distance Education
All College site license; Distance Education
All College site license; Distance Education
All College; Distance Education; IT and Instructional
Technology
All College; all students; in DE program review

396

All learning communities within PUMA need a database to
manage enrollment
Chemistry has also requested and collaborate

None.

397

Shared with Career Services, potentially also with DVC
Communications and Marketing.

398

Justification
V-Ray and Sketchup require ongoing licenses and are used in multiple architecture classes. Sketchup is utilized in
ARCHI 120, 121, 220, 221 and 135, and V-Ray is used in ARCHI 136, 220 and 221. Both programs are also
essential to transfer curriculum and career training. Student Impact: Software access is important for equity since
many students are unable to purchase this software with their limited budget, and the software is used on a daily
basis in multiple classes. Student achievement is also significantly tied to software access since it is required for
current production of contemporary architectural graphics, presentation material, and design portfolios considered
for transfer and employment. In terms of scale and impact, this software is utilized by every student in the
architecture program on an almost daily basis over multiple hours in their course of two years of study and beyond
to transfer institutions and employment, serving approximately 400-500 students annually. Program Impact: Our
ability to function and operate classes is highly dependent on this software, with a number of design studios and
computer graphics classes dependent on software access and current updates. While closely tied with improvement
of our student skills, this software request is not so focused on expansion but more on maintaining our current
V-Ray and Sketchup require ongoing licenses and are used in multiple architecture classes. Sketchup is utilized in
ARCHI 120, 121, 220, 221 and 135, and V-Ray is used in ARCHI 136, 220 and 221. Both programs are also
essential to transfer curriculum and career training. Student Impact: Software access is important for equity since
many students are unable to purchase this software with their limited budget, and the software is used on a daily
basis in multiple classes. Student achievement is also significantly tied to software access since it is required for
current production of contemporary architectural graphics, presentation material, and design portfolios considered
for transfer and employment. In terms of scale and impact, this software is utilized by every student in the
architecture program on an almost daily basis over multiple hours in their course of two years of study and beyond
to transfer institutions and employment, serving approximately 400-500 students annually. Program Impact: Our
ability to function and operate classes is highly dependent on this software, with a number of design studios and
computer graphics classes dependent on software access and current updates. While closely tied with improvement
of our student skills, this software request is not so focused on expansion but more on maintaining our current
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The DVC planetarium continues to be an invaluable resource for DVC students (taking GE astronomy courses) and
the community at large (through regular community education classes and elementary school field trips). Much of
the immersive media developed for the planetarium is shared with the global planetarium community. Some is sold
for profit, but much of it is free assuming that it is compatible with your planetarium system. Evans and Sutherland
(our digital planetarium manufacturer) develops a lot of content and allows for the distribution of that content to
clients of its hardware. Evans and Sutherland is currently selling (and developing for) Digistar 6, the 6th major
revision of its software. Each major revision is just that... a significant upgrade in both user interface and capability
from the previous. We are currently using Digistar 3, released 19 years ago, in 2002, 3 major versions behind what
the manufacturer and global community are developing for (most of which is not backward-compatible). Of greater
concern, Microsoft no longer supports Windows XP. The software which runs our servers will never have any
further updates as security threats and problems are identified going forward. Secondly, the Christie projectors that
are currently projecting the planetarium images are no longer manufactured and Evans & Sutherland does not have
any more in their possession to replace any failure of these projectors in our planetarium. Any upgrade in hardware
will require an upgrade in software. Our digital planetarium is now 11 years old which is an incredibly long time for
any digital system to a) still be working and b) to not be obsolete due to all the interfacing systems no longer being
backwards compatible with said system. A recent quote from Evans and Sutherland to upgrade our system to
Digistar 6 and replace the old projectors, which are both more efficient and higher resolution, is about $175,000.
We foresee the lifespan of both software and hardware components as about 10 years. While this is certainly not
cheap, over the course of a decade, this will directly affect over 10,000 students and community members in both
their astronomy classes and visits. Note that the Digistar 6 software is not compatible with the current Digistar 3
This would allow us input classes into software that would allow us to find conflicts for classes that students often
take together. Currently we try to do conversations with faculty (and student surveys) to minimize conflicts, but it is
time consuming and not easy to use.
3D4 Medical Anatomy Program - Students in BIOSC 139 (Human Anatomy) use models and cadavers to view
basic anatomy, but sometimes certain parts are difficult to view, dissect, or manipulate. A 3D anatomy program
enables students to touch and rotate virtual bodies and understand spatial relationships within the human body and
how and where tissue and other structures relate to one another. 3D atlas applications deal with entire body
structures including muscles, nerves, vessels, and organs. As the application manuals are easy to understand and the
contents specific, they can be helpful in the learning of gross anatomy. Software can also be updated to the latest
versions as necessary. This technology will greatly enhance the students' conceptual understanding of the human
body, especially those who learn more kinesthetically and help them successfully move "through" their Educational
Plan and "out" of the program/major.
This will have student and program impact as we have demonstrated success in strategic student outreach using our
current social media management system, with huge growth across multiple platforms. However to best connect
with students, we need better technology to manage our social media. An upgraded software would be more
effective for staff and provide more streamlined communication in service of students. Social Media Metrics:
Through all of our social media outlets combined, our program has reached 10,635 individuals in the past year.
Users clicked on links shared 777 times, viewed videos shared 2,313 times, and liked content displayed 282,158
times. The total audience that follows all social media outlets combined is 1,667. Instagram: 1,470 published posts
Content on this social media platform was displayed 142,098 times to users. Users engaged with posts 5,934 times.
Number of followers is 652 Twitter: 574 published posts Content on this social media platform was displaced
38,218 times to users Users engaged with posts 688 times Number of followers is 317 Facebook: 763 published
posts Content on this social media platform was displaced 101,842 times to users Users engaged with posts 4,013
times Number of followers is 698 Tawk chat messages from January to November is 565 connections January to
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With the student population deciding not to return to campus we will need to reach students via our private website
and social media. Additionally, we might need to interact with a sales function through an App (ie Grub Hub).
All of the technologies listed were instituted at the College-level post-Covid and represent a minimal, ongoing
investment in technology to maintain quality online courses. These technologies are essential in maintaining the
current student learning experience and achievement levels. Data can be provided on faculty usage.
All of the technologies listed were instituted at the College-level post-Covid and represent a minimal, ongoing
investment in technology to maintain quality online courses. These technologies are essential in maintaining the
current student learning experience and achievement levels. Data can be provided on faculty usage.
All of the technologies listed were instituted at the College-level post-Covid and represent a minimal, ongoing
investment in technology to maintain quality online courses. These technologies are essential in maintaining the
current student learning experience and achievement levels. Data can be provided on faculty usage.
All of the technologies listed were instituted at the College-level post-Covid and represent a minimal, ongoing
investment in technology to maintain quality online courses. These technologies are essential in maintaining the
current student learning experience and achievement levels. Data can be provided on faculty usage.
All of the technologies listed were instituted at the College-level post-Covid and represent a minimal, ongoing
investment in technology to maintain quality online courses. These technologies are essential in maintaining the
current student learning experience and achievement levels. Data can be provided on faculty usage.
More than half of all courses that the engineering program offers depend on having a current license for MATLAB,
SolidWorks, and CES EduPack. The lab portion of such courses are 100% dependent on having access to these
software packages and without which we will not be able to offer them.
DVC's industry partners require that their workers are trained using the latest computer and virtual training
software. Rather than send students to DVC, they are requesting a hybrid model be used that can reduce travel to
and from the factory. The web based Amatrol eLearning software is ideally suited and is a Community College
standard. Additionally, the Amatrol eLearning software was developed to meet industry standards in electronics and
robotics. The instructor's Fanuc Roboguide Simulation is a required annual budget for the Fanuc robotic arms. The
Vericut software allows for DVC's students to mimic the CNC actual cutting operations within a virtual computer
environment. This provides the students with immediate feedback on their cutting programs while also preventing
potentially damaging tools paths prior to using the real CNC machining equipment.
DVC's industry partners require that their workers are trained using the latest computer and virtual training
software. Rather than send students to DVC, they are requesting a hybrid model be used that can reduce travel to
and from the factory. The web based Amatrol eLearning software is ideally suited and is a Community College
standard. Additionally, the Amatrol eLearning software was developed to meet industry standards in electronics and
robotics. The instructor's Fanuc Roboguide Simulation is a required annual budget for the Fanuc robotic arms. The
Vericut software allows for DVC's students to mimic the CNC actual cutting operations within a virtual computer
environment. This provides the students with immediate feedback on their cutting programs while also preventing
potentially damaging tools paths prior to using the real CNC machining equipment.
DVC's industry partners require that their workers are trained using the latest computer and virtual training
software. Rather than send students to DVC, they are requesting a hybrid model be used that can reduce travel to
and from the factory. The web based Amatrol eLearning software is ideally suited and is a Community College
standard. Additionally, the Amatrol eLearning software was developed to meet industry standards in electronics and
robotics. The instructor's Fanuc Roboguide Simulation is a required annual budget for the Fanuc robotic arms. The
Vericut software allows for DVC's students to mimic the CNC actual cutting operations within a virtual computer
environment. This provides the students with immediate feedback on their cutting programs while also preventing
potentially damaging tools paths prior to using the real CNC machining equipment.
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This software will allow us to create online inventories of the plant material on the nursery floor, in production, and
will allow us to track sales. This software (or similar programs) is being used by both retail and wholesale nurseries
and greenhouses and has become the industry standard. This is needed in Plant Production, Nursery and
Greenhouse and Controlled Environment classes. Students must be learning to operate the inventory/sales systems
that are now industry standards.

All of the technologies listed were instituted at the College-level post-Covid and represent a minimal, ongoing
investment in technology to maintain quality online courses. These technologies are essential in maintaining the
current student learning experience and achievement levels. Data can be provided on faculty usage.
All of the technologies listed were instituted at the College-level post-Covid and represent a minimal, ongoing
investment in technology to maintain quality online courses. These technologies are essential in maintaining the
current student learning experience and achievement levels. Data can be provided on faculty usage.
All of the technologies listed were instituted at the College-level post-Covid and represent a minimal, ongoing
investment in technology to maintain quality online courses. These technologies are essential in maintaining the
current student learning experience and achievement levels. Data can be provided on faculty usage.
All of the technologies listed were instituted at the College-level post-Covid and represent a minimal, ongoing
investment in technology to maintain quality online courses. These technologies are essential in maintaining the
current student learning experience and achievement levels. Data can be provided on faculty usage.
All of the technologies listed were instituted at the College-level post-Covid and represent a minimal, ongoing
investment in technology to maintain quality online courses. These technologies are essential in maintaining the
current student learning experience and achievement levels. Data can be provided on faculty usage.
All of the technologies listed were instituted at the College-level post-Covid and represent a minimal, ongoing
investment in technology to maintain quality online courses. These technologies are essential in maintaining the
current student learning experience and achievement levels. Data can be provided on faculty usage.
After the onset of COVID, the math department is facing a massive programmatic transformation resulting in
increased numbers of online classes being offered, and different ways these online classes are being offered. Many
students prefer online classes and offering online classes allows the department to be more equitable, because of the
lack of commute, childcare options, work hours, and ease of access for students with a disability. Over the
pandemic we have learned a lot about effective teaching online, including best practices for teaching students how
to use a calculator online. There are significant equity issues associated with simply holding a calculator up to the
screen. Students with low vision or who are accessing the class from a phone or small laptop will simply not be able
to see the calculator well enough to follow the process. DVC Procedure 4003.01 (Distance Education) states, “DVC
curriculum standards specify that all learning opportunities have equivalent quality”.
In order to give students
taking a class online equivalent quality, a computer emulator is necessary. An emulator shows the calculator across
the whole screen and is the only way to effectively teach students how to use a calculator online. This request
affects any class that uses a calculator, which is almost every math class, therefore the request affects a significant
number of students. The math department's online offerings that involve calculators will not function well without
emulators, and having emulators will allow our program to greatly improve its online offerings. We request 5
perpetual licenses which come in a pack for $71.89 for instructors who use calculators and teach online the most,
and one pack of 10-14 for $26.90 which is a yearly subscription.
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Industry standard software is essential to fulfill the core mission of the program. As outlined in our course and
program SLOs, the knowledge and application of the recording arts is essential preparation for our students as they
enter the workforce. Our MIS graduates have successfully gained employment in industry and were trained on
industry standard hardware and software. They are currently employed with high-tech video game and music
software companies such as Activision, Ubisoft, Lucas Arts, and Realta Entertainment. An astounding 10,000
Hours By Arrangement (HBA) were officially logged via the SARS system last semester in our single computer lab.
All Music Industry Studies classes will utilize the hardware and software we are requesting. The MIS classes
utilizing this new equipment will be MUSX-100, 101, 110, 124, 125, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 181, 182,
183, 270, and 282. The seventeen classes represent a total of twenty-two sections servicing approximately 450
students a semester. There are a variety of instruments, e-licensors, monitors, and teaching supplies that the MTC
needs to successfully instruct students. An exhaustive list can be provided if requested, along with a detailed
justification for each item. MTC Bundle: Cubase version 12 upgrade Ableton version 12 upgrade 30 seat fab filter
plug-ins, 4 plug-ins at a 90% discount.
With over 100 students in the PACE Program, and projected increase in enrollment there's an immediate need for a
functional database to manage enrollment.
A growing number of faculty in our division and many of our colleagues in other STEM courses have found that
Gradescope is a more efficient, equitable and transparent grading tool than Canvas' Speedgrader. Gradescope is a
leading grading platform that allows grading of paper, digital and code assignments, and was developed specifically
for STEM course assignments. Besides many workflow enhancements over Speedgrader, Gradescope allows for
“blind”
grading which reduces bias, and also grading of all student submissions of a particular problem which
increases equity and consistency in grading. The latter capability is essential for Physics problems where students
are assessed on a several-step problem-solving process. Gradescope has a more transparent presentation of rubrics
so that students have easy access to learning objectives and expectations. In addition, it is a data-rich platform that
gives instructors robust analytics so that they can make timely adjustments to instructional plans, and more easily
identify students that need supplemental instruction. With these enhancements that optimize student success, it is no
wonder that Gradescope is widely adopted at leading colleges and universities across the country. DVC used
CARES funding to purchase licenses to Gradescope, which allowed seamless integration with Canvas and easy
student and faculty access. Unfortunately, there are no plans to continue Gradescope licensing after Spring 2022.
Not only will faculty have to resort to self-funding to continue use of this tool, but students will lose easy access
through Canvas. Even in a well-organized Canvas site, if Gradescope is not integrated through LTI, students can get
confused about how to navigate to a separate site to upload their Gradescope assignments, especially when they are
already trying to make sense of the various Canvas sites for their different classes. Gradescope quoted our campus a
price of $6 per student. If half of our faculty use this resource, that would translate to $5K. We view this as a
valuable resource and with broader campus-wide adoption, that estimate would increase. Please continue to support
this resource. Campus-wide professional development opportunities and training could be a way to recruit more
YouCanBookMe has been utilized for the past two years and proves to be a cost-effective investment to save staff
time on duplicate data entry for university rep. bookings and appointments. Aside from our website, our multiple
social media channels are our primary communication tools with DVC Transfer students, as they are well-utilized
by students and allow us the opportunity to post updates and news in real time or as scheduled posts to go live at
strategic times in the day/week. Each year, we have invested staff time to further developing these channels to reach
more students and are seeing more students engage with our content when expertly managed by a social media
management software.
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YouCanBookMe has been utilized for the past two years and proves to be a cost-effective investment to save staff
time on duplicate data entry for university rep. bookings and appointments. Aside from our website, our multiple
social media channels are our primary communication tools with DVC Transfer students, as they are well-utilized
by students and allow us the opportunity to post updates and news in real time or as scheduled posts to go live at
strategic times in the day/week. Each year, we have invested staff time to further developing these channels to reach
more students and are seeing more students engage with our content when expertly managed by a social media
management software.
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Feedback from Manager
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no purchase made
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Ran
k Request
3 Desks and seats in LA rooms,

Unit [code]
Anthropology
[D4515A]

Category
E.4
FURNITURE/FIXTURE
S

Anthropology
[D4515A]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXTURE
S

4

White boards for LA rooms

Art Digital Media E.4
and FTVE [D3032] FURNITURE/FIXTURE
S
Counseling - PHC E.5 FACILITIES
[D4005]
Counseling Office E.5 FACILITIES
Supervisor
Dance [D3034]
E.4
FURNITURE/FIXTURE
Distance Education E.4
FURNITURE/FIXTURE
[D1080DE]
S

6

Dual Monitor Arm Assembly

7

5

Need 6 more hand sanitizing stations in SSC
Building (Use HEERF funds)
Need 6 more hand sanitizing stations in SSC
Building (Use HEERF funds)
Student Cubicle Storage

8

Staff Development Area remodel - furniture

DSS/Workability III E.4
[D4007A]
FURNITURE/FIXTURE
S
English Division
E.4
Admin/Social
FURNITURE/FIXTURE
Science Division
S
Admin [D3700]

2

chairs and tables needed for DSS success
center

3

Replacement of current desks and chairs in
LA building

1
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Library Division
Admin [D1080A]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXTURE
S

1

Staff Development Area Remodel - Furniture

Mathematics
[D4605]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXTURE
S

6

Computer chairs

Music [D3025]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXTURE
S

5

versatile chairs/desk combos

412

Physical Sciences
[S4750P]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXTURE
S

3

Adjustable lab stools for SRC Physical
Science

Physics and
Physical Science
[D4130P]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXTURE
S

1

Chairs for PS 113, 117 and 121

Umoja Learning
Community
[D1100U]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXTURE
S

2

New furniture for PUMA Center if we move
into new space
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Related Unit/Program Strategies/Activities
Exploring schedule modalities.

Innovation or
Maintenance of Effort
replacement

Exploring schedule modalities.

replacement

ARTDM/FTVE equipment purchase and
equipment upgrades

innovation

400

innovation

$250

Assist students in scheduling in-person and
remote drop-in sessions and appointments to
Assist students in scheduling in-person and
remote drop-in sessions and appointments to
Hybrid courses

Academic
Year

Cost Per
$500

$1200.00

replacement
Increase opportunities for professional growth
and development, including instructional design
support and trainin
replacement

3,000

1. Develop, support, and improve instructional replacement
programs to support students to complete their
educational goals in the Social Science Division

$500

integrate DSS with Guided Pathways

414

Efficiently and effectively use current budget to replacement
assist with San Ramon Campus library services

$51,462.33

replacement

$125

replacement

200

Reform curriculum, advising, tutoring, and
pedagogy to meet the requirements of AB705
and to improve student success and accelerate
student access to transfer-level mathematics.

415

SRC Chemistry Lab Enhancements

maintenance

115

Replace 60 laboratory chairs

replacement

$300

Providing resources and supporting basic needs

maintenance

416

Number
840

Total Cost
$420000

32

38400

15

6,000

2

Cost Per Funding
Year Source

Lifespan

0 SWP/Perkins

$180.00

TBD SEAP

5 years

180

TBD SEAP

5 years

$500
$51,462.33

3 sets

9,000

1120

$560,000

0

417

Disposal
Cost

$51,462.33

48

$14,250

75

15,000

0

418

35

4000

0

60

$18,000

0

TBD
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Request Shared

Need 3 hand sanitizer dispensers in SSC 1st floor - by
the entrances and inside the Enrollment Lab Need 3
Need 3 hand sanitizer dispensers in SSC 1st floor - by
the entrances and inside the Enrollment Lab Need 3

EOPS shares the program and space with DSS
English, Psychology,

420

Distance Education; Professional Development; benefits
all college

421

422

Justification
As students return to campus and take advantage of the new in classroom modalities being offered, the
poor condition of the furniture in the LA building needs to be addressed. The rooms typically appear
unclean, the walls reflect the grease of the heads of the students that usually sit in the back, the walls
have indentations from constant chairs bumping into the walls, and the room carpets need replacement.
This is nothing new, but the non-use in the last two years really bringing forth the need immediate
attention. The number and cost is an estimate of what the furniture may cost for replacement in at least
20 of the rooms in the LA. The cost for white boards to replace the chaulk boards is approximate.
Replacement of chaulk boards reduces the dust produced by the chaulk when used and reduces clearn
up. Installation of white boards upgrades the classroom and creates a more inviting environment for
learning.
As students return to campus and take advantage of the new in classroom modalities being offered, the
poor condition of the furniture in the LA building needs to be addressed. The rooms typically appear
unclean, the walls reflect the grease of the heads of the students that usually sit in the back, the walls
have indentations from constant chairs bumping into the walls, and the room carpets need replacement.
This is nothing new, but the non-use in the last two years really bringing forth the need immediate
attention. The number and cost is an estimate of what the furniture may cost for replacement in at least
20 of the rooms in the LA. The cost for white boards to replace the chaulk boards is approximate.
Replacement of chaulk boards reduces the dust produced by the chaulk when used and reduces clearn
up. Installation of white boards upgrades the classroom and creates a more inviting environment for
learning.

This request is a specific amount based on blueprints and furniture estimate from KI Furniture for the
DVC: Admin Building Staff Dev Lounge, Lab and Office. The justification aligns with the EMP to grow a
"Culture of Learning and Continuous Improvement". Having a newer, flexible, and responsive faculty/staff
learning classroom will promote engaging methods to teach online or in-person pedagogy skills,
productivity software, learning software, and more.
Tutoring is an effective intervention with many students, including those enrolled in DSS. The DSS
success center is part of the new Guided Pathways model of increased student support.
The children's center building is showing signs of deterioration with window frames rotting out needing
replacement, some sidewalks need to be examined for safety concerns, walkway/porch on second floor
is unstable and cant be used; the entire building needs to be closely examined for structural integrity. The
faculty offices in the FO building are in sore need of attention. The orange carpet has long passed its
service years and is torn, rippled, and can not be cleaned anymore and needs replacement. Some of the
office have offensive odors and a coat of paint can address this issue. Work orders have been ignored or
placed at low priority.
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This request is a specific amount based on blueprints and furniture estimate from KI Furniture for the
DVC: Admin Building Staff Dev Lounge, Lab and Office. The justification aligns with the EMP to grow a
"Culture of Learning and Continuous Improvement". Having a newer, flexible, and responsive faculty/staff
learning classroom will promote engaging methods to teach online or in-person pedagogy skills,
productivity software, learning software, and more.
The Math & Engineering Student Center was created to serve as a welcoming and equitable study space
for all students in math and engineering. One way to help make our center more inviting and help
motivate students to meet their academic goals is to constantly remind them that we are here to support
them. As with other successful centers, we plan to do this by hiring an artist to help us put a collection of
inspiring quotations on several doors of the center. This is one component of a larger list of projects we
have worked on in our center. We have had art pieces lent to us from the art department, added new
furniture and provided more comfortable seating for our students. We have had a successful turn out and
more students have attended our center this semester than expected. We are hoping the door art project
will improve what we have, and in return make students want to stay and use our center even more. This
will in return, create community for our students, which research shows helps increases the chances of
student success in our math and engineering courses. It is part of the math program's transformation into
a department that promotes equity. One way to promote equity and inclusion is through programs that
help our students individually rather than trying to work with our students as a block. The ME Center does
just that by providing students with free, individual tutoring, so that cost is not a barrier and so that tutors
can meet students where they are. This helps close achievement gaps by assisting students with course
completion and encourages them to persist in their courses, so they can meet transfer requirements.
Currently, the ME Center also offers students a place where they can attend synchronous online classes
from school, if their home internet is insufficient, if they have other obligations on campus near the time
of their online class, or if their home environment is unfriendly to learning online. Students can also use
the computers at the ME Center if they don't have their own computer. Recently, the ME Center was
renovated to improve the learning environment for students and encourage them to stay and continue
-All of the chairs in the music building are over 20 years old. The chairs are in three main classrooms
M125, 127 and M136. The chairs in M136 are cloth and have many stains, rips and general bad oder.
The chairs in M125 and 127 are chair desk combos. Although they are still in good shape and could be
used elsewhere on the campus, they do not meet the needs of these versatile classrooms. Chairs have
to be moved to the hallway, or rearranged daily for different classes and ensembles. Student music
chairs are used in the rest of the building and could be purchased for use in these rooms. In addition
small tables could be purchased for note taking, and various classroom activities.
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The current lab stools in the SRC Chemistry lab are heavy, take up a large amount of space and are
difficult to adjust. Even when the current stools are properly adjusted, they are very uncomfortable to sit
in for long periods of time because there is a ~8 inch back-rest piece. Ironically, the back-rest does not
support your back, forces you to sit at an angle (which often ends up hurting your back!) and makes it
difficult to get in and out of the stool. This detail is significant as all chemistry labs run more than three
hours and adequate (ideally, comfortable) seating is a must. The SRC Chemistry lab is on the small side
for a lab space needing to house 28 students plus an instructor (smaller square footage than PHC
Chemistry labs) and we need to be as efficient as possible when using the space allowed. We would like
to purchase new, adjustable lab stools to make efficient use of space in the lab, provide a safer and more
comfortable sitting surface for our students and take advantage of the height adjustment feature on the
new stools to accommodate DSS students. Student safety in the chemistry lab is of primary importance
and the current stools have presented a safety hazard on many, many occasions. Students trip over
them frequently. The current stools were purchased well before either full-time chemistry instructor taught
at SRC; we don't know who had the idea purchase the current stools. It's possible the stool-purchaser did
not have a science background and did not consider the design to be poor for a science lab. The new
stools would be much safer, weigh less and take up less space. These lab stools will benefit ~18 sections
(~30 students per section) of Chemistry students per year. Our Chemistry lab schedule is jam-packed,
Monday through Thursday morning, afternoon and night; these stools will be a great addition to our lab
room and increase student safety!
Our building and its furnishings are 20 years old. Like many of the rooms on campus, we have grey
plastic chairs that can flex backwards at the mid-back level. About a third of the chairs in our lab rooms
(PS-113, -117, -121) have plastic around one of more of these flex joints that is fatigued with age and
broken. While superficially intact, it only takes a student's deep lean to cause the hinge to fail, the top of
the chair to flip back, the rigid metal joint in the chair to be exposed, and the student to possibly be
injured! We have worked with our dean to find temporary replacements for the 20 chairs that are currently
identified as dangerous, and to we are in the process of purchasing 30 chairs using $9,000 secured
through past program review. An additional $18,000 is needed to replace the remaining 60 chairs. On
average, each of our students spends more than 3 hours per week in one of these chairs.
This connects to most of the strategies from B.1, from aligning with the Umoja practices to holding
cultural events (on campus) to college tours (the on-campus events) to the Harambee Circle. Umoja (and
the other learning communities) need a permanent home for the Learning Community Annex (which
includes the PUMA Center and the Student Veteran Resource Center [SVRC]), that includes adequate
space to support programs and services (e.g. additional individual and group study rooms, adequate
resources and services (e.g. strong Wi-Fi, functioning thermostat control, new furnishings), and
permanent staffing for the front desk. As PUMA usage has increased and additional programs have been
housed therein, the need for additional space for students to study individually and in groups, attend
workshops, use computers, get tutoring, meet with faculty, and have social space has also grown. During
the online phase, the PUMA community maintained virtual high touch services (e.g. tutoring,
programming, and online drop-in sessions), which underscored the need for staffing and programming for
this cohesive student community. Such programming requires strong administrative and technical
support as well. Similarly since its opening in 2016, the SVRC has developed into a hub for veterans and
dependents, providing space for tutoring, studying, connection to campus and community resources,
camaraderie, and counseling. As part of the Office of Student Engagement and Equity, these two student
centers share in facilities and resources while maintaining their distinct mission and services. Both can
benefit from an enhanced and permanent space in the future.
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Feedback from Manager
Remove - will be funded by current Bond

Remove - will be funded by current Bond

Submit Work Order to M & O
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Submit Work Order to M & O
Section Dean needs to work with KI regarding
furniture

Section Dean needs to work with KI regarding
furniture
Remove - will be funded by current Bond
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Section Dean needs to work with KI regarding
furniture

Section Dean needs to work with KI regarding
furniture

Completed
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Section Dean needs to work with KI regarding
furniture
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furniture
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Ran
k Request
2 Electrical renovation in lab room E181

Unit [code]
[S4700]

Category
E.5 FACILITIES

Anthropology
[D4515A]
Architecture
[D4105A]

E.5 FACILITIES

2

Carpet replacement, room paint,

E.5 FACILITIES

3

ET Building Remodel

Astronomy
[D4130A]

E.5 FACILITIES

6

New Science Building with Science and
Health Interest Area Student Center

429

Astronomy
[D4130A]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

2

Trimming of trees around observatory

Biol/Health Sci Div E.5 FACILITIES
Admi&n Phys
Sci/Eng Div Admin
[D3500]

1

New SC Building with Science and Health
Interest Area Student Center

Biol/Health Sci Div E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
Admi&n Phys
Sci/Eng Div Admin URES
[D3500]

8

PS and LHS Classroom and lab maintenance
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Biol/Health Sci Div E.4
Admi&n Phys
FURNITURE/FIXT
Sci/Eng Div Admin URES
[D3500]

9

PS labs maintenance

Culinary Arts
[D3620]

E.5 FACILITIES

4

Market Place Ugrade

Distance Education E.5 FACILITIES
[D1080DE]

9

Staff Development Area Remodel - Paint and
carpet

431

Drama [D3031]

E.5 FACILITIES

5

Early Childhood
E.5 FACILITIES
Education [D4510]
Electricity/Electroni E.5 FACILITIES
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]

1

a. Play structure pour and play put in place
after drainage issues are resolved that
10 Designated Industrial Automation and
Robotics classroom with high ceilings that
can also accommodate a dozen robotic arms.

Electricity/Electroni E.5 FACILITIES
cs and Energy

1

Arena Theater Tension Grid

RF Lab room

432

Engineering
[D4105E]

E.5 FACILITIES

2

The main items to address for a full remodel
of ET building: 1. Safety and code violations
2. Restrooms 3. Improve lecture and
computer lab integrated together similar to
ET124 (possible USC format with computer
behind students, where students face forward
during lecture, computer behind them) 4.
Lecture and lab in the same room is preferred
for ENGIN-110, drawing classes, and
software focused classes 5. Materials Lab:
Instruments are large, experiments are noisy
and dirty so it's very convenient to keep them
in separate spaces with enclosures. It should
be discussed with the architect. 6. Circuits
Lab: Concerns similar to the Materials lab.
Some separation between lab and lecture will
be acceptable. 7. ENGIN-110: Integrated
project space, computer lab, and work area.
Note: Maybe removable walls to help
separate rooms if classes need to be shared 8.

Engineering
[D4105E]

E.5 FACILITIES

9

To add computer networking capabilities to
one of ET building classrooms (ET125) and
furnishing it to create a computer lab/lecture
combination room.

Engineering
[D4105E]

E.5 FACILITIES

3

A visible maker space area for display of
student work including prototype models of
design projects in ENGIN 110 and ENGIN
120, printed posters, digital work and
drawings is highly desirable. These displays
are used to promote awareness of the
program, serve as references for students to
use while completing their projects, and serve
as areas to invite touring students and
professionals from high schools and industry.

Engineering
[D4105E]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
URES

4

The bottleneck in student access to the
existing computer labs in the department has
become a critical issue in scheduling labs for
various programs in the department.
Expanding computer lab space requires
retrofitting a room for computer networking
and modifying work spaces such that it would
enable installation/securing the hardware.
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Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]

E.5 FACILITIES

5

Reorganize the Engineering Technology's
shop space in ET-123 to accommodate the
program's needs

Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]

E.5 FACILITIES

2

Designated Industrial Automation and
Robotics classroom with high ceilings that
can also accommodate a dozen robotic arms.

English as a Second
Language [D3705L]
English as a Second
Language [D3705L]
English Division
Admin/Social

E.5 FACILITIES

1

LA Building upgrades

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
E.5 FACILITIES

2

LA Building upgrades

1

Replacement of carpeting in faculty offices

434

English Division
Admin/Social
Science Division
English Division
Admin/Social
Science Division
EOPS/CARE
[D4009]
Horticulture
[D3530H]

E.5 FACILITIES

2

Painting of faculty offices.

E.5 FACILITIES

4

Replacement of frames and some structural
features to the Children's Center

E.4
1 Office door installation
FURNITURE/FIXT
URES
E.5 FACILITIES
10 Windows installed on the west side of
portables.

Horticulture
[D3530H]

E.5 FACILITIES

2

Electrical upgrade

Industrial Design
[D4105I]

E.5 FACILITIES

1

Designated Studio Space

435

Industrial Design
[D4105I]

E.5 FACILITIES

2

Digital Fabrication work area in expanded ET
103/108 classroom or similar

Industrial Design
[D4105I]

E.5 FACILITIES

3

Maker Space

Kinesiology
[D3900]

E.5 FACILITIES

10 New Hammer Throw Venue (includes
moving baseball batting cages)

Kinesiology
[D3900]

E.5 FACILITIES

4

Resurface Discus Pad

436

Kinesiology
[D3900]

E.5 FACILITIES

7

Swimming/Water Polo Scoreboard

Kinesiology/Athleti E.5 FACILITIES
cs/Dance Division
Admin [D3900A]

1

Aquatics Scoreboard

Kinesiology/Athleti E.5 FACILITIES
cs/Dance Division
Admin [D3900A]
Library Division
E.5 FACILITIES
Admin [D1080A]

2

Gymnasium Sound System

5

Staff Development Area Remodel - Paint and
carpet

437

Life Sciences
[S4750L]

E.5 FACILITIES

10 Converting E-238 to Microbiology

Mathematics
[D4605]

E.5 FACILITIES

7

Dedicated Math Computer Lab

438

Mathematics
[D4605]

E.4
FURNITURE/FIXT
URES

5

Funding the door art in the math &
engineering student center

MESA [D1100M]

E.5 FACILITIES

1

A permanent and expanded space for the
MESA program (Measure E) that is
conducive to the growth of the program and
student learning.

Music [D3025]

E.5 FACILITIES

2

new/replace hallway and classroom carpeting

439

Music [D3025]

E.5 FACILITIES

3

upgrade M101 spotlights with dimmers

Music [D3025]

E.5 FACILITIES

4

Replace M101 broken floor tiles

Music [D3025]

E.5 FACILITIES

1

MTC light replacement

440

Music [D3025]

E.5 FACILITIES

6

Sound absorbing material upgrade to
band/orchestra room M104

Physical Sciences
[S4750P]

E.5 FACILITIES

4

Electrical renovation in Physical Science Lab
Room E181

441

Puente Learning
Community
[D1100P]

E.5 FACILITIES

1

A permanent space for program activities

San Ramon Admin E.5 FACILITIES
II [S4700A]

1

Electrical renovation in lab room E181

Student
Engagement and

1

New space for the PUMA Center and SVRC

E.5 FACILITIES

442

Umoja Learning
Community
[D1100U]

E.5 FACILITIES

Culinary Arts
[D3620]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

1

New space for the Learning Community
Annex (PUMA Center)

6 Wall painting and repair

443

Related Unit/Program Strategies/Activities
1. Using the guiding principles of the
Educational Master Plan, Student Equity Plan,
Caring Campus, and the guided pathways work
Exploring schedule modalities.

Innovation
or
Maintenanc
e of Effort

Improve or renovate ET classrooms and
facilities to provide increased safety,
accessibility and quality classroom and lab
spaces.

Increase student success and retention

444

Academic
Year

Cost Per

Number

Increase student success and retention

Promote the building of a STEM Hub Center in
next bond measure.

Increase diversity and equity for students, faculty maintenance
and staff within our divisions.

445

$5,000

6

Support faculty and staff in 4 departments within maintenance
our division(s)

Financal Sustainaibilty

Increase opportunities for professional growth
and development, including instructional design
support and trainin

446

$10,000

1

Full Time Faculty Member specializing in
Technical Theater

Upgrade equipment for our classes

Upgrade equipment for our classes

447

Increase student access to ET Lab facilities
which are utilized in instructional assignments
and student projects.
Increase student access to ET Lab facilities
which are utilized in instructional assignments
and student projects.

The complete remodeling of the ET building is innovation
an essential component that increases equitable
student success in one or more of the four stages
of the student experience. A summary of the
items that is urgent for the Engineering Transfer
Program is shown in section E-5. But that is a
small portion of a more comprehensive plan that
is required by 7 different programs in the
department

448

Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations

Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations

Equity work
maintenance
Increase effectiveness and efficiency of
organizational structures of the Division.

449

Increase effectiveness and efficiency of
organizational structures of the Division.
1. Develop, support, and improve instructional
programs to support students to complete their
educational goals in the Social Science Division
Establish foundational knowledge and skillset
innovation
for EOPS Suite programs
Ability to engage all students within labs
equally.

Ability to engage all students within labs
equally.

Develop a studio space that will support our
industry sponsored projects for Industrial Design
classes, facilitate cross discipline projects, and
help make connections to high school students.

450

4,500

2

Maintain and improve current Industrial Design
courses and industry relationship
Develop a Makerspace that will support our
industry sponsored projects for Industrial Design
classes, facilitate cross discipline projects, and
Improve facilities and equipment to meet student
needs and industry standards

Improve facilities and equipment to meet student
needs and industry standards

451

Improve facilities and equipment to meet student
needs and industry standards

Completion of Measure E PEK project

Completion of Measure E PEK project
Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies

452

Offering classes for AS Degree in Allied Health

Maintaining and improving our current programs

453

Maintaining and improving our current programs innovation

Establish a permanent large space for MESA and
FOM students.

454

$230

10

455

Physical Science Laboratory

456

Increase the number of underrepresented
students transferring to 4-year universities

457

Providing resources and supporting basic needs

Financial Sustainaibilty

458

Total Cost
$20, 000

Cost Per Funding
Year Source
0

Lifespan

Disposal
Cost

25

75 years

#########

459

$27,000

#########

unknown

50 - 100
years

$30,000

460

10,000

$40,000

5000

0 SWP/Perki 15 years
ns

0

25 years

461

$100,000

100,000
50,000

$50000

0

50 years

SWP/Perki 10 years
ns
none SWP/Perki 20 years
ns

none SWP/Perki 20 years
ns

462

$10,000

$500 SWP/Perki 10
ns

463

50,000.00

none SWP/Perki 20 years
ns

50,000.00

none SWP/Perki 20 years
ns

$30,000

$500

10 years

DNK - do
not know

464

DNK
DNK
9,000

SEAP

10,000

0 SWP/Perki 20
ns

unknown- I
cannot get
bids on this

Yes- SWP/Perki 20
unknown ns

$20,000

none SWP/Perki 20 years
ns

465

$20,000

none SWP/Perki 20 years
ns

$50,000

none SWP/Perki 20 years
ns

$1.15
Regular
million Maintenanc
e

$20,000

Regular
Maintenanc
e

20 years

15-20 years

466

$400,000

Regular
Maintenanc
e

15-20 years

200,000

0

10-15 years

$25,000

0

10-15 years

$8,000

0

25

467

800,000

$2,132.70

20 years

20

468

$2,300

TBD

TBD

40 years

75,000

0

40 years

469

40,000

0

25 years

15,000

0

40 years

$10,000

0

25 years

470

$40,000

0

25 years

20,000

0

25

471

$20,000

0

25 years

?

472

unknown

$5,000 0

long term

SWP/Perki
ns

473

Request Shared

All programs share this request

474

This will impact all areas in the Science and Health
Interest Area.

475

Not related to others

476

Other Programs utilize the Center
This is a shared request for the Industrial Automation
and Robotics program between DVC's Electronics and
Engineering Technology disciplines.

477

Architecture, Engineering Technology, and Industrial
Design programs

Architecture, Engineering Technology, and Industrial
Design programs

Architecture, Engineering Technology, and Industrial
Design programs

478

This is a shared request for the Industrial Automation
and Robotics program between DVC's Electronics and
Engineering Technology disciplines.

This is a shared request for the Industrial Automation
and Robotics program between DVC's Electronics and
Engineering Technology disciplines.

NA

479

Early Childhood Education
CAEP

The design studio space would also enable students
from other ET disciplines, such as architecture,
construction, and engineering to use the pinup wall area
and hand tools.

480

All architecture, engineering, and construction students
using the existing work tables in ET 108 would benefit
from the added space and tools.
The Makerspace would provide an area where cross
discipline projects would benefit.
Yes

Yes, the stadium is rented by a variety of outside groups
and brings revenue to the college.

481

Yes, the pool is rented by a variety of outside groups and
brings revenue to the college.

Kinesiology/Athletics Program Review

Kinesiology/Athletics Program Review
Distance Education; Professional Development; benefits
all college

482

483

Puente, MESA, Umoja and perhaps other learning
communities such as FYE, etc.

484

485

486

Unknown

487

Puente, MESA - High level of collaboration since each of
these learning communities shares the space

Not related to others

488

Justification

Our LA building needs attention to its deterioration over the years. THe last two years
showcase its condition and need for care.
The Engineering Technology building is in need of significant facilities upgrades. Some
needs for the architecture program include: 1. Well-ventilated classrooms with natural
light and operable windows to mitigate risks from the coronavirus pandemic and to offer
safer spaces and higher quality learning experiences for students. All classrooms should
be equipped with pin-up walls for design review and display of student work for feedback
and input. Large chalkboards are needed for drafting and drawing instruction. Work
benches and tables are required for flexibility in instructional methods and to
accommodate architectural models and design activities. 2. Access to computer labs for
architecture students in multiple classes and sections. In addition to the utilization of
approximately two computer labs for scheduled instruction during the week, architecture
has a need for a third drop-in computer lab for students to utilize during lab times and
outside of class. Computer labs should be equipped with appropriate computers with
processing power and graphics capabilities suited to running all architecture software. 3.
Access to review space that can accommodate up to thirty students and multiple guest
architects for midterm and final reviews. 4. Centralized and visible areas for display of
student work including printed posters, digital work and drawings as well as architectural
models. These displays are used to promote awareness of the program, serve as
references for students to use while completing their projects, and serve as areas to
invite touring students and professionals from high schools and industry. 5. Access to 3D
printers and laser cutters to support work in design studios and multiple sections of
classes. These devices should be located adjacent to work areas for student design and
Classrooms and labs in PS and LHS need maintenance. There are many classrooms
that have missing ceiling tiles, need paint and/or have broken furniture. The issues are
clearly laid out in the classroom inventory. Additionally, there are many highly impacted
classes (like chemistry, microbiology and anatomy/physiology) that we can't offer more
sections of due to limited lab space. Finally, with the projected destruction of the current
SC building (and moving into a lightly renovated ATC building) we are losing space for
our faculty and classes. It is essential we have an up to date STEM building that could
house our Science and Health Student Center.

489

As described in the Astronomy Program Overview, the tall trees and enormous shrubs
around the observatory deck are not being trimmed regularly. We have explained this
problem in prior Astronomy Program Reviews over the last several years to no avail.
Thus, this year we are including it as a formal Service Needs request. It is a worsening
problem that the tall trees and large shrubs block the view of the sky high above the
horizon. The Observatory deck with built-in piers on which our telescopes are set up is
used throughout the semester by our astronomy classes, which serve several hundred
students each year, and the public during our open observing nights. If one pictures the
sky as a dome, currently, the bottom half of this dome is blocked by tall trees and huge
shrubs allowing only for observations of objects that are high in the sky. The current
overgrowth of the bushes closest to the observing deck now block the view of the middle
of the sky from many of the piers so that only some piers can be used to set up the
telescopes. Our classes and the public who come to our open observing nights depend
on (and expect) a view of the sky to carry out observations and view prominent
constellations and the sky is getting more and more obstructed by the trees and shrubs.
More importantly, a unhindered view of the sky is required for us to teach many elements
of our course outlines (for example: constellations, apparent sky motion, Moon phases,
Sun characteristics). We estimate that 10 average sized trees and large shrubs need to
be substantially trimmed and 4 of the largest trees around Science Hill need complete
removal because of their excessive height. We estimate a cost of $3K for each tree
removal and $1.5K for each tree in need of substantial trimming.
Classrooms and labs in PS and LHS need maintenance. There are many classrooms
that have missing ceiling tiles, need paint and/or have broken furniture. The issues are
clearly laid out in the classroom inventory. Additionally, there are many highly impacted
classes (like chemistry, microbiology and anatomy/physiology) that we can't offer more
sections of due to limited lab space. Finally, with the projected destruction of the current
SC building (and moving into a lightly renovated ATC building) we are losing space for
our faculty and classes. It is essential we have an up to date STEM building that could
house our Science and Health Student Center. For chemistry labs, we need new stools
as the old ones are breaking and we no longer have enough to have stools in all labs.
Classrooms and labs in PS and LHS need maintenance. There are many classrooms
that have missing ceiling tiles, need paint and/or have broken furniture. The issues are
clearly laid out in the classroom inventory. Additionally, there are many highly impacted
classes (like chemistry, microbiology and anatomy/physiology) that we can't offer more
sections of due to limited lab space. Finally, with the projected destruction of the current
SC building (and moving into a lightly renovated ATC building) we are losing space for
our faculty and classes. It is essential we have an up to date STEM building that could
house our Science and Health Student Center. For chemistry labs, we need new stools
as the old ones are breaking and we no longer have enough to have stools in all labs.

490

The Department's Allied Health course offerings have been expanded to the capacity
permitted by LHS Anatomy, Physiology and Microbiology lab room space. To be able to
offer additional sections of our most highly impacted courses (Biosc 139 - Human
Anatomy, Biosc 140 - Human Physiology, and Biosc 146 - Principles of Microbiology),
additional lab rooms need to be built or converted from existing spaces. With additional
space, additional sections of these classes would be able to be offered and more
students would be able to enroll and complete their educational goals in a more
reasonable amount of time. The college's current Educational Master Plan notes the
need for our students to feel connected to and supported by the college. One proven way
of helping students feel connected to an institution is to create "sticky" spaces for
students to meet, study and linger in between classes. Seating within LHS hallways is
currently inadequate to support our student need and there are only two tables for diners
at the Crow's Nest. Additional seating in this area would support student success by
creating more "sticky" space. Request for hand dryers is to reduce the carbon footprint of
the LHS Bldg by decreasing the amount of paper products used in the building's
bathrooms.
The current Marketplace was designed for serving a large population of students with
bulk food service in an on-campus setting. One of the major consequences of COVID-19
is that students are not on campus in large enough numbers to warrant that type of
service. Additionally, that style of service is currently being offered by the college
cafeteria and so a duplication of efforts is contraindicated. Lastly, students are least
interested in that form of learning environment as that business model comes with many
tedious tasks (spooning food on paper plates, handling money etc.) By changing the
Marketplace business model that is something that is successful for the greater
community at large we can be more self-sustaining while also give our students a more
industry representative learning experience.
New paint and carpeting for DVC: Admin Building Staff Dev Lounge, Lab and Office
aligns with the EMP to grow a "Culture of Learning and Continuous Improvement".
Having freshened up classroom space for faculty/staff learning will promote positive
attitudes and response to professional development.

491

The Theater Tension Grid is located in the Arena Theater above the stage and is used to
hang lighting equipment, sound equipment, and stage scenery. When the PAC Arena
Theater was built many years ago, having multiple student access to the overhead
tension grid was not addressed effectively. Currently, the department is limited to serving
one student at a time when working on the Arena grid due to the its lack of access. The
Tension Grid is instructional equipment, standard for current entertainment industry
technology, and will allow for student learning and skill building for our Intro to Technical
Theater courses (DR 200 & 201), Intro to Light Design course (DR 111), and the
production courses (DR 270, 275 & 202), all of which are part of the drama department's
CE program. This item would help us serve our CE students by giving them the ability to
have practical, hands-on experience with standard industry equipment. This item has
been recommended multiple times by Technical Theatre Advisory Board. The tension
grid above will help provide current and appropriate opportunities and training for both
acting and technical theater students. For the technical theater students, it will give them
the equitable opportunity to work with industry standard equipment; for the acting
students, it will provide appropriate technical support for productions. DVC Drama
provides a unique opportunity for students to get the skills and training they need to
succeed in an equitable and affordable community college environment. Keeping current
on equipment helps to keep the transfer and employment rates consistently high for
Drama students, and helps them get through DVC successfully, and continue through to
their next level of training.
DVC's ET building is a relic of the past, a new building is needed. The spaces are poorly
laid-out with little space for articulating automated equipment. The ET ceilings are not tall
enough to accommodate industry standard robotic arms. A designated robotics
classroom has been recommended by our Advisory Group. If the program is not able to
move into a new facility, the robotics program could move into ET-114 that has adequate
ceiling high with an adjacent classroom.

492

The bottleneck in student access to the existing computer labs in the department has
become a critical issue in scheduling labs for various programs in the department.
Expanding computer lab space requires retrofitting a room for computer networking and
modifying workspaces such that it would enable installation/securing the hardware.

The bottleneck in student access to the existing computer labs in the department has
become a critical issue in scheduling labs for various programs in the department.
Expanding computer lab space requires retrofitting a room for computer networking and
modifying workspaces such that it would enable installation/securing the hardware.
The bottleneck in student access to the existing computer labs in the department has
become a critical issue in scheduling labs for various programs in the department.
Expanding computer lab space requires retrofitting a room for computer networking and
modifying workspaces such that it would enable installation/securing the hardware.

The bottleneck in student access to the existing computer labs in the department has
become a critical issue in scheduling labs for various programs in the department.
Expanding computer lab space requires retrofitting a room for computer networking and
modifying workspaces such that it would enable installation/securing the hardware.
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DVC's Engineering Technology (ET) building is a relic of the past, a new building is
needed. The spaces are poorly laid-out with little or no working areas for articulating
automated equipment. The ET ceilings are not tall enough to accommodate industry
standard robotic arms. If the program is not able to move into a new facility, the robotics
program could move into ET-114 that has adequate ceiling high with an adjacent
classroom. In the meantime, we can make better use of the ET-123 space by eliminating
a temporary back wall and moving three very large tables to an unused adjacent
classroom. The back material storage area behind temporary panels could easily be
consolidated, as most of the material is over 20 years old. One or two racks that could be
replenished annually would suffice. In addition, expensive new tooling and cutters are put
in pins that are scattered in cabinets throughout the entire ET 123 space, making it
nearly impossible for the manual machining instructors to keep track or inventory these
valuable tools and cutters. Often, instructors realize they are missing their tooling when
they are teaching their next class, thus creating an undue burden for the multitude of full
time and adjunct instructors utilizing the facility. A designed robotics area and modern
tool dispensary system with more drawer storage has been recommended by our
Industry Advisory Group. Students need to learn in spaces that are conducive to their
learning. If the college facility does not enable the students to have the proper work
areas, their transfer and job opportunities will reflect the deficit. However, the transfer
colleges will be unaware that their facility failed them, but rather assume the lack of
prototypes and developed ideas are due to a lack of work ethic or skill. In addition,
DVC's Engineering Technology (ET) building is a relic of the past, a new building is
needed. The spaces are poorly laid-out with little or no working areas for articulating
automated equipment. The ET ceilings are not tall enough to accommodate industry
standard robotic arms. If the program is not able to move into a new facility, the robotics
program could move into ET-114 that has adequate ceiling high with an adjacent
classroom. In the meantime, we can make better use of the ET-123 space by eliminating
a temporary back wall and moving three very large tables to an unused adjacent
classroom. The back material storage area behind temporary panels could easily be
consolidated, as most of the material is over 20 years old. One or two racks that could be
replenished annually would suffice. In addition, expensive new tooling and cutters are put
in pins that are scattered in cabinets throughout the entire ET 123 space, making it
nearly impossible for the manual machining instructors to keep track or inventory these
valuable tools and cutters. Often, instructors realize they are missing their tooling when
they are teaching their next class, thus creating an undue burden for the multitude of full
time and adjunct instructors utilizing the facility. A designed robotics area and modern
tool dispensary system with more drawer storage has been recommended by our
Industry Advisory Group. Students need to learn in spaces that are conducive to their
learning. If the college facility does not enable the students to have the proper work
areas, their transfer and job opportunities will reflect the deficit. However, the transfer
colleges will be unaware that their facility failed them, but rather assume the lack of
prototypes and developed ideas are due to a lack of work ethic or skill. In addition,
Finally, we struggle because many of our classrooms (the bulk of which are in the LA
building or LC) are not student friendly. They do not have reliable technology (working
Finally, we struggle because many of our classrooms (the bulk of which are in the LA
building or LC) are not student friendly. They do not have reliable technology (working
The children's center building is showing signs of deterioration with window frames rotting
out needing replacement, some sidewalks need to be examined for safety concerns,
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The children's center building is showing signs of deterioration with window frames rotting
out needing replacement, some sidewalks need to be examined for safety concerns,
walkway/porch on second floor is unstable and cant be used; the entire building needs to
The children's center building is showing signs of deterioration with window frames rotting
out needing replacement, some sidewalks need to be examined for safety concerns,
walkway/porch on second floor is unstable and cant be used; the entire building needs to

Both the electrical upgrade and window installation are needed to increase security and
safety for students, staff, and faculty. The horticulture unit has just enough power to
operate the greenhouses, aquaponic and hydroponic systems. For students to plug in
microscopes, we must disconnect something or the breakers are flipped. Once
controllers are disconnected, they must be reprogramed which takes valuable staff and
faculty time. We need a bigger more robust electrical system in order for students to use
existing microscopes during class time. Windows need to be installed in the classroom
allowing faculty to see who is entering the unit. The gate must be left open for students to
access the restroom through the parking lot next to Maintenance, which means that
every semester we have unknown persons entering the unit and helping themselves to
plants, tools, and equipment. When teaching it is impossible to see outside. From a
safety and security perspective, windows installed on the west side of the portable
classrooms would help tremendously. We have tried purchasing our own motion-detector
alerts, but it went off constantly and was not effective.
Both the electrical upgrade and window installation are needed to increase security and
safety for students, staff, and faculty. The horticulture unit has just enough power to
operate the greenhouses, aquaponic and hydroponic systems. For students to plug in
microscopes, we must disconnect something or the breakers are flipped. Once
controllers are disconnected, they must be reprogramed which takes valuable staff and
faculty time. We need a bigger more robust electrical system in order for students to use
existing microscopes during class time. Windows need to be installed in the classroom
allowing faculty to see who is entering the unit. The gate must be left open for students to
access the restroom through the parking lot next to Maintenance, which means that
every semester we have unknown persons entering the unit and helping themselves to
plants, tools, and equipment. When teaching it is impossible to see outside. From a
safety and security perspective, windows installed on the west side of the portable
classrooms would help tremendously. We have tried purchasing our own motion-detector
alerts, but it went off constantly and was not effective.
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Until 2008, DVC had a full track & field program that included a hammer throw facility.
Since the soccer field remodel, the hammer throw relocation has never been completed.
To have a complete track & field program that meets Title IX and equity requirements,
the hammer throw venue needs to be facilitated by the college. There have been a
number of conversations about relocation but no funding has ever been allocated to
make it happen. As part of our Big 8 Conference championship responsibility, institutions
are charged with hosting the conference championships on a rotation. DVC is unable to
meet our responsibility without incurring extra costs to the college by renting a hammer
throw facility on another college campus. Additionally, without a hammer facility, we are
denying the equitable opportunities for students to practice and compete in this popular
event. The hammer throw facility is a classroom space that the college has neglected to
replace, consequently creating an inequitable learning environment for our studentathletes. This critical need would support DVC's values of equity and excellence, as well
as put us in compliance with Title IX requirements to provide equitable facilities. The
current discus pad has reached the end of its lifespan and needs resurfacing to allow for
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New paint and carpeting for DVC: Admin Building Staff Dev Lounge, Lab and Office
aligns with the EMP to grow a "Culture of Learning and Continuous Improvement".
Having freshened up classroom space for faculty/staff learning will promote positive
attitudes and response to professional development.
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Critical Needs Justification Our department has demonstrated growth, success, and
equity mindedness. Within the past five years, our FTES has grown 49.2%, our fill rates
have surpassed that of the college and the division, we have hired new full time faculty,
and we have built state of the art facilities for our anatomy classes. Through it all, we
have stayed focused on our mission to be equitable and student-focused. Our success
rates in total exceed that of the college goal of 75%, and in particular our success rates
among minority groups like Filipinos, African Americans and Hispanics all sit above 80%,
for some above 91%, with a retention rate of 93.77% that increased from the previous
year. We have shown we can be successful if given the opportunity and would like to
continue to demonstrate that while fulfilling our college's mission statement. Currently,
our science majors cannot finish any certificate programs or degree majors at our
campus. Currently we have around 500 students start human anatomy at our school but
have to go elsewhere to take courses like microbiology (BIOSC 119 or 146), often to
neighboring districts. This means that our students are not completing degrees at DVC
and this adversely affects our funding with the new funding formula. Before the changes
brought on by the coronavirus pandemic, the state funding model which was to be
implemented had more allocation based on how many students finish degrees. There is
little reason that this legislation will not be implemented once feasible, thus we stand to
lose money by students not finishing degrees. Fully in-person microbiology courses,
BIOSC 119 & 146, are the only remaining biology courses required by Allied Health
degrees and certificates that students can't currently take at SRC. The Biological
Our classes with Lab Load need access to computers for assignments. Also interacting
with modern assignments on a computer (Desmos classroom for example) is more
relatable to students. Students will also want access to more computer labs for
sync/async classes. A high number of math courses use online homework systems. This
requires instructors to not only help students with math content, but also with technical
support on how the online homework system functions. To help better serve our
students, many instructors need a space to schedule a computer lab and provide
support/tutorials for students, but our limited number of labs does not allow for this to
happen. Some instructors also like to schedule time during class for students to work on
their online homework assignments, which requires most constant on-going use of a
computer lab. Both these issues are equity issues. Students who are our most vulnerable
need reliable access to technology and will be best served if done in conjunction with
their specific classes and instructors so that they will receive the guidance and support
needed.
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The Math & Engineering Student Center was created to serve as a welcoming and
equitable study space for all students in math and engineering. One way to help make
our center more inviting and help motivate students to meet their academic goals is to
constantly remind them that we are here to support them. As with other successful
centers, we plan to do this by hiring an artist to help us put a collection of inspiring
quotations on several doors of the center. This is one component of a larger list of
projects we have worked on in our center. We have had art pieces lent to us from the art
department, added new furniture and provided more comfortable seating for our
students. We have had a successful turn out and more students have attended our
center this semester than expected. We are hoping the door art project will improve what
we have, and in return make students want to stay and use our center even more. This
will in return, create community for our students, which research shows helps increases
the chances of student success in our math and engineering courses. It is part of the
math program's transformation into a department that promotes equity. One way to
promote equity and inclusion is through programs that help our students individually
rather than trying to work with our students as a block. The ME Center does just that by
providing students with free, individual tutoring, so that cost is not a barrier and so that
tutors can meet students where they are. This helps close achievement gaps by assisting
students with course completion and encourages them to persist in their courses, so they
can meet transfer requirements. Currently, the ME Center also offers students a place
where they can attend synchronous online classes from school, if their home internet is
The PUMA Center is wonderful, but it's temporary. Along with other Learning
Communities, MESA has participated in making this space a vibrant and meaningful hub
for PUMA students.
-The Music Technology Center is the lab where most MUSX courses are taught. The lab
is lit by bright fluorescent ceiling lights which make seeing fine detail on the monitors of
the 26 computer workstations difficult. These lights also make it almost impossible to see
the detail of HDMI projected images on the screen in the front of the lab from the back of
the lab. Changing the sixteen fluorescent ceiling lights to dimmable LED lights would be
a quick and simple solution to these issues. -The carpeting in the music building was first
installed in 2000, over 20 years ago. It covers the entire building except for one
classroom. The carpet is worn, stained, and the source of an overwhelming smell of mold
when entering the building. It needs to be replaced with a more practical floor covering.
This item has been included in the last six program reviews. Last year, this was one of
the highest ranked items in the facilities subgroup of the program review committee. M101 is the Department's largest classroom and its recital hall. The VCT flooring has
become broken in many places. These broken tiles are exposing the original asbestos
tiles, which creates a potential health hazard. -There are 12 spotlights in M101. The
fixtures are from the 1970's, are rusty, and beyond repair. Each bulb for the spotlights is
rated for 500-750 watts and increases the overall temperature in the room. Using these
spotlights often cause breakers to blow. New LED spotlights would be more efficient,
cooler, and safer to operate. Also, the controls for the spotlights are in a storage room in
the back of M101. These controls need to be situated more conveniently in M101 so that
instructors can easily access control of the lighting for classes, rehearsals, and
performances. -M104 is a large instrumental rehearsal room where groups of 4 to 70
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Since last year's PR cycle, the IU has been granted the opportunity to hire a full-time
physics instructor and we have been planning the new instructor's potential course load.
Phys 121 has been offered since SP20 at SRC, but only in the online modality. With the
return to in-person instruction, SRC is looking to offer Phys 121 in E181. However, it has
been determined that the electrical outlet capabilities is that room are not sufficient to run
the Phys 121 lab equipment and are not on par with the physics facilities at the Pleasant
Hill campus. Upgrading the electrical capabilities in E181 would allow us to support and
expand the excellent physical sciences program established at SRC; in particular by
being able to offer the crucial Phys 121 lab class. Adding and supporting these classes
addresses the "Through" and "Out" stages of the Student Experience and allows
students to continue their education at SRC. Establishment of a fully-functional physical
science laboratory at SRC will deliver a stronger physical science program for students to
excel and succeed. Our fill rates are greater than 92% and we believe this multipurpose
space will increase student retention and success in our classes. The ability of this space
to be adaptable to different learning settings, i.e. small group/medium group work and a
variety of physical science labs, will provide flexibility for student engagement,
discussions, and provide a platform for student learning and success. The success of
this strategy will be evaluated by examining student retention and success rates.
Additionally, the need for adequate electrical capabilities in E181 is an equity issue. The
PHC Physics department has fully functional labs for their full-time instructors and lab
courses. For the SRC full-time physics lab instructor to have an equivalent space to
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A permanent and highly visible space where Puente students, Puente Staff, and Puente
Faculty is imperative in creating a student support space that directly impacts our
student's academic experience. The optics and underlying feeling associated with a
space that feels like home makes a huge difference for our students. We recognize the
importance of having a home on campus for our students especially since many of our
student's "home" in this country at times treats them otherwise. Understanding what a
permanent home on our campus means to our students is understanding how this
cultivates more inclusive campus climates that enhances student success. Providing a
permanent home that is highly visible and accessible to our students supports the holistic
needs of Puente students. Many of our students need a space in which they feel
comfortable to reach out to us faculty and staff to support their unique academic, social,
and personal development. DVC currently is rolling out with Student Centers for the
different interest areas which are modeled after the successes from the PUMA Center.
We have set the standard for what a space should look like to cultivate an invigorating
and stimulating environment that encourages students to utilize the space and to feel at
home on campus. We are being told that we will move into a temporary space that does
not live up to what we have established in the PUMA Center and we know we need a
permanent home for our students. We need to be able to provide a welcoming lounge
area, a computer lab, display positive motivating messages, display Latinx artwork,
display Latinx Success Stories, enough space to carry out all of the events we have for
our students, kitchen appliances for faculty/staff/students, library storage to keep all the
A vacant instructional space (E181) is currently being converted into a new physical
science laboratory space. This includes equipping E181 with laboratory benches, tables
and chairs (modular setup), and upgrading it to a smart classroom. This will provide a
multifunctional laboratory space that will be available for use in Spring 2022 for physics,
geology and anthropology laboratory classes. In addition, it will be used by our currently
offered chemistry classes for dry (chemical-free) labs, group work (small or medium) and
workshops. It is an ideal space to hold all physical science classes except for one of the
physics classes (Phys-121) which has only been offered online thus far. Unfortunately,
this new physical science laboratory space will not be able to accommodate Phys 121
due to the lack of electrical outlets for equipment usage for the laboratory experiments.
The IU is requesting the installation of a new electrical circuit in E181 to allow for
additional electrical lines delivered via ceiling conduit to each lab group workstation. A
pull-down reel/cable would offer four electrical outlets to each workstation so students
may plug in lab equipment and laptops. It is imperative that we are able to offer this
important class in the physics series in this laboratory space. A full-time physics faculty
member is being hired to start in Fall 2022 and it is critical that the laboratory space
available can accommodate teaching all the physics' classes offered at SRC. The new
full-time faculty member must be supported which will allow the building of a strong
physics program at SRC to enhance the strong physical sciences program already
established. Additionally, the Pleasant Hill campus physics department has a lab space
with ample electrical capabilities; our IU is asking to have equitable facilities for the
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This connects to most of the strategies from B.1, from aligning with the Umoja practices
to holding cultural events (on campus) to college tours (the on-campus events) to the
Harambee Circle. Umoja (and the other learning communities) need a permanent home
for the Learning Community Annex (which includes the PUMA Center and the Student
Veteran Resource Center [SVRC]), that includes adequate space to support programs
and services (e.g. additional individual and group study rooms, adequate resources and
services (e.g. strong Wi-Fi, functioning thermostat control, new furnishings), and
permanent staffing for the front desk. As PUMA usage has increased and additional
programs have been housed therein, the need for additional space for students to study
individually and in groups, attend workshops, use computers, get tutoring, meet with
faculty, and have social space has also grown. During the online phase, the PUMA
community maintained virtual high touch services (e.g. tutoring, programming, and online
drop-in sessions), which underscored the need for staffing and programming for this
cohesive student community. Such programming requires strong administrative and
technical support as well. Similarly since its opening in 2016, the SVRC has developed
into a hub for veterans and dependents, providing space for tutoring, studying,
connection to campus and community resources, camaraderie, and counseling. As part
of the Office of Student Engagement and Equity, these two student centers share in
facilities and resources while maintaining their distinct mission and services. Both can
benefit from an enhanced and permanent space in the future.
The wall in the kitchen hallway near the three offices is chipped with exposed sheetrock
and chipping paint. The top portion of the wall should be repainted and the bottom
portion should be covered with FRP sheeting exactly like the rest of the kitchen. This is
unsanitary and gives the wrong impression of our program to students and visitors alike.
Additionally, continued determination of the wall could result in a health violation that
would negatively affect our ability to function a success business.
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Feedback from Manager
Duplicate - Remove
Work will be performed as part of the
current bond
Work will be performed as part of the
current bond

Possible future bond

504

Submit work order to M & O for tree
trimming

Possible future bond

Submit work order to M & O

505

Possible future bond

Remove - outside of the scope of these
requests

Submit work order to M & O

506

Capital Improvement Project/DSA

Submit work oders to M & O. May also
be a DSA project in the future
Current Bond Project

507

These issues will be addressed with
current Bond

These issues will be addressed with
current Bond

These issues will be addressed with
current Bond

These issues will be addressed with
current Bond

508

These issues will be addressed with
current Bond

These issues will be addressed with
current Bond

These issues will be addressed with
current Bond
Submit Work Order to M & O
Submit Work Order to M & O

509

Submit Work Order to M & O
Submit Work Order to M & O

DSA project will require structural plans
by Architect Firm

Start with a work order, may turn into a
much larger project that will include
trenching to transformers T-20 and T21
in order to install larger conduits. May
become a DSA project.

These issues will be addressed with
current Bond
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These issues will be addressed with
current Bond
These issues will be addressed with
current Bond
Remove, already had Verde Architect
design plans for the new hammer throw
venue and batting cages

Remove, already had Verde Architect
design plans for the new hammer throw
venue and batting cages
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Swimming pool and deck is included in
current bond project

Athletic Department should purchase the
Score Board. Not included on current
Bond Project
Submit Work Order to M & O
Submit Work Order to M & O

512

Capital Improvement project that will
require DSA approval

Refer to Tech Committee

513

Remove - already in E4

Future Bond project

Submit Work Order to M & O

514

Submit Work Order to M & O

Submit Work Order to M & O

Submit Work Order to M & O

515

Submit Work Order to M & O

Submit Work Order to M & O

516

Future Bond project

Remove - Duplicate request

Future Bond project

517

Future Bond project

Submit Work Order to M & O
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Unit [code]
Category
Art Digital Media E.6
and FTVE [D3032] PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

Ran
k Request
10 Continued professional development in
virtual production to support our pilot
program

Biol/Health Sci Div
Admi&n Phys
Sci/Eng Div Admin
[D3500]
Communication
Studies [D3033]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

5

DEI Professional Development for faculty brining in outside speakers to division
meetings

2

Increased stipend of 2000 dollars (in addition
to the current 2500 dollar stipend) for 4
Communication Studies professors to validate
through courses at the district level via the
Peer Online Mentorship Program.

Computer Science
[D4610]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

2

Training, workshops, conferences

Construction
[D4105C]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

3

Statewide conferences

Culinary Arts
[D3620]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

7

Social and multi media training for faculity

Distance Education E.6
[D1080DE]
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

3

Peer Online Mentoring Program (POMP)
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Electricity/Electroni E.6
cs and Energy
PROFESSIONAL
Systems [D4105Y] DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

9

The Engineering Technology and Industrial
Automation and Robotics program faculty
needs to participate in training including the
new robotics hardware and software

Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

4

The Engineering Technology and Industrial
Automation and Robotics program faculty
needs to participate in training including the
new robotics hardware and software

Engineering
Technology
[D4105ET]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

8

The Engineering Technology faculty needs to
participate in training including CNC
machining, CMM software, machine
maintenance, and material disposal.

English [D3705E]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

1

Focus on equity: Communities of Practice
When AB 705 went into effect, we
implemented seven Communities of Practice.
These paid PD groups--organized by course-allowed faculty to gather to share and trouble
shoot questions around equitable teaching.
While AB 705 is a done deal, the shifts it
requires of us are ongoing. In our transferlevel classes, we will continue to find newer
students who need differentiated instruction
and extra support; we welcome that--and we
need ongoing PD to met students' needs.
Specifically, we need ongoing Communities
of Practice to address ongoing concerns
around: 1. Differentiation Differentiated
pedagogy is an important part of this ongoing
support. Our classrooms, now, more than
ever, served a mixed student population,
including students from a variety of
educational experiences and with varying
d
f bili
iff
i di
i
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English [D3705E]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

2

English [D3705E]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

3

Focus on equity: Anchor Papers Project
(APP) The Anchor Papers Project is a multiyear effort to discuss student work and
redefine success from a more-equitable lens.
The APP is a multi-year, department-wide
conversation and collaboration which fosters
conversations about equitable grading
practices for all students. This project has
shaped and will continue to shape both
individual pedagogy and departmental
conversations in Council, the Composition
Committee, and beyond. Also, the rubric and
anchor papers resulting from this project will
be powerful resources for all faculty,
especially new faculty entering our
department. More critically, this project
contributes to a cultural shift in the
department, one that orients us toward moreequitable assessment. The way we view and
talk about student work is integral to how
ll ond equity:
d Department
A d h A equity
h
Focus

workshops and additional training We
recognize that many students of color, and
particularly and specifically African
American, Native American, and Pacific
Islander students, face barriers to entry and
successful completion of courses in our
program. To address this equity challenge,
many members of the English department are
engaged with the Racial Justice Task Force.
Over the past couple of years, this body has
passed Senate resolutions affirming our
values around equity and racial justice and
formed a sub group to support diversity in
hiring, among other critical activities. We
also see a need to focus on equity at the
departmental level. Two of our colleagues
had the opportunity to attend an equity
training run by the University of Southern
California. Now, they have created a two-year
i
i f
d
d
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English [D3705E]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

4

Focus on equity: expanding/developing
course modalities The pandemic highlighted
the need to offer courses in a wide variety of
modalities. Online, asynchronous modalities
reduce barriers for working students or those
needing to care for family (a population
largely comprised of working class, firstgeneration students and students of color); at
the same time, synchronous and face-to-face
modalities reduce barriers for students
needing more connection to and interventions
from a caring instructor. We have been
heartened by the College's focus on "studentcentered scheduling," and are using that
principle to schedule classes in such a way
that students have access to whichever course
they need, and in whichever modality feels
right to them. As we offer more online
sections--and also run a hybrid pilot with
twenty-two sections in English and ESL-- the

English as a Second E.6
Language [D3705L] PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

6

Focusing on equity: Transition to Zero/LowCost Textbooks Zero/low-cost textbooks
create more equitable access to course
materials for our diverse ESL student
population, especially students who are
struggling financially and undocumented
learners. We see a particular need for low or
no-cost textbooks as we develop our free, noncredit program. While some OER training has
been funded through other sources, this is not
enough to cover the time required to create
Zero/low-cost versions of all our classes.
With eight classes currently available to take
as non-credit, and plans to offer even more
next Spring, we need PD funds to support fulltime and adjunct faculty to create and curate
OER material and for workshops. Our costs
include: Pay for 20 faculty to attend two, one
hour trainings, one each semester. $2,760
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English as a Second E.6
Language [D3705L] PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

9

English as a Second E.6
Language [D3705L] PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

5

Focusing on equity: Equity Specific PD A.
Department equity workshops We see a need
to focus on equity at the departmental level as
well. Two of our colleagues had the
opportunity to attend an equity training run by
the University of Southern California. Now,
they have created a two-year equity PD series
for our department, and we begin each
department meeting with a targeted equity
exercise and discussion. Given the equity gap,
it feels imperative to continue this work. This
equity-focused PD series in our department
will help decrease the equity gap by
addressing and correcting implicit bias in the
very structures of our college and our
classroom practices. This feels especially
important as we emerge from an era of
extreme xenophobia and anti-immigrant
policy making. B. Improving enrollment and
success rates for male-identified students in
S Communities
d
dd
hto foster
i
ESL
of Practice

equitable teaching practices When AB 705
went into effect, we implemented
Communities of Practice, paid PD groups
with a focus on equitable pedagogy and
troubleshooting. Communities of practice
offer faculty an opportunity to talk about best
and most-equitable practices for the
accelerated ESL classroom common to the
post-AB 705 world. We implemented two
ESL-focused communities of practice, one for
instructors teaching 122AL, our transfer-level
writing and reading class for multilingual
students, and one for lower levels of ESL.
While AB 705 is a done deal, the shifts it
requires of us are ongoing. As the ESL
program has been accelerated, we will
continue to some students who need
differentiated instruction and extra support;
we welcome that--and we need ongoing PD to
h i
d
ifi ll
d
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English as a Second E.6
Language [D3705L] PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

4

English as a Second E.6
Language [D3705L] PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

8

Continued examination of department norms
through the Anchor papers project (APP) The
APP is a multi-year, department-wide
conversation and collaboration which fosters
conversations about equitable grading
practices for all students, including nonnative English speakers, a group central to all
of our classes (and not just our ESL classes)
This project has shaped and will continue to
shape both individual pedagogy and
departmental conversations in Council, the
Composition Committee, and beyond. Also,
the rubric and anchor papers resulting from
this project will be powerful resources for all
ESL faculty, especially new faculty entering
our department. More critically, this project
contributes to a cultural shift in the
department, one that orients us toward moreequitable assessment. The way we view and
talk about student work is integral to how
ll d on equity:
d A Development
d h A h and
Focusing

expansion of course modalities with an
emphasis on hybrid courses DE options were
added to the ESL program prior to the
pandemic, and we now have a full program of
course offerings that are all online, with a
variety of synchronous and asynchronous
options. Still, while distance education
courses have proven effective in many
studies, and meet the needs of students who
are not local and/or who cannot attend face-toface classes, they often lack an element of
community-based learning and real-time
discussions that many ESL students desire.
We have been working to bring back more
face-to-face ESL classes. We've also realized
that hybrid programming will expand
opportunities for our ESL students. Hybrid
classes couple the benefits of face-to-face
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English as a Second E.6
Language [D3705L] PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

7

PD orientation to our new ESL courses and
non-credit program In ESL the pandemic hit
right at a critical moment: we had just
integrated all of our reading and writing
classes, started developing a new course
sequence for integrated reading and writing,
created a more robust sequence in both oralcommunication skills and grammar, and
added a new series of career-oriented and noncredit classes. Since our last review, we have
created 18 new courses in our ESL program.
Most of the courses have made it through the
curriculum process and are now in our
schedule (with the exceptions of 123A and
126A); however, the professional
development was largely lost to the
pandemic. Now, we PD to: Help orient
faculty to our new courses and course
sequences; Help instructors understand the
new pedagogies associated with these

MESA [D1100M]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

3

Equity Training for the MESA director and
staff, the faculty that participate in the
program, and Dean with program oversight
are needed.
STEM Counseling training/workshop for
MESA Counselor

2

Annual Hobsons Summer Institute

PACE [D1100C]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

3

Annual NCORE Conference

Political Science
[D4515P]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

4

Speakers Fund

MESA [D1100M]

PACE [D1100C]

5
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Sports Medicine
Program Manager
[D3900B]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

3

Continuing Education/Certifications fees

Student Life
[D4012]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

1

Student Life Staff participation in the annual
National Conference on Race and Ethnicity
(NCORE) conference to deepen DEI
knowledge.

Transfer Services
[D4014]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

5

Transfer Conference Registrations & Travel:
UC and CSU Counselor Conferences,
WACAC and Private School Counselor
Conferences

TRiO - ETS/UB
[D4013]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

4

ETS Staff travel to the WESTOP 44th Annual
Conference to learn best practices and to
network with regional TRIO Personnel. This
conference will be March 5-9, 2022

Umoja Learning
Community
[D1100U]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

2

Professional Development--Outreach and
Recruitment
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Veterans Services
[D8010B]
Veterans Services
[D8010B]
Veterans Services
[D8010B]
Work Experience
[D3800W]

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

1

VA WAVES TRAINING - WESTERN
ASSOCIATION OF VETERAN
EDUCATION SPECIALISTS TRAINING

2

NASPA SYMPOSIUM ON MILITARY
CONNECTED STUDENTS

3

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
VETERAN SYMPOSIUM

1

Professional Development: various trainings
and conferences
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Related Unit/Program Strategies/Activities
Create improved industry connections, research
current trends in emerging industries, and
develop our ARTDM and FTVE offerings. This
could also include exploring non credit
curriculum offerings.
Formalize the process of how racial equity work
in leadership, instruction, business services, and
student services becomes integrated across the
college.
Increase online offerings of Communication
courses.

Innovation
or
Maintenanc
e of Effort

Creating short online programs in Information
Technology (including Modern Web
Technologies, and cloud-based technologies ) to
prepare students for increasing demand in the
workforce.

Financial Sustainaibilty

Increase opportunities for professional growth
and development, including instructional design
support and trainin

528

Academic
Year

Cost Per

Number

Improve and maintain the new Industrial
Automation & Robotics certificates & degrees
that train DVC's students and industry personnel
on the latest industrial equipment manufactured
by Kuka, Fanuc, ABB, Universal (UR), AllenBradley, Beckhoff, Siemens, Honeywell,
Mitsubishi and others.
Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations

Improve outreach to underrepresented
populations

Focusing on equity: Communities of Practice

529

Equitable teaching practices: Anchor Papers,
Department Equity workshops

Focusing on equity: Anchor Papers and
Department equity workshops

530

Equitable Structures: Expansion and
Development of Different Modalities

Removing barriers to basic-skills
acquisition/transfer: creating new courses

531

Equity-focused projects

Focusing on equity: ESL-focused Communities
of Practice

532

Focusing on equity Anchor-Papers Project and
department equity workshops

Focusing on equity: developing and expanding
course modalities

533

Building equity by developing a robust noncredit program

Support and develop strategies for equity minded
instruction at the MESA program and encourage
cultural competency of all employees.
Support and develop strategies for equity minded
instruction at the MESA program and encourage
cultural competency of all employees.
Expand PACE Program to SRC

Develop new Social Science track for the PACE
Program

Course Diversification

534

Make evidence-based healthcare tools more
available

Support staff development

Sustain relationships with primary transfer
colleges and universities to continue DVC's
strong transfer reputation by connecting
university reps with students (specifically our
underrepresented transfer student populations).
Staff Professional Development and Technology
Training

Umoja Practices in the classroom: Umoja core
courses are designed around a number of Umoja
Practices and incorporate culturally relevant
curriculum and culturally responsive pedagogy.
Teachers of the non-mandatory (linked) classes
(English, math, biology, etc.) are also
encouraged to incorporate these practices as
well.
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536

Total Cost
2,000

$2000.00

10,000

Cost Per
Year Funding Source Lifespan
none SWP/Perkins

$2000.00

N/A SEAP

20000

SWP/Perkins

5,000

SWP/Perkins

10000

0 SWP/Perkins

$139,900

Disposal
Cost

$150,000

537

22,000.00

5,500.00 SWP/Perkins

22,000

5,500 SWP/Perkins

4,500.00

2,500.00 SWP/Perkins

$66240.00

$66,240 SEAP

538

$41,400

$0 SEAP

$40,260

0 SEAP

539

$27,600

$0 SEAP

$2760

$0 SEAP

540

$9108

$9108 SEAP

$26,496

$26,496 SEAP

541

$24,840

$0 SEAP

$16,560

$0 SEAP

542

$828

$0 SEAP

$8,000.00

$8,000.00 SEAP

TBD

TBD SEAP

5000.00 SEAP

543

$2000.00

$2000.00

4000

4000 SEAP

Up to $800

Up to $800 SEAP

$2,778
(Registration
$1,000,
Flight $450,
Hotel $1,000
and $338 for
perdiem and
incidentals.

One time

SEAP

544

$6000

$6000 SEAP

$6000

$6000 SEAP

$6,000

$6,000 SEAP

$10,000

SWP/Perkins
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Request Shared

Would impact all 4 departments in our division

This request connects to programs moving through the district
validation process. These programs likely see the need for
better training beyond the BEOI but struggle to incentivize
already exhausted professors to seek this training.

Not related to others

All College instructional departments

546

The Industrial Automation and Robotics program is a joint
venture with DVC's electronics program and share this
request.

The Industrial Automation and Robotics program is a joint
venture with DVC's electronics program and share this
request.
The Engineering Technology program is offering a GD&T
class for our industry partner, Benchmark, but we are not
using our CMM machine due to the lack of faculty training.

This request is related to our request in faculty requests (where
we ask for funding to for coordination of department PD).

547

This request is related to our request in faculty requests (where
we ask for funding to for coordination of department equity
work).

This request is related to our request in faculty requests (where
we ask for funding to for coordination of department equity
work).

548

This request is related to our request in faculty requests (where
we ask for funding to for coordination of both department
PD).

NA

549

NA

NA

550

NA

NA

551

NA

No

No

552

n/a

Department/College/District PD Funds

Shared with Counseling.

Staff Professional Development Funds

553

NO

NO

NO
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Justification

Statewide conferences are necessary in order to ensure that our program keeps abreast of recent trends and changes
in the construction and pre-apprenticeship fields. This amount can fund three trips at approx $1,500, or two trips at
$2500 each.

If the culinary program to be self-sustaining it will need to focus its marketing effort towards a customer base that is
not on campus and that will require all instructors and culinary staff members to be more knowledgeable regarding
the correct uses of social media and the generation of unloadable content. To that end the department would like to
have several departmental trainings as well as opportunities for more in-depth training on for those interested
culinary instructors.
The Peer Online Mentoring Program (POMP) provides and intensive professional development experience in online
teaching and learning for mentees and mentors. The goal is for mentees to align their course to the CVC Online
Course Design Rubric so it will be tagged in the CVC Course Exchange search as a "high quality" course. This will
push the course higher in the search results. In addition, the mentors are highly skilled online instructors who
continue to learn and develop in their advisory and training role. Mentees currently are compensated for
$2,500/course and mentors at $1,000. This cost also includes resources and review for Accessibility, POCR (Peer
Online Course Review) lead, and Districtwide Reviewers, which includes accessibility reviewers.
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One of the biggest challenges with offering cutting edge programs that meet the needs of industry is the requirement
to train and educate our instructors. What was predominant in the industry four or five years past, is often no longer
relavant or mainstream. As a result, instructors must constantly participate in ongoing training to meet the needs of
our students.

One of the biggest challenges with offering cutting edge programs that meet the needs of industry is the requirement
to train and educate our instructors. What was predominant in the industry four or five years past, is often no longer
relevant or mainstream. Students who are taking these classes need to have trained instructors and don't care about
technology that is not relevant in industry. As a result, DVC's instructors must constantly participate in ongoing
training to meet the needs of our students.
One of the biggest challenges with offering cutting edge programs that meet the needs of industry is the requirement
to train and educate our instructors. What was predominant in the industry four or five years past, is often no longer
relevant or mainstream. Students who are taking these classes need to have trained instructors and don't care about
technology that is not relevant in industry. As a result, DVC's instructors must constantly participate in ongoing
training to meet the needs of our students.
PD Needs Currently, many of our AB 705 programs are funded through a variety of grants (Dev-Ed and 3SP)
proposed by different members of the department. While we are grateful for the support from the funders, it feels
critical to us, and to the health and longevity of these important programs that the funding be long-term and
institutionalized rather than piecemeal as it has been. An additional concern has to do with the global pandemic. In
English, the pandemic hit right at a critical moment: we had just created new classes in response to AB 705. The
courses made it through the curriculum process and are now in our schedule; however, some of the professional
development was largely lost to the pandemic as many of us went into a kind of isolated survival mode. And the
pandemic itself create new PD needs, as well, particularly around online learning, which has become the new
"normal," and will likely be for the foreseeable future. (In fact, students seem to want to stay online.) And of
course, our concern with equity--and with removing the equity gap--highlights a need for additional PD around
equitable teaching practices and re-orientation around student success and support. Now, we need to reorient our
PD, finding ways to both connect and share expertise with each other, whether remotely or in person. Each of the
PD needs listed above will help us improve equitable pedagogy, support, and accessibility for all students; more
critically, improved pedagogy, support, and accessibility reduce barriers faced by many students identified in our
equity plan, students who--because of barriers such as racism, classism, unfamiliarity with college, financial
challenge--are under-represented and underserved by the status quo.
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challenge--are under-represented and underserved by the status quo.

PD Needs Currently, many of our AB 705 programs are funded through a variety of grants (Dev-Ed and 3SP)
proposed by different members of the department. While we are grateful for the support from the funders, it feels
critical to us, and to the health and longevity of these important programs that the funding be long-term and
institutionalized rather than piecemeal as it has been. An additional concern has to do with the global pandemic. In
English, the pandemic hit right at a critical moment: we had just created new classes in response to AB 705. The
courses made it through the curriculum process and are now in our schedule; however, some of the professional
development was largely lost to the pandemic as many of us went into a kind of isolated survival mode. And the
pandemic itself create new PD needs, as well, particularly around online learning, which has become the new
"normal," and will likely be for the foreseeable future. (In fact, students seem to want to stay online.) And of
course, our concern with equity--and with removing the equity gap--highlights a need for additional PD around
equitable teaching practices and re-orientation around student success and support. Now, we need to reorient our
PD, finding ways to both connect and share expertise with each other, whether remotely or in person. Each of the
PD needs listed above will help us improve equitable pedagogy, support, and accessibility for all students; more
critically, improved pedagogy, support, and accessibility reduce barriers faced by many students identified in our
equity plan, students who--because of barriers such as racism, classism, unfamiliarity with college, financial
challenge--are under-represented and underserved by the status quo.
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PD Needs Currently, many of our AB 705 programs are funded through a variety of grants (Dev-Ed and 3SP)
proposed by different members of the department. While we are grateful for the support from the funders, it feels
critical to us, and to the health and longevity of these important programs that the funding be long-term and
institutionalized rather than piecemeal as it has been. An additional concern has to do with the global pandemic. In
English, the pandemic hit right at a critical moment: we had just created new classes in response to AB 705. The
courses made it through the curriculum process and are now in our schedule; however, some of the professional
development was largely lost to the pandemic as many of us went into a kind of isolated survival mode. And the
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"normal," and will likely be for the foreseeable future. (In fact, students seem to want to stay online.) And of
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equitable teaching practices and re-orientation around student success and support. Now, we need to reorient our
PD, finding ways to both connect and share expertise with each other, whether remotely or in person. Each of the
PD needs listed above will help us improve equitable pedagogy, support, and accessibility for all students; more
critically, improved pedagogy, support, and accessibility reduce barriers faced by many students identified in our
equity plan, students who--because of barriers such as racism, classism, unfamiliarity with college, financial
challenge--are under-represented and underserved by the status quo.

Ongoing PD will help us improve our program and better serve our ESL students. Our concern with equity-increasing courses with zero-cost textbooks, removing the equity gap for male-identified students, and improving
accessibility of our online courses --highlights a need for additional PD. Additionally, in ESL the pandemic hit right
at a critical moment: we had just integrated all of our reading and writing classes, started developing a new course
sequence for integrated reading and writing, created a more robust sequence in both oral-communication skills and
grammar, and added a new series of career-oriented and non-credit classes. Since our last review, we have created
18 new courses in our ESL program. Most of the courses have made it through the curriculum process and are now
in our schedule (with the exceptions of 123A and 126A); however, the professional development was largely lost to
the pandemic, and now we need PD to orient ESL faculty to our new courses and the new kinds of pedagogy they
reqeuire. The move to largely online instruction created new PD needs, as well; we need PD to continue to improve
our online instruction, with a special emphasis on hybrid instruction, a modality whose growth we anticipate. Each
of the PD needs listed above will help us improve equitable pedagogy, support, and accessibility for all ESL
students; more critically, improved pedagogy, support, and accessibility reduce barriers faced by many students
identified in our equity plan, students who--because of barriers such as racism, classism, unfamiliarity with college,
financial challenge--are under-represented and underserved by the status quo.
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reqeuire. The move to largely online instruction created new PD needs, as well; we need PD to continue to improve
our online instruction, with a special emphasis on hybrid instruction, a modality whose growth we anticipate. Each
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Ongoing PD will help us improve our program and better serve our ESL students. Our concern with equity-increasing courses with zero-cost textbooks, removing the equity gap for male-identified students, and improving
accessibility of our online courses --highlights a need for additional PD. Additionally, in ESL the pandemic hit right
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the pandemic, and now we need PD to orient ESL faculty to our new courses and the new kinds of pedagogy they
reqeuire. The move to largely online instruction created new PD needs, as well; we need PD to continue to improve
our online instruction, with a special emphasis on hybrid instruction, a modality whose growth we anticipate. Each
of the PD needs listed above will help us improve equitable pedagogy, support, and accessibility for all ESL
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Ongoing PD will help us improve our program and better serve our ESL students. Our concern with equity-increasing courses with zero-cost textbooks, removing the equity gap for male-identified students, and improving
accessibility of our online courses --highlights a need for additional PD. Additionally, in ESL the pandemic hit right
at a critical moment: we had just integrated all of our reading and writing classes, started developing a new course
sequence for integrated reading and writing, created a more robust sequence in both oral-communication skills and
grammar, and added a new series of career-oriented and non-credit classes. Since our last review, we have created
18 new courses in our ESL program. Most of the courses have made it through the curriculum process and are now
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To stay current on best practices of equity. This training is essential for the development of the MESA program.

To stay current on best practices of equity. This training is essential for the development of the MESA program.

Because the PACE Team utilizes Starfish, a product of Hobsons, it's important to attend annual conferences to stay
current with the many tools, support and resources available. With the development of the Social Science
tracks/majors and the diverse population of students within the PACE Program it is imperative to learn tools and
strategies to ensure our program offers both curriculum and services that are culturally responsive, inclusive,
equitable and anti-racist.
Because the PACE Team utilizes Starfish, a product of Hobsons, it's important to attend annual conferences to stay
current with the many tools, support and resources available. With the development of the Social Science
tracks/majors and the diverse population of students within the PACE Program it is imperative to learn tools and
strategies to ensure our program offers both curriculum and services that are culturally responsive, inclusive,
equitable and anti-racist.
This fund will be used to bring speakers to campus exposing our students to new ideas and perspectives that
supplement and support classroom teaching. Our increasingly diverse student population will see themselves
reflected in the curriculum, and will recognize and experience the value of community outreach and civic
education. Political Science plans to host speakers with expertise in indigenous, race, gender and environmental
politics which will lead to a broader awareness of how Ethnic Studies may be incorporated across disciplines.
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The athletic trainers must complete 75 continuing education units every 2 years to maintain their certification. Our
AT's also have strength & conditioning credentials which require another 50 CEU's every 2 years. These CEU's are
completed by taking courses and seminars throughout each year which require enrollment fees and sometimes
travel fees. In staying current with the research and practice of athletic training services, AT's can provide
exceptional care to student-athletes. Also, they are able to teach this information to our sports medicine students
which address student impact.
Lifelong learning is key to the continuous improvement process, job satisfaction, and career advancement
opportunities. Supporting our staff is a priority to developing a knowledgeable team that is culturally aware and
strives to contribute to student achievement. Professional growth inspires, motivates, and expands our minds to
envision innovation at its best. Individual and group professional development will be encouraged, scheduled and
provided. Staff will participate in online webinars such as Fred Pryor for emotional intelligence and time
management, online web page management in Instructure, attend NCORE, Advisor workshops with CCCSAA,
attend ASACC advisor certification, participate in college Equity Speaker Series, Fiscal Crisis Management
Assistance Team (Fiscal responsibilities), Brown Bag Lunch & Learn personal development, DVC SSS Mega Nuts
& Bolts, Rainbow Community Center: Intersectionality, Power & Privilege, and Micro-aggressions/affirmations,
Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity, and Expression (SOGIE) CONNECT Campus Labs online clubs software
updates, and Basic Needs Summits. In addition, the department will continue to focus on the Educational Master
Plan Equity Minded Practices that include cultural and structural conditions. Professional development is necessary
for employees to enhance their skill and be engaged in supporting the goals of the department and the institution in
achieving student success. Staff professional development, department, and Equity funds will be leveraged to
support these activities.
Staying current with UC, CSU, and private university updates and community college transfer issues is essential for
DVC's Transfer Services Coordinator. Costs for such trainings remain minimal in a virtual environment, but should
we return to in-person meetings and conferences again, costs for registration and travel need to be included.

In the last year, a number of new areas where professional development could be beneficial have come to light. One
area of PD that would be beneficial to the program involves outreach and recruitment. Coordinators could benefit
from having opportunities to learn about and investigate effective strategies for expanding the program's reach, in
order to build strong partnerships with local schools and community agencies. In addition, a future goal for
expanding outreach is to incorporate a dual enrollment opportunity into the program to serve as a bridge to Umoja.
We need training on how to develop and build such a program so coordinators can implement this recruitment
strategy.
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For the Veterans Resource Coordinator, Program Assistant, Veterans Counselors, Veteran Certifying Officials to be
privy to best practices and other innovative ideas, they must participate in ALL conferences, symposiums that our
state, the VA provides, and other organizations hold. These conferences are held annually to provide updated
information critical to our daily operations in the Veteran Resource Center and the delivery of services to students.
For the Veterans Resource Coordinator, Program Assistant, Veterans Counselors, Veteran Certifying Officials to be
privy to best practices and other innovative ideas, they must participate in ALL conferences, symposiums that our
state, the VA provides, and other organizations hold. These conferences are held annually to provide updated
information critical to our daily operations in the Veteran Resource Center and the delivery of services to students.
For the Veterans Resource Coordinator, Program Assistant, Veterans Counselors, Veteran Certifying Officials to be
privy to best practices and other innovative ideas, they must participate in ALL conferences, symposiums that our
state, the VA provides, and other organizations hold. These conferences are held annually to provide updated
information critical to our daily operations in the Veteran Resource Center and the delivery of services to students.
Faculty and staff of the WRKX department need to be able to attend trainings, conferences and PD opportunities to
keep informed of career internship opportunities and programs. Examples include the Cooperative Work
Experience and Internship Association conference and regional Earn & Learn training sessions. These will give
employees more tools in helping students enrolled in WRKX classes so that they gain maximum benefit from their
on-the-job learning experiences.
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Unit [code]
Category
Art Digital Media E.7 SERVICE
and FTVE [D3032] NEEDS

Ran
k Request
4 FTVE and ARTDM Intern production
program to support Diablo Media Studios

Career Services
[D4011]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

7

Career Services
[D4011]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

8

Career Services
[D4011]

Zoom Technical Training for administering
Surveys/Polls under a Master Workshop
Account, attendance tracking, 4CD login
barriers for external facilitators (students
using non-4CD accounts, UCs, CSUs, etc.)
SARS Administrative Training, Formal
webpage publishing rights training, new
formal SQL/Tableau research query report
(how to SQL/Tableau query cross-filter list of
SIDs)
Training: SARS & SQL/Tableau Data
generation/analysis

E.6
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS
DSS/Workability III E.7 SERVICE
[D4007A]
NEEDS

9

1

utilize photos of students with disabilities in
college marketing to destigmatize such
conditions

Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

1

More research is needed about the labor
market in public health, including internship,
career, and training opportunities and entry
level salary positions.

Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

3

There needs to be more participation in high
school outreach

564

PACE [D1100C]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

4

Research and marketing support

Transfer Services
[D4014]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

8

Zoom Technical Training for administering
Surveys/Polls under a Master Workshop
Account, attendance tracking, 4CD login
barriers for external facilitators (students
using non-4CD accounts, UCs, CSUs, etc.)

Transfer Services
[D4014]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

7

Technical Training and Ongoing Support:
SARS Administrative training/access and
SQL/Tableau Data generation and analysis
(generating lists of SIDs from SQL and SARS
reports and immediately filtering those SID
lists into demographic research reports using
Tableau) to produce user analytics by
demographic population to assess success in
reaching target populations. For SARS,
suggest creating a transparent manual and
contact sheet/outline for who to contact (DO
vs. campus/department SARS contact who
can reply to requests within 5 business days)
and for what functions/needs, as well as basic
navigation and access/login notes.

Transfer Services
[D4014]

E.7 SERVICE
NEEDS

6

Direct Transfer Services webpage publishing
rights for Transfer Services Coordinator
(decreased time to publishing), as is common
practice at several nearby community
colleges.

565

Related Unit/Program Strategies/Activities
Instructional and facilities support

Innovation
or
Maintenanc
e of Effort

Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.
2. destigmatizing disability

Collaborate with Workforce to secure more
external and community internships and work
experience opportunities.

Participate in high school outreach efforts with
Workforce. We need to get more integrated with
the high school academies, such as the Public
Service Academy (CVCHS) and develop more
Public Health pathways.

566

Academic
Year

Cost Per

Number

Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.

Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.

Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.

567

Total Cost
$10000

Cost Per Funding
Lifespan
Year Source
10000 SWP/Perkin
s

unknown

one time SEAP

unknown

one time SEAP

unknown

one time SEAP

None

Disposal
Cost

None

Hourly
salary (AC)
and/or parttime hire
(based on
salary scale)

$2,500 SWP/Perkin
s

Stipend
based based
on salary
scale

$2,500 SWP/Perkin
s

568

Unknown

Unknown SEAP
(one time)

Unknown

Unknown SEAP
(one time)

Unknown

Unknown SEAP
(one time)

569

Request Shared
College wide creative and technical support provided by this
program
Shared with Transfer Services

Shared with Transfer Services

Shared with Transfer Services

DVC Marketing office

570

Shared with Career Services.

Shared with Career Services.

Shared with Career Services.

571

Justification
ARTDM and FTVE has new programs that need to have marketing efforts to increased community awareness and
initiate enrollment. College wide creative and technical support provided by this program
Zoom Technical Training - Additional training would allow for dynamic engagement on a virtual front for the
center, eliminating any barriers to access services. SARS Administrative Training - Additional training would allow
a more effective program review, ongoing data management and understanding of program metrics.
Zoom Technical Training - Additional training would allow for dynamic engagement on a virtual front for the
center, eliminating any barriers to access services. SARS Administrative Training - Additional training would allow
a more effective program review, ongoing data management and understanding of program metrics.
Additional SARS & SQL/Tableau Data generation/analysis would allow a more effective program review, ongoing
data management and understanding of program metrics.
Student Impact, Student Experience: Internships and other work experience opportunities are effective strategies for
keeping students focused, nurtured, engaged, connected, and valued. Working in a professional environment can
broaden students' understanding of the skill requirements to be an effective public health educator, they will gain
opportunities to apply the skills they have learned in the classroom while being mentored by a professional in the
industry, participation and hands-on experiences enhance engagement and connectedness, and students can feel
recognized for the skills, talents and abilities they can contribute. Internship and other work experience
opportunities can help students through the entry and through stages to keep them engaged and connected to the
college. Student Impact, Student Achievement: This strategy will help students be more transfer and career ready
by gaining knowledge of the basic responsibilities, skills, and career opportunities in public health. If students
utilize college and student resources during their four stages of their student experience (free tuition, tutoring,
Student Impact, Student Experience: Internships and other work experience opportunities are effective strategies for
keeping students focused, nurtured, engaged, connected, and valued. Working in a professional environment can
broaden students' understanding of the skill requirements to be an effective public health educator, they will gain
opportunities to apply the skills they have learned in the classroom while being mentored by a professional in the
industry, participation and hands-on experiences enhance engagement and connectedness, and students can feel
recognized for the skills, talents and abilities they can contribute. Internship and other work experience
opportunities can help students through the entry and through stages to keep them engaged and connected to the
college. Student Impact, Student Achievement: This strategy will help students be more transfer and career ready
by gaining knowledge of the basic responsibilities, skills, and career opportunities in public health. If students
utilize college and student resources during their four stages of their student experience (free tuition, tutoring,
The PACE Program is dire need of access to learning community data through Colleague from SQL and Tableau.
Further training for coordinators on how to access needed information may be needed in addition to research
support to analyze and identify gaps, opportunities and program development The PACE Program needs immediate
marketing materials to enhance our outreach and recruitment effort to increase enrollment with the growth of our
new tracks/majors.
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In order to generate and analyze program data for Career & Transfer Services each semester, all Career and
Transfer Coordinators (3) need to be involved in training to learn SARS TRAK, SARS Anywhere, SARS ADMIN,
as well as SQL and Tableau to effectively run demographic reports about our service utilization. Zoom Technical
Training is needed to utilize all features of Zoom including easier attendance/outcomes tracking (service utilization)
and increased access for students. More immediate website publishing access to the Transfer Services webpage will
reduce lengthy publishing delays that end up misinforming students and/or transfer students missing out on critical
In order to generate and analyze program data for Career & Transfer Services each semester, all Career and
Transfer Coordinators (3) need to be involved in training to learn SARS TRAK, SARS Anywhere, SARS ADMIN,
as well as SQL and Tableau to effectively run demographic reports about our service utilization. Zoom Technical
Training is needed to utilize all features of Zoom including easier attendance/outcomes tracking (service utilization)
and increased access for students. More immediate website publishing access to the Transfer Services webpage will
reduce lengthy publishing delays that end up misinforming students and/or transfer students missing out on critical
In order to generate and analyze program data for Career & Transfer Services each semester, all Career and
Transfer Coordinators (3) need to be involved in training to learn SARS TRAK, SARS Anywhere, SARS ADMIN,
as well as SQL and Tableau to effectively run demographic reports about our service utilization. Zoom Technical
Training is needed to utilize all features of Zoom including easier attendance/outcomes tracking (service utilization)
and increased access for students. More immediate website publishing access to the Transfer Services webpage will
reduce lengthy publishing delays that end up misinforming students and/or transfer students missing out on critical
and timely information/services during peak transfer season.

Additional SARS & SQL/Tableau Data generation/analysis would allow a more effective program review, ongoing
data management and understanding of program metrics.
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Feedback from Managers
As per MARCOM, request can
be handled through normal
business processes.
As per MARCOM, request can
be handled through normal
business processes.
As per MARCOM, request can
be handled through normal
business processes.
As per MARCOM, request can
be handled through normal
business processes.
As per MARCOM, request can
be handled through normal
business processes.

As per MARCOM, request can
be handled through normal
business processes.

As per Brandy in MARCOM,
request can be handled through
normal business processes.

574

As per Brandy in MARCOM,
request can be handled through
normal business processes.

As per Brandy in MARCOM,
request can be handled through
normal business processes.

As per Brandy in MARCOM,
request can be handled through
normal business processes.

As per Brandy in MARCOM,
request can be handled through
normal business processes.
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Unit [code]
Astronomy
[D4130A]

Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]

Ran
Category
k Request
E.8 SUPPLIES BUDGET 1 Sun Spotters
AUGMENTATION

E.1 EQUIPMENT

4

Class set of life jackets

576

Biological Science
and Oceanography
[D3530B]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

6

Zoological and Botanical models

Career Services
[D4011]

E.8 SUPPLIES BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

6

Career Closet Supplies

Career Services
[D4011]

E.8 SUPPLIES BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

1

COVID Office Safety Equipment: Headsets
(7), Waterproof/Washable Keyboards & Mice
(7), HEPA Air Filters for Office

577

Career Services
[D4011]

E.8 SUPPLIES BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

4

High Yield Printer replacement and ink

Construction
[D4105C]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

1

Pedestal grinder for machine shop

Construction
[D4105C]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

2

General replacement of aging tools and
equipment.

Dance [D3034]

E.8 SUPPLIES BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

1

Supplies

578

Electricity/Electroni E.1 EQUIPMENT
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]

3

PLC

Electricity/Electroni E.1 EQUIPMENT
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]

5

Oscilloscopes in ET107 TDS2992C

579

Electricity/Electroni E.1 EQUIPMENT
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]

6

Fluke meters 87V

Electricity/Electroni E.1 EQUIPMENT
cs and Energy
Systems [D4105Y]

8

Dobots Magician

Engineering
[D4105E]

6

Soil Extractor and supplies

E.1 EQUIPMENT

580

Engineering
[D4105E]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

7

English [D3705E]

E.8 SUPPLIES BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

5

Miscellaneous Tools and supplies for the
material lab, including thermal gloves, heat
treatment samples,tongs for handling hot
samples, finishing trowels, weights, etc.
OWLs:OWL Labs Meeting Lab Pro OWLs
have a built in camera speaker, and
microphone, making hybrid (simultaneous inperson and remote) participation possible. For
our purposes, OWLs will make it possible for
students to attend class sessions whether they
in the classroom or remote.

English as a Second E.8 SUPPLIES BUDGET
Language [D3705L] AUGMENTATION

10 OWLs:OWL Labs Meeting Lab Pro OWLs
have a built in camera speaker, and
microphone, making hybrid (simultaneous inperson and remote) participation possible. For
our purposes, OWLs will make it possible for
students to attend class sessions whether they
in the classroom or remote.

Geography
[D4130G]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

3

Sling psychrometers (10)

Geography
[D4130G]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

4

Anafi Parrot drone batteries

581

Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Horticulture
[D3530H]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Health Science,
Nutrition, and
Addiction Studies
[D3535A]
Horticulture
[D3530H]
Horticulture
[D3530H]
Horticulture
[D3530H]
Horticulture
[D3530H]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

1

BigRed CPR Manikin with LED Light CPR
Feedback - Adult

E.1 EQUIPMENT

9

Leak detection equipment

E.1 EQUIPMENT

2

Lung bags for BigRed Adult CPR Manikin
with LED Light CPR Feedback (Pk/24)

E.1 EQUIPMENT

3

BigRed Adult CPR Manikin with LED Light
CPR Feedback- 4 Pack

E.1 EQUIPMENT

4

First Aid and CPR Combination Training Kit
with No Splint, Pk/100

E.1 EQUIPMENT

5

E.1 EQUIPMENT

6

E.1 EQUIPMENT

7

E.1 EQUIPMENT

8

E.1 EQUIPMENT

9

E.1 EQUIPMENT

3

25' extension cords

E.1 EQUIPMENT

4

E.1 EQUIPMENT

5

Extech Thermo-Hygrometer Pen (Model
445580)
Carbon dioxide meter

E.1 EQUIPMENT

7

Light meter-XTECH LED Light Meter

582

Horticulture
[D3530H]
Horticulture
[D3530H]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

6

Soil thermometers, mortars & pestles,
resistographs, sifters, test kits
Leak detection equipment

8

Industrial Design
[D4105I]

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/HARD
WARE
E.8 SUPPLIES BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

8

Materials for students including plotter ink,
foam core, high density foam, plastic, sealer,
fabric, and paint

Industrial Design
[D4105I]

E.8 SUPPLIES BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

6

Spools for 3D printer of ABS and similar
support materials

Life Sciences
[S4750L]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

5

Binoculars for BIOSC 126 (shared, one per 2
students for field trips).

583

Life Sciences
[S4750L]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

1

Compound Microscopes

Life Sciences
[S4750L]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

7

Microscopy Slides

584

Life Sciences
[S4750L]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

8

Exercise bike for BIOSC 140

Life Sciences
[S4750L]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

6

blood pressure cuffs

585

Life Sciences
[S4750L]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

2

Dissection Microscopes

Maintenance and
E.1 EQUIPMENT
Operations [D2010]

9

Walk behind concrete saw

Mathematics
[D4605]

3

TI-84 Calculators

E.2
TECHNOLOGY/HARD
WARE

586

Music [D3025]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

7

Upgrades and replaced of small percussion
equipment

PACE [D1100C]

E.8 SUPPLIES BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

5

Swag items for outreach and recruitment

Physical Sciences
[S4750P]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

1

Gas emission spectroscopy kit

Transfer Services
[D4014]

E.8 SUPPLIES BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

1

COVID Office Safety Equipment:
Waterproof/Washable Keyboards & Mice (7),
HEPA Air Filter for Office

Industrial Design
[D4105I]

E.10 OTHER NEEDS

9 Hand Tools

587

Innovation or
Maintenance of
Effort

Related Unit/Program Strategies/Activities
Increase student success and retention

Increase effectiveness of labs with innovative or replacement innovation
instructional equipment to help decrease equity gaps and
improve learning and success of students taking Biology lab
courses. This would directly improve the students' "through"
experience and their ability to successfully make their way
"out" of the program.

588

Academic
Year

Cost Per
$600

$80

Increase effectiveness of labs with innovative or replacement innovation
instructional equipment to help decrease equity gaps and
improve learning and success of students taking Biology lab
courses. This would directly improve the students' "through"
experience and their ability to successfully make their way
"out" of the program.

Career Closet addresses equity gaps in career readiness

$1500

1000

Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer Services to
students through innovative digital & virtual strategies.

589

Approx.
$100 per set

Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer Services to
students through innovative digital & virtual strategies.

Revitalization Program - Outreach

590

$500

replacement

$1540

replacement

N/A

Upgrade equipment for our classes

replacement

$1000

Upgrade equipment for our classes

replacement

$1870

591

Upgrade equipment for our classes

innovation

488.99

Upgrade equipment for our classes

innovation

1,799.00

Improve and update lab technology and resources, and
strengthen facilities, infrastructure and technology.

replacement

592

$2500

Improve and update lab technology and resources, and
strengthen facilities, infrastructure and technology.

replacement

$2000

Equitable Structures: Expansion and Development of
Different Modalities

$1,500

Building Equity by expanding Course Modalities

$1,500

Update GE Lab equipment

replacement

$72

Purchase new equipment for hands-on instruction in new
Drone Remote Sensing course

replacement

$100

593

Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves, and
mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and CPR courses
(HSCI 230) that our department offers in fall, spring and
summer.
Give student experiences in state of the art soil equipment

replacement

$495

innovation

5,000

Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves, and
mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and CPR courses
(HSCI 230) that our department offers in fall, spring and
summer.
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves, and
mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and CPR courses
(HSCI 230) that our department offers in fall, spring and
summer.
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves, and
mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and CPR courses
(HSCI 230) that our department offers in fall, spring and
summer.
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves, and
mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and CPR courses
(HSCI 230) that our department offers in fall, spring and
summer.
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves, and
mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and CPR courses
(HSCI 230) that our department offers in fall, spring and
summer.
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves, and
mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and CPR courses
(HSCI 230) that our department offers in fall, spring and
summer.
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves, and
mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and CPR courses
(HSCI 230) that our department offers in fall, spring and
summer.
Purchase new equipment, such as masks, gloves, and
mannequins for the Advanced First Aid and CPR courses
(HSCI 230) that our department offers in fall, spring and
summer.
Ability to engage all students within labs equally.

replacement

$39

replacement

$1,895

replacement

$131

replacement

$11

replacement

$213

replacement

$42

replacement

$7

replacement

$21.04

replacement

$22

Give students skills in new technology to maintain and
monitor greenhouses.
Give students skills in new technology to maintain and
monitor greenhouses.
Give students skills in new technology to maintain and
monitor greenhouses.

innovation

$84

innovation

$300

innovation

230

594

Soil and Soil lab

replacement

Give student experiences in state of the art soil equipment

innovation

varies

Maintain and improve current Industrial Design courses and
industry relationship

120

Maintain and improve current Industrial Design courses and
industry relationship

200.00

Offering transfer level courses in biological sciences.

replacement

595

200

Offering transfer level courses in biological sciences.

replacement

400

Offering transfer level courses in biological sciences.

replacement

120

596

Offering classes for AS Degree in Allied Health

innovation

Offering classes for AS Degree in Allied Health

replacement

597

$300

$15

Offering transfer level courses in biological sciences.

replacement

Activity

maintenance

2,000

Maintaining and improving our current programs

maintenance

$150

598

replacement

Expand PACE Program to SRC

1000.00

Physical Science Laboratory

innovation

Sustain relationships with primary transfer colleges and
universities to continue DVC's strong transfer reputation by
connecting university reps with students (specifically our
underrepresented transfer student populations).

Maintain and improve current Industrial Design courses and
industry partnerships.

599

1200

Approximate
ly $50 per
set, $150
Filter

Number
8

Total Cost
$4800

36

$2,880

Cost Per Funding
Year Source

Lifespan

0

600

Disposal
Cost

8

$12,000

0

1

$1000

SEAP

7

$700

SEAP

601

1

$500

1

$1540

$0 SWP/Perkin
s

N/A

$5000

0 SWP/Perkin
s

SEAP

$2,000

602

20

$20,000

none SWP/Perkin
s

20

$37,400

none SWP/Perkin
s

603

25

12000

none SWP/Perkin
s

10

17990

none SWP/Perkin
s

1

$3,050

$50 SWP/Perkin
s

604

1

$2000

$0 SWP/Perkin
s

10

$15,000

SEAP

10

$15000

SEAP

10

720

6

$600

$0

$0 SWP/Perkin
s

605

1

$495

$495

1

5,000

8

$312

0 SWP/Perkin
s
$312

4

$7,580

$0

2

$262

$262

30

$330

$329.70

1

$213

$212.50

1

$42

$42.09

2

$13

$13.46

3

$$63.12

$63.12

5

$110

1

$84

3

$1,100

1

$245

0 SWP/Perkin
s
0 SWP/Perkin
s
0 SWP/Perkin
s
0 SWP/Perkin
s

606

50

$2500

0 SWP/Perkin
s

12

1,440.00

SWP/Perkin
s

7

$1400

SWP/Perkin
s

12

2,400

0

607

28

$11,200

0

117

$14,000

0

608

2

$600

10

$150

$0

609

28

1

2,000

26

$3900

SWP/Perkin
s
0

610

10,000

1

1,200

7

$500

2,500.00

0

SEAP

150 SWP/Perkin
s

611

Request Shared

No

612

No

Basic Needs

Shared with Transfer Services

613

Shared with Transfer Services

The tools and equipment would be available for other
programs, such as electronics , manufacturing, and
architecture to use.

The tools and equipment would be available for other
programs, such as electronics , manufacturing, and
architecture to use.

614

615

No

616

No

NA

ESL and English share this request.

617

618

Students in the Design for Manufacturing (D4m) certificate
share many of the classes using these materials.
Students in the Design for Manufacturing (D4m) certificate
share many of the classes using these materials.

619

620

621

M&O - Building Maint. Worker

622

Equipment borrowed on occasion for dance program and
library services.

Shared with Career Services.

Engineering Technology, high school campers, and students in
the Design for Manufacturing (D4m) certificate share many of
the classes using these had tools.

623

Justification
The Sunspotter telescopes are designed specifically for observations of the Sun. They are lightweight, simple and
safe to use, easy for the students to set up, and do not require electricity. Our high-tech regular telescopes weigh
around 40 pounds, get set up on the piers around the observatory, require electricity, and require training of the
students to learn how to set up and dismantle (and cost around $5K each). This training/setup/dismantling of our
regular telescopes takes a full 3 hour laboratory session, so observing with the telescopes has to be the only activity
planned and cannot be used during a shorter class session (like a 1.5 hr hybrid lab which we began offering during
fall 2021 in the form of Astro-112). Additionally, the popularity of daytime labs has grown, attracting many
students who feel safer taking classes during the day, rather than our typical nighttime lab with ends at 10 PM.
During the daylight hours, the objects available for students to observe through a telescope are the Sun and the
Moon, and we aim to provide hands-on observational experiences for all our students, whether they take the class
during the daytime or nighttime. Our astronomy courses serve several hundred students per year, a quarter of which
are enrolled in the laboratory classes. The Sunspotter telescopes take just a couple minutes to set up. They are small
and light and much more inviting for students who might be apprehensive about handling our heavy, complex
telescopes. With 1 Sunspotter "telescope" per 3 to 4 students, the Sunspotters provide an excellent hands-on
opportunity for the students to fully engage in setup and manipulation of the telescope, The Sunspotter telescope is
designed to safely project an image of the Sun onto a screen (a piece of white paper). The projection is large enough
to be viewed by a small group. Individual students in each group have the opportunity to refocus the telescope, trace
the Sun's image, and use it to learn about the relative sizes of the Sun, Earth and Sunspots and about the current
state of the Sun's activity. Because of the ease of setup, using the Sunspotters creates a much more inclusive
experience for all the students and not just the more confident ones. The more hands-on experiences students have
Refrigerator - Refrigeration is required for the microbiology laboratory. This is a replacement refrigerator used for
maintaining student microbiology experiments between laboratory classes. Most microbiology experiments carryover from class to class so having refrigeration space is essential. The current refrigerator has a broken pump motor
that creates an extremely loud banging noise about once per hour. The noise of this motor disrupts instruction and
conversation and is especially severe for students sitting near the refrigerator. In addition, the current
refrigerator/freezer unit has inadequate capacity for all of the microbiology sections. The proposed unit will be a
refrigerator only, which will provide capacity for all student experiments, rather than requiring us to find overflow
refrigerator space elsewhere. The current state of the refrigerator indicates that it is at the very end stage of its life
span. If this stops working during the semester, students would potentially lose all of their experiments in progress
and the program would lose required supplies. Both would mean the students' educational experience would be
severely impacted. Having all cultures stored in one space will benefit students and instructors by allowing them to
find their experimental cultures quickly and easily which will have a positive impact on the "through" part of the
student experience. Microbiology is part of our extremely popular Allied Health Program. As we typically offer
over 20 sections of Biosc 119/146 over the academic year, this has the potential of negatively impacting over 400
students per academic year, which would, in turn, potentially decrease their ability to successfully complete the
course, satisfy their degree and certificate requirements, and/or apply to external programs. Freezer - The
microbiology lab is in dire need of a -80 degree C freezer. Not only are we in need of a long-term storage option for
cultures, but the current cold storage option we have does not keep the bacterial cultures cold enough and the result
is that some of the cultures are moving away from their original morphology and are beginning to mutate. Once the
cultures mutate, they are often unusable for the laboratory experiments. Some of our cultures are unique and
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Career Closet - The Career Closet inventory is currently based solely on clothing donations from the generous DVC
community. However, this does not entirely meet the needs of our diverse student body. We have students with
varied body types, ages, and genders who deserve professional clothing that fit them appropriately and in which
they can authentically feel confident. We do not want any student to visit the Career Closet and then leave emptyhanded. Therefore, this request is so we can purchase supplemental gift cards or other alternatives so students can
still have their needs meet even when we do not have sufficient donations in the inventory. In addition, these funds
will be used to purchase mannequins used in the display of the clothes for the career closet, weekly and monthly
events. COVID Office Safety Equipment: Headsets (7), Waterproof/Washable Keyboards & Mice (7), HEPA Air
Filters for Office. Printer - Free printing (up to 10 pages) is one of the most popular resources students use in our
center as they work on applications and research career and college opportunities. However, our current machine
frequently jams and the toner consumes a large portion of our office supply budget. This request is to upgrade to a
more efficient and cost-effective machine to better serve our students.
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1. The pedestal grinder is a critical piece of equipment that is required for detailing and finishing on-site
manufactured pieces. The present grinder has been in operation for many years (several decades) and it has finally
stopped working. 2. Tools and equipment have a limited lifespan, and this lifespan may be shortened when in the
hands of unskilled students. The specific items needing replacement are too numerous to identify here, but when
their replacement has been delayed, larger funding is required to restore equipment. Simply put, old, worn out tools
are ineffective, and can be dangerous. Maintaining tools and equipment in good order is a basic requirement of any
shop or laboratory facility.
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In general we are trying to prepare our students to compete with other students in the United States. If we do not
have the necessary tools that other universities and community colleges have how do we expect our students to
compete with the graduates of those institutions. They enter the workforce handicapped. We also want to expose
students to the tools and equipment they will encounter in industry, so there is a smooth transition from academia to
industry. The following kits and tools help with creating equity in our program. 1. Fluke Meters are the industry
leaders in Digital Multimeters. One would be hard pressed to find something else in the tool belt of an engineering
technician or electrician. Fluke 87V is the go to meter for precise measurement. 2. Oscilloscopes are tools that are
used around the electronics world to troubleshoot circuits. These kits will give students the opportunity to use the
oscilloscope on an actual circuit that has been designed to teach students what signals may be obtained with an
oscilloscope. They will be able to characterize the circuits and take data using these kits. Critical thinking and
observation skills needed by all good engineering technicians. 3. PLCs - Programmable Logic Controllers. 4.
Upgrades to Audio Visual Equipment in ET107. We should have equipment that enhances the learning. When
showing pictures of circuits or videos of electronics production the rich colors found in television helps greatly
when color is crucial - places where the projector shows color as very dull. Now if COVID causes us to limit class
size again we can use the two rooms in conjunction to teach the same content and adhering to class size restrictions.
5. The printer we have in ET107 is on its last leg. The ink cartridges are linking and there are other parts are taped
together to hold. We would like to get a printer where students can not only print from their stations but also has the
capability to scan homework and other assignments so they can be easily uploaded to Canvas. This an example of
leveling the playing field for students. 6. Dobot Magicians would allow students to learn robotics on a smaller scale.
They would learn how to create an assembly line that is totally automated. We had a summer robotics class that was
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They would learn how to create an assembly line that is totally automated. We had a summer robotics class that was
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The equipment in the Materials lab are old and outdated, requiring frequent repairs. Many of them have been used
for more than 25 years and they have passed their end-of-life years ago. For many of them, even parts are not
available in the marketplace and when they fail it leaves the faculty no option to offer the critical experiments
dependent on them
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OWLs We anticipate that hybrid instruction is going to become more popular, going forward. Moreover, we
anticipate that hybrid instruction itself will shift and develop: it's likely that our face-to-face and online modalities
will need to be increasingly flexible, with the option for students to participate both on and offline, regardless of the
course modality. OWLs will increase student access to our courses. Whiteboards We are happy that most of the
chalkboards have been replaced with whiteboards in both the LC and the LA buildings; however, at least one
chalkboard still remains (LA 113), and the other rooms only have one board at the front. Although we often use the
LCD projector (when it works) to display information, many English teachers also rely on old-fashioned board
work (with students working at the board). A class of students does not fit on a single board. Additional, portable
whiteboards will be incredibly helpful. Pen Tablets Pen tablets will make it easier for faculty and tutors to interact
with students' work. This is especially important in the largely-online environment because it allows an instructor or
tutor to provide visual feedback. And students can also take this feedback with them after a conference or tutoring
session has ended.
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tutor to provide visual feedback. And students can also take this feedback with them after a conference or tutoring
session has ended. Headphones A class set of headphones is useful for ESL lab classes. Headphones allow students
to practice listening and skills while in class. Furniture for lab space We are losing our computer lab, LC 202, but
are lucky to be gaining a lab space on the ground floor of the ALC. We need furniture to make this space student
and pedagogy friendly.
Equipment updates are required to provide quality instruction that is consistent with current industry standards
which will contribute to the program's learning outcome for student preparedness for workforce and transfer. A new
weather station will benefit Geography students (Physical Geography lecture and lab, Introduction to Weather
lecture and lab) and students in Chemistry classes by providing them with real time atmospheric conditions.
Additional sling psychrometers will allow each student in the Physical Geography and Introduction to Weather lab
courses the opportunity to accurately measure real time temperature and humidity values. Extra batteries will allow
additional hands-on experience in data acquisition using our Anafi Parrot drones and better prepare students for
entering the competitive workforce.
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All of the equipment is needed for students to practice advanced first aid and safety skills and successfully complete
the Advanced First Aid/CPR course and attain the American Red Cross (ARC) Certification.
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The items requested will allow our students to master the equipment currently in use in our industry, improving
their professionalism, increasing job opportunities, and reflecting well on the program's relevancy.
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Industrial Design students need to create concepts through color drawings and develop three dimensional objects
that represent their design solutions with physical models. During the design process, Industrial Design students are
required to make color poster boards, concept models, and scaled prototypes. More often than not, students do not
have their own funds to purchase materials for their DVC projects.
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that represent their design solutions with physical models. During the design process, Industrial Design students are
required to make color poster boards, concept models, and scaled prototypes. More often than not, students do not
have their own funds to purchase materials for their DVC projects.
Justification for Binoculars We offer a number of courses (BIOSC 102, BIOSC 126, BIOSC 161 and BIOSC 131)
that include field labs to study bird adaptations and marine mammals and binoculars are a necessary instrument for
those labs. Therefore, we have approximately 7 sections of students per semester that require the use of binoculars.
Our general biology majors and non-majors courses (BIOSC-102, BIOSC-131), Marine Biology (BIOSC 161,162)
and Ecology and Field Biology (BIOSC 126) would benefit from a shared set of new binoculars for our field labs,
particularly for studying bird adaptations and sighting marine mammals. Our current binoculars are impossibly old
and are much more appropriately used as antique museum displays than for our classes. We no longer have a class
set of binoculars due to the old (20 plus year old set) binoculars breaking and currently the instructor spends more
time trying to patch back together binoculars than teaching the field classes. This is such a problem that we prefer
to ask students to bring their own if they have them and share those. However, many of our students can't afford
binoculars and it would be a tremendous benefit at a relatively small cost to be able to have a shared set at SRC for
the use of our biology classes. Providing binoculars for our students is important to equity as skills and labs that
involve their use are integral to the learning objectives of these courses and the majority of our students cannot
afford their own pair. These classes are also high demand classes. BIOSC 102 is a life science transferable class and
BIOSC 131 is needed for the biology degree. BIOSC 126, 161 and 131 are all required for the natural science and
environmental science degrees. Therefore we need proper equipment for those classes so that students who
complete those classes at SRC have the same experience as those completing them at PHC. Justification for
Dissection Microscopes for OCEAN-102, BIOSC-131, and BIOSC-102, BIOSC-126 Oceanography (OCEAN 102),
non-major's biology (BIOSC 102), major's biology (BIOSC 130 and 131) and ecology (BIOSC 126) all require
students to observe live and preserved specimens under dissection microscopes which magnify structures so that
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binoculars and it would be a tremendous benefit at a relatively small cost to be able to have a shared set at SRC for
the use of our biology classes. Providing binoculars for our students is important to equity as skills and labs that
involve their use are integral to the learning objectives of these courses and the majority of our students cannot
afford their own pair. These classes are also high demand classes. BIOSC 102 is a life science transferable class and
BIOSC 131 is needed for the biology degree. BIOSC 126, 161 and 131 are all required for the natural science and
environmental science degrees. Therefore we need proper equipment for those classes so that students who
complete those classes at SRC have the same experience as those completing them at PHC. Justification for
Dissection Microscopes for OCEAN-102, BIOSC-131, and BIOSC-102, BIOSC-126 Oceanography (OCEAN 102),
non-major's biology (BIOSC 102), major's biology (BIOSC 130 and 131) and ecology (BIOSC 126) all require
students to observe live and preserved specimens under dissection microscopes which magnify structures so that
Justification for Binoculars We offer a number of courses (BIOSC 102, BIOSC 126, BIOSC 161 and BIOSC 131)
that include field labs to study bird adaptations and marine mammals and binoculars are a necessary instrument for
those labs. Therefore, we have approximately 7 sections of students per semester that require the use of binoculars.
Our general biology majors and non-majors courses (BIOSC-102, BIOSC-131), Marine Biology (BIOSC 161,162)
and Ecology and Field Biology (BIOSC 126) would benefit from a shared set of new binoculars for our field labs,
particularly for studying bird adaptations and sighting marine mammals. Our current binoculars are impossibly old
and are much more appropriately used as antique museum displays than for our classes. We no longer have a class
set of binoculars due to the old (20 plus year old set) binoculars breaking and currently the instructor spends more
time trying to patch back together binoculars than teaching the field classes. This is such a problem that we prefer
to ask students to bring their own if they have them and share those. However, many of our students can't afford
binoculars and it would be a tremendous benefit at a relatively small cost to be able to have a shared set at SRC for
the use of our biology classes. Providing binoculars for our students is important to equity as skills and labs that
involve their use are integral to the learning objectives of these courses and the majority of our students cannot
afford their own pair. These classes are also high demand classes. BIOSC 102 is a life science transferable class and
BIOSC 131 is needed for the biology degree. BIOSC 126, 161 and 131 are all required for the natural science and
environmental science degrees. Therefore we need proper equipment for those classes so that students who
complete those classes at SRC have the same experience as those completing them at PHC. Justification for
Dissection Microscopes for OCEAN-102, BIOSC-131, and BIOSC-102, BIOSC-126 Oceanography (OCEAN 102),
non-major's biology (BIOSC 102), major's biology (BIOSC 130 and 131) and ecology (BIOSC 126) all require
students to observe live and preserved specimens under dissection microscopes which magnify structures so that
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Justification for Binoculars We offer a number of courses (BIOSC 102, BIOSC 126, BIOSC 161 and BIOSC 131)
that include field labs to study bird adaptations and marine mammals and binoculars are a necessary instrument for
those labs. Therefore, we have approximately 7 sections of students per semester that require the use of binoculars.
Our general biology majors and non-majors courses (BIOSC-102, BIOSC-131), Marine Biology (BIOSC 161,162)
and Ecology and Field Biology (BIOSC 126) would benefit from a shared set of new binoculars for our field labs,
particularly for studying bird adaptations and sighting marine mammals. Our current binoculars are impossibly old
and are much more appropriately used as antique museum displays than for our classes. We no longer have a class
set of binoculars due to the old (20 plus year old set) binoculars breaking and currently the instructor spends more
time trying to patch back together binoculars than teaching the field classes. This is such a problem that we prefer
to ask students to bring their own if they have them and share those. However, many of our students can't afford
binoculars and it would be a tremendous benefit at a relatively small cost to be able to have a shared set at SRC for
the use of our biology classes. Providing binoculars for our students is important to equity as skills and labs that
involve their use are integral to the learning objectives of these courses and the majority of our students cannot
afford their own pair. These classes are also high demand classes. BIOSC 102 is a life science transferable class and
BIOSC 131 is needed for the biology degree. BIOSC 126, 161 and 131 are all required for the natural science and
environmental science degrees. Therefore we need proper equipment for those classes so that students who
complete those classes at SRC have the same experience as those completing them at PHC. Justification for
Dissection Microscopes for OCEAN-102, BIOSC-131, and BIOSC-102, BIOSC-126 Oceanography (OCEAN 102),
non-major's biology (BIOSC 102), major's biology (BIOSC 130 and 131) and ecology (BIOSC 126) all require
students to observe live and preserved specimens under dissection microscopes which magnify structures so that
Vehicles are needed to get staff around the campus, move furniture and equipment, store necessary tools to have at
work locations. Some of these vehicles have lived out their life cycle and are due to be replaced/upgraded. The new
equipment is needed in order to save rental costs, availability of rentals to perform necessary job applications on the
campus when needed.
Second computer monitor for faculty: Since COVID, the math department is facing a massive programmatic
transformation resulting in increased numbers of online classes being offered, and different ways these online
classes are being offered. Many students prefer online classes and offering online classes allows the department to
be more equitable, because of the lack of commute, childcare options, work hours, and ease of access for students
with a disability. Over the pandemic we have learned a lot about effective teaching online, including the importance
and challenges associated with making connections with our students. Forming close relationships with our students
is crucial to improving equitable student success and course completion. Students who feel connected to their
instructors tend to persist in the class and feel more connected to the material. One strategy the department has
developed to connect better with students online is through Zoom meetings for classes, where students can interact
with each other and the teacher. Particularly helpful is being able to see our students and their videos and Zoom
reactions (such as emojis). However, if we need to check our notes on the computer or share our screen in order to
teach, Zoom will not display all the students' videos on the screen at the same time. In order to be able to teach and
connect with our students, all full-time faculty need a second monitor to show the student videos. Since all students
have to take a math class in order to transfer, and many of our students will take an online math class, this change
will affect the whole campus. From DVC Procedure 4003.01 (Distance Education) states, “DVC curriculum
standards specify that all learning opportunities have equivalent quality”.
In order to give students taking a class
online equivalent quality, we need to be able to see all our students at once, just like in a face to face class. For that,
we need to have a second monitor. Making this change will improve the functioning of the math department,
through improving our online classes. With the decline in enrollment, one area we are examining is the proportion
of online classes we should offer. Improving the quality of our online classes by having a second monitor will
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The department has been lucky enough to replace most of larger expensive percussion equipment through the
program review process over the past 5 years. There are many smaller individual instruments that could use
replacement. Many of these percussion equipment are between $100 and $600 per unit. This bundle includes,
suspended cymbals, drum set pedals, timpani heads, djembe replacements, Latin American percussion, etc. These
instruments are shared by many classes and ensembles such as band, orchestra, jazz, rock and newly formed world
music ensembles.
The PACE Program would like to include swag (pens, highlighters, planners, flash drives, etc...) to help promote
the program when conducting outreach and recruitment.
The gas emission spectroscopy kit will be used by both Physics 121 and Chemistry 120 sections at SRC. This kit
demonstrates electron relaxation and ties into teaching the quantum mechanical model of the atom in both
chemistry and physics; this topic is part of the SLOs in each course. SRC currently has one gas emission
spectroscopy kit (with only hydrogen and mercury gases), and would like to supplement with an additional kit (with
additional, different gases - not duplicates) to accommodate the new full-time physics instructor set to join the SRC
faculty in Fall 22 and offer a variety of samples to our emission spectroscopy equipment. Additionally, the PHC
Chemistry and Physics departments currently have these gas emission spectroscopy kits; to offer an equitable
experience for SRC Chemistry and Physics students, we are requesting funds to purchase to match our PHC
counterparts. These gas emission spectroscopy kits would benefit 15+ sections of Chem 108 per year, 4 sections of
Chem 120 per year and 2 sections of Phys 121 per year. The impact on SRC Physical Science students would be
significant!
To provide a safe workspace for our staff and students, upgrading our computer lab stations with
waterproof/washable keyboards and mice allow for regular wiping/spraying with sanitizing solution between each
student use. To prevent the spread of airborne illnesses and keep our staff and students safe, HEPA air filters
installed in our building's ventilation system will also be necessary. Costs unknown. Our current office printer is for
students to use and regularly jams, needs repair as it has been used for many years. In anticipation of it giving out,
we would like to upgrade to a newer, highly rated high-yield printer (and with less expensive ink cartridge refills) doing so would pay for itself within a year due to the higher cost of the current ink cartridges alone.
Most DVC Industrial Design, Design for Manufacturing (D4m), and high school summer camp students have no
prior experience using hand tools. These hand tools and bits get worn out quickly and need to be replaced
frequently, as they are in high demand.
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Ran
k Request
2 Seasonal/hourly support

Unit [code]
Admissions and Records
[D4001]

Category
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

Architecture [D4105A]

E.8 SUPPLIES BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

4

Student technicians for laser cutter, 3D
printer and CNC router operation.

Biol/Health Sci Div
E.9
Admi&n Phys Sci/Eng Div SUPPLIES/OPERATING
Admin [D3500]
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

6

Supplemental Instruction (SI) funding

636

Biol/Health Sci Div
E.9
Admi&n Phys Sci/Eng Div SUPPLIES/OPERATING
Admin [D3500]
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

7

Student Center Funding (outreach, marketing,
supplies)

Biological Science and
Oceanography [D3530B]

1

Increase $30,000 supplies budget
augmentation to $37,500 (actual amount
needed).

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

637

Career Services [D4011]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

2 Student Workers - Career and Transfer Center
Peer Advisors (x2)

Career Services [D4011]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

3 Part-time Counselors dedicated to Career and
Transfer Services

638

Career Services [D4011]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

Communication Studies
[D3033]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

10 Wardrobe for Opportunity Contract

1

639

$15,000 increase in funding for Speech and
Debate Team to fund travel to State and
National Championship tournaments.

Computer Information
Systems and Business
[S4710]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

Computer Information
Systems and Business
[S4710]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

3 Create an Operations Budget for the SRC
Library

1

Counseling - PHC [D4005] E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Counseling - PHC [D4005] E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Counseling - PHC [D4005] E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Counseling - PHC [D4005] E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Counseling - PHC [D4005] E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

Books and Ebooks for the SRC Library

6 Printing

5 Events and Training

4 HS Counselor Conference supplies & food
costs
1 SARS Anywhere annual costs for annual
support fee
2 Career Tests for Career 110, Career 120,
Career 130 classes Strong Interest Inventory
and Myers Briggs tests

640

Counseling - PHC [D4005] E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Dance [D3034]
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

3 Hourly support to assist student in person and
at the front counter and to help the office
when staff are on vacation
4

Student Worker- responsibilities include
equipment management, setup costumes,
marketing intern, video editor, music editor

$9,500 operational budget

Dance [D3034]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

2

Distance Education
[D1080DE]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

10 Supplies

Drama [D3031]

1

641

$5,500 increase in operational budget

Drama [D3031]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

2

Industrial Cooktop

Drama [D3031]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

3

Hat & Wig Rack Materials

642

Drama [D3031]

E.1 EQUIPMENT

Engineering [D4105E]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

Engineering Technology
[D4105ET]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

4

Foam Wig Heads

9 Funds for student workers to assist in the laser
cutter and 3D printer lab and woodshop

10 student worker

643

Financial Aid [D4005F]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

1 Global Core verification software as a service

Industrial Design [D4105I] E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Kinesiology [D3900]
E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

7 Student worker

1

644

Student-Athlete Meal Money

Kinesiology/Athletics/Dan E.9
ce Division Admin
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
[D3900A]
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION
Library Division Admin
E.9
[D1080A]
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

Life Sciences [S4750L]

3 Campus Wide Student Center Budget
Organization
8

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

Supplies budget for Distance Education

9 Tutoring budget augmentation

645

Life Sciences [S4750L]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

3 Annual expense - Oceanography 102
educational research vessel aquatic field
laboratory

Life Sciences [S4750L]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

4 Ecology & Marine Biology field laboratory
experience

646

Mathematics [D4605]

E.10 OTHER NEEDS

8 Math Supplemental Instruction (SI) Program

MESA [D1100M]

E.10 OTHER NEEDS

4 Expand and continue the Supplemental
Instruction (SI) program for MESA/STEM
students to support the academic needs of
students.

MESA [D1100M]

E.10 OTHER NEEDS

2 Increase funding for MESA outreach,
resources including improving online services
for students, mentorship opportunities and
other important MESA sub programs.

647

PACE [D1100C]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

6

PACE Tutors

PACE [D1100C]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

7

PACE Peer Mentors

Physical Sciences
[S4750P]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

Puente Learning
Community [D1100P]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

5 Tutoring budget augmentation

2

648

Increase in overall budget

Transfer Services [D4014] E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

2 Part-time Counselors dedicated to Career &
Transfer Services

Transfer Services [D4014] E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

4 Student Worker / Peer Advisor (2 positions)

649

Transfer Services [D4014] E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

3 Transfer Events / Programming: Transfer Day
in fall, HBCU Fair/Caravan, Transfer MiniFair Series in spring, end of the year Transfer
Celebration, Bus Trips (i.e., UC Davis)

TRiO - ETS/UB [D4013]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

TRiO - ETS/UB [D4013]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

1 Three (3) student employees to support
recruitment and students services to middle
and high school students at TRIO target
schools. These student employees will also
serve as mentors encouraging secondary level
students to remain in school, graduate and
complete college.
2 Funding to cover the pending 5.07% salary
and benefits increase to the ETS Budget

Umoja Learning
Community [D1100U]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

3

650

Supplemental Instruction/Tutoring

Vice-President, Student
Services [D1050]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

2

Student Worker

Work Experience
[D3800W]

E.9
SUPPLIES/OPERATING
BUDGET
AUGMENTATION

2

Augment operating budget to support travel
costs for faculty

651

Related Unit/Program Strategies/Activities
Install small kiosks in SSC

Innovation or
Maintenance of
Effort

Increase student access to ET lab facilities such
as woodshop and machine shop which are
utilized in instructional assignments and student
projects.

Increase student engagement across the college
and integrate student voices into all our work.

652

Academic
Year

Cost Per

Number

$3000

1

Using an equity lens, support the development of
pathways as a strategy to implement the
Educational Master Plan.

Increase effectiveness of labs with innovative or
replacement instructional equipment to help
decrease equity gaps and improve learning and
success of students taking Biology lab courses.
This would directly improve the students'
"through" experience and their ability to
successfully make their way "out" of the
program.

653

Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.

Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.

654

Career Closet addresses equity gaps in career
readiness

$15,000 increase in funding for Speech and
Debate Team to fund travel to State and National
Championship tournaments.

655

Create an operations budget for the SRC Library
to use to purchase supplies.

Create a materials budget for the SRC Library to innovation
use to purchase books and ebooks.

Support College Retention

Support College Retention

Support College Retention

Assist students in scheduling in-person and
remote drop-in sessions and appointments to
connect with counselors.
Support College Retention

656

Assist students in scheduling in-person and
remote drop-in sessions and appointments to
connect with counselors.
Revitalization Program - Marketing

Operational Budget

Create stable ongoing funding to support
distance education

657

$5,500 increase in operational budget

replacement

900

1

$5,500 increase in operational budget

maintenance

300.0

1

658

$5,500 increase in operational budget

replacement

Increase student access to ET Lab facilities
which are utilized in instructional assignments
and student projects.

Continue to update degrees, certificates, and
course offerings to increase success of a diverse
student population in the job market and
increase success in transfer to four-year
programs.

659

$1,000

50

Invest time, energy, and funding into technology
solutions to streamline financial aid services,
processing, and communication and improve the
student experience.

Maintain and improve current Industrial Design
courses and industry relationship
Adequately support student-athletes through
budget, staffing and services

660

Continue with the work of the Guided Pathways
Steering Team and implementation of Student
Centers in each Interest Area
Get approved a permanent budget for funding
Distance Education support and technologies

Tutoring Center-Library Center

661

Offering transfer level courses in biological
sciences.

Offering transfer level courses in biological
sciences.

662

Supplemental Instruction (SI) supports students
across STEM majors. The SI program is a
student-led learning environment designed and
proven to enhance students' performance in
some of our campus's most challenging science
and math courses. The program holds voluntary,
free support workshops to help students build
their confidence in problem solving and improve
their conceptual understanding of the material.
Student facilitators coordinate with science and
math faculty to tailor the weekly sessions to the
topics being discussed in class that week,
highlight common challenges, and reinforce key
themes to support student success. SI impacts
students across the science majors, is a best
practice in teaching, builds community, and
increases student learning and academic success.
Expand the MESA Supplemental Instruction (SI)
program on campus and increase funding for SI.

Request that the MESA Program Manager's
salary be allocated from DVC Generalfunds.

663

Increase GE course offerings through the PACE
Program

Expand PACE Program to SRC

Enhanced STEM tutoring program

Increase the number of underrepresented
students transferring to 4-year universities

664

Meet demand for Transfer Services engagement
in new Interest Area Student / Success Centers
around campus to align with Guided Pathways

Outreach and marketing of Career & Transfer
Services to students through innovative digital &
virtual strategies.

665

Sustain relationships with primary transfer
colleges and universities to continue DVC's
strong transfer reputation by connecting
university reps with students (specifically our
underrepresented transfer student populations).

Objective B. ETS 92% , UBI 85% and UBII
83% Secondary School Graduation (Regular
Secondary School Diploma).

Objective B. ETS 92% , UBI 85% and UBII
83% Secondary School Graduation (Regular
Secondary School Diploma).

Supplemental Instruction Leaders

666

Assist in the on-going integration of student
support services and instruction to ensure
equitable infrastructure of facilities, staffing of
student centers, development and
implementation of pathway efforts, student
experiences, and outcomes.

667

Total Cost

$3000

Funding
Cost Per Year Source
$120,000 SEAP

Lifespan

SWP/Perkin
s

$50,000 SEAP

668

Disposal
Cost

$10000

$7,500

669

$7000 per student =
$14000 per year

SEAP

$68.44/hr., 25 hrs. per
week, 9 months =
$63,135.90/annually

SEAP

670

$1000

SEAP

15000

671

$3,000

$10000

$10,000

$600 SEAP

$5400 SEAP

3403 SEAP

$9,100 SEAP

$40,194 SEAP

672

$14,560 SEAP

$10,000

$9,500

5,000

$5,500 SWP/Perkin
s

673

900

0

300.0

0

674

$1,000

)

$5,000 SWP/Perkin
s

10,000 SWP/Perkin
s

675

$42,000 SEAP

10,000.00

SWP/Perkin
s
$87,000

676

unsure

SEAP

5,000

9600

677

3,200

2900

678

8000

$7686/year

$7686/year

TBD

TBD

SEAP

679

$9600

680

$56.93/hr., 32 hrs. per
week, 9 months =
$58296.32/annually.

SEAP

$7,000/student x 2
students = $14,000
annually

SEAP

681

$10,000/year

SEAP

$16,704 (3 Student
SEAP
Employees 12 hours per
week for 32 weeks at
$14.50/ hr plus
Worker's Comp at 1.2%
($200). Total of
$16,900
$12,359 ($9,303 to
cover the 5% increase
for staff salaries and
$3,056 to cover
increase in fringe and
PERS benefits).
4200 SEAP

682

$8,000 SEAP

$500 SWP/Perkin
s

683

Request Shared
This request relates to every other in the PR. Our hourly staff
handle much of our F2F contact in A&R and supplement the
work of our permanent staff. We have them work in the
Veterans Service office, the Enrollment Lab, our front
windows and our chat/phone lines.
This request is shared by architecture, engineering,
engineering technology and industrial design.

All STEM and MESA

684

All STEM and MESA

All units/programs within the Biology Department would
access this ongoing augmentation.

685

Shared with Transfer Services

Shared with Career Services. Would also alleviate need to
redirect hours from Counseling so would free up those hours
for Counseling.

686

Basic Needs

N/A

687

English Department and Community of Pride Learning
Community
English Department and Community of Pride Learning
Community
Assessment Center, Welcome Services, Admissions, Financial
Aid, EOPS, DSS, Counseling
Assessment Center, Financial Aid, EOPS, DSS, Counseling,

Career classes support students in life planning, major
exploration and career exploration

688

Hourly staff help all students including transfer students, DSS
students, EOPS students, International students and general
students.

Entire college

No

689

690

Architecture, Engineering Technology, and IndustrialDesign
programs

A student worker would be helpful for the Industrial Design
and Electronics Dept.

691

A student worker would be helpful for the Engineering
Technology and Electronics Dept.
No

692

All Area Deans would need this to occur in their interest areas.

Distance Education

This request is fully supported by the SRC Math and SRC
Chemistry IUS and both of these IUs would benefit from
increased hours in tutoring

693

694

Chemistry and Mesa. Mesa was central to helping coordinate
the program. Both math and chemistry have worked together
to make a successful SI program.

Math and Chemistry have shared this request. MESA
coordinated the SI sessions with the help of Math and
Chemistry faculty and deans. It has been proposed that moving
on the departments will take the lead on hosting the SI
sessions.

NA

695

SRC Math, SRC Life Science. This request is fully supported
by these IUs and would benefit from increased tutoring hours
in math and science.

No.

696

Shared with Career Services. Would also alleviate need to
redirect hours from Counseling so would free up those hours
for Counseling.

Shared with Career Services.

697

Benefits Learning Communities (and Friends of Learning
Communities), EOPS/CARE as those students will be invited.

Financial Aid Work Study Program

698

Non-Related.

699

Justification
This support is critical to maintaining the service levels that are expected of A&R. We touch so many different
areas that our permanent staff are stretched thin trying to meet the needs. Our seasonal support allows us to staff
extended hours at the start of the semester, during registration period and our after-hours chat services. This request
directly addresses the student experience.
Funding for student technicians to assist in the supervision and operation of the laser cutters, 3D printers nd CNC
routers are requested to increase accessibility to the labs and provide much needed supervision and assistance in
running the equipment to prevent loss and liability. Student Impact: This request seeks to support excellence in our
lab facilities by providing support for the multiple projects that students bring to our lab environments for
fabrication, and also by providing students the opportunity to engage in learning how to work in a supportive and
educative role as technical lab assistants. Access to these shops and labs is expanded with student workers,
providing greater availability for all student populations to have an opportunity to safely use our laser cutters, 3D
printers, and traditional and computer controlled tools. These laboratories also support project completion in a
number of architecture classes which rely on available open access to these tools and facilities throughout the week
to complete regular design assignments. The scale of this request generally affects all students within the
architecture program during their two years of study and also impacts students in other programs such as
engineering, engineering technology and industrial design who also rely on available and supervised access to the
lab and shop facilities. Program Impact: This request is closely tied with our ability to safely run and provide
positive access, supervision and guided learning experiences for students in fabrication environments such as the
woodshop and the laser cutter and 3D printer lab, all of which are closely connected and utilized in a variety of
classes on a weekly basis. These requests are also fundamental to our ability to provide improved lab hours, and
expansion of our lab availability and safety throughout the week.

700

Increase Operation Budget by $7,500/year - Over the last 10 years our most expensive class offerings, Anatomy,
Physiology and Microbiology, have all doubled in terms of the sections taught (from 7 to 14, from 5 to 10 and from
9 to 18, respectively). The Microbiology budget had to be internally augmented from $8,000 to $17,000 just to get
by. Over the same time frame, the cost of supplies, specimens, cadavers and Oceanography research cruises
increased dramatically. At one time the department had the budget to support 10 student workers. These monies had
to be diverted to supplies budgets to help cover the rising costs. The Oceanography supplies budget didn't cover the
cost of the specimens for one section of Marine Biology lab let alone the supplies required to support the 10-11
Ocean 102 lab sections offered each academic year. We offer 20-22 sections of Biosc 102 each academic year (our
non-major's Biology course) and lab activities have been reduced and some labs cut due to funding issues. Student
lab groups of 2-3, where everyone can participate in hands-on work, have been replaced with larger groups of 4-6
with some labs being run only as demonstrations. This is due solely to an inefficient budget. Thorough budget
analyses completed by department in collaboration with the administration show that, excluding program review,
IEC incentive and major equipment repair funds, Biology Department expenditures average 100% of General Fund
and Additional Allocations allotted to the Department budget (and are now approx. $141,000 annually). The
Biology Department was one of the programs initially included in a "pilot" dynamic budget augmentation process
implemented by former President Garcia. With the research and support of our amazing Laboratory Coordinator,
Lisa Brager, the department has requested recent augmentations based on her highly detailed per section cost
estimates and the number of sections of each lab offered that academic year. Biology Department supply funds were
increased by $30,000 permanently in '16-'17, an amount insufficient by $7,500, due to misestimating and
misunderstanding regarding status of 9.7% "across the board" augmentation that was in place at the time estimates
Student Workers - Peer Advisors are essential to the functions of our center. Their student perspectives are critical
to the outreach strategies and providing peer-to-peer support functions for students trying to navigate stressful
processes of college applications and job searches. In addition, students gain valuable professional experience
working in our center. These funds allow us to offer campus employment opportunities to students who may not
otherwise be eligible for federal work study (ex: undocumented students) so we can be a more inclusive and
representative staff. Our student worker budget essentially allows us to hire one student for the year. To effectively
operate the Career & Transfer Center, we need a team of student Peer Advisors of at least 6-8 students. To
supplement this line item, we have historically been able to hire additional Peer Advisors with funding from
International Students Office and 3SP, but that is not guaranteed moving forward. We also hire some Federal Work
Study students. However, additional monies for students who are not eligible for these programs (ex: undocumented
students) would help us be more inclusive in hiring a student staff that is representative of the DVC student body.
Peer contact for students (via chat, phone, and walk-ins) provides a welcoming space for students to ask any and all
types of transfer and career related questions. Peer Advisors assist with daily office tasks, workshop/event
attendance data entry and tracking, university representative and employer visit entries, transfer research to update
our student resources, and culturally relevant marketing of our services and special events. PT Counselors Permanently budgeting for part-time counselors who will be stationed in the Career & Transfer Center on an
ongoing basis to provide weekly drop-in counseling at 25 hours/week and can assist with ENGL and MATH class
presentations, TAG Review appointments in September, and Personal Insight Question Review appointments in
October and November would stabilize these core transfer services by no longer relying on external funding
sources. Since funding for counselor hours has decreased in the past year, Career & Transfer Drop-In counseling
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College operational budgets have fallen behind over the past 20-30 years, not even keeping up with inflation. That
is why the across-the-board increases over the past few years has been helpful. However, COMM believes there
needs to be a time when FTES and FTEF need to be factored into future fund allocations so that budgets adapt to
programs and growing programs are not further restrained. As for our immediate needs due to growth, providing
additional funding for our programs is a top priority. To meet growing student requests, we added a COMM 163
(Forensics) section to each semester last year. This ongoing funding will allow our growing team to send DVC's
qualified students to represent DVC at the State and National Tournaments. With that opportunity to compete for a
now nationally recognized program, students are now receiving full-ride scholarships to 4-year programs. Finally,
sending all qualified students to this event allows them to dramatically accelerate their learning, develop their
confidence, rewards their year-long efforts and allows our program to be more equitable. For example, the state
tournament allows us to take 22 students to southern California and typically cost 4000 to 6000 dollars for hotel,
travel, and food costs. The national tournament, which allows 14 students, can range anywhere from 8000 to 12000
depending on where the tournament is held (e.g. Washington D.C., St. Louis Missouri). In previous years, we have
attended these tournaments using reserves in our forensics trust and through fundraising efforts. As described in
A.2.4 "The Speech and Debate Team continues to be central component to the Communication Studies
Department's institutional success. Not only does the program offers a high impact opportunity for the 75 students
who participate per year, it also provides valuable examples and peer feedback to 1100-1200 students who attend
our Speech Night, intramural tournament, and collegiate invitational. Our highest achieving Speech and Debate
team members, most of whom are students of color, are also tutors, working to support 3400+ students in our
department with the highest need. However, despite being a significant portion of our operating budget, as the
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Currently, the SRC Library's operational needs are being met by the greater San Ramon Campus budget. Due to the
pandemic, there has been a dramatic decrease in the number of in-person classes being offered on campus. As a
result, fewer faculty and students are on campus, which has led to a surplus in the SRC operational budget through
the decreased use of supplies and resources; this budget surplus has been used to meet the needs of the new library.
This is a temporary and unsustainable situation: as students and faculty return to campus at closer to pre-pandemic
levels, this surplus will go away, while the needs of the library will continue to exist and increase proportionate to
increased use by returning faculty and students. The library requires its own operational budget in order to buy the
supplies it needs to operate a student-centered learning environment with high quality library and information
services and resources. It is only responsible to foresee the coming needs and provide for their eventuality through
approval of this request. If the library has a reliable, predictable budget, it will aid in efficient planning and day-today function of the library, which provides essential support on campus of academic excellence and student success
across the disciplines. To clarify, the SRC Library is requesting the creation of an operations budget because it
currently has none; we are not requesting an augmentation.
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we estimate a need for flyers for two events each semester as well as flyers to promote the community, both on
campus and in the community.We would like funds to cover two to three events each semester; costs include travel,
food, and honararia.
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The Revitalization committee for the Dance Program has identified several important factors that need to happen
and be ongoing to support the program and its students. A strong support staff able to support research, outreach
and dance productions is needed help the program in its effort to grow and support students. Additionally, the
Dance Department must continue to function with finances that give them the means to operate as a department.
The Operational Budget supports both Dance Productions and the Dance Program as a whole. Asking students to
volunteer to support the productions, sound and video editing long term is untenable and impacts the program and
the students quality of success.
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As part of a permanent Distance Education budget, these funds will be used for supplies and miscellaneous annual
expenses, including some expenses related to the Staff Development Area.
Program Review Committee approved The Drama Department's request to increase in their operational operation
budget in Spring 2020, but only for a one-time increase. Costs have increased dramatically for the Drama
Department, yet our operational budget has not had a substantive increase for over 30 years. Cost for theatrical
licensing rights, streaming services, lumber, staffing, metal, and costume supplies for productions have dramatically
increased over the years. We've had to reduce our season from four to three shows to adjust to these costs; this, after
already reducing our season from a five show to a four-show season. This significantly affects our student's ability
to acquire the required credits they need to transfer in a timely manner and gain the experience they need to
audition to get into acting programs at four-year universities and colleges, as well as professional training programs.
Multiple performance units are a required element in nearly all theater transfer degrees in California. This also
impacts their ability to learn the skills and techniques needed to join the local professional theater workforce. An
increase in our operational budget would provide students with the support they need to achieve their educational
goals, and would effectively direct and augment its resources to increase student learning and success. The
breakdown for the request is as such: $1,300 theatrical licensing and streaming, $1200 lumber and metal supplies,
$1,200 for costuming supplies, $800 hourly staffing for costume shop, $500 hourly staffing for tech shop, $500 for
lighting supplies. If ongoing funds are not available, yearly funds would work. The budget request above will help
us continue to provide current, appropriate, equitable, and inclusive opportunities for DVC students. It is rare to
have a community college theater program with two full performance spaces; DVC has a 400-seat proscenium
theater, and a 130-seat theater-in-the round. Providing equitable and inclusive access for students has been a
tradition at DVC for many years - the Drama department is proud to be a part of that tradition. The Drama program
would like to go back to a full four to five show season of productions to be able to give all of our students the
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The industrial cooktop is an essential piece of equipment for the costuming area. It is used for dyeing fabrics and
costumes for our production courses (DR 270, 275, 202) and for the costuming course (DR 113). The current
cooktop is over 20 years old and was originally requested for replacement in 2009 due to severe rust issues. The
two front burners have now rusted through entirely, one burner has shorted out and ceases to heat, and all wobble
when used. The back two burners are also damaged due to their age and will not last much longer. We are asking to
replace this much needed equipment. The drama department has a variety of hats and wigs that are used for both
our production courses (DR 270, 275, 2020) and our costuming course (DR 113). Unfortunately, the department
does not have the sufficient hat and wig racks needed to store these items properly. Currently, are only option is to
store hats, headdresses and wigs in boxes that crush and damage them. These items become so damaged that they
are unusable, forcing the department to purchase new hats and wigs as replacements which puts a strain on our
budget. The requested materials would allow for the drama department to build adequate hat and wig racks which
would allow us to store these items properly which would increase their lifespan. In addition to the above
information about the materials for the hat and wig racks, we are requesting new foam wig heads that would allow
for us to store wigs properly. Our current wig head supply has not been replaced in over 10 years. We have lost
quite a few due to permanent damage and the current ones we have are worn out and need constant fixing. The
requested materials would allow for the drama department to store wigs properly which would increase their
lifespan. The items above will help provide current and appropriate opportunities for students to have access to
skills and learning outcomes that will greatly increase success for both acting and technical theater students. DVC
Drama provides a unique opportunity for students to get the skills and training they need to succeed in an equitable
and affordable community college environment. Keeping current on equipment helps to keep the transfer and
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These student workers increase accessibility to the labs and provide much needed supervision and assistance in
running the equipment to prevent loss and liability. In particular for computer aided design and drafting classes
many students need help and the instructor may not be able to prove the needed help on a timely manner and the
student worker will be able to respond. The money requested will be used to staff the fabrication and other labs 20
hours per week for a total of 640 hours for the duration of the fall and spring semesters.
A student worker would be helpful to all of our programs including architecture, engineering, construction, and
electronics. Students often need assistance when using devices such as laser cutters and 3D printers. DVC's
Engineering Technology program has a great deal of legacy equipment and tools that were required for machinists
and technicians in the dawn of the twentieth-first century. There is no annual budget from the college for the
machine shop, even though their had been a $20,000.00 annual budget for the program over a decade ago. More
recently, we have been relying on the generosity of the Workforce Development Office, but this is only a temporary
solution.
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Through the use of one-time categorical funds provided by the Chancellor's Office, Financial Aid is now able to
offer a secure online document platform, Global Core, to DVC students who are required to submit additional
forms and documents to the office for the purposes of determining their eligibility for aid. Prior to 21-22, students
could only submit documents in person, by mail, by fax or via InSite email. With the campus closure due to the
COVID-19, the lack of a secure online document submission platform highlighted that those options were not
effective, efficient, or student friendly. The submission options were not secure and often time consuming for the
student which could result in processing delays. By offering a financial aid online document submission platform,
we expect to increase access for students, particularly SRC and online only students, and reduce financial aid
processing time so aid can be released to students in a more timely manner. Increased speed and efficiency in
accepting and reviewing required financial aid documents will free up staff time to work with students who need
more assistance with the financial aid process (e.g. students/families that have experienced loss of income or have
unique circumstances, special populations such as foster youth, veterans, Dreamers, and student borrowers) and
result in increasing the number of DVC students applying for and accessing California Promise Grant and Federal
Pell Grant awards. Financial Aid for all colleges in the district have contracted with Global Core to implement a
solution for our district and we currently have one-time categorical funding to enter into a 3 year contact. DVC's
estimated cost is $42,000 annually. Financial Aid will need institutional financial support to fund the platform
beyond 2022-2023. As such, the program is requesting that the college fund the cost of the verification solution
since it would support efforts to complete financial aid files, potentially increase the number of California Promise
Grant and Pell Grants awarded to DVC students, and positively impact the Student Centered Funding formula for
DVC.
A student worker would be helpful to all of our programs including architecture, engineering, construction, and
electronics. Students often need assistance when using devices such as laser cutters and 3D printers.
Currently student-athletes are only provided up to a maximum of $20 in meal money ($5 breakfast, $5 lunch, $10
dinner) when gone for 12+ hours representing the college. This is a grossly inadequate amount of money to meet
the nutritional needs of our students and is less than 1/3 of what employees are allotted ($62.50). A common
example is a student-athlete leaving for an away game around 12pm and returning after 10pm, that student-athlete
will only receive $10 while being expected to engage in extremely high levels of physical activity while an
employee for the same trip would be eligible to claim $35. This is compounded by the fact that, not unlike our
general student population, many of our student-athletes come from disproportionately impacted student groups and
food insecurity is prevalent. We are requesting to increase this amount to $10 breakfast, $10 lunch, and $15 dinner
which is still approximately half of employee reimbursement. This modest increase will enable coaches to provide
student-athletes with the nutritional meal options that should be considered the bare minimum for our students
when they are in our care. The food options we are providing our students in this regard is also a powerful teaching
opportunity, and the current reimbursement only serves to reinforce unhealthy eating habits. By doing what is right
by our students also allows us to teach healthy nutritional choices that can lead to better lifelong health. Providing
adequate meal money for student-athletes supports DVC's values of equity and excellence by demonstrating the
well-being of our diverse student-athlete population is a priority and the missions of equity and lifelong learning.
This critical need has the potential to impact student achievement by sustaining the mind/body connection and
thereby benefiting course completion, persistence, and eventual degree/certificate completion. Specifically, the
stages of student experience Through and Out are emphasized with this request. Here is a document detailing how
we arrived at the $87,00 budget augmentation:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NmMr8qmG9guEiWQe6oRTDmhmYOxZjT8gnBFOwfOfzC8/edit?usp=shar
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Distance Education needs a budget to support ongoing online teaching and learning efforts. A supplies budget helps
account for unpredictable and miscellaneous costs.
JUSTIFICATION FOR TUTORING BUDGET AUGMENTATION In Fall 2021, the San Ramon campus opened a
new academic support center (ASC) to provide support services for all our students. The center offers SRC students
tutoring across the STEM curriculum, that includes biology, chemistry, math, oceanography, and physics. This is a
critical need for our students to provide support and resources in their learning throughout the semester. At present,
66 hours of tutoring/week are funded. However, this level of funding does not provide our students with a robust
tutoring program supporting our students in all these STEM disciplines nor is it equitable with the tutoring coverage
offered at PHC. Tutoring is a critical resource and is heavily utilized by students. In Fall 2019 (our last full semester
that offered only in-person tutoring), a total of 4,800 students visited the tutoring facility for a total of 6,150 hours.
In the 7 weeks that in-person tutoring occurred in Spring 2020, there were a total of 1,624 visits for a total of 2040
hours. In the following semesters due to the online format of tutoring the usage has decreased. However, starting in
Spring 2022, over 80% of STEM classes offered at SRC will have an in-person component, and we predict that in
Fall 2022 this percentage will be further increased. Students will be taking classes on campus and must be
supported in their learning and academic goals by offering additional tutoring hours across the STEM disciplines.
This is a critical student need and addresses increased student support and success. The request is being made to
fund 20 hours/week of tutoring hours to augment the current budget of 66 hours/week. This request is being
supported by the Life Science IU, the Math Department, and the Physical Science IU. Cost - 20 hours/week at
$15/hour for 16 weeks = $4800 per semester. Total annual budget augmentation of $9600. JUSTIFICATION FOR
OCEANOGRAPHY 102 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH VESSEL AQUATIC FIELD LABORATORY
Oceanography 102 at PHC participates in a vital aquatic field laboratory aboard an educational research vessel
which costs ($1600 per trip). The OCEAN-102 labs are built on analyzing data that is collected on this excursion
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that offered only in-person tutoring), a total of 4,800 students visited the tutoring facility for a total of 6,150 hours.
In the 7 weeks that in-person tutoring occurred in Spring 2020, there were a total of 1,624 visits for a total of 2040
hours. In the following semesters due to the online format of tutoring the usage has decreased. However, starting in
Spring 2022, over 80% of STEM classes offered at SRC will have an in-person component, and we predict that in
Fall 2022 this percentage will be further increased. Students will be taking classes on campus and must be
supported in their learning and academic goals by offering additional tutoring hours across the STEM disciplines.
This is a critical student need and addresses increased student support and success. The request is being made to
fund 20 hours/week of tutoring hours to augment the current budget of 66 hours/week. This request is being
supported by the Life Science IU, the Math Department, and the Physical Science IU. Cost - 20 hours/week at
$15/hour for 16 weeks = $4800 per semester. Total annual budget augmentation of $9600. JUSTIFICATION FOR
OCEANOGRAPHY 102 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH VESSEL AQUATIC FIELD LABORATORY
Oceanography 102 at PHC participates in a vital aquatic field laboratory aboard an educational research vessel
which costs ($1600 per trip). The OCEAN-102 labs are built on analyzing data that is collected on this excursion
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that offered only in-person tutoring), a total of 4,800 students visited the tutoring facility for a total of 6,150 hours.
In the 7 weeks that in-person tutoring occurred in Spring 2020, there were a total of 1,624 visits for a total of 2040
hours. In the following semesters due to the online format of tutoring the usage has decreased. However, starting in
Spring 2022, over 80% of STEM classes offered at SRC will have an in-person component, and we predict that in
Fall 2022 this percentage will be further increased. Students will be taking classes on campus and must be
supported in their learning and academic goals by offering additional tutoring hours across the STEM disciplines.
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Supplemental Instruction (SI) is a peer-led learning environment designed and proven to enhance students'
performance in some of our campus's most challenging science and math courses. The Math SI program focuses on
gatekeeper courses for our STEM majors. The program holds voluntary, free support workshops to help students
build their confidence in problem solving and improve their conceptual understanding of the material. Student
facilitators coordinate with math faculty to tailor the weekly sessions to the topics being discussed in class that
week, highlight common challenges, and reinforce key themes to support student success. SI impacts students
across the science majors, is a best practice in teaching, builds community, and increases student learning and
academic success. Unlike math tutoring, which helps students with supportive learning, SI focuses on helping
students become independent learners and learn how to run study groups. With the creation of the Math &
Engineering Student Center, we now have the perfect space to run these workshops to increase the goal of creating
a studious and welcoming space for our Math & Engineering Students. To do this, we will need to provide funding
for two student facilitators and one faculty lead to lead two SI workshops. The cost for this is approximately $7686
per year.

SI spring 2019 data indicates that overall students attending SI did significantly better than those that didn't attend
SI. Success rates for students attending SI for math courses was higher by 26%, followed by Physics at 9.54%,
Chemistry 7% and Biology at 4.51%. Specifically, success rates for Hispanic students taking SI versus not taking
Math SI was very high at 48%. Although the average attendance of Spring 2019 Math SI participants is low at 6.1,
the best SI models recommend to have a carrying capacity of 10 students to have a successful and productive SI
session.[Resource: The Leader's Guide to Supplemental Instruction] Currently 80% of the MESA Program
Manager's salary is funded by equity funds. If the salary is covered by General funds, then the equity money can be
funneled to support programmatic needs such as creating a part-time position for Outreach staff to grow the much
needed outreach program. We also need staff to help create the mentorship program for MESA students. It is
specially important for students of color to connect with professionals with similar backgrounds and to hear that it
is possible to break barriers and overcome challenges to attain their dreams of becoming a STEM professional.
SI spring 2019 data indicates that overall students attending SI did significantly better than those that didn't attend
SI. Success rates for students attending SI for math courses was higher by 26%, followed by Physics at 9.54%,
Chemistry 7% and Biology at 4.51%. Specifically, success rates for Hispanic students taking SI versus not taking
Math SI was very high at 48%. Although the average attendance of Spring 2019 Math SI participants is low at 6.1,
the best SI models recommend to have a carrying capacity of 10 students to have a successful and productive SI
session.[Resource: The Leader's Guide to Supplemental Instruction] Currently 80% of the MESA Program
Manager's salary is funded by equity funds. If the salary is covered by General funds, then the equity money can be
funneled to support programmatic needs such as creating a part-time position for Outreach staff to grow the much
needed outreach program. We also need staff to help create the mentorship program for MESA students. It is
specially important for students of color to connect with professionals with similar backgrounds and to hear that it
is possible to break barriers and overcome challenges to attain their dreams of becoming a STEM professional.
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The Pace Program needs a budget to sustain the hiring of PACE tutors and peer mentors as these positions are
needed to enhance the success of our PACE students. PACE tutors are critical to the success of PACE students,
especially in math and English courses. Because PACE students work and can't utilize traditional tutoring offered
through the ASC because they are working during these hours. The PACE program needs to hire tutors available
during evening and weekend hours for accessibility to our working adult population. Peer mentors play a valuable
role in connecting our PACE students with campus resources, while providing peer support and a sense of
engagement and belonging.
The Pace Program needs a budget to sustain the hiring of PACE tutors and peer mentors as these positions are
needed to enhance the success of our PACE students. PACE tutors are critical to the success of PACE students,
especially in math and English courses. Because PACE students work and can't utilize traditional tutoring offered
through the ASC because they are working during these hours. The PACE program needs to hire tutors available
during evening and weekend hours for accessibility to our working adult population. Peer mentors play a valuable
role in connecting our PACE students with campus resources, while providing peer support and a sense of
engagement and belonging.
In Fall 2021, the San Ramon campus opened a new academic support center (ASC) to provide support services for
all our students. The center offers SRC students tutoring across the STEM curriculum, that includes biology,
chemistry, math, oceanography, and physics. This is a critical need for our students to provide support and
resources in their learning throughout the semester. At present, 66 hours of tutoring/week are funded. However, this
level of funding does not provide our students with a robust tutoring program supporting our students in all these
STEM disciplines nor is it equitable with the tutoring coverage offered at PHC. Tutoring is a critical resource and is
heavily utilized by students. In Fall 2019 (our last full semester that offered only in-person tutoring), a total of 4,800
students visited the tutoring facility for a total of 6,150 hours. In the 7 weeks that in-person tutoring occurred in
Spring 2020, there were a total of 1,624 visits for a total of 2040 hours. In the following semesters due to the online
format of tutoring the usage has decreased. However, starting in Spring 2022, over 80% of STEM classes offered at
SRC will have an in-person component, and we predict that in Fall 2022 this percentage will be further increased.
Students will be taking classes on campus and must be supported in their learning and academic goals by offering
additional tutoring hours across the STEM disciplines. This is a critical student need and addresses increased
student support and success. The request is being made to fund 20 hours/week of tutoring hours to augment the
current budget of 66 hours/week. This request is being supported by the Life Science IU, the Math Department, and
the Physical Science IU. Cost - 20 hours/week at $15/hour for 16 weeks = $4800 per semester. Total annual budget
augmentation of $9600.
Puente has not received an increase in its overall operating budget to match the increase in costs for services and
events--such as busses, entrance fees for events, food, etc.
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Peer contact for students (via chat, phone, and walk-ins) provides a welcoming space for students to ask any and all
types of transfer and career related questions. Peer Advisors assist with daily office tasks, workshop/event
attendance data entry and tracking, university representative and employer visit entries, transfer research to update
our student resources, and culturally relevant marketing of our services and special events. Permanently budgeting
for part-time counselors who will be stationed in the Career & Transfer Center on an ongoing basis to provide
weekly drop-in counseling at both virtually and in person at 16 hours/week (32 hours total) and can assist with
ENGL and MATH class presentations, TAG Review appointments in September, and Personal Insight Question
Review appointments in October and November would stabilize these core transfer services by no longer relying on
external funding sources. Consistent CETDI coverage allows the Transfer Services Coordinator to effectively
balance the full-time coordination role. To prevent CETDI hours from further being sacrificed whenever counseling
priorities shift, we request setting aside a permanent budget for counselor time in Career & Transfer. Furthermore,
DVC Transfer prioritizes TAG and PIQ review hours because UC applicants comprise a majority of our transfer
population, so reviews of these critical pieces of their applications ensure our students' transfer success. During Fall
2021, the Transfer Center experienced significant challenges to meet the demand of students needing assistance
with the transfer process. The Counseling Department has recently lost some members to retirement and
reassignment, so securing counselors for Drop-in services became difficult as we transitioned to both remote and InPerson Drop-in appointments. There were instances when we had to turn students away when counselors were
unavailable. During Zoom virtual Drop-in appointments, students often called the Center when they were unable to
join the virtual Drop-in due to the high volume of students with only one counselor available. Some workshops
needed to be cancelled. In addition, when a counselor was out on leave, the Transfer Center found it difficult to find
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unavailable. During Zoom virtual Drop-in appointments, students often called the Center when they were unable to
join the virtual Drop-in due to the high volume of students with only one counselor available. Some workshops
needed to be cancelled. In addition, when a counselor was out on leave, the Transfer Center found it difficult to find
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Each semester in the core Umoja classes--Counseling, and Social Science--as well as in the English classes, two
Umoja (and other) students work as the Supplemental Instruction Leader (SI) for the course. The SI attends classes,
participates in the class, and provides academic support to students. SIs are critical to the success of students in the
program. Not only are they relatable to the students, but they are able to offer the additional benefits that come with
one-on-one academic support, as well as group study sessions with peers, which instructors may not have the
flexibility or time to conduct. The SI is especially effective when the SI leader forms study groups and offer
additional support (in the PUMA center when possible) where the students are much more likely to reach out for
help. Tutors will also be an instrumental part of the success of the Harambee Study Circle which is a new addition
to the program.
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This Student Worker position would serve the VPESS Office during the peak season of graduation planning
(January-May) and include close oup activities/tasks related to graduation. Also assisting the office with
tasks/projects related to TIX Marketing Campaign

Mileage reimbursement costs have been going up. Although recently all site visits have been virtual, when we go
back to face-to-face conferences between faculty and students' employers, this will become an issue again.
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Unit [code]
Category
Art Digital Media E.10 OTHER
and FTVE [D3032] NEEDS

Ran
k
5

Construction
[D4105C]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

2

Engineering
[D4105E]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

10

716

English [D3705E]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

6

English [D3705E]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

7

717

English [D3705E]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

8

English [D3705E]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

9

English [D3705E]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

10

718

English as a Second E.10 OTHER
Language [D3705L] NEEDS

3

English as a Second E.10 OTHER
Language [D3705L] NEEDS

2

English as a Second E.10 OTHER
Language [D3705L] NEEDS

1

719

Kinesiology
[D3900]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

8

Kinesiology
[D3900]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

3

720

Kinesiology
[D3900]

E.10 OTHER
NEEDS

9

Marketing and
E.10 OTHER
Communications/Ce NEEDS
ntral Services
[D2030]

1

721

Request
"Film Set Day" - a collaborative student and crew experience

Student field trips to union halls
Funding allocation for a thorough study of the current disparity
between the engineering transfer rate and the number of AS degrees
granted by the engineering program

722

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY OF PRIDE Community of Pride
offers a home on campus for LBGTQIA+ students and allies and
supports equity for an underrepresented, underserved community.
Although this community does not seem to be on the radar in the
College's equity plan, research shows that queer and trans identified
students--and most especially trans-identified students--are
particularly at risk for issues of mental health--including suicide risk-physical safety, and food/housing insecurity. Queer identified (and
especially trans-identified) students are also less likely than their
peers to feel a sense of belonging. The commuter nature of our
college also exacerbates these issues of safety and belonging: it can
be difficult for queer-identified students to connect with a supportive
network of peers and instructors. With an English composition course
(English 122 in the fall and English 126 in the spring) paired each
semester with a social science course, students in the cohort develop
a sense of community; nurture their wellbeing; learn about queer
history and culture, which they have mostly not learned about in
school prior to this point; and find a sense of belonging on campus.
Starting this Fall (2021), there are three co-coordinators, shared
between English and Counseling, and we plan to develop a more
FUNDING FOR STUDENT-SUPPORT EFFORTS A. ENGLISH
AND ESL GUIDANCE When AB 705 went into effect and all
students were to kick off their college careers in transfer-level
English and math, English recognized that along with creating new
courses, we needed to help students figure out which courses and
level of support would be right for them. To meet this need, we
developed a robust guided-self placement tools to help students
determine which English class best suits their needs; however, we
also know that individual guidance is more effective for many
students. English tries to offer this much-needed guidance in a variety
of ways, including: 1. Through our English Discipline Expert
program. The English Discipline Expert answers student emails about
placement and registration; 2. Through our ESL/English advising
program. Our advisor holds both online and face-to-face office hours;
Our costs include: Pay for 8 hours of English/ESL advising/week for
two semesters
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FUNDING FOR STUDENT-SUPPORT EFFORTS B. FACULTY
TUTORING Our faculty tutoring program gives students access to
more tutors--and for more flexible hours. Additionally, faculty
tutoring helps break down barriers--namely fear--that sometimes
keeps students from approaching instructors. Overall, when faculty
participate in tutoring programs, students see that faculty care about
them and that they are approachable and helpful; this, in turn, helps
them feel more connected to the college. This fall, we started a small
faculty-tutoring program, and we would like to both continue and
build this important program. Faculty tutoring is a best and common
practice for other colleges in our district. Our costs include: Pay for
20 hours of faculty tutoring/week/semester for two semesters
FUNDING FOR STUDENT-SUPPORT EFFORTS C.
SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM Similarly, our SI
program offers students additional support embedded in the
classroom, particularly in our ESL program and in our first-year
composition and reading classes with extra support. SI leaders are
experienced tutors who function as liaisons between students and
instructors and who offer office hours or group tutoring sessions
tailored the specific classes. Recently, SI leaders have also served as
all-around helpers and tutors, serving students in our new ACL
student center. Our costs include: Pay for 5 additional SI leaders,
working 7 hours/week/semester for two semesters
LITERARY EVENTS Our department holds two important literary
events, Literature "Lit" Week and the James O'Keefe contest. Lit
Week invites student and faculty writers to read their work at two
separate (well-attended) readings. The week culminates with a
reading from a visiting author. This week of literary celebration
builds community in the department and also draws more students to
our major. The James O'Keefe Graphic Arts Contest--created and
held in conjunction with the Art department--invites students to
create and share an original work of graphic narrative, in one of a
variety of categories. This contest also draws involvement from a
number of our adjunct/part-time colleagues, whose expertise has
modernized the format for displaying winning entries. Last year's
contest winners had their work featured in an online zine. The event
has been funded in a piecemeal and unsustainable way with free labor
contributions by the coordinators, including a number of adjunct
faculty. We would like to see these efforts institutionalized as they
are a benefit not only to students in our program, but the entire
campus community. This is especially relevant in this age of focusing
not only on students' concrete needs, but also their needs for
connection and community. Lit Week and the O'Keefe contest require
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ENROLLMENT DRIVES With the shift to primarily online
instruction and services, many ESL students are getting lost in the
enrollment process. The enrollment process can be tricky even for
native English speakers, and is often an insurmountable barrier for
very low-level ESL students, or those without strong tech skills. We
would like to hold pre-semester enrollment events for new and
returning students to help them sign up for classes, clear red flags and
navigate online learning platforms such as Canvas. Our costs include:
Supplies: $200 Marketing: $200 Total: $400

FUNDING FOR STUDENT-SUPPORT EFFORTS A. ESL
GUIDANCE When AB 705 went into effect and all students were to
kick off their college careers in transfer-level English and math,
English recognized that along with creating new courses, we needed
to help students figure out which courses and level of support would
be right for them. To meet this need, we developed a robust guidedself placement tools to help students determine which English class
best suits their needs; however, we also know that individual
guidance is more effective for many students. English tries to offer
this much-needed guidance in a variety of ways, including: 1.
Through our English Discipline Expert program. The English
Discipline Expert answers student emails about placement and
registration; 2. Through our ESL/English advising program. Our
advisor holds both online and face-to-face office hours; our ESL cocoordinators also provide enrollment help via the chat feature on the
ESL webpage, email and in-person. Our costs include: Pay for 4
hours of ESL advising/week for two semesters $8,832

FUNDING FOR STUDENT-SUPPORT EFFORTS C.
SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM Similarly, our SI
program offers students additional support embedded in the
classroom, particularly in our ESL program. SI leaders are
experienced tutors who function as liaisons between students and
instructors and who offer office hours or group tutoring sessions
tailored the specific ESL classes. As our ESL program has grown, in
response to AB 705, so, too, has our SI program grown. It is now
funded through a variety of sources, which makes the program
unsustainable. Our costs include: Pay for 5 additional SI leaders,
working 7 hours/week/semester for two semesters $15,680 Total:
$35 828
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Resources to complete Physical Therapy Assistant Program
Development

Improved athletic transportation

726

Program Affiliation for the National Academy of Sports Medicine
(NASM)

Build new college website

727

Related Unit/Program Strategies/Activities
Create improved industry connections, research
current trends in emerging industries, and
develop our ARTDM and FTVE offerings. This
could also include exploring non credit
curriculum offerings.

Innovation
or
Maintenanc
e of Effort

Study the disparity between the number of AS
degrees given by the engineering program and
the number of students transferring to a four-year
degree.

728

Academic
Year

Cost Per

Number

Focusing on equity: Community of Pride and
other Learning Communities

Increasing student success: offering robust and
diversified support

729

Increasing student success: Redesigning our
tutoring program

Increasing student success: offering robust and
diversified support

Fostering community and learning through
literature events

730

Increasing ESL student success by offering
robust and diversified support

Increasing ESL student success by offering
robust and diversified support

Increasing ESL student success by offering
robust and diversified support

731

Development of Physical Therapist Assistant
Program

Adequately support student-athletes through
budget, staffing and services

732

Adequately support Kinesiology Department and
it's students by establishing budget, faculty and
staffing resources to meet minimum industry
standards

Asset Optimization - Identify and improve key
assets (make easier to use, more engaging and
student friendly) that are critical to the prospect
experience and onboarding, e.g. website
homepage, enrollment related webpages, social
media channels
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Total Cost
15000
0

Cost Per Funding
Lifespan
Year Source
SWP/Perkin
s

$6,000 None
$15000

Disposal
Cost

SWP/Perkin
s
0 SWP/Perkin
s

734

$6,000

$6,000

SEAP

$17,664

$17,664

SEAP

735

$44160

$44,160 SEAP

15,680

$15,680 SEAP

$5,000

$5,000

SEAP

736

$400

$400 SEAP

$8,832

$8,832 SEAP

$35,828

$35,828 SEAP

737

$30,000 None

$450,000

SWP/Perkin
s

$350,000

738

$15,000 None

SWP/Perkin
s

$400,000

739

Request Shared
Drama

The field trips are shared by pre-apprenticeship students
(primary) and general construction students (Secondary).

740

Community of Pride is a collaboration between English and
Counseling, with guidance from the Dean of Learning
Communities.

NA

741

NA

NA

NA

742

NA

NA

NA

743

No

Yes, many other departments utilize campus vans

744

No

This project will impact every department, every student and
every employee in the college.

745

Justification
We would like to hold our first ever "Work on a Film Set" day where students could experience a mini-version
of a film set, working alongside with professional crew and film equipment, as they create a short film. We
would hire a local production company to arrange a one-day film shoot on which our students would serve as
crew members. DVC students would write and direct the mini-film shoot, as well as act in the production. The
student crew would be overseen by professional crew who would serve as mentors to the students. We would
bring in a full grip truck of camera equipment, a wardrobe and make up trailer, and use DVC Culinary students
to provide catering. This unique experience would give students their first hands-on experience as a crew
member on a professional production, and allow students to work side-by-side mentors in several different
production departments. This could become an annual event, and a unique attraction for our program. A typical
film shoot is extremely expensive (Even $100k/day is still considered "low budget"), so this would definitely not
be Hollywood production. We could probably have 8-10 professional crew members and 30-60 students
involved. As a program, this would attract excitement about the program and also give students a very unique
opportunity. We would also use a student crew to create a behind-the-scenes video of the day, which could be
used in promotional materials. In the future, this could hopefully become an annual event.
Student trips to union facilities are an integral part of the construction pre-apprenticeship program. This amount
will fund six trips at $1,000. each. The entirety of the requested amount will be expended on tour bus rental.
To fully understand the reasons behind the huge gap between the number of engineering students transferring to
a four-year institute each year (significantly more than 105) and the number of engineering AS degrees granted
(67 in the past five years or less than 14 each year), a thorough study of the matter is proposed. This is
particularly important because most transfer engineering students have already completed the requirements for
an AS degree in engineering. The proposed study should eventually identify areas impacting this gap (such as
curriculum, student support services, counseling, etc.) and offer strategies to effectively close this gap. The
funding will be used to : (1) Develop a plan action for the study and identify critical data (2) Data collection
using not only the available district data but any required data to be collected from the engineering students that
have already transferred. (3) Data analysis and identification of the areas including curriculum, students support,
counseling, etc. that would directly impact the closing gap between the transfer numbers and the number AS
degrees granted by the program. (4) Develop strategies/plan containing recommended areas of improvements as
related to instructional/curriculum and support services, the later of which in coordination with the other
relevant college offices/programs, in order to close this gap.
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AB 705 and the Guided Pathways model ask us to continue to make deep structural changes for the sake of
improving equity and to continue to develop and offer supports for students. In English, we've developed--and
continue to develop-- many projects to improve equity and bolster student support. For each project, in general,
program leads request funding on an individual basis. Although we're always grateful for funding we receive, it
doesn't feel sustainable to run such equity work or to coordinate or deliver such support on a budget whose end
is always impending. The energy it takes to reapply for a budget--for programs that the College would like us to
run--lessens our bandwidth for the more-salient details of the programs themselves. Alternately, programs end
up being stop and start, and when the momentum dies, it is hard to get back.
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Physical Therapy Assistant Program: The Physical Therapy Assistant Profession is a well paid career that is in
high demand. Entry into the profession is through an associate degree. The median salary in California is over
$65,000 a year. The projected job growth between now and 2026 is 31% with an increase of 1600 jobs and
nearly 9,000 job openings. We believe that this in-demand program will be a great fit for our existing CE
programs and provide opportunities for collaboration, as well as increased opportunities for students. This
program will help generate increased FTES for the division and college, as well as approximately 30 degree
completions a year. This strategy will support the SEAP Access Goal #1a: to increase the number of students
who enroll after application. Physical therapy assistant is a sought-after career path and has significant potential
to increase enrollment in our division. Other community college programs indicate that it appeals to a variety of
students including disproportionately disadvantaged students. It is a cohort based program which has a high
completion / success rate at other colleges and includes strategies the guided pathways initiative entails. We
anticipate that this program will attract and enroll disproportionately disadvantaged students and with it's high
completion rates will decrease the equity gap. Covid-19 has slowed progress on the feasibility study but
significant progress has been made and we anticipate completion of the study spring/summer 2021 and
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high demand. Entry into the profession is through an associate degree. The median salary in California is over
$65,000 a year. The projected job growth between now and 2026 is 31% with an increase of 1600 jobs and
nearly 9,000 job openings. We believe that this in-demand program will be a great fit for our existing CE
programs and provide opportunities for collaboration, as well as increased opportunities for students. This
program will help generate increased FTES for the division and college, as well as approximately 30 degree
completions a year. This strategy will support the SEAP Access Goal #1a: to increase the number of students
who enroll after application. Physical therapy assistant is a sought-after career path and has significant potential
to increase enrollment in our division. Other community college programs indicate that it appeals to a variety of
students including disproportionately disadvantaged students. It is a cohort based program which has a high
completion / success rate at other colleges and includes strategies the guided pathways initiative entails. We
anticipate that this program will attract and enroll disproportionately disadvantaged students and with it's high
completion rates will decrease the equity gap. Covid-19 has slowed progress on the feasibility study but
significant progress has been made and we anticipate completion of the study spring/summer 2021 and
additional support may be required for completion. Athletic Transportation: The standard as it regards to
transportation to away events in our conference and throughout the state is professional drivers driving chartered
and/or school-owned buses. Other than football, the DVC/district policy has been for coaches to drive school
vans that are often poorly maintained and are used/abused by other groups on campus. This is a significant
safety and liability issue that places students, coaches, the college and district at risk. Coaches are put in the
position of teaching in the morning, driving to an event, coaching, and then face the challenge of driving home
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The college's current website is a decade old with cumbersome menu systems, bloated and difficult to follow
content, and an outdated design. It's also built on a non-standard platform. A new platform, design, information
architecture, and overhauled/simplified content is urgently needed to in order to ensure adequate operational
infrastructure for key objectives such as crisis communication (COVID-19), enrollment recovery, equity, and
pathways work. The budget requested would allow for a mobile-first rebuild as well as a content overhaul (rewrites, graphics, photos, ADA compliance).
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